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Abstract

Inspired by various applications including ad auctions, matching markets, and voting,

mechanism design deals with the problem of designing algorithms that take inputs

from strategic agents and return an outcome optimizing a given objective, while

taking the strategic behavior from the agents into account.

The focus of this thesis is to design mechanisms in dynamic environments that

take into account rich constraints (e.g., budget constraints), features (e.g., robust-

ness and credibility), and different types of agents (e.g., utility-maximizing agents

and learning agents). Two main reasons why dynamic mechanism design is hard

compared to mechanism design in a static environment are the need to make deci-

sions in an online manner while the future might be unpredictable or even be chosen

by an adversary arbitrarily, and the need to cope with strategic agents, who aim to

maximize their cumulative utilities by looking into the future.

We propose a framework to design dynamic mechanisms with simple structures

for utility-maximizing agents without losing any optimality, which facilitates both

the design for the designer and the participation for the agents. Our framework

enables the design of mechanisms achieving non-trivial performance guarantees rela-

tive to the optimal mechanism that has access to all future information in advance,

even though our mechanisms are not equipped with any knowledge about the future.

We further develop a class of dynamic mechanisms that are robust against estima-

tion errors in agents’ valuation distributions, a class of dynamic mechanisms that
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are credible so that the designer is incentivized to follow the rules, and a class of

dynamic mechanisms for learning agents. In addition to dynamic mechanism design

frameworks, we develop statistical tools to test whether a dynamic mechanism has

correctly aligned the agents’ incentives, and to measure the extent of the misalign-

ment if it exists.
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1

Introduction

Mechanism design deals with the problem of designing algorithms that take inputs

from strategic agents and return an outcome optimizing a given objective, such as

social welfare or revenue, while taking the strategic behavior from the agents into

account. In such a setting, the algorithm first pins down the rule of computing out-

comes and then collects reports from a set of strategic agents, while a strategic agent

may submit a report based on her private type to maximize her utility. Mechanism

design has been inspired by various applications, such as ad auctions for online ad-

vertising, matching markets, as well as voting and committee selections. Take the

ad auction as an example: a strategic agent may raise (overbid) or shade (underbid)

her bids depending on the underlying algorithms. As a canonical example, strategic

agents will certainly underbid in a first-price auction, where the agent with the high-

est bid wins the item and pays her bid. The main difficulty of mechanism design is

to properly align the agents’ incentives to motivate truthful reporting. Optimizing

the designer’s objective along with aligning the agent’s incentives correctly at the

same time distinguishes mechanism design from classic algorithm design, in which

the inputs are given directly.
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The issue of incentives becomes even more prominent in a dynamic environment

where there are a sequence of stages and the algorithm needs to collect reports from

the agents and make decisions for every stage in an online manner. In such an

environment, in addition to the outcome of the current stage, an agent’s report may

have an impact on the outcomes returned by the algorithm in the future. Dealing

with the agents’ incentives in a dynamic environment introduces new challenges to

the designer, while a dynamic environment also complicates the procedure of decision

making for an agent to select her best report to submit. These problems become

even harder when the designer and the agents have practical constraints to meet,

and when the future is unpredictable or is chosen by an adversary arbitrarily.

Motivating Examples: Dynamic mechanism design is partly motivated by the pop-

ularity of selling online advertising opportunities via repeated auctions, which have

been a standard approach to monetize online web services and generated hundreds

of billions of dollars annually. Nowadays, almost every popular website (a.k.a. pub-

lisher) is likely to have a dedicated region on their website for displaying banners or

video clips to show advertisements alongside with the content they provide. These

advertisements are known as display ads, different from another famous form of on-

line advertisements known as sponsored search ads that appear alongside the results

returned by the search engines.

In display ads, an impression is a chance for the advertiser to display their ad-

vertisements, which is usually triggered by a user visiting the website. When an

impression arrives, the decision of which advertisement from many advertisers to

display to the user is usually made via an auction among the advertisers. The deci-

sion process is clearly an online problem since it must be made immediately when the

impression arrives; or otherwise, the user may proceed to browse another website.

The fact that the decision is usually made without knowing which users may come
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in the future makes such an online problem even harder.

In practice, modern ad exchange systems are usually so complicated that ads are

allocated via complex, black-box auctions whose mechanics can be difficult to model.

Advertisers increasingly want to understand how to play in these auctions in a way

that is optimal in the long run, and how exactly their advertising dollars flow from

their ad campaigns to reach the publishers. Although the exchange may provide

guidance about how to play for the advertisers, the advertisers would still desire to

verify whether the guidance is aligned with their best interests. From the perspective

of the auction designer, it is also essential to understand how to design an auction

system such that the advertisers will play in a way that results in desirable outcomes.

Traditionally, exchanges have been using second-price auctions in display ads,

which incentivize the advertisers to bid their valuations truthfully. In a second-price

auction, the advertiser bidding the highest bid wins the impression and pays the

amount of the second-highest bid. However, it turns out that repeating second-

price auctions results in a revenue performance far from the optimum in a dynamic

environment. As a result, the exchanges have attempted to apply various policies to

improve revenue. One canonical example is dynamic reserve pricing, where past bids

are used to set reserve prices in the second-price auction, so that the advertiser must

submit a bid higher than the reserve price; or otherwise, her bid does not count.

Even though dynamic reserve pricing might improve revenue, it complicates the

advertisers’ incentives, so that truthful reporting is no longer their optimal strategy

since bid shading is clearly a better option. Moreover, finding the optimal way to

play in an auction system where truthful reporting is not an optimal strategy is

usually a formidable task for the advertisers. Consequently, the bidding behavior

of the advertisers might be highly unpredictable if they struggle to find the optimal

strategies, causing unpredictable outcomes as well as unstable revenue performance.
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The Goal of this Thesis: Although designing mechanisms in a dynamic environment

introduces new challenges, dynamic mechanisms also open up the possibility of link-

ing the allocation rules and payments across time to enhance revenue or welfare. In

particular, we consider mechanism design in a dynamic environment where there is

a fixed set of agents throughout the time horizon and the items arrive in an online

manner. This thesis aims to lay the foundations of designing simple / robust / ver-

ifiable / credible dynamic mechanisms that are optimal in terms of the designer’s

objective in complex environments.

• Simple: A dynamic mechanism is simple if its description is simple so that it is

simple for the designer to design the mechanism and it is simple for the agents

to understand and play in the mechanism.

• Robust: A dynamic mechanism is robust if its performance is robust when the

designer does not have perfect knowledge of the environment.

• Verifiable: A dynamic mechanism is verifiable if the property claimed by the

designer can be verified by the agents via their interactions with the mechanism.

• Credible: A dynamic mechanism is credible if it is in the designer’s best interest

to follow the rules of the mechanism without deviation.

The complexity of an environment may come from the fact that the agents and

the designers are subject to various constraints, such as the budget constraints for

the agents and the supply constraints for the designers. It may also come from the

fact that the designer does not know the agents’ valuation distributions in advance

but needs to learn from the agents’ interactions with the mechanism to obtain a

model of their valuation distributions. Furthermore, the agents might not be utility

maximizers aiming to maximize their long term cumulative utilities, but learners

who deploy learning algorithms to decide which report to submit.
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Our main inquiry is to bridge the gap between the mechanism designer and the

agents participating in the mechanism such that the dynamic mechanism is simple to

design and has robust performance for the designer, while the dynamic mechanism is

also simple to understand and simple to participate in, and its claimed features and

properties are straightforward to verify for the agents. Moreover, the credibility of

a dynamic mechanism establishes the trustworthiness of the designer (or the party

running the mechanism), motivating further participations from the agents.

1.1 Dynamic Mechanism with Simple Structures (Chapter 3)

The first inquiry of this thesis is to understand how to design a dynamic mechanism

in a Bayesian environment when (1) there are complex constraints, e.g., the agent

may have budget constraints, or the designer may have supply constraints; (2) the

designer has a general objective to optimize, e.g., the designer may want to optimize

a trade-off between social welfare and revenue. Moreover, under what conditions are

the optimal dynamic mechanisms still interpretable and preserve simple structures?

We adopt the concept of non-clairvoyance introduced by Mirrokni et al. [118].

A dynamic mechanism is non-clairvoyant, if no prior knowledge about the future

is available. Otherwise, it is clairvoyant, if all priors are given since the start. In

practice, the designer can hardly be clairvoyant, and therefore, our ultimate goal is

to provide a framework for designing mechanisms in a non-clairvoyant environment.

Furthermore, we focus on the design of dynamic incentive-compatible (dynamic-IC)

mechanisms, such that it is in the agent’s best interest to always report truthfully,

LHC Mechanism for Clairvoyant Environments. In general, a dynamic mechanism at

a stage may depend on the agents’ historical reports in the past. We provide a gen-

eral design framework for dynamic mechanisms in a clairvoyant environment under

complex constraints, coined Lossless History Compression (LHC) mechanisms. LHC
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mechanisms compress the history into a state carrying the least historical informa-

tion without losing any generality in terms of the designer’s objective. In addition to

the state, the LHC mechanisms also keep track of the agents’ expected utilities in the

future. LHC mechanisms generalize the idea of the bank account mechanisms pro-

posed by Mirrokni et al. [118, 120]. Despite their limited structure, LHC mechanisms

are rich enough to capture optimal dynamic mechanisms in general environments.

LHC Mechanism and Non-clairvoyant Environments. However, maintaining a record

about the future, the agents’ promised future utilities, limits the application of LHC

mechanisms in non-clairvoyant environments, in which the future is unpredictable.

We examine the implementability of dynamic mechanisms in non-clairvoyant en-

vironments and demonstrate that a dynamic mechanism satisfies dynamic-IC in a

non-clairvoyant sense (i.e., the dynamic mechanism is dynamic-IC no matter what

future would be) if and only if it is (i) stage-wise incentive compatible (stage-IC),

and (ii) guarantees a constant expected utility in each stage for every agent in-

dependent of the state (state-UI). For a stage-IC and state-UI LHC mechanisms,

additional records on agents’ promised future utilities, which are constant, become

redundant. We additionally provide necessary and sufficient conditions for whether

an LHC mechanism can be converted to a stage-IC and state-UI LHC mechanism,

through an operation called payment realignment. Intuitively, payment realignment

keeps the allocation rules the same and rearranges the payment across stages to

achieve stage-IC and state-UI. We also provide sufficient conditions in the context

of dynamic auctions under which payment realignment is possible.

Simplicity from stage-IC and state-UI. A dynamic mechanism that is stage-IC and

state-UI achieves simplicity. From the perspective of an agent, since her expected

utilities in the future are independent of her reports in the past, the agent’s best
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report taking the future into account is the same as the agent’s best myopic report

without looking into the future. Although a mechanism that is dynamic-IC is also

easy for an agent to participate in by truthful reporting, such a guarantee might be

built upon the assumption that the future will realize in a certain way. For example,

a dynamic-IC mechanism might run a first-price auction in the first stage and then

use the second stage to align the agent’s incentive to make the first stage dynamic-IC

(see Section 3.1.3 for a concrete example). However, such a mechanism is no longer

dynamic-IC if the prior knowledge of the second stage is wrong; even worse, it is

entirely possible that the second stage may not exist! In contrast, a stage-IC and

state-UI LHC mechanism is always dynamic-IC no matter what the future stages

look like or whether they exist or not. From the designer’s perspective, without loss

of generality, they can focus on designing dynamic mechanisms that are stage-IC and

state-UI while the mechanisms only carry a state summarizing the past across stages

without recording any historical reports as well as looking into the future.

LHC Mechanisms and Revenue Upper Bounds. Besides the simplicity provided by LHC

mechanisms, it further enables an elegant way to upper bound the revenue perfor-

mance of any clairvoyant mechanism, which provides a benchmark that guides the

design of non-clairvoyant mechanisms that do not have access to any information

about the future but achieve non-trivial revenue performance against revenue-optimal

clairvoyant mechanisms that know the future in advance.

Non-clairvoyant Mechanism with Budget Constraints. Our LHC mechanism enables us

to consider without loss of generality a class of dynamic mechanisms which utilizes

two non-negative reals numbers to maintain the state: the agents’ cumulative utilities

from the past and the agents’ remaining budgets. Particularly, the non-negativity of

the cumulative utilities ensures that every agent is willing to participate in the mech-
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anism, while the non-negativity of remaining budgets guarantees that the agents’

payments never exceed their budgets.

We then proceed to apply our framework to design a non-clairvoyant dynamic

mechanism under budget constraints that is dynamic-IC and enjoys a non-trivial

revenue performance, even without any knowledge about the future. In particular,

our dynamic mechanism obtains a constant approximation to the revenue-optimal

dynamic mechanism having access to all information in advance. To the best of

our knowledge, this is the first dynamic mechanism that achieves a constant ap-

proximation against the revenue-optimal clairvoyant mechanism and strictly respects

dynamic-IC and budget constraints without relying on any forecasts of the future.

1.2 Robust Dynamic Mechanism (Chapter 4)

In the previous section, we discussed how to design simple dynamic mechanisms,

in terms of their descriptive complexity, without losing the optimality in terms of

the designer’s objective. However, these dynamic mechanisms heavily rely on exact

knowledge of agents’ valuation distributions to align agents’ incentives across time

and guarantee desirable outcomes. This strong requirement limits the application of

dynamic auctions in practice because the designer may only have access to approx-

imate models of the buyers’ valuations, especially in a learning environment where

the designer needs to learn the buyers’ valuations from their bids in the past.

We first consider an environment where the designer can model present and fu-

ture distributional information subject to an estimation error. Designing optimal and

incentive-compatible auctions in this framework is challenging for the following rea-

son: when the designer’s distributional information is not perfectly aligned with the

agents’ true distributions, it is impossible for the designer to offer a prior-dependent

dynamic mechanism that achieves exact dynamic-IC. Such a problem is made worse

in a dynamic environment where the agents’ misreports can affect the mechanisms in
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the future. Nonetheless, we overcome all these difficulties and provide a framework

to design robust dynamic mechanisms where the extent of the agents’ misreports

and the revenue loss can be related to and bounded by the estimation error of the

agents’ distributions, in both clairvoyant and non-clairvoyant environments.

As an application of our framework, we apply our robust non-clairvoyant dynamic

mechanism to a concrete problem of contextual auctions, where a buyer’s valuation

depends on the context that describes the item, but the relationship between the

buyer’s valuation and the context is unknown to the seller and must be estimated

across auctions. The seller’s task is to design a policy constituted by a learning policy

and a dynamic mechanism policy, such that the learning policy learns the buyers’

private relationship from the buyers’ bids in the past and the dynamic mechanism

policy adapts the auction mechanisms across stages, with the objective of maximizing

revenue. With a carefully designed learning policy and a carefully tailored dynamic

mechanism design policy based on our robust dynamic mechanism design framework,

we obtain the first policy, to the best of our knowledge, that achieves no-regret against

a constant approximation of the revenue-optimal clairvoyant dynamic mechanism

that knows the relationship in advance.

1.3 Testing and Measuring Dynamic-IC (Chapter 5)

We have discussed frameworks for designing simple and robust dynamic mechanisms

in theory. In practice, on the other hand, the question of transparency of auction

systems has become a key point of contention between buyers and sellers of display

advertising space: ads are allocated via complex, black-box auction systems whose

mechanics can be difficult to model let alone optimize against. However, the designer

usually cannot implement a dynamic mechanism that is exactly dynamic-IC when

taking into account various practical considerations. Consequently, it is essential for

the buyers and the sellers to be equipped with tools to confirm whether a dynamic
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mechanism is exactly dynamic-IC, and if not, to measure the extent of its violation

of dynamic-IC. Motivated by this concern, we develop statistical tools for the buyers

and the sellers to test and measure dynamic-IC.

Testing Dynamic-IC. We take the perspective of a single agent and propose statisti-

cal tests for an agent to confirm the underlying dynamic mechanism is dynamic-IC,

so that it is always her optimal strategy to report truthfully. Along the way, we

provide an alternative characterization of dynamic mechanisms by questioning the

assumption that the designer knows how the agents discount future surplus in prac-

tice. We characterize dynamic mechanisms that are dynamic-IC for all possible

discounting factors according to two intuitive conditions: the mechanism should be

incentive-compatible at each stage in the usual sense, and expected present utility

under truthful reporting should be independent of past reports. Notice that the

former is exactly stage-IC, while the latter is a generalization of state-UI since the

state in the LHC mechanism is the only channel that carries the information of the

agents’ past reports. The conditions motivate two separate tests based on bid per-

turbations in ad auctions that can be run simultaneously on the same impression

traffic. We provide a novel statistical test of stage-IC along with a test for util-

ity independence that can detect lags in how the seller uses past bid information.

We evaluate our tests on display ad data from Google Ad Exchange and show how

they can accurately uncover evidence for first- or second-price auctions coupled with

dynamic reserve prices, among other types of dynamic mechanisms.

Measuring Dynamic-IC. Although we have provided a framework for the seller to

design mechanisms that are dynamic-IC, the ad auctions applied in practice might

not even be stage-IC, e.g., the celebrated generalized second-price auction which is

not stage-IC [67], as the designer takes other practical considerations into account.
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While the designer can no longer ensure the mechanism is exactly dynamic-IC, it is

desirable to have a mechanism that is as dynamic-IC as possible, where the extent

that a mechanism violates dynamic-IC can be quantified by a scalar. We intro-

duce a novel metric to quantify incentive compatibility in both static and dynamic

environments. Our metric is data-driven and can be computed directly through

black-box auction simulations without relying on reference mechanisms or complex

optimizations. Our metric can be interpreted as follows: (1) the weighted mean

of the envelope condition test [121, 129]; (2) the marginal stability against uniform

bid-shading; (3) the weighted mean of the difference between the derivatives of the

payment rule and the incentive-compatible payment rule [121]. We further prove

that it is monotone in auction parameters for several mechanisms used in practice,

such as soft floors [142] and dynamic reserve prices. We conduct experiments to

empirically evaluate our metric on ad auction data from Google Ad Exchange to

demonstrate its broad applicability in practice.

1.4 Guaranteed Dashboard Mechanism (Chapter 6)

In the previous section, we discussed how to verify whether a complex auction system

is indeed dynamic-IC. Nonetheless, taking a look at the trend of online advertising

markets in recent years, one may notice that numerous ad exchanges in the display

ads market have switched from second-price auctions to first-price auctions, and

particularly, Google Ad Exchange followed such a trend and officially moved to first-

price auctions in September 2019 [84, 134]. There are many driving forces behind

such a transition, but the most dominating factor may be the issues of transparency

and credibility of second-price auctions. For example, the seller could pretend that

the second-highest bid is exactly right below the highest bid to boost the revenue

in a second-price auction. Moreover, the buyer after submitting her bid is uncertain

about how much money she needs to pay for winning the item, since it is determined
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by the unknown second-highest bid from other buyers.

The notion of credibility of a mechanism is recently defined by Akbarpour and

Li [3]. Intuitively, a mechanism is credible if it is in the seller’s best interest to

follow the auction rules without deviation, and therefore, the second-price auction is

non-credible since the seller has incentive to deviate from the auction rules. Based

on the definition of credibility, Akbarpour and Li [3] show that any sealed-bid one-

shot mechanism, in which the highest bidder wins the item and pays, is either non-

truthful or non-credible. For example, the first-price auction is non-truthful but

credible, since the seller has no incentive not to allocate the item to the highest

bidder when the payment is solely determined by the winner’s bid. On the other

hand, the second-price auction is truthful but non-credible.

The impossibility result does not rule out the possibility of designing credible

and truthful sealed-bid mechanisms in dynamic environments, even in a prior-free

environment. We propose a class of sealed-bid dynamic mechanisms that are cred-

ible and achieve non-trivial performance in terms of welfare. Our credible dynamic

mechanism is built upon the dashboard mechanism, recently introduced by Hartline

et al. [95]. In a dashboard mechanism, instead of specifying the mechanism via an

allocation rule and a payment rule, it offers a bidding dashboard to each buyer sep-

arately and independently of other buyers’ bids. In addition, the bidding dashboard

forms a contract between the seller and the buyer, specifying how many items the

buyer will get if she agrees to pay a certain amount of money.

Provided a bidding dashboard, a buyer can respond by bidding on how much

money she would like to pay in total. Clearly, a buyer will not bid truthfully (i.e.,

bid a payment such that her valuation equals to the ratio between the payment she

bids and the corresponding guaranteed number of items she will obtain from the

dashboard) in a dashboard mechanism since truthful reporting results in a 0 utility.

However, it turns out that it is possible to construct a dashboard so that the auc-
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tioneer is able to infer the buyer’s true valuation via her bid, if the buyer responds

optimally to the dashboard. Moreover, a dashboard mechanism can implement (al-

most) any truthful mechanism when there is only one buyer. Such a claim is no

longer true when there are multiple buyers. For example, it is clear that a dash-

board mechanism cannot implement a second-price auction since each dashboard is

independent of other buyers’ bids.

We propose a class of dynamic dashboard mechanisms in prior-free dynamic en-

vironments that are credible per stage such that the buyers’ true valuations can be

inferred from their bids for every stage, if they bid in a way to maximize their long

term cumulative utilities. Based on this class of mechanisms, we design dynamic

dashboard mechanisms achieving optimal welfare loss under various valuation evolu-

tion constraints and allocation constraints. Particularly, we consider an environment

in which the `0-norm, the `1-norm, and the `8-norm of the difference between valu-

ation profiles in two consecutive stages is bounded. A bounded `0-norm means the

number of buyers whose valuation may change in two consecutive stages is limited;

and a bounded `1-norm means the total change of valuations among all buyers is lim-

ited; and a bounded `8 means the maximum change of valuations among all buyers

is limited. In addition, we consider matroid constraints as the allocation constraints

that restrict how the seller can allocate the items to the buyers.

1.5 Dynamic Mechanism for Learning Agents (Chapter 7)

So far, we have discussed the success of dynamic mechanism design in terms of

high revenue or welfare. However, all these results operate in the regime where

the agents are utility maximizers aiming to maximize their long term cumulative

utilities. However, as mentioned before, the dynamic auctions for digital ads have

become increasingly more complex over time, so a buyer may have difficulty behaving

fully rationally: she may not have accurate priors for other buyers, she may not
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completely understand the mechanism, and finding an equilibrium or a best response

might be computationally hard. Instead, she may choose to learn how to bid over

time through a learning algorithm, e.g., a no-regret learning algorithm. As pointed

out in a recent seminal empirical work by Nekipelov et al. [122], buyers’ behavior

on Bing is largely consistent with a no-regret learning algorithm, which motivates

the design of dynamic mechanisms tailored to such a no-regret learning behavior.

One intriguing feature of modeling a buyer as a learning agent is that it no longer

restricts us to a Bayesian setting since the actions taken by a learning algorithm are

well-defined, and ostensibly even designed for the prior-free setting.

This opens a wealth of questions of how to robustly design dynamic mechanisms

that perform well in the worst case against some class of learning agents. We par-

ticularly investigate how to design dynamic mechanisms against agents using mean-

based no-regret learning algorithms that prefer to select actions having performed

historically well on average [24], in both prior-free and prior-independent environ-

ments. Although the mean-based algorithms constitute a special class of no-regret

learning algorithms, many no-regret algorithms are mean-based, including commonly

used variants of EXP3, the Multiplicative Weights algorithm, and the Follow-the-

Perturbed-Leader algorithm [24].

In addition to dynamic mechanism design for learning agents, we explore a more

general and fundamental question related to game theory and learning agents using

no-regret algorithms: how should a player who repeatedly plays a game against a

no-regret learner strategize to maximize his utility, and which no-regret learning

algorithm should the learning agent deploy? Our mechanism design problem in

a prior-free dynamic environment for learning agents is a special instance of this

question, if we consider the strategic player as the seller and the no-regret learner

as the buyer who deploys no-regret learning algorithms to bid. We show that the

strategic player can always guarantee himself the Stackelberg value of the game (i.e.,
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the equilibrium value of the game when the strategic player acts first), and when

the game enjoys certain simple structures (i.e., zero-sum games or games in which

the learner only has two actions) or the no-regret learner adopts a no-swap-regret

learning algorithm [22], the strategic player cannot get anything higher than the

Stackelberg value. However, the strategic player can get a value strictly higher than

the Stackelberg value if the learner adopts a mean-based no-regret algorithm instead.

1.6 Prerequisites and Dependencies

In Chapter 2, we provide general technical prerequisites for dynamic mechanism

design that Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are based on. The prerequisites for Chapter 3,

Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 are provided in the respective chapters. Apart from those

provided, familiarity with basic probability, expectations, and big O notation is all

that is assumed. The chapters are self contained, and can be read in any order.

1.7 Bibliographic Notes

The work presented in this thesis is contained in research papers with co-authors.

Chapter 3 is based on joint work with Vahab Mirrokni and Song Zuo [55]. Chapter 4 is

based on joint works with Sébastien Lahaie and Vahab Mirrokni [53, 54]. Chapter 5

is based on two joint works, one with Sébastien Lahaie [47] and the other with

Sébastien Lahaie, Vahab Mirrokni, and Song Zuo [60]. Chapter 6 is based on joint

work with Jason Hartline, Jieming Mao, and Balasubramanian Sivan [59]. Chapter 7

is based on two joint works with Jon Schneider and Balasubramanian Sivan [57, 58].
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• Other work on auction designs [48, 52, 56];
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• Work on Bayesian repeated games with persistent state [37, 39];

• Work on matching markets [50, 51, 132];

• Work on K-implementations [49] and disarmament games [45, 46];

• Work on learning tensor PCA [6];

• Work on moral artificial intelligence [38].
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2

Technical Preliminaries

2.1 Basic Notation

Throughout this thesis, we will denote by R the set of real numbers, R` the set of

non-negative real numbers, Z the set of integers, Z` the set of non-negative integers,

and rns “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu the set of integers from 1 to n. Also, given any base set Θ,

we define Θn as the set of n-dimensional vectors over Θ. In addition, given any set

Θ, we denote by ∆pΘq the set of distributions over Θ. We will use the notation

pxq` “ maxtx, 0u to represent the maximum between a real number x and 0. For a

sequence pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aT q of T elements of a, we use the notation apt1,t2q “ pat1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , at2q

to represent the subsequence between the t1-th element and the t2-th element.

2.2 Bayesian Dynamic Auction Environment

We consider the problem of a single designer (he) selling a sequence of items to the

same set of self-interested buyers, for T ą 0 stages. For the sake of clarity, we present

the setting with a single buyer (she) case for now and leave the multiple-agent setting

to later chapters.

In each stage t, there is a newly arrived item and the item must be sold once it
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arrives. The buyer realizes her private valuation vt P r0, v̄s “ V after she observes

the item at the beginning of stage t. The private valuation at stage t is indepen-

dently drawn according to the prior distribution Ft, while the distributions are not

necessarily identical across stages.

Along with the allocation xt specifying the probability that the buyer receives the

item at stage t, there is an accompanying monetary transfer pt P R from the agent

to the designer. We assume the agent has a quasi-linear utility such that her stage

utility under xt and pt is ut “ vt ¨ xt ´ pt, and therefore her cumulative utility from

the dynamic mechanism is
ř

tPrT s γ
t´1 ¨ ut when her discounting factor is γ P r0, 1s.

The discounting factor captures the situation where the buyer is less patient than

the seller. This is motivated by various applications, in which the buyer would prefer

the utility to realize sooner rather than later [4, 83].

2.2.1 Clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanisms

In a clairvoyant dynamic mechanism, the designer knows both the number of stages

T and the sequence of priors Fp1,T q in advance. In this environment, the mechanism

enjoys the ability of forecasting the future.

We focus on direct mechanisms, where the agent reports her private types in each

stage as bt P V . In each stage of a clairvoyant mechanism, upon receiving the report

bt, the designer decides and implements the outcome xxt, pty based on the historical

reports bp1,tq and the priors Fp1,T q. Formally, a clairvoyant dynamic mechanism is

defined by a pair of allocation and payment rules xxp1,T q, pp1,T qy:

• xt : V t ˆ p∆V qT Ñ r0, 1s maps the historical bids bp1,tq and prior Fp1,T q to the

allocation probability xt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

at stage t;

• pt : V t ˆ p∆V qT Ñ R maps the historical bids bp1,tq and prior Fp1,T q to the

payment pt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

at stage t.
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In sum, at stage t of a clairvoyant dynamic mechanism, the following steps happen:

1. the agent observes the item and realizes her private type vt „ Ft;

2. the agent reports type bt to the designer;

3. the designer implements xt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

and pt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

;

4. the agent accrues stage utility ut
`

bp1,tq; vt
˘

“ vt¨xt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

´pt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

.

The clairvoyant mechanism is denoted by

MC
“
@

xt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘

, pt
`

bp1,tq, Fp1,T q
˘DT

t“1
. (Clairvoyant Mechanism)

2.2.2 Stage Incentive Compatibility and Individual Rationality

The stage mechanism xxt, pty at stage t is incentive compatible if it is of the buyer’s

best interest to report her valuation truthfully for any historical bids for the first

t´ 1 stages. More precisely, for any bp1,t´1q,

vt P arg max
bt

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘

. (stage-IC)

Moreover, the stage mechanism xxt, pty is ex-post individual rational if the buyer’s ex-

post utility at stage t is always non-negative if she report truthfully for any historical

bids for the first t´ 1 stages. More precisely, for any bp1,t´1q,

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, vt; vt
˘

ě 0. (stage-expost-IR)

On the other hand, the stage mechanism xxt, pty is ex-ante individual rational if the

buyer’s expected utility at stage t is always non-negative if she report truthfully for

any historical bids for the first t´ 1 stages, where the expectation is taken over the

distribution Ft. More precisely, for any bp1,t´1q,

Evt„Ft
“

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, vt; vt
˘‰

ě 0. (stage-exante-IR)
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2.2.3 Dynamic Incentive Compatibility

The buyer’s best response in a dynamic mechanism depends on her strategy in the

future stages. The classic notion of dynamic incentive-compatibility requires that

reporting truthfully is always the buyer’s optimal strategy, assuming that she plays

optimally in the future [118].1 Let the continuation utility be:

U t

`

bp1,tq
˘

“ Evpt`1,T q„Fpt`1,T q

«

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨ uτ
`

bp1,tq, vpt`1,τq; vτ
˘

ff

,

i.e., the expected sum of the stage utilities from the remaining stages in which the

agent is assumed to report truthfully. Dynamic incentive compatibility then can be

defined via backward induction: in the last stage T , it is an optimal strategy for the

agent to report truthfully no matter what the history bp1,T´1q is:

vT P arg max
bT

uT
`

bp1,T´1q, bT ; vT
˘

,

for all private valuation vT and history bp1,T´1q. For the induction step, in stage t,

conditioned on the agent reporting truthfully for all the remaining stages, the agent

should be incentivized to report truthfully no matter what the history bp1,t´1q is: for

all stages t ă T , historical bids bp1,t´1q, and vt,

vt P arg max
bt

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘

` U t

`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

. (DIC)

2.2.4 Approximate Dynamic Incentive Compatibility

However, it is not always possible for the designer to ensure the dynamic mechanism

is exactly DIC. We further introduce a notion of approximate dynamic incentive

compatibility, denoted by ηp1,T q-DIC, which requires that assuming the buyer plays

optimally in the future (note that optimally now no longer means truthfully), the

1 Interested readers can refer to [118] for discussions of different DIC notions.
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buyer’s bid deviates from vt by at most ηt at stage t. Formally, there exists b̂t P

rvt ´ ηt, vt ` ηts such that

b̂t P arg max
bt

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘

` U t

`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

. (ηp1,T q-DIC)

for all vt, bp1,t´1q, where we abuse the notion a bit here and let U t

`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

be the

continuation utility that the buyer obtains in the future: U t

`

bp1,T q
˘

“ 0 for any bp1,T q,

and for t ă T , U t

`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

is defined recursively as

Evt`1„Ft`1

”

max
bt`1

ut`1

`

vt`1; bp1,tq, bt`1

˘

` γ ¨ U t`1

`

bp1,tq, bt`1

˘

ı

.

2.2.5 History Utility Independence

The stage mechanism xxt, pty at stage t is history utility-independent if the expected

utility of the buyer at stage t is independent of the historical bids bp1,t´1q from the

first t´ 1 stages. More precisely, there exists cp1,T q P RT such that

@bp1,t´1q, Evt„Ft
“

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘‰

“ ct. (history-UI)

history-UI is a more general notion than State-UI that we will introduce

in Chapter 3 for LHC mechanisms. Although it seems that history-UI applies a

stringent constraint on the design of the stage mechanisms, it turns out that we still

enjoy plenty of flexibility of designing stage-IC and history-UI stage mechanisms.

Example 2.1. It is clear that any stage-IC static mechanisms that ignore the

historical bids is history-UI. For example, repeated second price auctions (with

or without reserve) or the Myerson’s auction for Ft at stage t are stage-IC and

history-UI.

Example 2.2. A variant of posted price auctions, called posted price auctions with

entry fee, can be made to be stage-IC and history-UI. Given historical bids bp1,tq,
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let rpbp1,tqq P V be a function that maps the historical bids to a reserve price. In

addition, let feepbp1,t´1qq “ Evt„Ft
”

`

vt ´ rpbp1,tqq
˘`
ı

be the buyer’s expected surplus

at stage t if offered a posted price auction with reserve rpbp1,tqq.

Instead of offering a posted price auction with reserve rpbp1,tqq, we offer a posted

price auction with reserve rpbp1,tqq and an entry fee feepbp1,t´1qq at stage t. It is then

straightforward to verify that the buyer’s expected utility is always 0, independent of

the historical bids: for all bp1,t´1q,

Evt„Ft
“

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘‰

“ Evt„Ft
”

`

vt ´ rpbp1,tqq
˘`
ı

´ feepbp1,t´1qq “ 0.

2.2.6 Participation Constraints

We assume that the buyer weighs realized past utilities equally, and therefore, the

ex-post individual rationality requires that:

@vp1,T q,
T
ÿ

t“1

ut
`

vt; vp1,tq; F̂p1,T q
˘

ě 0 (ex-post IR)

2.3 Bank Account Mechanism

Even in an environment where the seller has perfect distributional information, i.e.,

F̂p1,T q “ Fp1,T q, the first challenge in dynamic mechanism design is that the com-

plexity to describe a dynamic mechanism could be exponentially large. In general,

the allocation functions and the payment functions depend on the historical bids,

while the possible sequences of historical bids can be exponentially large. Instead of

considering the most general class of dynamic mechanisms, we will focus on a spe-

cial class of dynamic mechanisms, called bank account mechanisms [118]. Mirrokni

et al. [118] showed that any dynamic incentive-compatible and ex-post individual

rational mechanism can be transferred to a bank account mechanism without loss
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on the revenue. Therefore, it is without loss of generality to consider bank account

mechanisms.

The salient feature of the bank account mechanism is that it uses a single non-

negative real number balt, called bank account balance, to summarize the history.

Hence, the allocation and payment function at stage t only depends on balt, bt, and

the seller’s distributional information.

Definition 2.3 (Bank Account Mechanism [118]). A bank account mechanism B “

xx, p, balUy for F̂p1,T q is specified by a tuple constituted by x, p, and balU such that

for each stage t:

• A stage mechanism xtpbal, btq, ptpbal, btq is parameterized by a balance bal P

R`, which is stage-IC for every bal ě 0;

• The mechanism is not necessarily individual rational for the stage. However,

the expected utility is balance independent if the buyer reports truthfully:

Evt„F̂trvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ ptpbal, vtqs “ ct, (BI)

where ct is a constant not dependent on bal;

• A balance update policy balUt : R` ˆ V Ñ R` that maps the previous balance

and the buyer’s bid to a new balance, satisfying balUt`1pbalt, btq ě 0 and

balt ` bt ¨ xtpbalt, btq ´ ptpbalt, btq. (BU)

balt`1 can be defined recursively as bal1 “ 0 and

balt`1

`

bp1,tq
˘

“ balUt`1

`

balt
`

bp1,t´1q

˘

, bt
˘

.

We will use the notation xtpbp1,tqq and xtpbal, btq where bal “ baltpbp1,t´1qq inter-

changeably since xtpbp1,tqq and xtpbal, btq are the same; similarly for pt.
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Note that (BI) implies that the buyer’s historical reports have no impact on her

future expected utilities, assuming she reports truthfully in the future. As a result,

(BI) is a property that is the same as (history-UI). Therefore, when the seller has

perfect distributional information, if the stage mechanism for every stage is stage-

IC, a backward induction argument can demonstrate that the mechanism is exactly

DIC. Moreover, (BU) ensures that the non-negative balance always lower bounds the

buyer’s utility provided truthful reporting. Thus, the bank mechanism is ex-post IR.

Theorem 2.4 (Mirrokni et al. [118]). When the seller’s distributional information

is perfect, any bank account mechanism satisfying stage-IC, BI, and BU for F̂p1,T q

is DIC and ex-post IR for F̂p1,T q.

2.4 Myerson’s Lemma

The celebrated Myerson’s lemma [121] characterizes the relationship between the

allocation rule and the payment rule for any stage-IC mechanism xx, py:

Lemma 2.5. A mechanism is stage-IC if

• The allocation rule x is non-decreasing;

• ppvq “ v ¨ xpvq ´
şv

0
xpzqdz ` pp0q.
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3

Non-clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanism Design

3.1 Introduction

As a fundamental problem in market design, dynamic mechanism design has been

extensively studied in the community of economics and computation over the past

decades [8, 18, 29, 32, 61, 100, 107, 124, 128]. This is partly inspired by the popularity

of selling ads on online platforms via auctions, an industry totalling hundreds of

billions of dollars annually. Compared to the classic static auctions, dynamic auctions

open up the possibility of evolving the auctions across time to boost the revenue or

welfare. Recent works have been focusing on the dynamic environment with repeated

sales of heterogeneous items to one or more agents [2, 7, 15, 16, 21, 108, 117, 118,

119, 125, 133].

Despite the elegant results therein, the environments in practice could be much

more complicated than the theoretical models with quasi-linear utility agents and ex-

post individual rationality (ex-post IR) constraints only. Taking the online ad auction

industry as an illustrative example, there could be budget constraints or max cost-

per-conversion constraints. In addition, the agents’ bidding can be algorithm-defined
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bidding-proxies optimizing for advertiser specified CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) or

ROI (Return on Investment) targets [23, 82]. Thus, a natural question arises:

Can we design a dynamic mechanism in a more general environment?

and under what conditions are the optimal mechanisms still interpretable

and preserve simple structures?

In this chapter, we study dynamic mechanism design in general environments

with complicated constraints. We consider an environment where there is a fixed set

of agents throughout the time horizon and the items arrive in an online manner. For

simplicity, we assume that for each stage, there is one newly arrived item and the

item must be sold once it arrives.

We focus on the design of dynamic incentive-compatible (DIC) and ex-post indi-

vidually rational (ex-post IR) mechanisms. Dynamic incentive compatibility means

that it is in the agent’s best interest to always report truthfully, while ex-post individ-

ual rationality requires that truthful reporting guarantees the agent non-negative cu-

mulative utility on the ex-post level. We adopt the novel concept of non-clairvoyance

introduced by Mirrokni et al. [118]. A dynamic mechanism is non-clairvoyant, if no

prior knowledge about the future is available. Otherwise, it is clairvoyant, if all priors

are given since the start. As the seller in practice can hardly be clairvoyant, we are

interested in designing non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms that approximate the

best clairvoyant ones.

3.1.1 A General Dynamic Mechanism Design Framework

We begin with providing a general framework for designing clairvoyant and non-

clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms in general environments. The framework helps the

design of approximately optimal non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms under budget

constraints from two aspects: i) the framework reduces without loss of generality the
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design space to a class of mechanisms with simple structures that we call general-

ized bank account mechanisms; ii) the framework provides an upper bound of the

revenue from any clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms. Independent of being a tool for

mechanism design and analysis, the framework also provide further insights into the

implementability of non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms.

General Dynamic Environments To highlight the generality of the environments that

our framework can accommodate, we emphasize several key features rarely cap-

tured by existing works all at once. We allow almost arbitrary constraints on the

mechanism outcomes (see Section 3.2.2). This enables us to model various supply

constraints, ex-ante or ex-post individual rationality constraints, monetary transfer

limits, barter exchange markets, fairness constraints, double auctions or general mar-

kets, etc. Moreover, we allow the agents having arbitrary valuation functions in each

stage, and an arbitrary designer objective defined on the final allocation and total

payment (see Section 3.2.2), which enables the model to capture production and so-

cial costs, revenue- or welfare-maximizing goals, etc. Our framework can be further

generalized to an environment with public valuation correlation (see Appendix A.1).

Lossless History Compression (LHC) Mechanisms We formalize a design framework,

called Lossless History Compression (LHC) mechanisms, that works for the general

dynamic environment (see Definition 3.9). In general, a dynamic mechanism at a

stage may depend on the agents’ historical reports. Instead of tracking the reports,

an LHC mechanism utilizes its states to carry the information that is sufficient to

determine the current margins for the constraints in each stage as well as the agents’

promised expected utilities in the future. LHC mechanisms generalize the idea of the

bank account mechanisms (proposed by Mirrokni et al. [118, 120] exclusively for ex-

post IR). Despite its limited structure, LHC mechanisms are rich enough to capture
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the optimal dynamic mechanisms in general environments. We prove by construction

that any direct dynamic mechanisms can be converted to an LHC mechanism without

any loss on its objective.

The main challenge behind our design is to understand which information is re-

quired to carry across stages in order to preserve the optimality of the mechanism

and respect all the constraints at the same time. In an environment with bud-

get constraints only, we show that it suffices for an LHC mechanism to maintain

the agents’ cumulative utilities, remaining budgets, and the agents’ promised util-

ity in the future. In particular, the cumulative utilities keep track of the ex-post

IR constraints and the remaining budgets keep track of the budget constraints. In

general environments, our reduction from optimal clairvoyant mechanisms to LHC

mechanisms demonstrates that once the information is enough to keep track of all

the constraints, then it is immediately sufficient for achieving the optimality of the

mechanism and maintaining dynamic incentive compatibility with additional records

on agents’ promised future utilities (Theorem 3.11).

LHC Mechanisms and Non-clairvoyant Mechanisms However, maintaining a record

about the future, the agents’ promised future utilities, limits the application of LHC

mechanisms in non-clairvoyant environments, in which the future is unpredictable.

To overcome this obstacle, we aim to eliminate the dependence about future in-

formation. We prove that a non-clairvoyant mechanism satisfies dynamic incentive

compatibility if and only if it is (i) stage-wise incentive compatible (Stage-IC), and

(ii) guarantees a constant expected utility in each stage for every agent indepen-

dent of the state (State-UI) (see Theorem 3.14). For Stage-IC and State-UI

LHC mechanisms, additional records on agents’ promised future utilities, which are

constant, become redundant.

Can we always convert an LHC mechanism to a Stage-IC and State-UI mech-
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anism? With a mild assumption (Assumption 3.12), we show that such an conversion

is possible if and only if an operation called Payment Realignment can be done

(Theorem 3.15). Intuitively, Payment Realignment keeps the allocation rules the

same and rearranges the payment across stages carefully. We further provide suf-

ficient conditions under which Payment Realignment is possible (Lemma 3.17).

The conditions are able to capture many practical constraints, such as ex-post IR

constraints, budget constraints, and ROI constraints. Figure 3.1 summarizes our

characterizations of LHC mechanisms.

LHC

Stage-IC + State-UI

Symmetrization

Inputs of Allocation/Payment Rule (Info to keep track):

Historical Reports Sufficient Info for Constraints Sufficient Info for Constraints
and Expected Future Utilities

Payment
Realignment

MechanismLHC
Mechanism (depends on

constraints)

Dynamic IC
Mechanism

Figure 3.1: An illustration of our characterizations of LHC mechanisms

3.1.2 Non-clairvoyant Mechanism Design with Budget Constraints

We then apply the framework on designing non-clairvoyant mechanism with public

budget constraints.1 Our LHC mechanism enables us to consider without loss of

generality a class of dynamic mechanisms, called Generalized Bank Account Mecha-

nisms (GBAM). A GBAM utilizes two bank accounts to maintain two balances: the

cumulative utilities and the remaining budgets.

Preserving the non-clairvoyance with budget constraints introduces new chal-

lenges. Without budget, repeatedly offering a single-stage mechanism that is IC and

ex-post IR per stage respects DIC, e.g., the repeated second price auction. How-

ever, in presence of budget constraints, even the repeated second price auction is not

1 We consider hard budget constraints so that the agent’s utility is negative infinity once the
budget constraint is violated.
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DIC. Extensive studies in budget management strategy suggest that bid-shading is

a better strategy for the agent than truthful reporting in this case [12, 16, 71, 72].

The second and more challenging obstacle related to revenue performance is that

even ignoring the dynamic components, repeated offering Myerson’s auction [121]

is no longer an optimal strategy for every stage in isolation: because it is clearly

better to exclude the buyers whose budgets have been exhausted. However, such an

exclusion might encourage bid-shading. Thus, näıve adoptions of the non-clairvoyant

mechanisms designed for the environments without budget constraints would break

the incentive property or result in a revenue far from the optimum.

Under an assumption that holds generally in online advertising markets (Assump-

tion 3.5), we manage to circumvent all these difficulties and develop a non-clairvoyant

dynamic mechanism achieving at least a constant fraction of the optimal revenue from

any dynamic mechanisms with budget constraints, including those having access to

future information (Theorem 3.28). Achieving a constant approximation indepen-

dent of the number of agents introduces further challenges into both the construction

and analysis. In Section 3.5, we discuss the dilemmas with further details.

3.1.3 Warm-up Example

To see how an additional constraint such as the budget constraint may affect the

previously known results in dynamic environments, consider the following commonly

used example [107, 118, 125].

Basic Setting A seller sells two items to one buyer in two periods. The buyer has

additive valuation and quasi-linear utility. The buyer’s private values v1, v2 „ F are

drawn independently at the beginning of each stage, respectively. F is an equal-
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revenue distribution with largest value v̄:

Prrv1 ď vs “ Prrv2 ď vs “ F pvq “

$

&

%

0, v P r0, 1s
1´ 1{v, v P p1, v̄q
1, v ě v̄

.

The revenue optimal static mechanism, with two items sold independently, yields

revenue 2 by setting a price 1 for each. However, the following revenue optimal

dynamic mechanism yields expected revenue 2` ln ln v̄, while incentivizing the buyer

to always participate and report truthfully:

1. In the first stage, the buyer reports her private type as v̂1. If v̂1 ě 1, the item

is sold at price r1 “ mintv̂1, 1 ` ln v̄u; otherwise, the item is not sold and we

set r1 “ 1.

2. In the second stage, the buyer reports her private type as v̂2 and the seller sells

the item via a posted-price auction with price r2 “ v̄{er1´1.

The dynamic mechanism above is ex-post individually rational, because in neither

stage the payment is larger than the reported value. Truthful-reporting is the best

strategy, because: i) for given r1, the auction in the second stage is a posted-price

auction; ii) given best-response (truthful reporting) in the second stage, the expected

utility at the second stage for any 1 ď r2 ď v̄ is

Ev2„F rpv2 ´ r2q
`
s “

ż v̄

r2

pv2 ´ r2qdF pv2q ` Prrv2 “ v̄s ¨ pv̄ ´ r2q “ ln v̄ ´ ln r2.

Therefore, the cumulative expected utility of reporting v̂1 ě 1 is

1tv̂1 ě 1u ¨ pv1 ´ r1q ` Ev2„F rpv2 ´ r2q
`
s “ v1 ´ r1 ` ln v̄ ´ lnpv̄{er1´1

q “ v1 ´ 1,

where pxq` “ maxpx, 0q, while the expected utility of reporting v̂1 ă 1 is zero. The

expected revenue is Er1tv1 ě 1u ¨ r1 ` 1pv2 ě r2q ¨ r2s “ 2` ln ln v̄ " 2.
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Bank Account Mechanism The above can be reformulated as a bank account mech-

anism [118]:

1. In the first stage, the buyer reports her value as v̂1 and the item is sold at a

posted-price 1.

2. Let the bank account balance be α “ mintln v̄, pv̂1 ´ 1q`u;

3. In the second stage, before v2 is drawn, the buyer pays α; then the buyer

realizes v2 and reports v̂2; finally, the item is sold at a posted-price r2 “ v̄{eα.

The only difference between the two mechanisms is that we postpone a payment

α “ r1 ´ 1 from the first stage to the beginning of the second stage in the bank

account mechanism. In fact, the expected utility from the second stage is always

zero: Erpv2´ r2q
`s´α “ ln v̄´ lnpv̄{eαq´α ” 0. Such a property is later formalized

as BI or State-UI. Moreover, the buyer is incentivized to report truthfully in the

posted-price auction of the first stage even if the second stage may not exist.

With Budget Setting Consider the case in which the buyer is subject to a budget

constraint B P p2, v̄q. Then the buyer cannot afford the second item when v1 ă

ln v̄ ´ lnB ` 1 so that r2 ą B. In this case, the previous mechanism is no longer

truthful for a buyer with 1 ď v1 ă ln v̄ ´ lnB ` 1. Note that truthful reporting

yields expected utility ´8, since B ă r2 ď v̄ and it is possible that v2 ě r2. On the

other hand, misreporting v̂1 “ 1 yields utility v1 ´ v̂1 ` 0 “ v1 ´ 1 ě 0. Fortunately,

we can fix the mechanism by replacing r1 and r2 with r11 “ mintv̂1, 1 ` lnpB ´ 1qu

and r12 “ pB ´ 1q{er
1
1´1, respectively. One can verify that r11 ` r12 never exceeds B

and hence the budget constraint and truthfulness are respected. In this case, the

expected revenue drops to 2` ln lnpB ´ 1q.

However, this may not be the optimal dynamic mechanism anymore. To see this,

let B ă 2` ln v̄ and consider the variation with r1 replaced by r21 “ mintv̂1, Bu and
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the auction in the second stage changed to allocate the item for free with probability

pr21 ´ 1q{p1 ` ln v̄q (well-defined when B ă 2 ` ln v̄). We omit the analysis here

but conclude that this new mechanism is dynamic incentive-compatible and yields

expected revenue 1` lnB " 2` ln lnpB ´ 1q, when B is sufficiently large.

Finally, we highlight that the problem of designing (approximately) revenue-

optimal mechanism can be very different under the settings with and without bud-

gets. The budget constraint brings up many new challenges. Our example demon-

strates that a direct generalization of the revenue-optimal mechanism under the

without-budget setting could yield a revenue Opln lnBq, which could be much less

than the revenue OplnBq of the mechanism properly designed for budget constraints.

3.1.4 Related Work

Dynamic Mechanism Design. There is a large body of literature on dynamic mecha-

nism design. We briefly discuss those closely related to ours, while refer readers to

Bergemann and Välimäki [20] for a comprehensive survey. Bergemann and Välimäki

[19] propose a welfare-maximizing dynamic pivot mechanism that is a generalization

of the VCG mechanism to the dynamic environment where the buyers receive their

private information over time. A team mechanism achieving efficient and budget-

balanced outcomes is proposed by Athey and Segal [8].

Another related line of research is on revenue-maximization dynamic mechanism

design, initiated by Baron and Besanko [17] and Courty and Hao [40]. Pavan et al.

[128] extend the Myersonian approach [121] and characterize dynamic incentive-

compatibility, and Papadimitriou et al. [125] shows an arbitrarily large revenue gap

between static and dynamic mechanisms. They prove that finding the optimal de-

terministic auction is NP-hard. Ashlagi et al. [7] and Mirrokni et al. [116] provide

an FPTAS to compute optimal randomized mechanisms.
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Dynamic Mechanism Design Framework. The promised utility framework was pro-

posed by Thomas and Worrall [136]. Ashlagi et al. [7] design a revenue-utility tradeoff

framework. Our work generalizes the framework by Mirrokni et al. [118, 120]. They

provide the bank account mechanism framework to design the dynamic mechanism

with simple structures. Based on their framework, Mirrokni et al. [118] design a non-

clairvoyant mechanism which, surprisingly, achieves a constant fraction of the revenue

of the optimal clairvoyant mechanism. Mirrokni et al. [117] proposes practical bank

account mechanisms and huge revenue lifts have been found from experiments.

3.1.5 Organization

In Section 3.2, we introduce a general environment for dynamic mechanism design,

and we present our LHC framework in Section 3.3. We define the LHC mechanism

with budgets, coined generalized bank account mechanisms, in Section 3.4, and derive

an upper-bound on the revenue of any clairvoyant mechanism with budgets. We

present our non-clairvoyant mechanism with budgets in Section 3.5.

3.2 A General Dynamic Environment

3.2.1 Dynamic Environments

We consider the problem of a single designer (he) running a dynamic mechanism

among the same set of self-interested agents, i.e., t1, . . . , nu, for T ą 0 stages. For

the sake of clarity, we focus on the single agent (she) case and all our results for LHC

mechanisms (Section 3.3) can be generalized to multi-agent settings without changes

in the proofs. In each stage t, there is a newly arrived item and the designer must

determine the allocation of the item once it arrives.

The agent realizes her private type θt P Θt after she observes the item, and

under allocation xt P Xt, she receives value vtpθt, xtq, where vt : Xt ˆ Θt Ñ R.

The private type at each stage t is independently drawn according to the prior
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distribution Ft P Ft. However, the distributions are not necessarily identical across

stages. In the main content of this chapter, we focus on the setting with independent

valuations where Ft is invariant of the history. In Appendix A.1, we argue that

our framework can be extended to a more general setting with public valuation

correlations. There, we allow Ft to vary with any publicly observable information

from the past of the mechanism, such as the historical allocations, and therefore,

many important valuation models can also be captured in our framework. We refer

readers to Appendix A.2 for the details of our modeling choices.

Definition 3.1 (History). A history ht P Ht consists of the historical reports of the

agent’s private types, i.e., θ̂p1,tq, and the sequence of mechanism outcomes until the

end of stage t, including the historical allocation xx1, . . . , xty and even the realizations

of randomized outcomes.

Along with the allocation, there could be a monetary transfer from the agent

to the designer, or simply referred as payment pt P R. Hence, the agent obtains

stage utility ut “ vtpθt, xtq ´ pt, and therefore her cumulative utility from the entire

dynamic mechanism is u “
ř

tPrT s ut.

3.2.2 Clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanisms

We first introduce the notational basis with the mechanisms in which the prior

knowledge is available to the designer from the beginning. Such mechanisms are

termed clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms. Later in Section 3.2.3, we define the non-

clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms, in which the prior knowledge of each stage is re-

vealed to the designer at the beginning of that stage.

In a clairvoyant dynamic mechanism, the designer knows the number of stages T

and the sequence of priors F1, . . . , FT in advance. Hence the mechanism enjoys the

ability of forecasting the future.
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We focus on direct mechanisms throughout this chapter (both in clairvoyant and

non-clairvoyant settings), where the agent repeatedly reports her private types in

each stage as θ̂t P Θt. In each stage of a clairvoyant mechanism, upon receiving

the report θ̂t, the designer decides and implements the stage outcome based on the

history ht´1 and the priors, Fp1,T q “ pF1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , FT ). Throughout the chapter, we will

use the notation apt1,t2q to represent the sequence of a between stage t1 and t2.

Formally, we define a clairvoyant mechanism via the allocation and payment rules

based on ht´1.

Definition 3.2 (Clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanism). A clairvoyant dynamic mecha-

nism is defined by a pair of allocation and payment rules xxp1,T q, pp1,T qy:

• Allocation rule xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq, xt : Ht´1 ˆΘt ˆ pF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ FT q Ñ Xt;

• Payment rule ptpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq, pt : Ht´1 ˆΘt ˆ pF1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ FT q Ñ R.

Therefore, the allocation and payment rules at stage t of a clairvoyant mechanism

can depend on the past history, the agent’s reported type at stage t, and the prior

knowledge of all stages:

MC
“ xxtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq, ptpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qqy

T
t“1. (Clairvoyant Mechanism)

To summarize, in each stage of a clairvoyant dynamic mechanism, the following steps

happen:

1. the agent observes the item and realizes her private type θt „ Ft;

2. the agent reports type θ̂t to the designer;

3. the designer implements the allocation xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq and the payment

ptpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq;

4. the agent accrues stage utility ut “ vt
`

θt, xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq
˘

´ptpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq.
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In the rest of the chapter, we hide the prior knowledge Fp1,T q from the inputs to

clairvoyant mechanisms when there is no ambiguity, e.g., we write utpht´1, θ̂t; θtq “

vt
`

θt, xtpht´1, θ̂tq
˘

´ ptpht´1, θ̂tq. In addition to the definitions above, a valid clair-

voyant mechanism must meet certain incentive guarantees (see Section 3.2.2) and

outcome restrictions (see Section 3.2.2).

Dynamic Incentive Compatibility

The agent’s best response in a dynamic mechanism depends on her strategy in the

future stages. The classic notion of dynamic incentive-compatibility requires that

for all stages, reporting truthfully is the optimal strategy, assuming that she reports

truthfully (which is her optimal strategy) in the future [118]. For a history ht, let

the continuation utility be:

U tphtq “ E

«

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

uτ phτ´1, θτ ; θτ q

ff

,

the expected utility from the remaining stages via truthful reporting, where hτ is the

history at stage τ ą t resulted from truthful reporting from stage t` 1 to τ after ht.

The expectation here is taken over the random events in the remaining stage and

the private type draws θτ „ Fτ .

To highlight the effects from the agent’s report θ̂t at stage t, let h
ptq
t be the history

obtained from ht´1 where the agent reports θ̂t at stage t, and denote by h
ptq
τ a history

at stage τ ą t resulted from reporting truthfully from stage t` 1 to τ after h
ptq
t ; and

thus, the continuation utility is given by:

U t

`

h
ptq
t

˘

“ E

«

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

uτ ph
ptq
τ´1, θτ ; θτ q

ff

.

Dynamic incentive compatibility can then be defined via backward induction: in the

last stage T , it is an optimal strategy for the agent to report truthfully no matter
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what the history hT´1 is:

θT P arg max
θ̂T

uT phT´1, θ̂T ; θT q,

for all private type θT and history hT´1. For the induction step, in stage t, conditioned

on the agent reporting truthfully for all the remaining stages, the agent should be

incentivized to report truthfully no matter what the history ht´1 is:

@t P rT s, θt P Θt, ht´1 P Ht´1, θt P arg max
θ̂t

utpht´1, θ̂t; θtq ` U t

`

h
ptq
t

˘

. (DIC)

Mechanism Constraints

As the second novelty of our general design framework, we introduce the general con-

straints on the mechanism outcomes. The practical constraints beyond the canonical

ex-post individually rational constraints then can directly fit into our framework.

In a seminal work, Mirrokni et al. [118] introduces a design framework called bank

account mechanisms to simplify the design of dynamic mechanisms with respect to

the ex-post individual rationality. This chapter focuses on empowering the general

LHC framework to incorporate practical constraints, such as budget constraints,

return on investment (ROI) constraints, etc.

More specifically, we allow most constraints on the mechanism outcomes as long

as they are independent of the agent private types.2 The constraints may involve any

public information like priors and the reported types. Examples include the ex-post

or ex-ante individually rational constraint, the budget constraint (agents could even

have separate budgets for items of different categories), ROI constraints, supply or

demand constraints, etc. Nevertheless, the DIC constraint does not belong to this

category, as it depends on the private types.

2 The feasible set of the constraints must be a properly measurable set such that all the expectation
operators are well-defined.
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Without loss of generality, we classify the constraints into two categories: al-

location constraints and payment constraints, denoted by X and P, respectively

(font-variants of x and p).

Definition 3.3 (Allocation Constraints). The allocation constraints are given by

X “ xX1, . . . ,XT y. Each Xt maps the history ht´1, the agent’s reported type θ̂t,

and priors Fp1,T q to a subset of Xt:3

xt P Xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq Ď Xt. (Allocation)

In this chapter, we will simply write it as xt P Xt when there is no ambiguity.

In addition to the above definition, we further assume the allocation constraints

X is monotone:

@x1t P Xt, θ̂t`1 P Θt`1, Xt`1ph
1
t, θ̂t`1, Fp1,T qq ‰ H,

where h1t is the history when the allocation in stage t is set to be x1t. The assumption

essentially requires the constraints to early rule out the allocations that can lead to

no feasible outcomes later.

Definition 3.4 (Payment Constraints). The payment constraints are given by P “

xP1, . . . , PT y. Each Pt maps the history ht´1, the allocation of the current stage

xt, past payments pp1,t´1q, the agent’s reported type θ̂t, and priors Fp1,T q to a subset

of R:

pt P Ptpht´1, xt, pp1,t´1q, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq Ď R. (Payment)

Similarly, we write it as pt P Pt and assume the payment constraints P to be

monotone.

As a quick example, the ex-post IR constraints can be defined as part of the payment

constraints.

3 As the history ht´1 includes all the historical information, the definition is almost universal. We
won’t get too much into the mathematical details, while note that both Xt and Pt are properly
defined measurable functions.
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Designer Objective

Finally, we allow an abstract objective for the designer:

ObjphT , pq : HT ˆ RÑ R, (Objective)

where p “
ř

tPrT s pt is the total payment. We summarize the design problem as a

program

maximize ErObjphT , pqs (Design Problem)

subject to (DIC) and xt P Xt, pt P Pt, @t P rT s.

As a quick example, the objective can be to maximize revenue by setting ObjphT , pq “

p.

3.2.3 Non-clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanism

The non-clairvoyance notion is first introduced by Mirrokni et al. [118] to remove the

unrealistic designer power of forecasting the distributional information and arriving

order of future items. A designer is non-clairvoyant, if he does not know the value

of T and has no access to Ft until the beginning of stage t. A dynamic mechanism

is non-clairvoyant, if its allocation and payment rules are independent of the prior

knowledge of future stages, Fpt`1,T q, and the total number of stages, T :

MNC
“ xxtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,tqq, ptpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,tqqy

8
t“1.

(Non-clairvoyant Mechanism)

A mechanism is dynamic incentive compatible in the non-clairvoyant sense, if it

respects (DIC) for all T P N and any priors Fpt`1,T q of future stages. Taking T “ t

(consider stage t as the last stage), we get stage-wise incentive compatible, because

the corresponding continuation utility U t “ 0:

(DIC) ùñ θt P arg max
θ̂t

utpht´1, θ̂t; θtq ` U t

`

h
ptq
t

˘

“ arg max
θ̂t

utpht´1, θ̂t; θtq.

(Stage-IC)

Finally, the mechanism constraints must respect the non-clairvoyance as well,

xt P Xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,tqq Ď Xt, pt P Ptpht´1, xt, pp1,t´1q, θ̂t, Fp1,tqq Ď R.
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3.2.4 Ad Auctions with Budget Constrained Buyers

As we mentioned before, we are particularly interested in the practical setting of ad

auctions with budget constrained buyers. In particular, we consider an environment

with allocation space Xt “ r0, 1s, type space Θt “ r0, v̄s, and quasi-linear utility

ut “ θtxt ´ pt. Moreover, the following (ex-post-IR) constraint and (Budget)

constraint must be satisfied by the industrial standard:

Pex-post-IR
“
 

p “
ÿ

tPrT s

pt ď
ÿ

tPrT s

vtpθ̂t, xtq
(

(ex-post-IR)

PBudget
“
 

p “
ÿ

tPrT s

pt ď B
(

(Budget)

Therefore, the mechanism constraint is P “ Pex-post-IR XPBudget, which must be

satisfied for all T P N in the non-clairvoyant mechanisms.

The objective of the designer is to design a revenue-optimal mechanism that

satisfies (DIC), (ex-post-IR), and (Budget) in clairvoyant and non-clairvoyant

environments. The following mild assumption applies for our approximation analysis

of our non-clairvoyant mechanism in the budget constrained environment, which is

motivated by the online advertising market where the buyer’s budget is typically

much larger than her valuation of every possible impression.

Assumption 3.5. There exists a sufficiently small ε such that the buyer’s budget

satisfies B ě v̄{ε.

Remark 3.6. Our characterizations in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 do not rely on

Assumption 3.5, but our non-clairvoyant mechanism in Section 3.5 does. We note

that Assumption 3.5 rules out the budgeted scenario we discussed in Section 3.1.3.

However, designing a non-clairvoyant mechanism under budget constraints with non-

trivial revenue guarantee under Assumption 3.5 is already technically involved. We
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leave it as an interesting open question to design non-clairvoyant mechanisms without

Assumption 3.5.

3.3 Lossless History Compression (LHC) Mechanism

In this section, we formally define our general design framework that we call Lossless

History Compression (LHC) mechanisms, which serves as the bridge that connects

clairvoyant dynamic mechanism designs and non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanism

designs. We defer the proofs in this section to Appendix A.3. LHC mechanisms gen-

eralize the idea of the bank account mechanisms, a technique introduced by Mirrokni

et al. [118, 120] for the classic ex-post individually rational constraints. Moreover,

the design of optimal clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms can be restricted to LHC

mechanisms, without losing any generality in terms of the designer Objective (see

Theorem 3.11).

At a high level, in an LHC mechanism (see Definition 3.9), a succinct summary

of the historical information, which we call it state, is used to keep track of the

least information that is essential for implementing the dynamic mechanism. The

information is compressed as much as possible to simplify the structure of the dy-

namic mechanism, while not violating any mechanism constraints nor losing any

prior knowledge information (for the general setting with public correlations). The

following notion of lossless history compression then defines the least information to

be kept.

Definition 3.7 (Lossless History Compression (LHC)). A lossless history compres-

sion (or simply compression) s “ xs1, . . . , sT y is a sequence of functions — each

maps the history and previous payments to a succinct summary stpht, pp1,tqq, i.e.,

st : Ht ˆ Rt Ñ St — such that there exist accompanying mechanism constraints
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x ĂXt, ĂPty defined on st,

ĂXtpst´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq “ Xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq,

ĂPtpst´1, xt, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq “ Ptpht´1, xt, pp1,t´1q, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq,

and a corresponding summary update rule Λ “ xΛ1, . . . ,ΛT y:

stpht, pp1,tqq “ Λtpst´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq, θ̂t, xt, ptq.

Intuitively, the compression contains the sufficient information to perfectly re-

cover the mechanism constraints as x ĂXt, ĂPty, and it can be tracked by the update

rule st “ Λtpst´1, θ̂t, xt, ptq. At a glance, the abstract definition above seems compli-

cated, yet it turns out to be quite simple for most of the common settings, where

each of the constraints may end up with one real number in the summary. As a quick

example, let’s consider the (ex-post-IR) and (Budget) constraints, which will be

further investigated in Section 3.4.

Example 3.8 (ex-post-IR and Budget). Let St “ R2 and each summary st be two

real numbers xsirt , s
b
t y for the (ex-post-IR) and (Budget) constraints, respectively.

The compression is defined as:

sirt “
t
ÿ

τ“1

vτ pθ̂τ , xτ q ´ pτ and sbt “ B ´
t
ÿ

τ“1

pτ .

The (ex-post-IR) and (Budget) constraints could be easily recovered as

ĂPex-post-IR
T “ tpT ď sirT´1 ` vT pθ̂T , xT qu and ĂPBudget

T “ tpT ď B ´ sbT´1u.

Finally, the summary is updated according to sirt “ sirt´1 ` vtpθ̂t, xtq ´ pt and sbt “

sbt´1 ´ pt.

We are now ready to formally define an LHC mechanism.

Definition 3.9 (LHC Mechanism). An LHC mechanism ĂM “ xrx, rpy is defined based

on a lossless history compression s with σt “ xst, µty as its state, where µt “ rUtpσtq

is the promised continuation utility.4 In each stage t,
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1. the agent realizes her private type θt, reports θ̂t, and accrues stage utility

utpσt´1, θ̂t; θtq “ vt

´

θt, rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq
¯

´rptpσt´1, θ̂tq from the allocation rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq

and payment rptpσt´1, θ̂tq from stage t;

2. the next state σt is determined according to the following state update rule

σt “ xst, µty “ xΛtpst´1, θ̂t, rxt, rptq, µtpσt´1, θ̂tqy, (State-Update)

where Eθt„Ftrutpσt´1, θt; θtq ` µtpσt´1, θtqs “ µt´1;

3. the stage outcome xrxt, rpty satisfies the following incentive constraint

θt P arg maxθ̂tutpσt´1, θ̂t; θtq ` µtpσt´1, θ̂tq, (LHC-IC)

and the allocation and payment constraints rxt P ĂXt, rpt P ĂPt.

Our key result is that without loss of generality, one can find an optimal solu-

tion to the Design Problem within LHC mechanisms. On one hand, by putting

the definitions together (Definition 3.7, Definition 3.9, and (DIC), (Allocation),

(Payment) constraints), we can directly conclude:

Lemma 3.10. LHC mechanism satisfies (DIC), (Allocation), and (Payment)

constraints.

On the other hand, as we will prove in Section 3.3.3 by construction, one can

reduce any dynamic mechanism to a LHC mechanism without losing the optimality.

Theorem 3.11. Given any dynamic mechanism satisfying (DIC), (Allocation),

and (Payment) constraints, for any given lossless history compression s, there ex-

ists an LHC mechanism defined based on s that yields at least the same designer

Objective. In particular, the optimal solution to the Design Problem can be

achieved by an optimal LHC mechanism.

4 We use rUtpσtq to denote the continuation utility of the LHC mechanism ĂM under state σt, which
is an analog to the definition of U tphtq with respect to the uncompressed history ht.
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3.3.1 Non-clairvoyance, Stage-Incentive Compatibility, and State-Utility Indepen-
dence

Before we provide a proof sketch for Theorem 3.11, we first establish the connec-

tion between LHC mechanisms and non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms. We first

introduce two important properties closely related to the non-clairvoyant notions:

stage IC and state-utility independence. Firstly, under a mild assumption (Assump-

tion 3.12) that holds for most commonly studied environments, we prove that these

two properties together is an if-and-only-if characterization of non-clairvoyant mech-

anisms satisfying non-clairvoyant (DIC). Moreover, any dynamic mechanism can

be converted to stage IC and state-utility independent mechanism without loss of

optimality when the (Payment) constraints satisfy a further property (see Theo-

rem 3.14) such that (Payment Realignment) is possible. Secondly, we show in

Corollary 3.20, when these two properties are in place, we can further restrict our

attention to a subset of LHC mechanisms with even simpler structures, where the

state is simplified as σt “ xsty rather than σt “ xst, µty (which is a major simplifica-

tion when the update rule for µt is not constructive), and the (LHC-IC) constraint

is also simplified as (Stage-IC).

The mild assumption required is that the payment rule implementing the stage

allocation xt is unique up to a constant, which is commonly satisfied in many stan-

dard environments. For example, the environments with continuous type spaces

and additive valuations, in which the mild assumption is implied by the Myerson’s

lemma [121] (in single-dimensional environments) or the envelope theorem [129] (in

multi-dimensional environments).5

Assumption 3.12 (Unique Payment). In any stage t, every stage allocation rule

5 The irregular cases where the assumption is violated are usually of less interests. One example
is as follows. Consider a single item auction with value space Θt “ t0, 1u. For the allocation
xtp0q “ 0, xtp1q “ 1, any payment function such that ptp0q “ 0, pp1q P p0, 1s implements xt, while
not satisfying the assumption.
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xt pins down a unique payment rule pt up to a constant c: For any fixed history

ht´1 and payment rule p1t such that truthful reporting is an optimal strategy, i.e.,

θt P arg maxθ̂t vt
`

θt, xtpht´1, θ̂tqq ´ p
1
tpht´1, θ̂t

˘

, we have

@θ̂t P Θt, p
1
tpht´1, θ̂tq ” ptpht´1, θ̂tq ` c, for some constant c.

As previously mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the non-clairvoyant (DIC) constraint

directly implies (Stage-IC). In fact, it also implies the following property under

Assumption 3.12:

Definition 3.13 (State-Utility Independence). An LHC mechanism is state-utility

independent, if for each stage t, there exists a constant ct such that

Eθt„ rFtrutpσt´1, θt; θtqs “ ct independent of the state σt´1. (State-UI)

The state-utility independence property states that the agent’s expected utility

at stage t is independent of the state σt´1. Since the state σt´1 is the only channel

that carries the agent’s historical reports, state-utility independence directly implies

that her historical reports have no effect on her future expected utility. Hence, a

non-clairvoyant mechanism that is State-UI and Stage-IC, is DIC in the non-

clairvoyant sense. When Assumption 3.12 stands, we have the following sufficient

and necessary characterizations of non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms satisfying

non-clairvoyant (DIC) and that dynamic mechanisms can be converted to a Stage-

IC and State-UI mechanism without loss of optimality.

Theorem 3.14 (Non-clairvoyance Characterization). Under Assumption 3.12, a

non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanism satisfies non-clairvoyant (DIC) if and only if

it satisfies (Stage-IC) and (State-UI).

3.3.2 Payment Realignment

Can we convert a dynamic mechanism satisfying (DIC), and both (Allocation)

and (Payment) constraints, to a mechanism that is Stage-IC and State-UI? The
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following theorem provides a necessary and sufficient condition, coined Payment

Realignment, on when such a conversion is possible.

Theorem 3.15. A dynamic mechanism M “ xx, py that satisfies (DIC), and both

(Allocation) and (Payment) constraints can be converted to a Stage-IC and

State-UI mechanism M1 “ xx, p1y with equivalent stage allocation rules and final

cumulative payment (hence the designer Objective is unaffected), if and only if

there exist constants c1, . . . , cT P R such that c1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cT “ U0pHq and @t P

rT s, ht´1 P Ht´1, θt P Θt,

p1tpht´1, θtq “ ptpht´1, θtq ´ U tphtq ` U t´1pht´1q ´ ct P Pt,

(Payment Realignment)

where ht is the history from reporting θt after ht´1. Moreover, in the converted

mechanism using c1, . . . , cT and Payment Realignment, the expected utility at

stage t is ct, independent of the state.

Payment Realignment keeps the allocation rule the same but rearranges the

payment across stages. Readers may take another look at Section 3.1.3 for a concrete

example of payment realignment.

In a non-clairvoyant environment, the agent is willing to participate in stage t

before she learns θt only if her expected utility at stage t is non-negative, which

equals to ct in (Payment Realignment) by Theorem 3.15. Lemma 3.17 provides

a sufficient condition under which the mechanism constraints enables Payment Re-

alignment with c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cT P R` in the dynamic auction environment with Θt “ R`

for all t. Before Lemma 3.17, we introduce the concept of monotone history func-

tions, which is a class of functions with non-decreasing function value as the dynamic

mechanism proceeds.

Definition 3.16 (Monotone History Function). A function ζ with ζpHq ď 0 is

monotone in terms of history if for any ht P Ht and any ht`1 P Ht`1 resulted from
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ht, ζphtq ď ζpht`1q.

Lemma 3.17. When Θt “ R` for all t, Payment Realignment is possible

with c1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , cT P R` for Payment constraints P “ xP1, . . . , PT y if there exist

α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αK P R` and monotone history functions ζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζK such that

Pt “

#

pt P R : @k P rKs,
t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ ´ p1` αkq ¨ pτ ě ζkphtq

+

,

where xτ and pτ are the allocation probability and the payment at stage τ correspond-

ing to history ht.

Note that the condition of Payment constraints in Lemma 3.17 is able to capture

many practical constraints, such as Budget and ROI constraints, and therefore

(ex-post-IR). For (Budget) with a budget limit B, set αk “ 0 and ζkphtq “

´B `
řt
τ“1 θτxτ . As for ROI constraints, which states that the agent’s cumulative

allocated value must be at least p1`βq times of the agent’s cumulative payment, one

can set αk “ β and ζkphtq “ 0. (ex-post-IR) is a special case of ROI constraints

with β “ 0. One could also think of another constraint in which the agent requires

that her average utility for any first t stages must be at least γ. To represent such a

constraint, set αk “ 0 and ζkphtq “ γ ¨ t.

3.3.3 A Constructive Proof for Theorem 3.11

We prove Theorem 3.11 by construction. The main obstacle of the proof is that for

the given compression s and the mechanism M “ xx, py, there might be two differ-

ent histories ht´1 ‰ h1t´1, such that they are compressed into the same state, i.e.,

st´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq “ st´1ph
1
t´1, p

1
p1,t´1qq, but the successive stage allocations are dif-

ferent, i.e., xtpht´1, θ̂tq ‰ xtph
1
t´1, θ̂tq. In this case, a direct construction of LHC

mechanism will suffer a contradiction: rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq “ rxtpst´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq, θ̂tq “
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xtpht´1, θ̂tq ‰ xtph
1
t´1, θ̂tq “ rxtpst´1ph

1
t´1, p

1
p1,t´1qq, θ̂tq “ rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq. Therefore, a cor-

rect path is to first convert an arbitrary M into a symmetric mechanism Msymmetric

(see Definition 3.18), and from Msymmetric, we can easily construct an LHC mecha-

nism ĂM such that

rxtpst´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq, θ̂tq “ xsymmetric
t pht´1, θ̂tq

rptpst´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq, θ̂tq “ psymmetric
t pht´1, θ̂tq.

Definition 3.18 (Symmetric Mechanism). A mechanism M “ xx, py is symmetric

with respect to a compression s, if for any t ă t1 and two histories ht, h
1
t P Ht,

when stpht, pp1,tqq “ stph
1
t, p

1
p1,tqq and U tphtq “ U tph

1
tq, we have for all θpt`1,t1q P

Θt`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΘt1,

xt1pht1´1, θt1q “ xt1ph
˚
t1´1, θt1q and pt1pht1´1, θt1q “ pt1ph

˚
t1´1, θt1q, (Symmetric)

where ht1´1 and h˚t1´1 are histories resulted from reporting θpt`1,t1´1q after history ht

and h1t, respectively.

Lemma 3.19 (Symmetrization). Any dynamic mechanism M that satisfies (DIC),

(Allocation), and (Payment), can be transformed into a mechanism Msymmetric

that is further Symmetric according to the given lossless history compression s.

Moreover, Msymmetric yields at least the same designer Objective as M, and if M

is further Stage-IC and State-UI, then Msymmetric preserves these properties.

The proof of Lemma 3.19 is done by applying symmetrization stage by stage,

from τ “ 1 to T . On each stage t, for the histories that are mapped to the same

state σt, we assign them an identical sub-mechanism to make the entire mechanism

symmetric. The assigned sub-mechanism is the sub-mechanism induced by a selected

representative history that is mapped to σt with the maximum designer Objective

among all the histories that are also mapped to σt. The complete proof is then a

careful argument by induction. The following corollary would be useful to simplify

the states of the LHC mechanisms that are Stage-IC and State-UI.
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Corollary 3.20 (Stage-IC and State-UI LHC Mechanisms). When Payment

Realignment is possible, any dynamic mechanism satisfying (DIC), (Allocation),

and (Payment) can be converted to an LHC mechanism that is Stage-IC and

State-UI and yields at least the same designer Objective. Moreover, the promised

continuation utilities µt in its states σt “ xst, µty at stage t are constants, i.e., it is

sufficient to keep its state simply as σt “ xsty.

3.4 LHC Mechanism with Budget Constraints

We now apply the LHC mechanism framework to the budget constrained environ-

ment introduced in Section 3.2.4 to obtain our generalized bank account mecha-

nism below. Recall that the buyer’s type vt is drawn from r0, v̄s and her utility is

ut “ vt ¨xt´pt. The goal of the seller (designer) is to maximize the expected revenue

under (ex-post-IR) and (Budget), i.e., ObjphT , pq “ p. The unique payment

assumption (Assumption 3.12) is satisfied in this environment due to the Myerson’s

lemma [121]. According to Lemma 3.17 and Corollary 3.20, we can focus on an

LHC mechanism that is Stage-IC and State-UI, such that the history could be

summarized by st “ xs
ir
t , s

b
t y (as illustrated in Example 3.8) in which sirt tracks the

cumulative utility and sbt tracks the remaining budget: sirt “
řt´1
τ“1 vτ ¨ xτ ´ pτ and

sbt “ B ´
řt´1
τ“1 pτ . The update rule is sirt`1 “ sirt ` vt ¨ xt ´ pt and sbt`1 “ sbt ´ pt. We

simply denote sirt by αt and sbt by βt. The generalized bank account mechanism with

(ex-post-IR) and (Budget) is defined below.

Definition 3.21 (Generalized Bank Account Mechanism). A generalized bank ac-

count mechanism B is specified by xxp1,T q, pp1,T qy such that

• The stage mechanism xtpα, β, btq, ptpα, β, btq is parameterized by the balances

α, β P R`, which is incentive-compatible in the stage for every α and β:

@bt, vt ¨ xtpα, β, vtq ´ ptpα, β, vtq ě vt ¨ xtpα, β, btq ´ ptpα, β, btq (Stage-IC)
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• The stage mechanism at stage t is not necessarily individual rational for the

stage. However, the stage mechanism ensures that the expected utility is balance

independent under truthful reporting: there exists a non-negative constant ct

such that for all α, β P R`,

Evt„Ftrvt ¨ xtpα, β, vtq ´ ptpα, β, vtqs “ ct ě 0 (BI)

• The balances αt and βt are updated accordingly such that the balances are always

non-negative,

@bt, αt “ αt´1`bt ¨xtpα, β, btq´ptpα, β, btq ě 0 and βt “ βt´1´ptpα, β, btq ě 0.

(BU)

Here, (BI) corresponds to (State-UI) and (BU) corresponds to the summary update

rule. Theorem 3.22 directly follows Lemma 3.17 and Corollary 3.20.

Theorem 3.22. A generalized bank account mechanism satisfies (DIC) and both

(ex-post-IR) and (Budget). Given any clairvoyant dynamic mechanism that sat-

isfies (DIC), (ex-post-IR), and (Budget), there exists a generalized bank account

mechanism achieving at least the same revenue.

3.4.1 Local-stage Mechanism, Deposit, and Spend

We next provide an interpretation for the balance updates and the design of stage

mechanisms. The interpretation will help establish the upper bound on the revenue

of any clairvoyant mechanism with budget constraints (see Lemma 3.24). It is a key

building block for our approximation results.

With Theorem 3.22, the revenue of any clairvoyant mechanism is upper bounded

by a generalized bank account mechanism M “ xxp1,T q, pp1,T qy that is Stage-IC

and BI. Since its stage mechanism xxt, pty is Stage-IC for every possible balances
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pαt´1, βt´1q, by Myerson’s lemma [121], we have

ptpαt´1, βt´1, vtq “

ż vt

0

Bxtpαt´1, βt´1, vq

Bv
¨ vdv ` ptpαt´1, βt´1, 0q.

Decompose the payment as ptpαt´1, βt´1, vtq “ qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ` ptpαt´1, βt´1, 0q

with the first component qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq “
şvt
0
Bxtpαt´1,βt´1,vq

Bv
¨ vdv. xxt, qty defines a

Stage-IC and stage-wise ex-post individually rational (Stage-IR) mechanism by

Myerson’s lemma. Stage-IR means:

@αt´1, βt´1, vt ě 0, vt ¨ xtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ě 0. (Stage-IR)

Rewrite the update rule for state αt as αt “ αt´1`vt ¨xt´pt “ αt´1`pvt ¨xt´qtq´

ptpαt´1, βt´1, 0q. We can further decompose the update as the increase of α, sir`t “

vt ¨xt´ qt, and the decrease of α, sir´t “ ptpαt´1, βt´1, 0q. Thus αt “ αt´1`s
ir`
t ´sir´t .

In particular, sir`t is referred as deposit and sir´t is referred as spend of the balance

α. We call xxt, qty the local-stage mechanism. The following alternative definition

comes from the above payment decomposition.

Lemma 3.23. xxt, qt, s
ir´
t , αt, βty is a generalized bank account mechanism if for each

stage t:

1. The local-stage mechanism xxt, qty is Stage-IC and Stage-IR;

2. Evtrsir`t pαt´1, βt´1, vtqs ´ s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q “ ct ě 0 and does not depend on αt´1

nor βt´1;

3. sir´t pαt´1, βt´1q ď αt´1 and @vt, qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ` s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q ď βt´1.

The proof is deferred to Appendix A.4. In fact, item 2 and item 3 in Lemma 3.23

correspond to (BI) and (BU), respectively. The alternative definition provides an

intuitive way to derive an upper bound on the revenue that a dynamic mechanism

can extract under budget constraint. For convenience, let MyepFtq be the revenue

of running a Myerson’s auction with a buyer’s distribution Ft.
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Lemma 3.24. The revenue of any dynamic mechanism xxt, qt, s
ir´
t , αt, βty can be

bounded by

Rev ď min
´

E

»

–

ÿ

tPrT s

sir´t pvp1,tqq

fi

fl`
ÿ

tPrT s

MyepFtq, B
¯

.

Proof. Clearly, the revenue cannot exceed the buyer’s budget: Rev ď B. In the mean-

time, by pt “ qt ` sir´t , we have that Rev ď Er
ř

tPrT s s
ir´
t pvp1,tqqs ` Er

ř

tPrT s qtpvp1,tqqs.

Finally, Erqtpvp1,tqqs ďMyepFtq, because MyepFtq is the optimal revenue of Stage-

IC and Stage-IR mechanisms.

3.5 Non-clairvoyant Mechanism with Budget Constraints

In this section, we design our non-clairvoyant mechanism with budget constraints

for multiple buyers. Our characterization results in Section 3.3 (and hence Theo-

rem 3.22) extend to multiple-buyer setting directly. However, we are facing new

challenge of designing non-clairvoyant mechanisms.

At a high level, the difficulty comes from a dilemma of ensuring (BI) and achieving

a good revenue approximation independent of the number of buyers:

• To achieve good revenue guarantees, if a buyer has already exhausted her bud-

get, she must be excluded from the auction in some way;

• Näıve exclusion policies may break (BI): the excluded buyers must receive the

same expected utility as what they would receive under the histories where

their budgets are not exhausted.

A properly designed policy to exclude buyers who have likely exhausted budgets

becomes the key.
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3.5.1 Multiple-buyer Dynamic Mechanism Design with Budget Constraints

We generalize the notation to accommodate the needs for the design of our mecha-

nism for multiple-buyer with budget constraints. We consider an environment with

n buyers from set N and at stage t, buyer i’s valuation vit is drawn independently

from a distribution F i
t over V “ r0, v̄s. We will use the vectorized symbol without su-

perscript ~vt “ pv
1
t , ¨ ¨ ¨ , v

n
t q to represent the valuation profile at stage t, and similarly

for other notations. As usual, we refer ~v´it as the vector of valuations of all buyers

other than buyer i. A clairvoyant dynamic mechanism is defined by a pair x~x, ~py

such that xit : V ntˆp∆V qnT Ñ r0, 1s specifies the allocation rule of buyer i at stage t

and pit : V ntˆp∆V qnT Ñ R specifies the payment rule of buyer i at stage t. For each

stage, the total allocation is no more than 1: @~bp1,t´1q, ~vt :
řn
i“1 x

i
tp
~bp1,t´1q, ~vtq ď 1.

Similar to the single-buyer setting, we define the continuation utility of buyer i to

be his expected future utility assuming all the buyers report truthfully in the future.

Formally,

U
i

tp
~bp1,tqq “

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

E~vpt`1,τq

“

uiτ
`

~bp1,tq, ~vpt`1,τq; v
i
τ

˘‰

.

We are now ready to define the notion of dynamic Bayesian incentive-compatibility

(DBIC)6 as follows: it is an optimal strategy for buyer i to report truthfully at stage

t, conditioned on the assumption that the other buyers report truthfully at stage t

and all the buyers report truthfully in the future; formally, for any ~bp1,t´1q and vit, we

have

vit P arg max
bit

E~v´it
“

uit
`

~bp1,t´1q, pb
i
t, ~v

´i
t q; v

i
t

˘

` U
i

t

`

~bp1,t´1q, pb
i
t, ~v

´i
t q

˘‰

. (DBIC)

6 We note that while DIC for the single-buyer setting can be justified by an analogue of revelation
principle in dynamic mechanism designs, the similar relation for DBIC cannot be obtained. We
refer the readers to Athey and Segal [8] and Pavan et al. [128] for a discussion on the relation
between incentive compatibility and the revelation principle in the dynamic mechanism design. In
this chapter, we restrict our attention to design DBIC dynamic mechanisms.
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The participation requirements can be directly generalized in a natural way such

that (ex-post-IR) and (Budget) must be satisfied for all buyers. We denote buyer

i’s public budget by Bi. The requirement of non-clairvoyant mechanisms is similar

in a way that neither the allocation rule nor the payment rule can rely on the future

distributional information. Moreover, the non-clairvoyant mechanism must be DBIC

for any possible future distributional information. Our design of the mechanisms is

based on the following multi-buyer version of Assumption 3.5.

Assumption 3.25. There exists a sufficiently small ε such that Bi ě v̄{ε for all

buyer i.

Multiple-buyer Generalized Bank Account Mechanism

We say the local-stage mechanism x~xt, ~qty is Bayesian incentive-compatible if for any

buyer i and any vit, we have

vit P arg max
bit

E~v´it
“

xitpb
i
t, ~v

´i
t q ¨ v

i
t ´ q

i
tpb

i
t, ~v

´i
t q

‰

(stage-BIC)

and we say the stage mechanism is ex-post individual-rational if for any buyer i and

~vt, we have

xitp~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

i
tp~vtq ě 0. (stage-expost-IR)

We extend Lemma 3.23 to define generalized bank account mechanisms in a multi-

buyer environment:

Lemma 3.26. x~x, ~q, ~sir´, ~α, ~βy is a generalized bank account mechanism if for each

stage t,

• the local-stage mechanism x~xt, ~qty is stage-BIC and stage-expost-IR;

• for each buyer i,
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– E~vtrs
ir`,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtqs ´ sir´,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1q “ ct ě 0 and does not depend

on ~αt´1 nor ~βt´1;

– sir´,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1q ď αit´1 and for all ~vt, q
i
tp~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtq`s

ir´,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1q ď

βit´1;

• ~αt and ~βt compute the cumulative utility and the remaining budget for n buyers,

respectively.

Here, sir`,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtq “ xitp~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

i
tp~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtq is buyer i’s utility

from x~xt, ~qty.

3.5.2 The NonClairvoyantMulti Mechanism

In this section, we construct our NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism for the multiple-

buyer setting.

Building on top of the non-clairvoyant mechanism introduced by Mirrokni et al.

[118] for (ex-post-IR) exclusively, to handle the case with (Budget), we introduce

an auxiliary parameter ~γt “ pγ
1
t , ¨ ¨ ¨ , γ

n
t q such that γit keeps track of the fraction of

histories in which buyer i’s budget has been almost exhausted, i.e., βitp~vp1,tqq ă 2v̄

for a history of valuations ~vp1,tq. More formally, given a generalized bank account

mechanism x~x, ~q, ~sir´, ~α, ~βy, we define

γit “ Pr
~vp1,tq

rβitp~vp1,tqq ă 2v̄s.

Notice that γit is computed in an ex-ante manner, which is independent of the buyers’

realized valuations and bids, as well as any future prior information. Let κ be a

constant and 0 ă κ ă 1. A buyer is considered as projected budget exhausted at

stage t if γit´1 ě κ. In summary, that a buyer’s budget has been almost exhausted is

a property defined on the ex-post level, while that a buyer is considered as projected

budget exhausted is a property defined on the ex-ante level.
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For buyer i, we say she is active at stage t if γit´1 ă κ. If buyer i is no longer

active, and hence projected budget exhausted, she will be excluded from all the future

auctions; for stage t, let Nt “ ti P N | γit´1 ă κu be the set of active buyers. The

next lemma provides a revenue upper bound based on NT , the set of active buyers

at the last stage. For convenience, let Myep~Ft, N
1q be the revenue of the Myerson’s

auction for the buyers in set N 1 at stage t.

Lemma 3.27. The revenue of any dynamic mechanism x~x, ~q, ~sir´, ~α, ~βy can be bounded

by

Rev ď E
“

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,it p~vp1,tqq
‰

`

T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, NT q `
ÿ

iPNzNT

Bi.

Intuitively, the revenue contribution from spend sir´,it is a direct extension from

Lemma 3.24 for NT . As for the contribution from the local-stage mechanisms, we

simply bound inactive buyers’ revenue contributions by their budgets, and for the

active buyers at stage T , they can at most contribute Myep~Ft, NT q to the revenue

in the local-stage mechanism at stage t.

We proceed to construct our non-clairvoyant mechanism via approximating each

component in the upper bound stated in Lemma 3.27. We will provide a high level de-

scription of our mechanism, while the full description is deferred to Appendix A.5.1.

For convenience, let xx˚,N
1,i

t , p˚,N
1,i

t y and xxS,N
1,i

t , pS,N
1,i

t y be the allocation rule and the

payment rule for buyer i in the Myerson’s auction and the second price auction for

the buyers in set N 1 at stage t, respectively.

Approximate
řT
t“1 Myep~Ft, NT q

At stage t, we will simply offer Myerson’s auction to Nt, the set of active buyers at

stage t, with probability 1{5. More precisely, given a bidding profile ~bt, for a buyer

i P Nt whose budget is not almost exhausted, her allocation probability is x˚,Nt,it p~btq
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and payment is p˚,Nt,it p~btq. As for a buyer i P Nt whose budget is almost exhausted,

for any bidding profile, we will always compensate the buyer via a negative payment,

which equals to her expected utility in the Myerson’s auction, i.e., E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨

vit ´ p˚,Nt,it p~vtqs, without allocating anything. As a result, for a buyer i P Nt, her

expected utility from the Myerson’s auction is always E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ p

˚,Nt,i
t p~vtqs,

no matter whether her budget has been almost exhausted or not.

Approximate E
“
řT
t“1

ř

iPNT
sir´,it p~vp1,tqq

‰

To further upper bound
ř

iPNT
sir´,it p~vp1,tqq, we refer to Lemma 3.26, which provides

two upper bounds for
ř

iPNT
sir´,it p~vp1,tqq:

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1q ď
ÿ

iPNT

αit´1,

and
ÿ

iPNT

sir´,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1q ď
ÿ

iPNT

E~vtrs
ir`,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtqs,

where αit´1 is buyer i’s cumulative utility from first t´1 stages, and sir`,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtq

is buyer i’s utility from a stage-BIC and stage-expost-IR local-stage mechanism

x~xt, ~qty. Hence, we aim to maximize
ř

iPNT
sir´,it p~vp1,tqq via maximizing

ř

iPNT
αit´1 and

ř

iPNT
E~vtrs

ir`,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtqs:

Maximizing
ř

iPNT
αit´1. Our ultimate goal is to maximize revenue, while

ř

iPNT
αit´1

is the summation of cumulative utilities of all buyers. We instead aim to maximize

the sum of revenue and utility, i.e., the welfare. To maximize welfare, one can simply

implement the second price auction per stage. We offer second price auction to Nt

with probability 2{5. Similar to the Myerson’s auction, given a bidding profile ~bt,

for buyer i P Nt whose budget is not almost exhausted, her allocation probability

is xS,Nt,it p~btq and payment is pS,Nt,it p~btq. For buyer i P Nt whose budget is almost
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exhausted, for any bidding profile, we always compensate the buyer via a negative

payment, which equals to her expected utility in the second price auction, without

allocating anything.

Maximizing
ř

iPNT
E~vtrs

ir`,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtqs. To maximize the total surplus of an auc-

tion, with probability 2{5, we offer the money burning mechanism [94] and burn the

surplus. Formally, let N`
t “ ti P Nt | β

i
t´1 ě 2v̄u be the set of active buyers whose

budgets are not almost exhausted. We compute a stage-BIC and stage-expost-

IR mechanism x~xBURNt , qBURNt y that maximizes the total surplus for buyers in N`
t ,

such that for each buyer i P N`
t , her expected utility is at most 5

2
αit´1:

max
ř

iPN`t
E~vt

“

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtq

‰

s.t. E~vt
“

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtq

‰

ď 5
2
αit´1 @i P N`

t

(stage-BIC), (stage-expost-IR)

(Money Burning)

For i P N`
t , we allocate according to xBURN,it and charge an extra payment, given by

E~vt
“

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ qBURN,it p~vtq

‰

, in addition to qBURN,it . In such a mechanism, each

buyer’s expected utility is exactly 0.

Revenue Performance

In summary, we will offer a mixture of the Myerson’s auction, the second price

auction, and the money burning mechanism per stage.

Theorem 3.28. The revenue of the NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism is at least
`

1
7`2

?
5
´ 2ε

1´2ε

˘

of the revenue of the optimal clairvoyant dynamic mechanism when

κ “ 1?
5`1

.

We provide a high-level sketch and defer the detailed proof to Appendix A.5.3.

First, it is straightforward that the revenue of NonClairvoyantMulti is at least

κ
ř

iPNzNT
pBi ´ 2v̄q by the definition of inactive buyers. For

řT
t“1 Myep~Ft, NT q,
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notice that at stage t, each active buyer i P Nt will pay in the Myerson’s auction

for Nt with probability at least p1 ´ κq. Therefore, the revenue obtained from the

Myerson’s auction at stage t is at least p1 ´ κqMyep~Ft, Ntq ě p1 ´ κqMyep~Ft, NT q

as NT Ď Nt for any t. For the spend E
“
řT
t“1

ř

iPNT
sir´,it p~vp1,tqq

‰

, we argued that the

second price auction is welfare-maximizing. Hence, it maximizes the sum of spend

(the second highest bid) and deposit (the difference between the first and the second

highest bid). Moreover, the money burning mechanism maximizes the spend since

sir´,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1q ď mintE~vtrs
ir`,i
t p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~vtqs, α

i
t´1u due to Lemma 3.26. Finally, if

a buyer is excluded from the second price auction or the money burning mechanism,

her contribution to the spend is almost maximized since we cannot charge her more

than her budget.

3.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we provide a general framework, the LHC mechanism, for dynamic

mechanism design in complex environments. The LHC mechanism enables a con-

nection between clairvoyant mechanisms and non-clairvoyant mechanisms, and fur-

thermore, provides an upper bound on the revenue from any clairvoyant dynamic

mechanisms. We apply the LHC mechanism to the settings with budgets to obtain

generalized bank account mechanisms, and design a non-clairvoyant mechanism that

achieves non-trivial revenue performance against the optimal clairvoyant mechanism.

Future research can consider designing non-clairvoyant mechanisms under other

practical constraints, such as ROI constraints. We also leave it as an interesting

open problem to design non-clairvoyant mechanisms under budgets without Assump-

tion 3.5, i.e., the buyers’ budgets may be small compared to their maximum valu-

ations per stage. Moreover, it is interesting to consider the setting with private

constraints, e.g., private budget constraints. However, one may need to establish
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a new framework beyond LHC mechanisms to tackle the incentives with private

constraints.
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4

Robust Dynamic Mechanism Design

4.1 Introduction

Dynamic mechanisms offer powerful techniques to improve on both revenue and

efficiency by linking sequential auctions using state information. In particular, as

demonstrated in Chapter 3, repeated auctions open up the possibility of linking

auctions across time using state information in order to enhance revenue or welfare,

but this introduces several challenges. To guarantee optimal outcomes, the process

must take into account the bidders’ incentives to possibly manipulate each individual

auction as well as the auction state across time. These techniques rely on exact

distributional information of the buyers’ valuations (present and future), which limits

their use in learning settings. In practice, the seller must also rely on approximate

models of the buyers’ preferences to effectively set auction parameters like reserve

prices. As one attempt to address this concern, Mirrokni et al. [118] and Chapter 3

consider another extreme and propose non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms, which

do not rely on any information about the future, but still do rely on a perfect forecast

of the present.
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In this chapter, we take an intermediate stance where the designer can model

present and future distributional information subject to an estimation error. De-

signing revenue-optimal and incentive-compatible auctions in this framework is chal-

lenging for the following reason: when the seller’s distributional information is not

perfectly aligned with the buyer’s true value distributions, it is impossible for the

seller to offer an prior-dependent dynamic mechanism that is dynamic incentive-

compatible, in which the optimal strategy for the buyer is to report her valuation

truthfully for each item at every stage. Furthermore, unlike static mechanisms in

which the auction for each item is independent of the buyer’s past reports, in a dy-

namic mechanism the buyer’s misreport can potentially affect auctions for all future

items. We overcome these obstacles in both clairvoyant and non-clairvoyant environ-

ments, and provide a robust dynamic mechanism such that the extent of the buyers’

misreports and the revenue loss can be related to and bounded by the estimation

error.

We then apply our robust dynamic mechanism to the problem of robust price

learning. In particular, we focus on contextual auctions, where a buyer’s valuation

for an item depends on the context that describes the item, but the relationship

between the buyer’s valuation and the context is unknown to the seller. The seller’s

task is to design a policy to adapt the mechanism based on the buyer’s historical

bids, with the objective of maximizing revenue. Previous results [5, 83] give a no-

regret policy against the optimal static mechanism, but Papadimitriou et al. [125]

have shown that the revenue gap between optimal static and dynamic mechanisms

can be arbitrarily large. We tailor the structure of our robust dynamic mechanism to

a learning environment, leading to a no-regret policy against the optimal dynamic

mechanism that knows the relationship in advance.
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4.1.1 Related Works

Our work is closely related to dynamic pricing with learning (see [44] for a recent

survey). There has been a growing body of literature on learning in dynamic pricing

in contextual auctions with non-strategic buyers [34, 109, 111, 123]. In their models,

the buyers have homogeneous valuations and are non-strategic, and thus, the problem

can be reduced to a single-item setting where the buyer acts myopically without

considering the impact on the future auction from their current bids. However,

Edelman and Ostrovsky [66] provide empirical evidence that the buyers participating

in the online advertising markets do act strategically.

The study of robust price learning with strategic buyers was initiated by Amin

et al. [4] and Medina and Mohri [114]. They design no-regret policies in a non-

contextual environment where the seller repeated interacts with a single buyer with

posted price auctions and the buyer is less patient than the seller. The regret guar-

antee is later improved to Θplog log T q by Drutsa [62, 63]. Amin et al. [4] show

that no learning algorithm can achieve sublinear revenue loss if the buyer is as pa-

tient as the seller. For learning in contextual auctions, Amin et al. [5] develop a

no-regret policy in a setting without market noise. Golrezaei et al. [83] enrich the

model by incorporating market noise and design a no-regret policy for cases where

the market noise is known exactly or adversarially selected from a set of distribu-

tions. Liu et al. [106] apply techniques from differential privacy to learn optimal

reserve prices against non-myopic bidders. All these results are no-regret against the

optimal static mechanism as a benchmark, whereas our policy is no-regret against

a constant-factor approximation of the optimal dynamic mechanism which has all

distributional information available in advance.
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4.1.2 Organization

In Section 4.2, we introduce additional background for this chapter while most pre-

requisites have been presented in Chapter 2. We then develop our robust dynamic

mechanism framework for the clairvoyant environment and the non-clairvoyant envi-

ronment in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4. Finally, we apply our non-clairvoyant robust

dynamic mechanism to contextual auctions in Section 4.5.

4.2 Model and Preliminaries

For convenience, we will use the phrase “for Fp1,T q” to indicate the environment where

the buyer’s true distribution is Fp1,T q. For example, that a mechanism B is DIC for

Fp1,T q means that B is DIC when the buyer’s true distribution is Fp1,T q.

For the sake of clarity, we will focus on the case with a single buyer (she). Our

results can be extended to multi-buyer settings by using the techniques from [26].

We focus on the Bayesian dynamic auction environment introduced in Section 2.2.

We further assume that the density function ft of Ft is upper bounded by cf{at where

cf is a constant. The domain bounds ap1,T q are public information and enrich the

model to reflect the fact that item valuations may have different scales. For instance,

in a dynamic auction for display advertising, the value of a video ad may be orders

of magnitude larger than the value of a text ad. We normalize the domain bound

sequence such that
ř

t at “ T . We consider a setting where the seller’s distributional

information is not perfect, i.e., the seller has access to an estimated distribution F̂t.

In general, a dynamic mechanism can be characterized by a sequence of allocation

and payment functions: (1) the allocation function maps historical bids and seller’s

distributional information F̂p1,T q to an allocation probability: xt : V t ˆ p∆V qT Ñ

r0, 1s; (2) the payment function maps historical bids and seller’s distributional infor-

mation F̂p1,T q to a payment: pt : V tˆp∆V qT Ñ R. Given bp1,tq and F̂p1,T q, the utility
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ut of the buyer with true valuation vt is ut
`

vt; bp1,tq; F̂p1,T q
˘

“ vt ¨ xt
`

bp1,tq; F̂p1,T q
˘

´

pt
`

bp1,tq; F̂p1,T q
˘

.

Estimated Distributional Information Dynamic mechanism design in the literature [7,

118] and in Chapter 3 relies on the strong assumption that the seller’s distributional

information is perfect, i.e., F̂p1,T q “ Fp1,T q. However, for many real world applications,

e.g. in online advertising markets, the seller needs to estimate the buyer’s true

distribution. We relax the assumption to consider an environment where the seller’s

distributional information is estimated with an error ∆.

Assumption 4.1. There exists a coupling between a random draw vt from Ft and a

random draw v̂t from F̂t such that vt “ v̂t ` at ¨ εt with εt P r´∆,∆s.

The assumption states that samples from the estimated distribution have a bounded

bias. Looking ahead to our application into contextual auctions, such a bias comes

from that the seller does not have perfect information about the relationship between

the buyer’s valuation and the context.

Strategic Buyer and Incentive Compatibility We assume the buyer’s valuation is addi-

tive across items and at stage t, the buyer aims at maximizing her time discounted

cumulative expected utility
řT
t1“t γ

t1´t ¨Eruts where γ P p0, 1q is the discounting factor

and the expectation is taken with respect to the true distribution Fp1,T q. In particu-

lar, the discounting factor γ is strictly below 1. We note that Amin et al. [4] showed

that it is impossible to obtain a no-regret policy when the buyer is as patient as

the seller. Exact DIC is no longer possible to achieve in prior-dependent dynamic

mechanisms when the seller only has approximate distributional information. We

instead consider ηp1,T q-DIC in this chapter.
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4.3 Robust Clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanism

In this section, we will introduce a framework to make the bank account mechanism

(Section 2.3) robust in the clairvoyant environment. The full proofs of this section

are deferred to Appendix B.2

4.3.1 Core Bank Account Mechanism

It is inconvenient to directly work on the bank account mechanism since we need to

relate all the stage mechanisms for different bal ě 0 at a particular stage to ensure

that (BI) is satisfied. A refined characterization of bank account mechanisms, called

core bank account mechanism [116], provides a more convenient way to ensure (BI).

After introducing the notion of a core bank account mechanism (Definition 4.2),

we develop a novel program to compute the revenue of such a mechanism, even

when the seller’s distributional information is imperfect (Section 4.3.1). We then

introduce basic operations for editing core bank account mechanisms (Section 4.3.1),

which enable a unification of core bank account mechanisms (Lemma 4.6) as well as

a dynamic program for computing the revenue-optimal mechanism when the seller’s

distributional information is perfect (OPT-BAM). The latter will serve as the base

mechanism for our robust mechanisms.

Definition 4.2 (Core Bank Account Mechanism [116]). A core bank account mecha-

nism xg, yy for F̂p1,T q is constituted by a family of functions g “ gp1,T q and y “ yp1,T q.

gt maps a history bp1,tq to a non-negative real number and yt maps bp1,tq to the stage

allocation. Moreover

• yt is the sub-gradient of gt with respect to bt;

• gt is consistent, symmetric, convex in bt, and weakly increasing in bt, where g
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is consistent if

gt´1

`

bp1,t´1q

˘

´ Evt„F̂t
“

gt
`

bp1,t´1q, vt
˘‰

“ χtpgq,

where χtpgq is a number dependent on g but independent of bp1,t´1q; g is sym-

metric if gt´1

`

bp1,t´1q

˘

“ gt´1

`

b1
p1,t´1q

˘

implies gt
`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

“ gt
`

b1
p1,t´1q, bt

˘

.

A bank account mechanism Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq satisfying stage-IC, BI, and BU for

F̂p1,T q can be constructed from a core bank account mechanism xg, yy as follows:

balt`1

`

bp1,tq
˘

“ gt
`

bp1,tq
˘

´ µtpgq (4.1)

xt
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ yt
`

bp1,tq
˘

(4.2)

p̂t
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ yt
`

bp1,tq
˘

¨ bt ´

ż bt

0

yt
`

bp1,t´1q, b
˘

db (4.3)

st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

“ Evt„F̂t

„
ż vt

0

yt
`

bp1,t´1q, v
˘

dv



` χtpgq ´ µt´1pgq ` µtpgq (4.4)

pt
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ p̂t
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

` st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

(4.5)

where µtpgq “ infbp1,tq gtpbp1,tqq. In particular, xxt, p̂ty is a stage IC and IR mechanism.

Intuitively, the function g maintains the state of the core bank account mech-

anism, which can be viewed as a variant of the bank account balance from (4.1).

Besides, the function y defines the stage allocation rule xt. By the celebrated Myer-

son’s Lemma [121], p̂t is the unique payment rule derived from xt such that xxt, p̂ty

constitutes a stage-IC and stage-expost-IR mechanism. We refer to the stage-

IC and stage-expost-IR mechanism xxt, p̂ty as the local-stage mechanism. The

payment function pt is computed as the sum of p̂t and st, where st only depends on

the historical bids bp1,t´1q and does not depend on bt. The stage mechanism xx, py

can be interpreted as follows:

• The seller first charges a spend st from the buyer before the buyer learns his

valuation vt;
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• then, the seller runs the local-stage mechanism xxt, p̂ty.

Notice that st is independent of the buyer’s bid bt at stage t, and therefore, the stage

mechanism xxt, pty is stage-IC. It is straightforward to verify that the expected util-

ity at stage t is always ´χtpgq`µt´1pgq´µtpgq, independent of balt
`

bp1,t´1q

˘

. More-

over, BU is satisfied with equality such that balUt`1pbalt, btq “ balt`bt ¨xtpbalt, btq´

ptpbalt, btq. Since both g and y are symmetric, we abuse notation slightly and let

gt
`

gt´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ gtpbp1,tqq and yt
`

gt´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ ytpbp1,tqq.

Revenue of Core Bank Account Mechanism

Let ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ xt
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

¨ bt´ p̂t
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

be the buyer’s

utility from the local-stage mechanism xxt, p̂ty. By taking the equality in BU, we

have balt`1pbp1,tqq “ baltpbp1,t´1qq ` ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

´ st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

. Plugging

in (4.1) and (4.4), and noticing that
şvt
0
yt
`

bp1,t´1q, v
˘

dv “ ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, vtq
˘

:

gtpbp1,tqq “ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq ` ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

´ χtpgq

´ Evt„F̂trût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, vt
˘

s. (4.6)

(4.6) is a useful equation that connects the transition between gt´1pbp1,t´1qq and

gtpbp1,tqq to the buyer’s utility obtained from the local-stage mechanism at stage

t. This connection enables a convenient way to compute the revenue of a core bank

account mechanism.

Definition 4.3 (Revenue Tracking Program). For a core bank account mechanism

xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, we consider a revenue tracking program ψtpξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq

to keep track of the revenue of implementing Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq when the buyer’s true

distribution is Fp1,T q. We define ψt´1pξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq to be ´ξ when t “ T

and

Evt„Ft
”

ytpξ, v
1
tq ¨ v

1
t ` ψt

`

gtpξ, v
1
tq;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T q

˘

ı
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when t ă T , where v1t is the buyer’s bid that maximizes her continuation utility when

her true value is vt.

The revenue tracking program provides a tool to compute the revenue, even

when the seller’s distributional information is not perfectly aligned with the true

distribution. Let RevpB,Fp1,T qq be the revenue of implementing B when the buyer’s

true valuation is Fp1,T q.

Lemma 4.4. Rev
`

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

“ ψ0pg0;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq ` µT pgq.

The proof of Lemma 4.4 is based on the fact that ψ0pg0;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq can

be written as

ψ0pg0;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq “ Evp1,T qr
ÿ

t

ytpv
1
p1,tqq ¨ v

1
ts ´ Evp1,T qrgT pv

1
p1,T qqs (4.7)

where the expectation is taken over Fp1,T q. Recall that ytpv
1
p1,tqq defines the allocation

rule by (4.2). Therefore, Evp1,T qr
ř

t ytpv
1
p1,tqq ¨ v

1
ts is exactly the expected reported

welfare, i.e., the welfare computed from the buyer’s reported bids. Moreover, using

(4.6) that connects g and the buyer’s utility, we can show that gT pv
1
p1,T qq is equal to

the buyer’s reported utility plus µT pgq, i.e.,

gT
`

v1p1,T q
˘

“ µT pgq `
T
ÿ

t“1

xt
`

baltpv
1
p1,t´1qq, bt

˘

¨ bt ´ pt
`

baltpv
1
p1,t´1qq, v

1
t

˘

. (4.8)

We can then compute the revenue by taking the difference between reported welfare

and reported utility.

Operations on Core Bank Account Mechanism

Given a core bank account xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, we can apply modifications on xg, yy

to obtain a new core bank account mechanism xg1, y1y. We introduce three basic

operations that we will use to modify a core bank account mechanism. These op-

erations change the dynamics of the core bank account mechanism, and are useful
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for us to unify the core bank account mechanism (Lemma 4.6) and make it robust

(Definition 4.14).

Follow-the-history A follow-the-history operation at stage t is defined as

g1tpbp1,tqq “ g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq ` gtpbp1,tqq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq

y1tpbp1,tqq “ ytpbp1,tqq.

By (4.2) and (4.3), xtpbp1,tqq “ x1tpbp1,tqq and p̂tpbp1,tqq “ p̂1tpbp1,tqq for any bp1,t´1q.

Therefore, xxt, p̂ty under xg, yy is the same as xx1t, p̂
1
ty under xg1, y1y for the same

history.

Follow-the-state A follow-the-state operation at stage t is defined as

g1tpbp1,tqq “ gtpg
1
t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq

y1tpbp1,tqq “ ytpg
1
t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq.

By (4.2) and (4.3), for historical bids bp1,t´1q and b1
p1,t´1q, if gt´1pbp1,t´1qq “ g1t´1pb

1
p1,t´1qq,

then xtpbp1,t´1q, btq “ x1tpb
1
p1,t´1q, btq and p̂tpbp1,t´1q, btq “ p̂1tpb

1
p1,t´1q, btq . Therefore, for

two histories mapped to the same state, xxt, p̂ty under xg, yy is the same as xx1t, p̂
1
ty

under xg1, y1y.

State-shift A state-shift operation at stage t is defined as,

g1tpbp1,tqq “ gtpbp1,tqq ` δ and y1tpbp1,tqq “ ytpbp1,tqq,

for some δ. Basically, a state shift operation simply follows xg, yy so that the local-

stage mechanism remains the same. However, there is an additional term δ that is

added to the state transition function.

Remark 4.5. It is worth noting that, although the local-stage mechanisms are main-

tained for all the operations, the stage mechanism might not be the same since the
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payment pt includes an additional term, the spend st that depends on χtpg
1q, µt´1pg

1q,

and µtpg
1q according to (4.5).

Optimal Core Bank Account Mechanism

The next lemma demonstrates that any core bank account mechanism xg, yy can be

turned into a core bank account mechanism xg1, y1y with χtpg
1q “ 0 for all t and

µT pg
1q “ 0 with the same revenue.

Lemma 4.6. For a core bank account mechanism xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, we construct a

core bank account mechanism xg1, y1y with χtpg
1q “ 0 for all t and µT pg

1q “ 0 that

shares the same revenue as xg, yy as follows:

• g10 “ g0 ´
ř

t χtpgq ´ µT pgq;

• For t ą 0, g1tpbp1,tqq “ g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq ` gtpbp1,tqq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq ` χtpgq and

y1tpbp1,tqq “ ytpbp1,tqq.

In this construction, we apply a follow-the-history operation and a state-shift

operation with δ “ χtpgq for t ą 0, and shift the initial state down by
ř

t χtpgq`µT pgq.

Utility Interpretation. Under truthful bidding, the buyer’s utility can be computed

as ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

´ st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

at stage t and the expected utility is given

as Evt„F̂trût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, vt
˘

s ´ st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

. The spend st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

is can-

celled, after taking the difference. When χtpgq “ 0, the transition function of g (4.6)

at stage t can be interpreted as: first subtract the buyer’s expected utility at stage

t and then add the buyer’s realized utility at stage t. Therefore, for a core bank ac-

count mechanism with χtpgq “ 0 and µT pgq “ 0, we can interpret the state gtpbp1,tqq

as the promised utility of the buyer, which is the sum of the realized utility for the

first t stages and the expected utility in the future.
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Martingale Dynamic. When χtpgq “ 0, by the fact that g is consistent and (4.6), the

dynamic of gtpbp1,tqq forms a martingale with the difference bounded by the maximum

possible bid. By the property of a martingale, with high probability, the distribu-

tion of the states gtpbp1,tqq is highly concentrated around the initial state when t is

sufficiently large. Such a property is useful for the design of our no-regret policy and

the hybrid mechanisms.

Dynamic Programming. We are now ready to design a dynamic programming al-

gorithm [116] to compute the revenue-optimal core bank account mechanism. Let

φt´1pξ; F̂p1,T qq be the optimal revenue for the sub-problem consisting of stages from

t to T , when the buyer’s true distribution is F̂p1,T q and the current state is ξ ě 0.

Through a backward dynamic programming from stage T to stage 1, we can compute

φt´1pξ; F̂p1,T qq from the following program (OPT-BAM):

max Evt„F̂t
”

ztpξ, vtq ¨ vt ` φt
`

htpξ, vtq; F̂p1,T q
˘

ı

s.t. xztpξ, ¨q, q̂pξ, ¨qy is a stage-IC and stage-expost-IR mechanism
ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vtq ´ Ev1t„F̂trûtpξ, v

1
t; v

1
tqs ě 0 @vt (Consistency Constraint)

(OPT-BAM)

where ûtpξ, vt; vtq “ vt ¨ ztpξ, vtq ´ q̂tpξ, vtq. In the above program, the free variables

are ztpξ, ¨q and q̂tpξ, ¨q while the state transition function htpξ, vtq “ ξ` ûtpξ, vt; vtq´

Ev1t„F̂trûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
tqs is determined by ztpξ, vtq and q̂tpξ, vtq. Hence, the task of the

program is to find a local-stage mechanism xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy that is stage-IC and

stage-expost-IR and maximizes the objective.

The optimal initial state is ξ˚0 “ arg maxξ0ě0 φ0pξ0; F̂p1,T qq and letBpg|ξ˚0 , y|ξ˚0 ; F̂p1,T qq

be the optimal mechanism. A FPTAS can be obtained by approximating φtp¨; F̂p1,T qq

by piece-wise linear functions with polynomial-many pieces [116].
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4.3.2 Mismatch between Fp1,T q and F̂p1,T q

Before we end this section, we provide the first component of our robust dynamic

mechanism that quantifies the revenue loss due to the mismatch of distributional

information. The next lemma demonstrates that the gradient of the revenue function

in terms of the state is at least ´1, which enables us to relate the revenue loss to the

amount of state shift.

Lemma 4.7. For any t, ξ ě 0, and δ ą 0, φtpξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq ě φtpξ; F̂p1,T qq ´ δ.

The key observation behind Lemma 4.7 is that for any t and ξ ě 0, the local-stage

mechanism xz, q̂y that maximizes φtpξ; F̂p1,T qq in program OPT-BAM is a feasible

solution of program OPT-BAM for φtpξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq. Therefore, we can apply xz, q̂y

to obtain a lower bound for φtpξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq. Moreover, by applying the same local-

stage mechanism, the welfare obtained on stage t in φtpξ; F̂p1,T qq and φtpξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq

is the same while the transition function htpξ ` δ, vtq “ htpξ, vtq ` δ differs by δ for

any vt. Thus, we can finish the proof by repeating the argument for stages t1 ą t and

combining with the boundary condition that φT pξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq “ φT pξ; F̂p1,T qq ´ δ.

With Lemma 4.7 at hand, we can show that the revenue of the optimal dynamic

mechanism for F̂p1,T q is close to the one for Fp1,T q.

Lemma 4.8. Let φ0

´

ξ̂˚0 ; F̂p1,T q

¯

be the revenue of the optimal dynamic mechanism

for F̂p1,T q and let φ0

´

ξ̂˚0 ;Fp1,T q

¯

be the revenue of the optimal dynamic mechanism

for Fp1,T q. Then, φ0

´

ξ̂˚0 ; F̂p1,T q

¯

ě φ0

`

ξ˚0 ;Fp1,T q
˘

´O p∆
ř

t atq.

The first inequality simply follows the choice of ξ̂˚0 . As for the second inequality,

our plan is to apply the same local-stage mechanisms that optimizes φ0pξ
˚
0 ;Fp1,T qq

in program OPT-BAM in a certain way to obtain a lower bound on φ0pξ̂
˚
0 ; F̂p1,T qq.

Under Assumption 4.1, by applying the same local-stage mechanism, the difference
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of utility and expected utility under F̂t and Ft can both be bounded by ∆at (see

Appendix B.1). Therefore, for the same state ξ and the same local-stage mechanism,

the result of the transition function applying on ξ and v̂t under F̂t differs from the

result of applying the transition function on ξ and vt “ v̂t` εtat under Ft by at most

2∆at. Among the 2∆at difference, half of it is because of the difference between vt

and v̂t and the other half is because of the difference of the expected utility under Ft

and F̂t (see the consistency constraint in program OPT-BAM). Therefore, for any

history bp1,T q, the difference on the final state is at most
ř

t 2∆at. As a result, the

additional 2∆
ř

t at on ξ̂˚0 creates enough margin so that we are able to apply the

same local-stage mechanisms used in φ0pξ
˚
0 ;Fp1,T qq.

4.3.3 Robust Bank Account Mechanism

In this section, we provide a framework to make the optimal bank account mechanism

for F̂p1,T q robust against the buyer’s misreport when the true distributions are Fp1,T q.

We first show that the magnitude of the misreport can be related to the estimation

error and the sequence of ap1,T q. Next, we demonstrate how to design a revenue

robust mechanism in which the revenue loss can be related to the magnitude of the

misreport and the estimation error.

Misreport from the Buyer

Since the seller does not have perfect distributional information of the buyer, there

is no way for the seller to compute the buyer’s expected future utility exactly. As a

result, the seller is not able to design a prior-dependent dynamic mechanism achieving

exact dynamic incentive-compatibility.

To this end, we modify a core bank account mechanism xg, yy for F̂p1,T q to obtain

a dynamic mechanism that is ηp1,T q-DIC for Fp1,T q. To begin with, note that for

an arbitrary core bank account mechanism xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, the corresponding bank
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account mechanism Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is stage-IC and BU for F̂p1,T q. Moreover, both of

these properties do not depend on the the buyer’s true distribution in a single buyer

environment. Hence, Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is stage-IC and BU for Fp1,T q. Recall that BU

ensures ex-post IR, and thus, Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is also ex-post IR for Fp1,T q. However,

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is no longer BI for Fp1,T q. To overcome this difficulty, we generalize the

definition of BI.

Definition 4.9 (Approximate BI). A bank account mechanism for Fp1,T q is δp1,T q-BI

if for each t and any bal ě 0, there exists a constant ct independent of bal such that

Evt„Ftrvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ ptpbal, vtqs P c` r´δt{2, δt{2s. (δp1,T q-BI)

Under Assumption 4.1, for the same stage mechanism, the difference between the

expected utility under F̂t and Ft is at most ∆at (see Appendix B.1). As a result,

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is δp1,T q-BI with δt “ 2∆at. Combining these observations, we have

the following lemma on Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq for Fp1,T q:

Lemma 4.10. For a core bank account mechanism xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq

is stage-IC, δp1,T q-BI with δt “ 2∆at, BU and ex-post IR for Fp1,T q.

For a bank account mechanism satisfying δp1,T q-BI for Fp1,T q, the range of expected

utility is δt for the t-th stage. Therefore, no matter how the buyer misreports in the

first pt´1q stages, her expected utility in the t-th stage can only fluctuate by at most

δt under truthful reporting. Notice that, that the stage mechanisms are stage-IC

for Fp1,T q implies that the buyer’s expected utility at a stage is maximized when she

reports truthfully. Therefore, we are able to upper bound the continuation utility

from a misreport:

Lemma 4.11. For a dynamic mechanism that is stage-IC and δp1,T q-BI for Fp1,T q,

for any bp1,t´1q and vt, the difference between the continuation utility of reporting
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any bt P r0, ats and the continuation utility of reporting vt truthfully is bounded by
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´t ¨ δt1. More precisely,

Utpbp1,tq;Fp1,T q; F̂p1,T qq ď Utpbp1,t´1q, vt;Fp1,T q; F̂p1,T qq `
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ δt1 .

As a result, once the dynamic mechanism posts a risk for the buyer to misreport

at stage t, we are able to bound the magnitude misreport of the buyer. To do so,

we mix the dynamic mechanism with a random posted-price auction for every stage

with probability λ.

Definition 4.12 (ηp1,T q-DIC Mechanism). Given a bank account mechanism B “

xx, p, balUy satisfying stage-IC, δp1,T q-BI and BU for Fp1,T q, we construct a bank

account mechanism B̄ “ xx̄, p̄, balUy by mixing Bpx, p; F̂p1,T qq with a random posted

price mechanism with probability λ. In particular, the random posted price mecha-

nism at stage t posts a price uniformly from r0, ats:

(1) x̄pbal, btq “ p1´ λq ¨ xpbal, btq ` λ ¨
bt
at

;

(2) p̄pbal, btq “ p1´ λq ¨ ppbal, btq ` λ ¨
b2t
2at

;

(3) balUpbal, btq “ p1´ λq ¨ balUpbal, btq.

Note that a random posted price auction is stage-IC and stage-expost-IR.

Moreover, in a random posted price mechanism with a price uniformly drawn from

r0, ats at stage t, it can be shown that a misreport with magnitude mt will cause

the buyer a utility loss
m2
t

2at
. Since the buyer is a utility-maximizer with discounting

factor γ, we have the following lemma on the magnitude of misreport for each stage.

Lemma 4.13. For B̄ “ xx̄, p̄, balUy constructed according to Definition 4.12 from

a δp1,T q-BI mechanism, the mechanism B̄ is stage-IC, δp1,T q-BI and BU for Fp1,T q.

Moreover, the mechanism is ηp1,T q-DIC with ηt “
b

2at
λ
¨
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´t ¨ δt1 and ex-post

IR for Fp1,T q.
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Revenue Robust Mechanism

Given the construction in Definition 4.12 and Lemma 4.13, any bank account mecha-

nism B for F̂p1,T q can be turned into a ηp1,T q-DIC mechanism B̄ for Fp1,T q by mixing B

with a random posted price auction for each stage with probability λ. Excluding the

random posted price auction, the remaining mechanism is in fact B with probability

p1 ´ λq such that for stage t, the misreport of the buyer is at most ηt. Given ηp1,T q,

we construct a revenue robust mechanism in which the revenue is robust against the

buyer’s misreport.

Definition 4.14 (Revenue Robust Mechanism). For a core bank account mechanism

xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, assuming the magnitude of the misreport at stage t is at most ηt, we

construct a revenue robust core bank account mechanism xg̃, ỹy with βt “ ∆at for all

t such that g̃0 “ g0 and

g̃tpbp1,tqq “ gtpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq ` βt ` ηt

ỹtpbp1,tqq “ ytpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq.

Basically, we apply follow-the-state operations for every stage with an additional

state shift βt`ηt. Therefore, in Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq, the local-stage mechanism is the same

as in Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq if the state is the same. Moreover, when we update the state,

the next state is shifted up by βt ` ηt. The reason why we shift the state up is that,

by Lemma 4.7 we do not have a bound of revenue loss when the combined effect of

the estimation error and the buyer’s misreport results in a smaller state in the next

stage, but we do have one when the combined effect results in a larger state.

To show the difference on revenue between xg, yy and xg̃, ỹy, for convenience,

let θtpξq “ ψtpξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T qq be the revenue tracking program for applying

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq for F̂p1,T q. Assume that θtpξ ` δq ě θtpξq ´ δ for all t, ξ ě 0, and

δ ą 0, which is true if xg, yy is the optimal bank account mechanism computed from
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program OPT-BAM by Lemma 4.7. Notice that under Assumption 4.1, the buyer’s

reported bid bt when her true valuation is vt “ v̂t`at ¨εt P rv̂t´∆at´ηt, v̂t`∆at`ηts.

Intuitively, pβt`ηtq shift on the next state ensures that the next state when the buyer

reports bt is not less than the next state when the buyer reports v̂t. Therefore, we

can apply the assumption that θtpξ` δq ě θtpξq ´ δ to bound the revenue difference.

Lemma 4.15. xg̃, ỹy constructed according to Definition 4.14 is a core bank account

mechanism for F̂p1,T q. When βt “ ∆at and θtpξq “ ψtpξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T qq satis-

fies θtpξ ` δq ě θtpξq ´ δ for all t, ξ ě 0, and δ ą 0,

Rev
`

Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

ě Rev
`

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq, F̂p1,T q
˘

´O

˜

ÿ

t

p∆at ` ηtq

¸

.

In particular, the condition in Lemma 4.15 is satisfied by the revenue-optimal

mechanism by Lemma 4.7.

4.3.4 Final Mechanism

We are ready to construct our robust bank account mechanism. We first com-

pute the optimal bank account mechanism Bpg
|ξ̂˚0
, y
|ξ̂˚0

; F̂p1,T qq for the estimated dis-

tributional information F̂p1,T q. We then compute the revenue robust mechanism

xg̃, ỹy from xg, yy, and finally, mix in a random posted price mechanism to obtain

B̄pg̃
|ξ̂˚0
, ỹ
|ξ̂˚0

; F̂p1,T qq.

Theorem 4.16. Under Assumption 4.1, B̄pg̃
|ξ̂˚0
, ỹ
|ξ̂˚0

; F̂p1,T qq is stage-IC, BU and

ex-post IR for Fp1,T q. The mechanism is δp1,T q-BI with δt “ 2∆at and ηp1,T q-DIC and

ηt “
b

2at∆
λ
¨
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´tat1 for Fp1,T q.

In the worst case, the revenue loss from the random posted price auction is at most

the expected welfare λ
ř

t Evt„Ftrvts ď λ
ř

t at “ λT . Moreover, we can establish an
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upper bound on the total magnitude of the buyer’s misreport
ř

t ηt “ Op
b

∆
λ
T q.

Finally, combining Lemma 4.8 and Lemma 4.15, we have:

Theorem 4.17.

Rev
`

B̄pg̃
|ξ̂˚0
, ỹ
|ξ̂˚0
, F̂p1,T qq, Fp1,T q

˘

ě Rev
`

B˚pFp1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

´O

˜

λT `

c

∆

λ
T

¸

where B˚pFp1,T qq be the optimal clairvoyant mechanism for Fp1,T q. The revenue loss

is minimized when λ “ ∆
1
3 , which results in revenue loss Op∆

1
3T q.

4.4 Robust Non-clairvoyant Dynamic Mechanism

We now turn to design a robust dynamic mechanism in the non-clairvoyant environ-

ment. Building on the 1
3
-approximation non-clairvoyant mechanism from Mirrokni

et al. [118], we design our robust non-clairvoyant mechanism by mixing their mech-

anism with a random posted-price auction. The mechanism is an instance of a bank

account mechanism where the state information is captured by a single scalar balt.

Mechanism 4.18. The robust non-clairvoyant mechanism BpF̂p1,T q, λq consists of a

mixture of four mechanisms: the give-for-free mechanism, the posted-price auction

with extra fee, the Myerson’s auction, and the random posted-price auction. The

stage mechanism at stage t is parameterized by a non-negative balance balt. When

the buyer submits a bid bt:

Give-for-free Mechanism. Allocate the item no matter what the buyer’s bid

is and increase the balance by the buyer’s bid: xGt “ 1, pGt “ 0, and balGt`1 “ balt` bt

Posted-price Auction with Extra Fee. Let the entry fee at stage t be

feetpbalt; F̂tq “ minp3balt,Evt„F̂trvtsq and rtpbaltq be the posted-price such that, it

satisfies Evt„F̂t
”

`

vt ´ rtpbaltq
˘`
ı

“ feetpbalt; F̂tq. The mechanism charges the buyer

feetpbalt; F̂tq before the buyer learns her valuation and then runs a posted-price auc-
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tion with price rtpbaltq: x
P
t “ 1tbt ě rtpbaltqu and pPt “ feetpbalt; F̂tq`rtpbaltq¨1tbt ě

rtpbaltqu, and decrease the balance by feetpbalt; F̂tq: balPt`1 “ balt ´ feetpbalt; F̂tq.

Myerson’s Auction. Let r˚t pF̂tq be Myerson’s optimal reserve price, such that,

r˚t pF̂tq “ arg maxr r ¨
`

1 ´ F̂tprq
˘

and run a posted-price auction with price r˚t pF̂tq

without changing the balance: xMt “ 1tbt ě r˚t pF̂tqu, p
M
t “ r˚t pF̂tq ¨ 1tbt ě r˚t pF̂tqu,

and balMt`1 “ balt.

Random Posted-price Auction. Let r̂t be random reserve price drawn from

r0, ats uniformly and run a posted-price auction with price r̂t without changing the

balance: xRt “ 1tbt ě r̂tu, p
R
t “ r̂t ¨ 1tbt ě r̂tu, and balRt`1 “ balt.

The robust mechanism at stage t is: xt “ λ ¨ xRt `
1´λ

3

“

xGt ` x
P
t ` x

M
t

‰

, pt “

λ ¨ pRt `
1´λ

3

“

pGt ` p
P
t ` p

M
t

‰

, and balt “ λ ¨ balRt `
1´λ

3

“

balGt ` balPt ` balMt
‰

.

The following central result gives a guarantee on the revenue performance of our

robust non-clairvoyant mechanism against a utility-maximizing buyer subject to an

estimation error ∆.

Theorem 4.19.

Rev
`

BpF̂p1,T q, λq, Fp1,T q
˘

ě
1

3
Rev

`

B˚pFp1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

´O

˜

λT `

c

∆

λ
T

¸

.

At the optimal choice of λ “ ∆
1
3 the revenue loss is O

´

∆
1
3T

¯

. The remainder of

this section is devoted to proving Theorem 4.19.

4.4.1 Analysis

We start by describing the incentive properties that BpF̂p1,T q, λq satisfies for F̂p1,T q.

First notice that all four base mechanisms are variants of posted-price auctions,

and therefore, all of them are stage-IC. In particular, all mechanisms except the

posted-price auction with extra fee are stage-expost-IR. We emphasize that the
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posted-price auction with extra fee is different from a classic posted-price auction:

the posted-price auction with extra fee will charge the buyer an extra payment

feetpbalt; F̂tq no matter what the buyer’s bid is, and therefore, it is not stage-

expost-IR. Moreover, each stage mechanism is balance-independent (BI) with re-

spect to the estimated distribution F̂t. In particular, the give-for-free mechanism,

the Myerson’s auction, and the random posted-price auction are static and indepen-

dent of the balance; as for the posted-price auction with extra fee, it ensures that

the buyer’s expected utility is always 0 for all balt ě 0 under F̂t.

The combination of stage-IC and BI implies that the mechanism is DIC: since

the mechanism promises the buyer that all future stage mechanisms are BI, the buyer

can infer that her action at the current stage does not impact her expected utility in

the future. Moreover, notice that the non-negative balance bal always lower-bounds

the buyer’s cumulative utility, and therefore, BpF̂p1,T q, λq is ex-post IR under the

estimated distributions F̂p1,T q.

Proposition 4.20. BpF̂p1,T q, λq is stage-IC, BI, DIC, and ex-post IR for F̂p1,T q.

We next turn to the mechanism’s properties under the true distributions Fp1,T q.

Mismatch between F̂p1,T q and Fp1,T q

We first bound the revenue loss due to the mismatch between F̂p1,T q and Fp1,T q.

Observe that one can interpret the estimation error under Assumption 4.1 as the

buyer’s misreport: when the buyer reports truthfully under Fp1,T q this is equivalent to

the case in which the buyer misreports by a magnitude at most at ¨∆ under F̂p1,T q. We

develop a program for computing the revenue of our mechanism even when the buyer

misreports. For a non-clairvoyant mechanism BpF̂p1,T q, λq, we consider a program

ψtpbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq to keep track on the revenue of implementing BpF̂p1,T q, λq when
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the buyer’s true distribution is Fp1,T q. We define ψT pbalq “ 0 and for t ă T ,

ψt´1pbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
r˚t pF̂tq ¨ 1tv

1
t ě r˚t pF̂tqu

` ψt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T q

˙

(4.9)

where v1t is the buyer’s reported bid that maximizes her continuation utility when

her true value is vt.

Recall that conditioned on that the stage mechanism is not the random posted-

price auction, with 1
3

probability, we run the posted-price auction with extra fee and

extract feetpbal; F̂tq as revenue. Here, we omit the revenue rtpbaltq obtained from

the posted-price auction with extra fee. In addition, with another 1
3

probability, we

run the Myerson’s auction and extract r˚t pF̂tq revenue if v1t ě r˚t pF̂tq. Moreover, the

balance is increased by v1t with probability 1
3

from the give-for-free mechanism and

decreased by 1
3
feetpbalq with probability 1

3
from the posted-price auction.

Proposition 4.21. Rev
´

BpF̂p1,T q, λq;Fp1,T q

¯

ě p1´ λq ¨ ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq.

According to the revenue analysis in [118], we can still obtain 1
3
-approximation

of the optimal revenue even when the revenue rtpbaltq is omitted.

Lemma 4.22. [118] ψ0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ě
1
3
¨ Rev

`

B˚pFp1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

.

The following lemma establishes a connection between the change of the balance

and the change of the revenue, when the seller’s distributional information is perfect

so that the buyer does not misreport. In particular, it shows that as balance increases

by δ, the change of the future revenue is between 0 and δ. Therefore, it demonstrates

the smoothness of revenue curve such that if the buyer misreports at stage t to change

the balance by δ, then the revenue loss is at most δ for the future stages, assuming

the buyer reports truthfully in the future.
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Lemma 4.23. For all 0 ď t ď T and δ ě 0,

ψtpbal` δ, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´ δ ď ψtpbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ď ψtpbal` δ, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq.

Applying Lemma 4.23 with Assumption 4.1, we can bound the revenue loss due to

the mismatch between Fp1,T q and F̂p1,T q. More precisely, we will bound the difference

between ψ0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq and ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q; F̂p1,T qq. Notice that BpFp1,T qq is dynamic

incentive-compatible for Fp1,T q, and thus, the buyer will not misreport, i.e., v1t “ vt

in (4.9); similarly for F̂p1,T q.

Lemma 4.24. ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q; F̂p1,T qq ě ψ0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´Op∆T q.

The Buyer’s Misreport

Note that in a single-buyer environment, the properties stage-IC and ex-post IR

do not depend on the underlying distributions, and therefore, BpF̂p1,T q, λq is also

stage-IC and ex-post IR for Fp1,T q. However, BpF̂p1,T q, λq is no longer BI for Fp1,T q,

which is the key property to ensure DIC. To circumvent this difficulty, we refer to

the notion of approximate balance independence (Definition 4.9).

Since with the same stage mechanism, the difference between the expected utility

under F̂t and Ft is at most ∆at, BpF̂p1,T q, λq is δp1,T q-BI with βt “ 2∆at.

Proposition 4.25. BpF̂p1,T q, λq is stage-IC, δp1,T q-BI with βt “ 2∆at, and ex-post

IR for Fp1,T q.

For a dynamic mechanism satisfying δp1,T q-BI for Fp1,T q, the range of the buyer’s

expected utility under truthful reporting is βt in the t-th stage. Therefore, no matter

how the buyer misreports in the first pt ´ 1q stages, her expected utility in the t-th

stage can only fluctuate at most βt if she reports truthfully at stage t. Combining this

with the fact that the stage mechanisms are stage-IC, we again have Lemma 4.11.
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As a result, once the mechanism posts a risk for misreporting, we are able to

bound the magnitude of the buyer’s misreport. This is the purpose of mixing in the

random posted-price mechanism at each stage t: it can be shown that a misreport

with magnitudemt will cause the buyer a utility loss λ¨
m2
t

2at
. Since the buyer is a utility-

maximizer with discounting factor γ, we can bound the magnitude of misreport for

each stage:

Lemma 4.26. BpF̂p1,T q, λq is ηp1,T q-DIC with ηt “
b

2at
λ
¨
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´tβt1.

Applying Lemma 4.23, we can show that BpF̂p1,T q, λq is robust against the buyer’s

misreport. We abuse the notion to use ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq to track the revenue con-

ditioned on that the magnitude of the buyer’s misreport at stage t is bounded by

ηt.

Lemma 4.27. ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq ě ψ0p0, F̂p1,T q; F̂p1,T qq ´O
´
b

∆
λ
T
¯

.

Finally, combining Proposition 4.21, Lemma 4.24 and Lemma 4.27, completes the

proof of Theorem 4.19.

4.5 Application: Contextual Auctions

In this section, we apply our robust dynamic mechanism in learning an environment,

leading to policies that achieve low regret against the optimal clairvoyant mecha-

nism with full and accurate distributional information in the domain of contextual

auctions.

4.5.1 Contextual Auctions

In a contextual auction, the item at stage t is represented by an observable feature

vector ζt P Rd with }ζt}2 ď 1. In line with the literature, we assume that the feature

vectors are drawn independently from a fixed distribution D with positive-definite
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covariance matrix [83]. The buyer’s preferences are encoded by a fixed vector σ P Rd

and the buyer’s valuation at stage t takes the form vt “ atpxσ, ζty ` εtq, where

εt is a noise term with cumulative distribution Mt. The distribution Mt and the

feature vector ζt are known to the buyer in advance, but the buyer’s preference

vector σ remains private. In line with the literature, we make the following technical

assumption on the sequence of at,

Assumption 4.28. For all stage t, we assume that
ř

t1ďt at1 ď ca ¨ t where ca is a

constant.

Assumption 4.28 limits the portion of welfare and revenue that can arise in the

first t stages, for any t. Its purpose is to rule out situations where a large fraction

of revenue comes from the initial stages, under which a large revenue loss may be

inevitable since it is impossible for the seller to obtain a good estimate of σ from

just the first few stages.

Our task is to design a non-clairvoyant policy π that includes both a learning

policy for σ and an associated dynamic mechanism policy to extract revenue. At the

beginning of stage t, the learning policy estimates F̂t using information ap1,tq, ζp1,tq,

Mp1,tq, and bp1,t´1q, while the dynamic mechanism policy computes the stage mecha-

nism xxt, pty at stage t using F̂p1,tq and bp1,t´1q. Let Revpπ;Fp1,T qq and RevpB;Fp1,T qq

be the revenue of implementing policy π and mechanism B for Fp1,T q, respectively.

Moreover, let B˚pFp1,T qq denote the revenue-optimal clairvoyant dynamic mechanism

that knows Fp1,T q in advance. The regret of policy π against a c-approximation of

the dynamic benchmark is defined as RegretπpFp1,T qq “ c ¨ Rev
`

B˚pFp1,T qq;Fp1,T q
˘

´

Revpπ;Fp1,T qq. Our objective is to design a non-clairvoyant policy with sublinear

regret.1

1 Note that sublinear revenue loss is only meaningful if the available revenue to extract is itself
at least linear, which is the case when

řT
t“1 at “ ΩpT q since the revenue obtained by the optimal

dynamic mechanism is Ωp
ř

t atq in our setting. In fact, a static mechanism can already achieve
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4.5.2 Learning Policy

Our learning policy is adapted from the contextual robust pricing policy proposed

in [83]. Our learning policy partitions the entire time horizon into K “ rlog T s phases

where T is the time horizon, such that the partition is specified by p`1 “ 1, `2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `K ,

`K`1 “ T ` 1q, in which `k “ 2k´1. The k-th phase spans between the `k-th stage

and the p`k`1 ´ 1q-th stage, and therefore, the length of phase k is exactly `k. Note

that the partition can be implemented even when T is not known in advance. We

use Ek “ t`k, ¨ ¨ ¨ , `k`1 ´ 1u to refer to the stages in the k-th phase.

At the beginning of the k-th phase, we update the estimation of the buyer’s

preference vector σ using the buyer’s bids from the pk ´ 1q-th phase, denoted by

σ̂k. To estimate σ̂k, we sample wt uniformly from r0, 1s for t P Êk´1, where Êk´1 “

tt P Ek´1 | `k ´ t ą c log `ku for some constant c. In other words, we will only use

the information from the stages that are at least c log `k ahead of the end of phase

pk ´ 1q. σ̂k is set to be arg min}σ}ď1 Lk´1pσq, where

Lk´1pσq “ ´
ÿ

tPÊk´1

”

1tbt ě at ¨ wtu log
`

1´Mtpwt ´ xσ, ζtyq
˘

` 1tbt ă at ¨ wtu log
`

Mtpwt ´ xσ, ζtyq
˘

ı

.

Note that when the buyer reports truthfully, Lk´1pσq is exactly the negative of log-

likelihood corresponding to σ. We do not change our estimation throughout the

k-th phase and the next update happens at the beginning of the pk ` 1q-phase. As

a result, based on the estimate σ̂k, we compute the estimated distribution in phase

k as F̂tpvtq “Mt

´

vt
at
´ xσ̂k, ζty

¯

for all t P Ek.

We say a lie is a misreport from the buyer that results in 1tbt ě at ¨wtu ‰ 1tvt ě

Ωp
ř

t atq revenue by offering a posted price pat with p “ 1{p2cf q at stage t which induces revenue
at least p ¨ atp1´ p ¨ cf q “ at{p4cf q from stage t.
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at ¨ wtu. Let

Lk´1 “
 

t P Êk´1 | 1tbt ě at ¨ wtu ‰ 1tvt ě at ¨ wtu
(

be the set of stages in which the buyer lies. For a dynamic mechanism that is DIC,

we have vt ´ ηt ď bt ď vt ` ηt. Hence, if |at ¨ wt ´ vt| ą ηt, any misreport from

the buyer does not result in a lie. Moreover, the buyer has an additional motivation

to misreport to change the seller’s estimation for the future phases. However, for

t P Êk´1, such a gain is relatively small since the buyer discounts the future.

Let BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq be a mechanism generalized from BpF̂p1,T q, λq such that for

t P Ek, BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq offers the random posted-price auction with probability λk

instead of λ.

Lemma 4.29. In BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq, the additional misreport at stage t P Êk is Op 1?
λk¨`

2
k

q.

Moreover, |Lk| “ O
´

log `k `
ř

tPÊk

ηt
at

¯

with probability 1´ 1
`k

.

Given this upper bound on |Lk´1|, the following lemma bounds the estimation

error of σ̂k.

Lemma 4.30 (Proposition 7.1 [83]). With probability 1 ´ 1
`k

, the estimation error

for phase k is ∆k ” }σ̂k ´ σ} “ O
´

d ¨ |Lk´1|

`k´1
`

b

logp`k´1¨dq

`k´1

¯

.

4.5.3 Dynamic Mechanism Policy

We develop a hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism to reduce the number of lies by re-

ducing the magnitude of misreports. To do so, observe that the buyer has no incentive

to misreport in order to affect future stage mechanisms when the latter are static.

However, as previously mentioned, offering a purely static mechanism may forego

a large amount of revenue [125]. Motivated by this insight, our hybrid mechanism

contains both dynamic stages dependent on the history and static stages indepen-

dent of the history. We adapt BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq to obtain a hybrid non-clairvoyant
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mechanism BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq, which is parameterized by ω P p0, 1q and a

function τ : Z` Ñ R` that maps the phase number to a real number. The stage

mechanism at stage t is parameterized by at, two balances balt and sbalt, and an

additional parameter swt. We provide a high level description of our mechanism

while a detailed description is deferred to the full version.

Let Eω
k “ tt P Ek | at ă `ωk u. Intuitively, the hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism

runs different stage mechanisms conditioned on whether t P Eω
k or not: the stage

mechanism is dynamic for t R Eω
k and the stage mechanism is static for t P Eω

k with

high probability.

More precisely, for t R Eω
k , the stage mechanisms are exactly the same as the

mechanism BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq and in particular, the posted-price auction with extra

fee only uses the balance from balt. For t P Eω
k , the give-for-free mechanism and the

Myerson’s auction remain the same. We use swt to keep track of the summation of

expected valuations, i.e., swt “
1
3

ř

t1PEωk ,t
1ăt Evt1„F̂t1 rvt1s. If swt ă τpkq, we turn the

posted-price auction with extra fee into a give-for-free mechanism, but we increase

the balance sbal instead of bal; otherwise, we run the posted-price auction with extra

fee, except that it only uses the balance from sbal and it will in addition deposit the

buyer’s utility to sbal.

For t P Eω
k and swt ă τpkq, the stage mechanism is static since it in fact runs

a give-for-free mechanism with probability 2p1´λkq
3

and a Myerson’s auction with

probability 1´λk
3

, both of which are independent of the history. For t P Eω
k and swt ě

τpkq, by choosing τ properly, we show that with high probability, even if the buyer

plays strategically, 3sbalt ě Evt„F̂trvts, which implies that min
`

3sbalt,Evt„F̂trvts
˘

“

Evt„F̂trvts so that the posted-price would be 0. Therefore, with high probability,

the hybrid posted-price auction with extra fee is a give-for-free mechanism with fee

Evt„F̂trvts, which is static and independent of balt and sbalt. To formally prove these
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statements, we exploit the fact that the dynamics of sbalt forms a martingale for

stage t with swt ě τpkq.

Lemma 4.31. With τpkq “ Ω
´

`
1
2
p1`ωq

k

?
log `k `

b

∆k

λk
`k

¯

for all k, we have

Rev
`

Bhybrid
pF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq, Fp1,T q

˘

ě
1

3
Rev

`

B˚pFp1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

´
ÿ

k

pτpkq ` λk ¨ `kq

and with probability at least 1´ 1
`k

,
ř

tPÊk

ηt
at
ď Õ

`

`1´ω
k

˘

.

Lemma 4.31 states that there exits a function γ such that the revenue loss is

at most
ř

k pτpkq ` λk ¨ `kq and the number of lies is Õp`1´ω
k q. In particular, as ω

increases, the revenue loss increases while the number of lies decreases, and therefore,

our hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism achieves a trade-off between the revenue loss

and the number of lies.

4.5.4 The Final Policy

Learning Policy: At the start of phase k, estimate σ̂k “ arg min}σ}ď1 Lk´1pσq.

Dynamic Mechanism Policy: BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq,
1
2
, τq: at phase k

• λk “ `
´ 1

6
k and τpkq “ c˚`

5
6
k ;

• Compute the distributional information F̂t for t P Ek according to the
estimation σ̂k;

Figure 4.1: Robust non-clairvoyant dynamic contextual auction policy

We are now ready to combine our learning policy and dynamic mechanism policy

to obtain our no-regret policy for contextual auctions in a non-clairvoyant environ-

ment (Figure 4.1). For our hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism, we will set ω “ 1
2
,
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λk “ `
´ 1

6
k , and τpkq “ c˚`

5
6
k with a large enough constant c˚. In particular, the

estimation error for σ̂k is ∆k “ Op`
´ 1

2
k q under our policy.

Theorem 4.32. The T -stage regret of the robust non-clairvoyant dynamic contextual

auction policy is ÕpT
5
6 q against 1

3
-approximation of the optimal clairvoyant dynamic

mechanism.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented a framework of designing clairvoyant and non-clairvoyant

dynamic mechanisms that are robust to both the estimation errors on the buyer’s dis-

tributional information and the buyer’s strategic behavior. We then tailor our frame-

work to the setting of contextual auctions to develop a non-clairvoyant mechanism

that achieves no-regret against a 1
3
-approximation of the revenue-optimal clairvoyant

dynamic mechanism.

A natural direction to consider in the future is to improve the revenue loss bound

of our robust dynamic mechanism as well as our no-regret policies. Is it possible to

design a robust dynamic mechanism or no-regret policy with smaller revenue loss?

Or could we provide a lower bound for the loss? It would also be interesting to apply

our framework to contextual auctions with other kinds of valuation structures, and

other dynamic auction environments more generally.
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5

Testing and Measuring Incentive Compatibility

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have discussed how to design dynamic mechanisms that

are dynamic incentive compatible (DIC) or approximately dynamic incentive com-

patible (ηp1,T q-DIC). However, if the auction designer does not fully follow the rules

of the design of dynamic incentive compatible auctions, could the buyer detect such

a deviation? The question of transparency has become a key point of contention

between buyers and sellers of display advertising space: ads are allocated via com-

plex, black-box auction systems whose mechanics can be difficult to model let alone

optimize against. Such an issue has emerged as a major driver of change in the

display advertising industry. Advertisers increasingly want to understand how ex-

actly their advertising dollars flow from their ad campaigns through the ecosystem

(demand- and sell-side platforms, exchanges) to reach the publishers who show their

ads. One key aspect of transparency concerns the auction mechanism used to allo-

cate ad impressions, and whether it is incentive compatible (i.e., truthful bidding is

optimal) [33]. Traditionally exchanges have used second-price auctions, which are
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truthful in isolation, but because ad auctions are repeated sellers have the ability to

apply various policies that complicate incentives over time. One canonical example

is dynamic reserve prices, where past bids are used to set present reserve prices [101].

Another example is throttling: exchanges need to decide who to solicit bids from,

and may decline to send calls to bidders with historically low bids. Intentionally

or not, these kinds of policies complicate bidding incentives because bids now have

bearing on both present and future surplus.

Moreover, from the perspective of the auction design, could the designer verify the

design is incentive compatible without going through the mathematical characteri-

zations step by step? In particular, the property of incentive compatibility usually

depends on the designer’s knowledge about the distributional information, which

may be misspecified in practice. A mechanism is incentive-compatible—also called

truthful or strategyproof—if it guarantees that an agent’s (weakly) best strategy is

to truthfully reveal its private information. This leads to straightforward partici-

pation with predictable actions on the part of the agent. However, many auction

mechanisms fielded in practice are not incentive-compatible, notably in the domain

of ad auctions. The display advertising industry, including Google, has recently

switched to first-price auctions [33, 84, 134]. Moreover, some ad exchanges have

allegedly used soft floors in addition to standard reserve prices [142], which mixes

the incentives of first- and second-price auctions. Generalized second-price auctions

are widely deployed for search advertising; although inspired by Vickrey auctions, it

was recognized early on that these auctions are not truthful [67, 104, 138].

As originally defined, incentive compatibility is a binary notion—a mechanism

is either incentive compatible or it isn’t. To achieve a more nuanced comparison

between mechanisms, or between different parametrizations of a single mechanism,

there has been a growing amount of interest in developing metrics that quantify

incentive compatibility. The most common approach is to rely on the concept of
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regret, which is a buyer’s utility difference between best responding and truthful

reporting [11, 28, 43, 64, 126]. Regret is an appealing measure because its units

are linked to utility and directly interpretable. However, computing a regret-based

metric requires solving for the best response of a buyer for every possible valuation,

which can be a complex optimization task. Even worse, auction systems in practice

are becoming more complex and opaque so that their mechanics can be difficult to

model let alone optimize against.

5.1.1 Our Results for Testing Incentive Compatibility

Characterization

We first takes the perspective of a single advertiser and asks whether it is empirically

possible, via experimentation, to test whether an underlying auction mechanism is

dynamic incentive compatible. One approach to test dynamic incentive compatibility

would be to list different policies that the seller might use, like dynamic reserves or

throttling, and develop tests for each of these, but this can turn into a tedious game of

cat and mouse. Instead, our approach is to consider a broad and practically-relevant

subclass of dynamic incentive compatible mechanisms, characterize its properties,

and develop tests for these properties. Specifically, we consider the class of mecha-

nisms that are DIC no matter how advertisers might time-discount future surplus.

Since ad exchanges are not communicated the individual advertisers’ time-discount

factors, this plausibly covers the space of dynamic-IC mechanisms they might run.1

We in fact provide an alternative characterization of the class of dynamic mecha-

nisms, which may be of independent interest: the class of dynamic mechanisms that

is DIC for all discounting factors is equivalent to the class of history-independent

mechanisms, which we characterize by two conditions: each individual auction is

1 An exchange could try to model and estimate time-discount factors, but this would be challenging
because advertisers typically bid through intermediaries like agencies or demand-side platforms,
while neither the agencies nor demand-side platforms know the time-discount factors.
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incentive compatible in isolation (stage-IC), and expected present utility under

truthful bidding is independent of past bids (history-UI). As discussed in Chap-

ter 3, the class of history-independent mechanisms does not just cover the mech-

anisms that exchanges could plausibly run, it also includes mechanisms they may

plausibly want to run.

Testing Methods

Our characterization motivates two tests that can jointly confirm or reject whether

the advertiser is participating in a stage-IC and history-UI mechanism. By a

test we mean an experiment where random noise is applied to bids in a system-

atic way, followed by a statistical comparison of auction results at different noise

levels (including the control level where no noise is applied). Other kinds of per-

turbations would be possible (e.g., random bid throttling), but we only make use

of bid perturbations for our tests. Our second contribution is a novel test of stage

incentive compatibility (stage-IC) based on Myerson’s classic characterization of

the relationship between allocation and payment rules of incentive compatible auc-

tions [121]. The test is based on an experiment with two treatment conditions where

the advertiser randomly perturbs its bids upwards or downwards on a query by query

basis. The magnitude of the perturbations controls the trade-off between the power

of the test to detect stage incentive compatibility violations and the cost of running

the test in terms of foregone surplus. Our third contribution is a test of history

utility independence (history-UI). To apply the test, the advertiser partitions the

auctions it participates in into buckets defined by observable features (e.g., publisher,

country, device type), and systematically perturbs its bids within buckets upwards

or downwards. It then checks whether future utility within buckets correlates with

the applied perturbations. Utility independence is a powerful concept because it

captures the common channel through which various dynamic policies can impact
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an advertiser’s incentives across time. If a seller uses dynamic reserve prices, then

higher present bids will translate to higher future reserves, and lower future utility;

the utility independence test will show negative correlation. If a seller throttles the

advertiser in the future based on low present bids, then the test will show a positive

correlation between bids and utility. In both cases, the advertiser can establish that

dynamic incentive compatibility is violated with the same test.

Experiment

To implement our test, the way in which the advertiser buckets queries must be

aligned with how the seller segments the query traffic; as Lahaie et al. [103] show,

this is necessary to conduct a test with conclusive results. Other than this, our testing

methods rely only on the advertiser observing its realized allocation and payment,

nothing more. We assume that this is possible at the auction level, which is consistent

with real-time bidding standards. For instance, the Open RTB standard includes

win notice and billing notice messages that transmit an auction id and settlement

price [98]. Comparing to the testing methods developed in Lahaie et al. [103], we

do not rely on observations of other auction parameters like reserve prices, so our

tests are robust to various information scenarios where auction parameters may be

censored to different extents. We evaluate the effectiveness of our tests using real

bid data from display ad auctions logs collected from the Google Ad Exchange over

the course of a week. We run counterfactual scenarios where the seller uses second-

price auctions, first-price auctions, and mixtures of the two to apply the (stage-IC)

test. Simultaneously, the seller also applies dynamic reserves to demonstrate how

the (history-UI) test can detect them when they interact with different auction

formats. We also apply the tests on a stateful mechanism, inspired by the theory of

bank account mechanisms [118], that is completely different from dynamic reserves,

in order to illustrate the time scales over which the (history-UI) test can prove
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effective.

5.1.2 Our Results for Measuring Incentive Compatibility

We introduce a new data-driven metric to quantify incentive compatibility for both

static and dynamic environments based on Myerson’s classic characterization of

the relationship between allocation and payment rules of incentive-compatible auc-

tions [121]. To compute our metric, one simply applies small perturbations to bids

and records the resulting bidder utilities. For ad auctions this can be achieved by

black-box simulations over auction logs or, for a more faithful evaluation that cap-

tures bidder behavior, by applying the perturbations to small slices of experimental

traffic. Once this data is collected our metric can be computed using straightforward

database queries, along with the usual standard errors and confidence intervals. This

simplicity and scalability is a major advantage over previous methods that rely on

knowing the reference mechanisms that are incentive-compatible [110] or complex

optimizations to compute profile-by-profile best responses [11, 64, 126].

Our metric takes the form of an index that lies between 0 and 1 for reasonable

mechanisms: we show that it is non-negative if utility under truthful bidding is non-

decreasing in an agent’s true valuation, and that it is at most 1 if overbidding is a

weakly dominated strategy. The bounds of our metric are meaningful: it is always

1 for incentive-compatible auctions, and for first-price auctions where the bid most

directly influences the payment it has value 0. Moreover, for a mixture of a truth-

ful auction and the corresponding first-price auction with the same allocation rule,

our metric exactly evaluates to the fraction of the truthful auction in the mixture.

Our metric can be viewed as a measure of the marginal benefit of a bidding strategy

which bids a scaled version of the true value, with the same scaling factor throughout

(i.e., uniform bid shading). To add another interpretation, we show that the met-

ric is associated with the difference between the payment function that truthfully
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implements the allocation rule and the one used in the auction.

Our metric can be applied to both static and dynamic mechanisms. A dynamic

mechanism maintains state so that an agent’s bids can influence future payoffs. For

instance, an ad auction might use dynamic reserve prices, which are set based on past

bid distributions [101]; or the auction might throttle bidders who have lost too many

auctions in the past. To the best of our knowledge, regret-based approaches have not

been extended to dynamic environments. We provide closed-form characterizations

of our metric for several static and dynamic mechanisms deployed in practice, such as

soft floors and dynamic reserve pricing. This leads us to a notion of incentive mono-

tonicity, which is the property that our metric is monotone in an auction parameter.

We have found this useful for reasoning about how certain parameters influence in-

centives. For dynamic reserve pricing, our metric demonstrates an interesting and

intuitive trade-off between incentive compatibility and revenue: the metric achieves

its lowest value under the most aggressive form of dynamic reserves.

We demonstrate the broad applicability of our metric by drawing on data from

the auction logs of the Google Ad Exchange and the Google search engine. We sim-

ulate a simple mixture mechanism between first- and second-price auctions, as well

first- and second-price soft floors, in the setting of the display ads. We also simu-

late dynamic reserve pricing policies based on quantiles of past bid distributions or

Myerson-optimal reserves. The empirical results quantify the effect of various mecha-

nism parameters; for instance, we find that using Myerson-optimal dynamic reserves

with a second-price auction reduces our metric from 1.0 to 0.8 over the data, an

equivalent effect to directly mixing in a first-price auction with probability 0.2. The

results also empirically confirm the incentive monotonicity (or non-monotonicity)

properties of various auction parameters, as established by the theory.
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5.1.3 Related Works

Our research is related to the study of the buyer’s strategic behavior in online auc-

tions. Edelman and Ostrovsky [66] provide empirical evidence that buyers do act

strategically in online advertising markets. From the seller’s perspective, he would

like to design a dynamic mechanism that is robust against the buyer’s strategic

behavior. Kanoria and Nazerzadeh [101] design an almost dynamic incentive com-

patible mechanism that changes the reserve price based on the buyer’s historical

bids such that the buyer’s gain from misreporting is negligible. From the buyer’s

perspective, she would like to find out the optimal strategy against the mechanism

used by the seller when the mechanism is not incentive compatible. In practice,

most online mechanisms are not dynamic incentive compatibible when the buyers

are financially constrained, even for standard repeated static mechanisms like the

second price auction or the generalized second price auction [67]. Balseiro et al. [12]

study the effect of different budget management schemes and Balseiro and Gur [14]

propose an asymptotically optimal bidding strategy when the online mechanisms are

static. Our testing methods for dynamic-IC can serve as a first step for the buyer to

figure out her optimal bidding strategy in dynamic mechanisms.

Parkes et al. [126] initiate the idea of designing combinatorial auctions with small

regret, which is later extended to mechanisms beyond combinatorial auctions by Day

and Milgrom [43]. Duetting et al. [64] demonstrate a connection between the ex-

pected ex-post regret and the error in multi-class classifiers, enabling the application

of structural support vector machines to the design of low-regret mechanisms. Re-

cently, Duetting et al. [65] introduce the idea of using deep learning for auction design

and Balcan et al. [11] apply statistical learning techniques to estimate interim incen-

tive compatibility using regret as a measure. All of these regret-based approaches

require complex optimizations in order to compute profile-by-profile best-responses,
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while our metric can be computed via black-box auction simulations and simple

database queries. Recent work attempts to address these computational difficulties

by approximating regret. Feng et al. [74] design online algorithms to minimize (and

therefore compute) regret, with an eye towards fast convergence, and evaluate their

algorithms over GSP with synthetic data. Colini-Baldeschi et al. [36] introduce the

concept of IC-Envy, which is easier to compute but bounds or even equates to re-

gret in important domains like position auctions. IC-Envy can also be used to bound

social welfare loss due to misreports, but we are not aware of a way to extend the con-

cept to dynamic environments. Other than the regret-based approaches, Pathak and

Sönmez [127] provide a ranking for mechanisms without payment, such as matching

mechanisms, based on the number of instances that are manipulable. Troyan and

Morrill [137] introduce the concept of an “obvious manipulation” and propose to

compare mechanism incentives based on this criterion. Lubin and Parkes [110] quan-

tify strategyproofness according to the divergence between a mechanism’s payoffs

and those of a strategyproof reference mechanism. In contrast, our metric does not

rely on the access to a reference mechanism, which may be hard to characterize or

compute in certain domains.

5.1.4 Organization

The prerequisites have been presented in Chapter 2. We will present our incentive

compatibility test and our incentive compatibility metric in Section 5.2 and Sec-

tion 5.3, respectively.

5.2 Incentive Compatibility Test

In this section, we first present our alternative characterization of dynamic incentive

compatibility through the lens of discounting factors. We then design our testing

methods and experimentally verify their effectiveness.
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5.2.1 History Independent Mechanism

Because the buyer participates in repeated auctions, our goal is to develop tests not

just for stage-IC, but dynamic incentive compatible. In principle, there are two kinds

of mechanisms that are dynamic incentive compatible. One kind is a mechanism that

is (stage-IC) and static, i.e., the stage mechanism is independent of the historical

bids. Since the stage mechanisms do not rely on the buyer’s reported bids in the past,

the buyer’s misreport has no effect on the future. Therefore, once the mechanism can

ensure stage incentive compatibility for every stage mechanism, the entire mechanism

is dynamic incentive compatible. On the other hand, for a dynamic mechanism in

which the stage mechanisms do depend on the historical bids, the mechanism must

use the historical bids in an incentive-compatible way. Based on these observations,

we introduce the concept of a history-independent mechanism:

Definition 5.1 (History Independent Mechanism). A dynamic mechanism, given by

xxp1,T q, pp1,T qy, is history independent if for each stage t, the stage mechanism is both

stage-IC and history-UI.

Recall that a general dynamic mechanism could depend on the buyer’s discount-

ing factor γ, which can play an important role in the mechanism’s incentive proper-

ties. In practice, however, a seller may have little information on how specific buyers

weigh future utility—an ad exchange can interact with thousands of buyers, and via

intermediaries like demand-side platforms. In this environment, the only way for the

seller to induce truthful bidding is to use a mechanism that is dynamic incentive

compatible no matter what the buyer’s discounting factor might be. We show that

the class of dynamic mechanisms that are dynamic incentive compatible for all dis-

counting factors γ corresponds to the class of history-independent mechanisms. In

light of this, our tests will test for the defining properties of this class of mechanisms.
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Theorem 5.2. A dynamic mechanism xx, py is dynamic incentive compatible for all

γ P r0, 1s if and only if xx, py is a history independent mechanism.

5.2.2 Stage Incentive Compatibility Test

Following the characterization in Section 5.2.1, we focus on designing two separate

tests, one for (stage-IC) and one for UI, to determine whether the seller is running

a history-independent mechanism. More specifically, our approach is to assume that

the conditions hold as the null hypothesis, and we test for violations of the conditions

at desired significance levels.

Note that to test (stage-IC) for a stage mechanism, it is necessary to interact

with the same stage mechanism multiple times. However, even when the format of

the stage mechanisms is fixed in a period of time (e.g., a second price auction), the

stage mechanism xxt, pty is different query by query from the buyer’s perspective

since xxt, pty depends on the other buyers’ bids on the query. Instead of checking

whether the stage mechanism is (stage-IC) for each query individually, we design a

test to check whether for a longer timescale, such as an hour or a day, the mechanism

is (stage-IC) over the queries in aggregate. In particular, we design a statistical

test to test whether the seller is running a mechanism that is (stage-IC) for each

day and (history-UI) across days. Formally, let tB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bnu denote the partition

of queries into n buckets and let Ijk be the set of queries on day k in bucket j. We

represent the stage mechanism for the i-th query on day k in the j-th bucket as

xxki p¨; jq, p
k
i p¨; jqy and the buyer’s valuation for this query as vki pjq.

Following Lahaie et al. [103], our tests are based on bid perturbations within

different buckets of traffic. Lahaie et al. [103] uncover two important pitfalls of these

kinds of tests. First, additive perturbations can have counter-intuitive effects, such

as optimal reserve prices that decrease even though bids are perturbed upwards. Sec-

ond, if the test buckets are not aligned with the way the seller segments traffic to run
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its mechanism, results will be inconclusive. We therefore apply multiplicative bid

perturbations for our tests and assume that the partition of the query traffic is con-

sistent (i.e., the same or coarser) with the one used by the seller to run independent

versions of the mechanism.

5.2.3 Stage Incentive Compatibility Test

We propose our testing method to test (stage-IC) for a specific day k. For simplicity,

we will omit the dependence on the bucket in this section. Let α P r0, 1s denote the

bid perturbation magnitude. For the i-th query, we perturb the true valuation vki by

a multiplicative factor αi uniformly drawn from t1´α, 1, 1`αu and submit the bid

bki “ αiv
k
i . Let ûki pb

k
i q “ bki ¨x

k
i pb

k
i q´p

k
i pb

k
i q be the utility with respect to the submitted

bid rather than the utility with respect to the buyer’s true valuation, where we drop

xxki p¨q, p
k
i p¨qy’s dependence on the bids before the i-th query on day k for simplicity.

Lemma 5.3. For a (stage-IC) mechanism xxki , p
k
i y, for all vki :

ûki pv
k
i q ´ û

k
i

`

p1´ αqvki
˘

α
ď vki ¨ x

k
i pv

k
i q ď

ûki
`

p1` αqvki
˘

´ ûki pv
k
i q

α
.

Proof. For a (stage-IC) mechanism, by Myerson’s lemma:

ûki pv
k
i q ´ û

k
i

`

p1´ αqvki
˘

“

ż vki

p1´αqvki

xki pvqdv

ď

ż vki

p1´αqvki

xki pv
k
i qdv “ α ¨ vki ¨ x

k
i pv

k
i q

where the first equality follows that
dûki pvq

dv
“ xki pvq and the inequality is due to xki pvq

is non-decreasing. Similarly, for the right hand side of the inequality, we have

ûki
`

p1` αqvki
˘

´ ûki pv
k
i q “

ż p1`αqvki

vki

xki pvqdv

ě

ż p1`αqvki

vki

xki pv
k
i qdv “ α ¨ vki ¨ x

k
i pv

k
i q
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By Lemma 5.3, taking the summation over all the queries on day k and the expec-

tation of vki , we have

ř

i Evki
“

ûki pv
k
i q
‰

´
ř

i Evki
“

ûki
`

p1´ αqvki
˘‰

α|Ik|

ď

ř

i Evki
“

vki ¨ x
k
i pv

k
i q
‰

|Ik|

ď

ř

i Evki
“

ûki
`

p1` αqvki
˘‰

´
ř

i Evki
“

ûki pv
k
i q
‰

α|Ik|
(5.1)

where Ik is the set of queries on day k. We test the property of (stage-IC) by

checking whether (5.1) holds. To do so, we estimate

û0 “

ř

i Evki
“

ûki pv
k
i q
‰

|Ik|
, ŵ0 “

ř

i Evki
“

vki ¨ x
k
i pv

k
i q
‰

|Ik|
,

û´ “

ř

i Evki
“

ûki
`

p1´ αqvki
˘‰

|Ik|
, û` “

ř

i Evki
“

ûki
`

p1` αqvki
˘‰

|Ik|

separately. Denote sets I´k , IKk and I`k such that I´k “ ti P Ik|αi “ 1 ´ αu, IKk “

ti P Ik|αi “ 1u, and I`k “ ti P Ik|αi “ 1 ` αu. The estimates of û0, ŵ0, û´, û` are

obtained as follows

ũ0 “
1

|IKk |

ÿ

iPIKk

ûki pb
k
i q, w̃0 “

1

|IKk |

ÿ

iPIKk

bki ¨ x
k
i pb

k
i q,

ũ´ “
1

|I´k |

ÿ

iPI´k

ûki pb
k
i q, ũ` “

1

|I`k |

ÿ

iPI`k

ûki pb
k
i q. (5.2)

We will then check whether the following inequalities holds:

ũ0 ´ ũ´
α

ď w̃0 ď
ũ` ´ ũ0

α
. (5.3)

The estimators ũ0, w̃0, ũ´, ũ` are unbiased estimators of û0, ŵ0, û´, and û`, re-

spectively. Moreover, under a mild assumption that the buyer’s maximum valuation
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for each query is bounded by a constant, the standard error for each estimator is

Op 1
α
¨ |Ik|

´1{2q with high probability for sufficiently large |Ik|.

The standard error demonstrates a trade-off between the confidence of the test

and the buyer’s revenue loss from implementing the test. Under the null hypothesis of

a (stage-IC) mechanism, the foregone surplus from perturbing bids should increase

with α, while the width of the confidence intervals decreases.

5.2.4 Utility Independent Test

We next propose a testing method to test whether the expected utility in day k

is independent of the bids in day 0. Let β P r0, 1s denote the bid perturbation

magnitude. For the j-th bucket, βj is drawn uniformly from r1 ´ β, 1 ` βs and we

perturb all the bids of bucket j on day 0 systematically by a multiplicative factor

βj; specifically, we submit bid b0
i pjq “ βj ¨ v

0
i pjq for all i. We then report truthfully

between day 1 and day k for all queries in all buckets.

Denote the buyer’s average utility on day k in bucket j as ūkpjq:

ūkpjq “
1

|Ijk|
¨
ÿ

i

“

vki pjq ¨ x
k
i

`

vki pjq; j
˘

´ pki
`

vki pjq; j
˘‰

(5.4)

where we omit the dependence of xxki p¨; jq, p
k
i p¨; jqy on the buyer’s bids before the

i-th query on day k for simplicity.

Lemma 5.4. For a history-independent mechanism, we have

@j, E rpβj ´ 1q ¨ ūkpjqs “ 0.

Proof. For a history-independent mechanism, the expected utility of the buyer on

day k is independent of the historical bids in the past days. Therefore, the expected

utility of the buyer on day k is independent of any bidding strategy in the past days.

From the perspective that our perturbation is a bidding strategy to scale the bids
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by a factor βj, Erūkpjq|βjs should be a constant cj independent of βj. Therefore,

E rpβj ´ 1q ¨ ūkpjqs “

ż 1`β

1´β

βj ´ 1

2β
¨ Erūkpjq|βjs dβj

“ cj ¨ Erpβj ´ 1qs “ 0

where 1
2β

is the probability density for selecting βj uniformly from r1´β, 1`βs.

By Lemma 5.4, we have µk “
1
n

ř

j E rpβj ´ 1q ¨ ūkpjqs “ 0, where n is the number of

buckets. We estimate µ directly from the realization of βj and ūkpjq:

µ̃k “
1

n

ÿ

j

pβj ´ 1q ¨ ūkpjq. (5.5)

We will then check whether µ̃k is significantly different from 0, as µ̃k is an unbiased

estimator of µk. Under a mild assumption that the maximum valuation for each

query is bounded by a constant, the standard error of estimator µ̃k is Opβ ¨ n´1{2q

with high probability for sufficiently large n. The standard error indicates that the

larger β, the larger confidence interval and the larger the buyer’s revenue loss from

the test. However, it does not follow that the power of the test is higher for a smaller

β, because a larger β could potentially increase the absolute value of the estimator

when the mechanism is not UI.

5.2.5 Combining the Tests

We combine our testing methods for (stage-IC) and (history-UI) to obtain a

complete test to detect whether a mechanism is history-independent. The buyer

can arbitrarily select a day as day 0 and test whether the mechanism is history-

independent for the next K days. More precisely, we test whether the mechanism

is (stage-IC) in day k and that the expected utility in day k is independent of the

bids in day 0, for any 1 ď k ď K.

The buyer first determines the perturbation magnitude α for the (stage-IC) test

and the perturbation magnitude β for the (history-UI) test. On day 0, the buyer
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draws βj uniformly from r1 ´ β, 1 ` βs for each bucket j. The buyer then submits

bid b0
i pjq “ βj ¨ v

0
i pjq for the i-th query of bucket j on day 0. For the next K days,

the buyer draws αki pjq uniformly from t1 ´ α, 1, 1 ` αu for the i-th query on day k

in bucket j, and the buyer then submits bid bki pjq “ αki pjq ¨ v
k
i pjq.

For the (stage-IC) test for day k, the buyer computes the estimators in (5.2)

by treating the n different buckets as a single giant bucket, and then testing whether

(5.3) holds. As for the (history-UI) test for day k, the buyer computes the esti-

mator µ̃k according to (5.5), where the average utility ūkpjq of bucket j is computed

according to (5.4) by using only the bids that are not perturbed. More precisely,

ūkpjq “
1

|IjKk |
¨
ÿ

i

“

vki pjq ¨ x
k
i

`

vki pjq; j
˘

´ pki
`

vki pjq; j
˘‰

where IjKk “ ti P Ijk|α
k
i pjq “ 1u.

5.2.6 Experiments

To evaluate our tests we collected bid data from over 20M auction records from the

logs of the Google Ad Exchange, focusing on a single large advertiser (i.e., bidder).

The data consists of a random sample of second-price auctions that the bidder par-

ticipated in, including auctions that were won or lost, spanning seven days. For each

auction we record the advertiser’s bid and all competing bids. We do not record

other auction parameters like reserve prices, since our analysis involves simulating

mechanisms with potentially different reserves.

We consider a setup where the exchange segments query traffic into buckets ac-

cording to features like publisher identity, browser type, country, etc. Within each

bucket the seller runs a dynamic mechanism to sell impressions; mechanisms in sepa-

rate buckets are independent of each other. We specifically consider buckets defined

according to two features: publisher id (which generally identifies a publisher like

nytimes.com or sfchronicle.com), and device type (mobile or desktop). Note that the
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exchange is under no constraint to bucket the impression traffic uniformly. Compar-

ing to the evaluation in Lahaie et al. [103], we do not consider various information

scenarios where auction parameters like reserve prices are censored to different ex-

tents. The reason is that the conditions that we test for only rely on the advertiser

observing its realized allocation and payment, and we assume that this is possible at

the auction level.

In our simulations we number the days 0, 1, . . . , 6. On day 0 the advertiser applies

bucket perturbations to evaluate (history-UI) on future days. We consider two

treatments, following Lahaie et al. [103]: exact buckets that agree with the publisher’s

bucketing scheme defined by publisher id and device type, and coarse buckets defined

only by publisher id. Coarse buckets can still in principle detect violations of UI,

but with less precision. On each following day 1–6 the advertiser runs (stage-IC)

experiments by perturbing bids at the query level.

The cost of an experiment is quantified by its regret, defined as the difference

between the utility when bidding truthfully and the utility under perturbed bids, as

a percentage of the truthful utility. At the query level, regret may be undefined if

the advertiser loses the auction and its truthful utility is 0. Therefore, we evaluate

regret either at the bucket level (for the (history-UI) test), or over the entire

realized impression traffic (for the (stage-IC) test). To ensure precise averages

within buckets, the advertiser discards buckets with less than 100 impressions in our

evaluation. Note that the foregoing experimental setup is not tailored to any specific

kinds of exchange policies (e.g., dynamic reserves, throttling). In the next sections we

will see how the setup effectively applies to two very different dynamic mechanisms.

For the (stage-IC) test we report on results with noise levels α “ 1%, 5%, 9%; for

the (history-UI) test we report on levels β “ 10%, 20%, 30%.
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Dynamic Reserve Prices

We first consider a mechanism where the exchange computes Myerson-optimal reserve

prices within each bucket (publisher id, device type) based on the advertiser’s bids

on day 0, and then applies these reserve prices going forward on days 1 to 6. On

day 0 the exchange runs a second-price auction for each query. In the following days

the exchange runs a mixture between a second- and first-price auction. Specifically,

let κ P r0, 1s denote a first-price weight; the auction allocates the impression to the

highest bidder and charges price κb1`p1´κqb2, where b1, b2 are the first and second

highest bids, respectively. On day 1 the exchange sets κ “ 0 and runs a second

price auction, and κ is incremented by 0.2 in each following day until we reach a

first-price auction on day 6 with κ “ 1. The purpose of this scenario is to evaluate

how the tests respond when dynamic reserves interact with different kinds of stage

mechanisms, both truthful and non-truthful.

Stage Incentive Compatibility The results of the (stage-IC) test are reported in Fig-

ure 5.1, which plots the three components of inequality (5.3). In the plot the average

allocation value (the middle component of the inequality) has been normalized to 1.0

to respect data confidentiality. We plot 95% confidence intervals throughout, here

estimated according to the standard error across queries. Given the volume of data,

the allocation value is always very precisely estimated. The noise level impacts the

precision of the estimates for other inequality components, which are always unbiased

estimates. We see that for κ ě 0.4 all noise levels are able to detect a violation of the

upper bound in (5.3). The only failure to reject truthfulness is for κ “ 0.2 at noise

level 1%. At κ “ 0 the test fails to reject the null hypothesis of a truthful auction at

all noise levels, as should be the case with a second-price auction. At noise level 9%

we can also reject the null hypothesis of an untruthful auction, since the test confirms
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Figure 5.1: Empirical bounds for the (stage-IC) test.

the inequalities in (5.3)—confidence intervals do not overlap and the components of

the inequality are separated. Note that the confidence intervals narrow as κ increases

because the left- and right-hand components of the bounds in (5.3) tend to 0 as we

mix in more of the first-price auction, reducing the variance. In a first-price auction,

the realized utility with respect to the submitted bid is always 0.

The cost of the (stage-IC) test in terms of regret is shown in Figure 5.2. (Re-

gret under the first-price auction with κ “ 1.0 is undefined because truthful utility

is always 0, and therefore ommitted.) Regret is computed according to total utility

under truthful and perturbed bidding across queries in the day, so there are no asso-

ciated confidence intervals. We see that the regret cost of running the (stage-IC)

test is very minimal for the 1% noise level, even though that level could detect IC
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Figure 5.2: Regrets for the (stage-IC) test.

violations of κ ě 0.4. We should stress however that this favorable trade-off is due to

the fact that we are considering a large advertiser with a wealth of impression traffic.

In absolute terms low regret may still be costly. Note that while regret is necessarily

non-negative under a second price auction at κ “ 0, regret could in principle be

negative for κ ą 0, because the downward bid perturbations applied as part of the

test can increase utility for those auctions (i.e., shading bids can be beneficial). On

the other hand, upward bid perturbations can be even more detrimental to utility.

Since regret is always positive and increasing with κ, it turns out that the cost from

upward perturbations outweighs the benefit from downward perturbations over the

entire traffic.2

2 Intuitively, although the buyer may be better off if she wins the item at a lower price after
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Figure 5.3: UI test results under different stage mechanisms.

History Utility Independence For the utility independence test, recall that the adver-

tiser segments traffic by buckets (either exact or coarse) on day 0 to apply systematic

bid perturbations, and then correlates the noise applied with realized utility in each

bucket in future days, according to (5.5). Under our counterfactual scenario the

exchange applies Myerson-reserves computed in each exact bucket on day 0 to auc-

tions on days 1–6. However, the results of the utility independence test may not be

the same for each day because the stage mechanism is evolving from a second price

auction on day 1 to a first price auction on day 6.

downward perturbation, the buyer suffers from downward perturbations if she loses the item when
she would have won under truthful reporting. On the other hand, upward perturbations either have
no effect on utility, if the buyer does not win the item even after the perturbation, or have negative
effect on the utility, if the buyer wins the item with a higher price after the perturbation.
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Figure 5.3 plots the results of the (history-UI) test. The performance of the test

is not substantially different between the coarse and exact bucket when bucketing

by publisher id and device type, only that the statistic comes out lower under exact

buckets. We see that the test statistic is always significantly different from 0 at all

κ at noise levels of 20% and 30%, and with 10% noise the test is effective up to

κ “ 0.6. (Confidence intervals are based on standard errors across buckets.) The

exception at all noise levels is κ “ 1, where the statistic is essentially 0. In this

case, the statistic fails to detect the dynamic reserves because they are immaterial:

in a first price auction, reserve prices do not impact utility under truthful bidding.

This is also why the variance decreases with κ, as reflected in the narrowing of the

confidence intervals.

The cost of the (history-UI) test in terms of regret is given in Table 5.1, where

we report the average regret per bucket with standard error in parentheses. (Re-

call that we only retain buckets of size at least 100, and buckets with utility 0 are

discarded.) In this scenario the cost of the test is only incurred on day 0, but for

practical applications one would repeat it frequently.

Noise 10% 20% 30% 40%

Coarse 0.89 (0.05) 3.11 (0.08) 7.83 (1.00) 12.70 (1.01)
Exact 0.98 (0.06) 3.51 (0.25) 7.36 (0.28) 12.68 (0.39)

Table 5.1: Percentage regrets for the (history-UI) test.

Stateful Mechanism

The previous experiments were based on a dynamic reserve pricing mechanism com-

bined with mixtures of first- and second-price auctions. To illustrate the versatility

of our tests, we now simulate a scenario where the exchange runs a mechanism in-

spired by the recent development of bank account mechanisms, a class of dynamic
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mechanisms that is efficient, revenue-optimal, and uses historical bids in an incentive-

compatible way [118]. We are not aware of this kind of mechanism being used in

practice, but it offers a clean way to illustrate how the (history-UI) test can uncover

negative or positive correlation with future utility, in a mechanism entirely different

from dynamic reserves. Let K be the final day of the mechanism. On days prior to K

the exchange simply runs second-price auctions, and records the advertiser’s average

utility ū over those days. There are three versions of the mechanism, which we call

the Zero, Negative, and Positive mechanisms according to the sign we expect them

to produce for the (history-UI) test statistic. Let u˚ be the exchange’s forecast for

the advertiser’s total utility on the final day K when running second price auctions

with no reserve price. Let r be the Myerson-optimal reserve price for the advertiser

on the final day, based on a value distribution estimated by the exchange. On day

K the mechanisms proceed as follows.

• Zero. If ū ě u˚, the advertiser is included in every auction with 0 reserve and

charged a daily participation fee of u˚. If ū ă u˚, the advertiser is excluded

from every auction.

• Negative. If ū ě u˚, the advertiser is included in every auction with 0 reserve

and charged a daily participation fee of u˚. If ū ă u˚, the advertiser is included

in every auction with r reserve (no participation fee).

• Positive. If ū ě u˚, the advertiser is included in every auction and charged a

daily participation fee of u˚{2. If ū ă u˚, the advertiser is excluded from every

auction.

Assuming that total daily utilities are relatively stable, Prpū ě u˚q « 1{2. Thus

the Zero mechanism extracts 1/2 of the advertiser’s surplus on the final day. This

may be more or less than the surplus extracted from setting a Myerson-optimal
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Figure 5.4: UI test on the stateful mechanisms.

reserve, which makes it an interesting mechanism to consider. The Zero mechanism

is utility-independent (with expected utility 0) and stage-IC, so it is dynamic-IC by

Theorem 5.2. The Negative mechanism incentivizes the advertiser to lower its bids

on previous days to reach the case ū ă u˚ where it achieves positive surplus, rather

than the case ū ě u˚ where it achieves zero surplus (in expectation). Although the

Positive mechanism grants the advertiser more surplus than the Zero mechanism, it

is not utility-independent and therefore not dynamic-IC, because the advertiser will

want to raise its bids on previous days to pass threshold u˚ on the final day.

The advertiser performs perturbations within buckets for the (history-UI) test

on day 0 and then report truthfully for the next K days. Because the mechanisms

sum up utilities on days prior to K, the larger K is, the more the initial perturbations
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are diluted, leading to weaker test results. We report on results where the mecha-

nisms sums up utilities over 2 and 4 days before the final day in Figure 5.4, for coarse

buckets (results were similar with exact buckets, with larger test magnitudes). As

expected, the test statistic is closely concentrated around 0 for the Zero mechanism.

The sign of the test is as expected for the Negative and Positive mechanisms; with 2

days of lag, 20% noise detects violations of UI, and 40% noise detects 4 days of lag.

The cost of running the test is the same as reported in the previous section, because

the test remains the same no matter the underlying mechanism.

5.3 Incentive Compatibility Metric

In this section, we introduce our incentive compatibility metric. We will introduce our

metric of stage mechanisms and dynamic mechanisms separately, prove the desired

properties of our metric, and finally experimentally verify their effectiveness.

Before we delve into our metrics, we first introduce the auction formats we focus in

this section. We examine two kinds of stage mechanisms: mixture between first- and

second-price auction with reserve, denoted by MixtureAuction, and posted-price

auction with first/second-price soft floors, denoted by first/second-price SoftFloor

[142]. For ease of demonstration, denote the first and the second highest bids in a

realized bidding profile by b1 and b2, respectively.

In MixtureAuction with reserve r, let κ P r0, 1s denote the first-price weight.

The auction allocates the ad slot to the bidder with the highest bid if and only if

b1 ě r, and charges her price κb1`p1´κqmaxpb2, rq. Intuitively, with probability κ,

the seller implements a first-price auction with reserve r, while with the remaining

probability, the seller implements a second-price auction with reserve r.

In the SoftFloor auction, let rl ă rh be the reserve prices; rl and rh are

also known as the low floor and the high floor, respectively. For the first-price

SoftFloor auction, if b1 ě rl, the auction allocates the ad slot to the bidder with
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the highest bid and charges her maxpb2,minpb1, rhqq. In contrast, for the second-

price SoftFloor auction, the auction allocates the ad slot to the bidder with the

highest bid if b1 ě rl, but the winner is charged maxpb2, rhq if b1 ě rh and maxpb2, rlq

if rl ď b1 ă rh. Intuitively, in both auctions, the bidder with the highest bid gets

allocated if her bid is above the low floor. Moreover, the payments are the same

when her bid is also above the high floor, but when her bid falls between rl and

rh, the payment rule becomes first-pricing (or second-pricing) in the first-price (or

second-price) SoftFloor auction.

In our analysis of stage mechanisms, we assume that the competing bid (the

highest bid among the other buyers) is drawn independently from a continuous dis-

tribution Gt with density function gt at stage t. For convenience, given a function

apvq, let its left limit at v be a´pvq “ limδÑ0` apv ´ δq, and similarly, let its right

limit at v be a`pvq “ limδÑ0` apv ` δq. Throughout this chapter, we assume that

the allocation rule xt and payment rule pt of the stage mechanism are continuous

functions with finitely many discontinuities, and moreover, their left and right limits

are well-defined. Note that these properties are satisfied by MixtureAuction and

SoftFloor.

5.3.1 Stage Incentive Compatibility Metric

In this section, we introduce our metric of incentive-compatibility for a stage auction

in isolation, i.e., a stage mechanism with a fixed bidding history. For the sake of

clarity we drop the stage subscript t in this section and denote the stage mechanism

by xx, py. We further drop its dependence on bidding history for convenience. Let

ûpbq “ b ¨ xpbq ´ ppbq be the buyer’s utility assuming she reports truthfully such that

b “ v. Our metric is inspired by our (stage-IC) test (Section 5.2.3).

Definition 5.5 (Individual Stage-IC Metric). The individual stage-IC metric for a
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buyer with valuation distribution F in a stage mechanism xx, py is defined as

i-SIC “ lim
αÑ0

Ev„F
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ Ev„F
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α ¨ Ev„F rv ¨ xpvqs
.

Intuitively, the numerator of i-SIC is the difference between the expected utility

when the buyer’s valuations are perturbed multiplicatively up versus down by α,

while the denominator is 2α times the expected welfare of the buyer when she reports

truthfully. The metric can be viewed as a test of the envelope condition which is

at the core of Myerson’s lemma, except that only the mean value of the test is

reported. This mean value can also be interpreted as the marginal benefit of uniform

bid-shading. If the envelope condition test fails and the metric evaluates to smaller

than 1, this indicates that the buyer may benefit from slight uniform bid-shading,

and vice versa for bid-raising. We elaborate on this aspect in more mathematical

detail in Section 5.3.2.

To further justify our metric, we first show that our metric is 1 for any incentive-

compatible stage mechanism, regardless of the buyer’s valuation distribution.

Theorem 5.6. For any stage mechanism xx, py that is stage-IC, i-SIC “ 1 for any

distribution F .

Proof. Note that it suffices to show that for any stage-IC mechanism xx, py and

any distribution F , we have

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α
“ E rv ¨ xpvqs .

Applying Myerson’s lemma for the stage-IC mechanism, we get ûpvq “
şv

0
xpvqdv,
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which is a continuous function. Therefore, for the left-hand-side, we have

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α

“ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨

“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv

“ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨

«

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

v
˘

2αv
`
û
`

v
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘

2αv

ff

dv

“

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨
û1`pvq ` û1´pvq

2
dv “

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨
x`pvq ` x´pvq

2
dv

“ Erv ¨ xpvqs,

where û1`pvq is the right derivative of ûpvq and û1´pvq is the left derivative. The third

and fourth equations follow ûpvq “
şv

0
xpvqdv and that the left limit and right limit

of x exist. The last equation is due to that F is continuous and that x is continuous

with finitely many discontinuities.

Next, we provide an alternative form of our metric for added intuition. Recall

that Myerson’s lemma characterizes the relationship between the payment and the

allocation in any stage-IC mechanism: xpvq pins down a unique payment rule

p˚pvq “ v ¨ xpvq ´
şv

0
xpzqdz that (truthfully) implements the allocation rule xpvq.

Lemma 5.7. The individual stage-IC metric for a buyer with valuation distribution

F in a stage mechanism xx, py can be equivalently rewritten as

i-SIC “ 1´
∆

E rv ¨ xpvqs
, where

∆ “ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨

“

p
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv

´ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨

“

p˚
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p˚
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv.
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In particular, when both x and p are differentiable, we have

i-SIC “ 1´
Ev„F rv ¨ pp1pvq ´ p˚1pvqqs

Ev„F rv ¨ xpvqs
.

Proof. Let ũpbq “ b ¨xpbq´p˚pbq. Note that ûpbq “ b ¨xpbq´ppbq “ ũpbq`p˚pbq´ppbq.

According to Theorem 5.6, we know that the stage-IC metric for the buyer with

valuation distribution F is 1 in a stage mechanism xx, p˚y. Therefore, we can conclude

the proof of the alternative form of i-SIC by plugging ûpbq “ ũpbq ` p˚pbq ´ ppbq into

the formula of i-SIC from Theorem 5.6.

When p is differentiable, we have:

lim
αÑ0

E
“

p
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α

“ lim
αÑ0

ş1

0
fpvq ¨

“

p
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

dv

2α

“

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨

«

lim
αÑ0

p
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p
`

p1´ αqv
˘

2αv

ff

dv

“

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨ p1pvqdv “ E rv ¨ p1pvqs

and similarly, when x is differentiable, we have

lim
αÑ0

E
“

p˚
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ p˚
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α
“ E

“

v ¨ p˚1pvq
‰

.

By Lemma 5.7, when both x and p are differentiable, our metric captures the

difference between the gradient of ppvq used in the stage mechanism and the gradient

of p˚pvq that truthfully implements the allocation rule xpvq.

5.3.2 A Metric Bounded Between 0 and 1

We next demonstrate the our metric is bounded between 0 and 1 for reasonable

mechanisms.
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Lemma 5.8. i-SIC is non-negative if ûpvq is non-decreasing in terms of v; and i-SIC

is at most 1 if overbidding is always a weakly dominated strategy.

Proof. First, it is straightforward to verify that i-SIC is non-negative if ûpvq is non-

decreasing in terms of v.

If over-bidding b ą v is not beneficial to the buyer, then we have v ¨xpbq´ ppbq ď

v ¨ xpvq ´ ppvq, which is equivalent to, @b ą v, ûpbq´ûpvq
b´v

ď xpbq. It then implies that

for all v,

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘

2α
ď

1

2α
¨

ż p1`αqv

p1´αqv

xpzqdz.

As a result, we have

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α

ď lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨

şp1`αqv

p1´αqv
xpzqdz

2α
dv

“ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨
x`pvq ` x´pvq

2
dv “ Erv ¨ xpvqs

where the second-to-last equation follows that the left and right limits of x exist and

the last equation is due to that F is continuous and that x is continuous with finitely

many discontinuities.

The proofs of Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.8 imply that when the metric evalu-

ates to less than, equal to, or larger than 1, then this corresponds to cases where

uniform bid-shading is beneficial, neutral, or harmful at the margin, respectively.

This interpretation may be particularly relevant in practice as uniform bid-shading

is a common bid optimization strategy [12, 70]. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the

metric only provides information about the marginal benefits of bid shading, not the

optimal shading factor. In particular, if the metric evaluates close to 0 (or 1) this

does not imply a relatively small (or large) optimal shading factor.
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5.3.3 Stage-IC Monotonicity

MixtureAuction

We further investigate whether our metric displays monotonicity in terms of certain

auction parameters. To begin with, we first show that our metric exactly evaluates

to 1´ κ in MixtureAuction, where κ is the first-price weight κ.

Theorem 5.9. In a mixture between first- and second-price auction with first-price

weight κ and any reserve, i-SIC “ 1´ κ.

Proof. Note that the utility û in MixtureAuction with first-price weight κ can be

decomposed as ûpbq “ κ ¨ û1pbq`p1´κq ¨ û2pbq, where û1pbq and û2pbq are the buyer’s

utility under pure first-price auction and pure second-price auction, respectively.

Moreover, observe that the allocation rule is the same no matter what κ is, i.e., the

first-price weight only affects the payment rule. Therefore, since a pure second-price

auction is stage-IC, by Theorem 5.6,

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û2

`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û2

`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α ¨ E rv ¨ xpvqs
“ 1.

Finally, observe that û1pbq “ 0 for all b, therefore, we have

i-SIC “ lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α ¨ E rv ¨ xpvqs

“ lim
αÑ0
p1´ κq ¨

E
“

û2

`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û2

`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α ¨ E rv ¨ xpvqs
“ 1´ κ.

According to Theorem 5.9, as the first-price weight κ increases, our metric of

stage incentive-compatibility decreases. In particular, when κ “ 1 we have a pure

first-price auction and our metric evaluates to 0. A careful reader will notice that

our stage-IC metric does not provide any guidance on how a buyer should shade
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their bids in MixtureAuction. For instance, the metric is always 0 for a pure

first-price auction, but obviously the optimal level of bid shading (i.e, how much to

scale down the value to form the bid) for a bidder can vary widely, depending on its

value distribution and the reserve price.

Notice that the proof of Theorem 5.9 only depends on the facts that the pure

second-price auction is incentive-compatible, the buyer’s utility in the pure first-

price auction is 0, and their allocation rules are the same. Therefore, given any

incentive-compatible auction xx˚, p˚y, we can construct a corresponding first-price

auction with the same allocation rule xxF , pF y such that xF pvq “ x˚pvq for all v and

pF pvq “ x˚pvq ¨ v. In a mixture xx, py between them with the first price weight κ, let

xpvq “ κ ¨ xF pvq ` p1´ κq ¨ x˚pvq and ppvq “ κ ¨ pF pvq ` p1´ κq ¨ p˚pvq.

Corollary 5.10. In a mixture between an incentive-compatible mechanism and the

corresponding first-price auction with the same allocation rule, i-SIC “ 1´ κ, where

κ is the first-price weight.

SoftFloor

We now turn to the SoftFloor auction.

Theorem 5.11. In a first-price SoftFloor auction with a fixed low floor rl,

i-SIC “ 1´
E rv ¨ xpvq ¨ 1trl ď v ď rhus

Erv ¨ xpvqs
,

which is decreasing as the high floor rh increases.

Intuitively, in a first-price SoftFloor auction, i-SIC exactly captures the ra-

tio between the buyer’s total welfare and her welfare restricted to the valuations

lying between the low floor rl and the high floor rh. However, in a first-price Soft-

Floor auction with a fixed high floor rh, the individual stage-IC metric may not
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be monotone in terms of the low floor rl since a change in rl would change both

Erv ¨ xpvq ¨ 1trl ď v ď rhus and Erv ¨ xpvqs.

Moreover, there is no stage-IC monotonicity in a second-price SoftFloor auc-

tion even in terms of the high floor rh. Intuitively, the individual stage-IC metric

should depend on the density function f around the high floor: if the buyer’s val-

uation is concentrated slightly above the high floor, then truthful reporting would

give the buyer almost 0 utility but misreporting to bid slightly below the high floor

can result in a utility about rh ´ rl ą 0; but if the buyers’ valuation is concentrated

slightly below the high floor, then the buyer has no incentive to misreport. We de-

rive a closed-form formula of the individual stage-IC metric in Lemma 5.12, which

confirms this intuition (proof omitted due to the space limitation).

Lemma 5.12. In a second-price SoftFloor auction with a fixed rl,

i-SIC “ 1´
fprhq ¨ rh ¨

`

rh ¨ xprhq ´ p
˚prhq

˘

Ev„F rv ¨ xpvqs
.

where p˚ is the payment function that truthfully implements x.

Note that the utility of truthful bidding in a second-price SoftFloor auction is

not non-decreasing, and in particular, ûprhq “ 0 while û´prhq ą 0. As a result, i-SIC

in a second-price SoftFloor auction might be negative according to Lemma 5.12.

The stage-IC monotonicity of first vs. second-price SoftFloor auctions suggests

that the first-price SoftFloor auction may lead to more predictable behavior than

the second-price SoftFloor auction in practice: the seller is able to adjust i-SIC

by changing the gap between rl and rh in a first-price SoftFloor auction, while

i-SIC of a second-price SoftFloor auction is difficult to control as it is sensitive to

the probability density of the buyer’s valuation around rh.

5.3.4 Dynamic Incentive Compatibility Metric

In this section, we generalize our metric to a dynamic environment.
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Definition 5.13 (Individual Dynamic-IC Metric). The individual dynamic-IC met-

ric at the first stage for a buyer with valuation distributions Fp1,T q and discounting

factor γ in a dynamic mechanism xx, py is defined by

i-DIC “ lim
αÑ0

∆-s1pαq `
řT
τ“2 γ

τ´1 ¨∆-dτ pαq

2α ¨ Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰

where

∆-s1pαq “ Ev1
“

û1

`

p1` αqv1

˘

´ û1

`

p1´ αqv1

˘‰

and

∆-dτ pαq “ Evp1,τq
“

ûτ
`

p1` αqv1, vp2,τq
˘

´ ûτ
`

p1´ αqv1, vp2,τq
˘‰

.

Notice that when γ “ 0, we have i-DIC “ i-SIC for the first stage. In fact,

i-DIC is a direct extension of i-SIC. Recall that at the first stage, dynamic incentive-

compatibility requires that

v1 P arg max
b1

“

u1

`

b1; v1

˘

` U1pb1q
‰

, where

U1pb1q “

T
ÿ

τ“2

γτ´1
¨ Evp2,τq

“

ûτ
`

b1, vp2,τq
˘‰

.

Compared to the stage incentive-compatibility requirement in which

v1 P arg max
b1

“

u1

`

b1; v1

˘‰

,

the difference is that dynamic incentive-compatibility consists of an additional term

of continuation utility U1pb1q. If we consider an alternative payment function

pd1pb1q “ p1pb1q ´ U1pb1q,

then xx, py is dynamic-IC at the first stage if the payment function pd1 truthfully

implements the allocation rule x1. Indeed, i-DIC is exactly i-SIC for the “stage”

mechanism xx1, p
d
1y.
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Dynamic Reserve Pricing

We are particularly interested in second-price auctions with dynamic reserve, denoted

by DynamicReserve. For the purpose of analysis, we assume that there are three

stages and the buyer’s distributions are independent and identical across these three

stages: F “ F0 “ F1 “ F2. The reserve at stage 1 is set to be κ1 quantile of

distribution F . A κ quantile is the output of a quantile function such that qpκq “

F´1pκq. We are interested in quantifying the dynamic incentive compatibility for

stage 1. In our experiment of stage 1, the buyer’s valuation v1 is drawn from a

distribution F and then she submits a bid β ¨ v1 with β P tp1 ´ αq, 1, p1 ` αqu. At

stage 2, the seller sets the reserve to be the κ2 quantile of distribution F 1 such that

Prv„F 1rv ď β ¨ as “ Prv„F rv ď as for all a ě 0.

Lemma 5.14. For any distribution F , γ P p0, 1s, and a fixed κ2, i-DIC is non-

increasing as κ1 increases.

This lemma suggests that the buyer is more likely to misreport when the reserve

is higher. Intuitively, this is because when the buyer’s true valuation is below the

reserve, she can misreport to any bid lower than her true valuation to reduce the

reserve for stage 2 without losing any utility.

Proof of Lemma 5.14. First, notice that the stage mechanism at stage 1 is a second-

price auction with reserve, and therefore, by Theorem 5.6, we have

lim
αÑ0

∆-s1pαq

2α ¨ Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰ “ 1,

which implies that

i-DIC “ 1` lim
αÑ0

γ ¨∆-d2pαq

2α ¨ Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰ .
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Moreover, notice that ∆-d2pαq is independent of κ1 and additionally, ∆-d2pαq is non-

positive since p1` αq perturbation of bids in stage 1 will lead to a higher reserve in

stage 2 than p1 ´ αq perturbation, which induces smaller utility in stage 2. Finally,

we can conclude the proof by noticing that Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰

is non-increasing as κ1

increases since a larger κ1 induces a higher reserve for stage 1, reducing the buyer’s

welfare at stage 1.

Lemma 5.15. For any distribution F , γ P p0, 1s, and a fixed κ1,

i-DIC “ 1´
γ ¨ p1´ κ2q ¨ qpκ2q ¨G

`

qpκ2q
˘

Ev1rv1 ¨ x1pv1qs
.

Notice that p1´ κ2q ¨ qpκ2q is exactly the expected revenue of setting the reserve

as qpκ2q when there is no competing bids. Therefore, the result suggests that the

more the seller optimizes the reserve to extract revenue from the buyer, the smaller

individual dynamic-IC metric for DynamicReserve. Another factor in this formula

is G
`

qpκ2q
˘

, which is the winning probability of the buyer when she bids qpκ2q. Thus,

the formula suggests that individual dynamic-IC metric for DynamicReserve is

smaller when the buyer’s winning probability is larger.

Proof of Lemma 5.15. Recall that in the proof of Lemma 5.14, we have derived a

formula of i-DIC such that

i-DIC “ 1` lim
αÑ0

γ ¨∆-d2pαq

2α ¨ Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰ .

When κ1 is fixed, Ev1
“

v1 ¨ x1

`

v1

˘‰

is fixed, too. Therefore, i-DIC only depends on

limαÑ0
∆-d2pαq

2α
, which is

lim
αÑ0

Ev2
“

û
`

v2; p1` αq
˘

´ û
`

v2, p1´ αq
˘‰

2α
,
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where ûpv2, βq “ 0 for v2 ă β ¨ qpκ2q, and for v2 ě β ¨ qpκ2q,

û
`

v2, β
˘

“
`

v2 ´ βqpκ2q
˘

¨G
`

βqpκ2q
˘

`

ż v2

βqpκ2q

pv2 ´ zq ¨ gpzqdz.

As a result, we have

Ev2
“

û
`

v2; β
˘‰

“

ż 1

β¨qpκ2q

fpv2q ¨

”

`

v2 ´ β ¨ qpκ2q
˘

¨G
`

β ¨ qpκ2q
˘

`

ż v2

β¨qpκ2q

pv2 ´ zq ¨ gpzqdz
ı

dv2.

Therefore, taking the derivative of Ev2
“

û
`

v2; β
˘‰

with respect to β at β “ 1, we have

Ev2
“

û
`

v2; p1` αq
˘

´ û
`

v2, p1´ αq
˘‰

2α

“ ´

ż 1

qpκ2q

fpv2qqpκ2qG
`

qpκ2q
˘

dv2 “ ´p1´ κ2qqpκ2qG
`

qpκ2q
˘

.

which concludes the proof.

The following corollary directly follows the observation that p1 ´ κ2q ¨ qpκ2q is

exactly the expected revenue of setting the reserve as qpκ2q when there are no com-

peting bids.

Corollary 5.16. When there are no competing bids, the individual dynamic-IC met-

ric is minimized when the reserve is set to be the Myerson reserve: κ2 “ F pr˚q where

r˚ “ arg maxr r ¨ p1´ F prqq.

Recall that for regular distributions, the quantity r ¨ p1´F prqq is non-decreasing

for r ă r˚ and is non-increasing for r ą r˚ [121]. Therefore, we have

Corollary 5.17. When there are no competing bids, for any regular distribution

F , the individual dynamic-IC metric is non-increasing for κ2 ă F pr˚q and is non-

decreasing for κ2 ą F pr˚q.
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5.3.5 Experiments

We apply our metrics over real bid data from search and display ad auctions. Our

display ad data is obtained from the auction logs of the Google Ad Exchange. The

evaluation is semi-synthetic: we draw on real bid data, but we simulate the artificial

and stylized mechanisms of Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.4, rather than the actual mech-

anisms implemented by the ad exchange or search engine. Our goal is to validate

the theory on IC metrics developed so far, and more generally to obtain quantitative

comparisons between the incentive properties of different mechanisms which can be

intuitively reasoned about.

The experimental setup is the same in both cases. We obtain data from two con-

secutive days. On day 1, auctions are randomly partitioned into three experimental

buckets with multiplicative bid perturbations of p1´αq, 1, p1`αq respectively. This

provides the empirical data needed to compute the individual stage-IC metric for

each bidder according to Definition 5.5. The expectations are evaluated simply by

taking the empirical means over the data. A default reserve price is used on day 1,

but bid distributions from that day are used to implement a dynamic reserve pricing

policy on day 2 (e.g., by taking bid distribution quantiles). To form bid distribu-

tions, the seller needs to define traffic buckets to pool auction data (e.g., by keyword

or website); if the seller uses bidder identities to segment the traffic, the resulting

reserves are personalized, otherwise they are anonymous. By taking the utility differ-

ence on day 2 due to dynamic reserves from upwards or downwards bid perturbations

on day 1, we can then compute the dynamic-IC metric for each bidder according to

Definition 5.13. We use discounting factor γ “ 1 for simplicity, to equally weigh the

static and dynamic effects of bid perturbations in the metric. We set the pertur-

bation level α depending on the domain, setting it small enough to achieve narrow

confidence intervals without introducing too much bias. The selection of α makes
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a trade-off between the bias and variance of our estimator: the bias is bounded by

Opα2q while the standard error is Opα´1 ¨ n´1q where n is the number of auctions.

The IC metrics are defined at the level of a bidder. To aggregate across bidders,

we take a weighted average where each bidder is weighted by its empirical allocation

probability Evrxpvqs. We also considered weighting bidders by their empirical welfare

Evrv¨xpvqs, but because different ad auctions can have orders of magnitude differences

in welfare (e.g., text versus video ads in display), this tended to make the final metrics

much more variable. Throughout we use the jackknife to estimate standard errors

and report 95% confidence intervals as plus/minus twice the standard error [69].

The jackknife can lead to conservative (i.e., larger) estimates of variance compared

to other resampling techniques like the bootstrap, but it is much more efficient to

run over large datasets [68].

Our display ad dataset consists of over 5M auction records from the logs of the

Google Ad Exchange sampled over three consecutive days which we number 0, 1,

2. For each auction we record the bid and a buyer identifier for each bidder. Some

auctions only have singleton bids. We also record the publisher identifier (similar to

a website URL) and device type (mobile or desktop). The buyer id, publisher id, and

device type are used to form bid distributions to compute dynamic reserve prices;

the reserves in this study are therefore personalized.

Using this data we simulate MixtureAuction and first- and second-price Soft-

Floor, varying their main parameters κ and rh respectively. We use the 60th quan-

tile of bid distributions on day 0 to set the day 1 reserve price for MixtureAuction

and the lower reserve rl for SoftFloor. The day 0 data is not otherwise used to run

simulations and compute IC metrics. We consider two kinds of dynamic reserve pric-

ing policies: 1) quantile reserves which correspond to a fixed quantile of the previous-

day bid distribution, and 2) Myerson reserves computed as r˚ “ arg maxr r¨p1´F prqq

where F is the empirical bid distribution. Using bid quantiles for reserves is a natural
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approach because it directly controls the rate at which bids are filtered. We apply

1% perturbations to bids to evaluate the IC metrics. Again, MixtureAuction,

SoftFloor, and the quantile/Myerson dynamic reserve policies are artificial mech-

anisms simulated to validate the theory, and do not represent what the ad exchange

actually implements in practice.

Monotonicity in Auction Parameters
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Figure 5.5: IC monotonicity of MixtureAuction, varying the first-price weight
κ on day 1 and the dynamic reserve pricing policy on day 2.

We first consider Figure 5.5 which shows the trend in the aggregate DIC metric,

varying the first-price weight κ from 0 (pure second-price) to 1 (pure first-price).

We plot several reserve pricing policies: the 20th and 80th bid quantiles, and the

Myerson reserves. For comparison we also plot the policy of not using a reserve,
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which is equivalent to just evaluating SIC. Note that the metric always empirically

lies between 0 and 1, in line with the theory, moreover, when no reserve prices are

applied on day 2 (red lines), the DIC metric coincides with the SIC metric. In

agreement with Theorem 5.9, the metric is linear in κ with very little variance. At

κ “ 0, the effect of using Myerson dynamic reserves lowers the DIC metric from 1.0

to 0.8, an effect equivalent to directly mixing in a first-price auction with probability

0.2. There is an intuitive ordering in the reserve policies: the 20th quantile has a

smaller effect on the DIC metric than the 80th quantile, and the Myerson policy is

even more aggressive. The added effect of dynamic reserves shrinks as one moves

towards κ “ 1, because at that setting SIC itself reaches 0. For our experiments with

High Reserve Multiplier
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Figure 5.6: IC monotonicity of first- and second-price SoftFloor, varying the
ratio rh{rl for a fixed rl on day 1 and the dynamic reserve pricing policy on day 2.
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SoftFloor we held the low reserve rl fixed and set rh to a multiple of rl, ranging

from 1 to 20. The resulting trends in the DIC metric are shown in Figure 5.6.

Again, note that when no reserve prices are applied on day 2 (red lines), the DIC

metric coincides with the SIC metric. In agreement with Theorem 5.11, the SIC

metric is decreasing in rh for first-price SoftFloor, holding rl fixed. (Recall that

when there are no dynamic reserves, the SIC metric and DIC metric have the same

value, which is the red line in the plot.) Also, in agreement with the insights from

Lemma 5.12, the SIC metric is not monotone in rh for second-price SoftFloor.

For the latter mechanism, the ranking of dynamic reserve policies is the same as

for MixtureAuction: Myerson reserves are more aggressive than 80th quantiles,

followed by 20th quantiles. This is also initially true for first-price SoftFloor at

low rh, but an inversion occurs at a multiplier of 10 where the 20th quantile reserves

achieve the lowest value of DIC metric. This is not a contradiction: the DIC metric

is not always increasing with price aggressiveness.

Monotonicity in Dynamic Reserves

In Figure 5.7 we plot the DIC metric for MixtureAuction with κ “ 0, 0.2, 0.4,

where recall that 0 yields the standard second-price auction. In this experiment

we applied Myerson reserves, but these were scaled up and down by 25% and 50%.

Under the assumptions of Corollaries 5.16–5.17, the minimum DIC metric is achieved

at the Myerson reserve, and should monotonically decrease (increase) before (after)

that point under regular bid distributions. These trends are borne out in Figure 5.7.

As κ increases, the trend flattens up to the point where the metric is identically zero

at κ “ 1 (not shown).

We should stress, however, that this experiment violates the assumptions in the

corollaries, so the monotonicity trends were not formally guaranteed. There are

competing bids in our simulations, and we did not confirm whether bid distributions
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Myerson Reserve Scaling
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Figure 5.7: IC monotonicity of MixtureAuction, where we apply and vary a
scaling factor on the Myerson dynamic reserve pricing policy on day 2.

are always regular. Nonetheless, the implications of the theory are intuitive and in

this case they were borne out empirically.

5.4 Conclusion

We examine the question of how an advertiser might test that an auction mechanism

is dynamic incentive compatible via bid perturbation experiments. We showed that

dynamic mechanisms that are dynamic incentive compatible no matter how adver-

tisers time-discount future surplus are characterized by history-independent mech-

anisms. We then developed novel statistical tests for the two defining properties

of these mechanisms: (stage-IC) and (history-UI). We ran experiments on real
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ad auction data from the Google Ad Exchange to confirm the practical viability of

the tests in uncovering violations of dynamic incentive compatibility. Our tests offer

new techniques for advertisers to gain insights into the underlying dynamic auction

mechanism, which can inform their bidding and add a measure of transparency to

the interaction between buyers and sellers in display advertising.

We in addition introduce a new metric to quantify the incentive compatibility

of mechanisms in both static and dynamic environments, with concrete applica-

tions to ad auctions. The metric relies on estimating buyer utilities under small bid

perturbations, either through black-box simulations or experiments on small slices

of live auction traffic. With this data in hand, computing the metric is a mat-

ter of straightforward database queries; there is no need for optimization or access

to a strategyproof reference mechanism. One can easily compute standard errors

or confidence intervals to evaluate the metric alongside others such as revenue or

click-rate. We showed that our metric takes the form of an index bounded be-

tween 0 and 1 under reasonable assumptions on the underlying mechanism. The

value of 0 is achieved by a first-price payment rule, and 1 is achieved if the mecha-

nism is incentive-compatible. This may be useful to check whether an implemented

mechanism is incentive-compatible as planned. For example, the VCG formula for

position auctions relies on a separability assumption for click-rates which may not

hold in practice; our metric would allow one to quantify any deviations from in-

tended incentives. For mechanisms like soft floors and dynamic reserve prices it is

possible to obtain closed-form characterizations of the incentive compatibility met-

ric, and we have found that it is informative to examine the metric’s monotonicity

(or non-monotonicity) in various auction parameters to reason about their effect on

incentives. Nonetheless, care is needed to avoid reading too much into the met-

ric: it is meant as a sell-side measure to gain insight into deployed mechanisms. It

is not useful as a buy-side measure to inform bidding, for instance, because there
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is no relationship between the individual-level stage-IC metric and the optimal or

equilibrium levels of bid shading. We validated the theory via simulations over real

ad auction data from the Google Ad Exchange. Among our findings, we validated

empirically that the dynamic incentive compatibility metric achieves its minimum

under Myerson dynamic reserve prices for first- and second-price mixture auctions,

demonstrating a trade-off between incentive compatibility and revenue performance.

An interesting extension of this line of work would be to develop IC tests for multi-

item mechanisms, which could for instance distinguish between a generalized second-

price auction and a Vickrey auction [139] in search advertising. It is also interesting to

develop analytical characterizations of the incentive compatibility metric for broader

classes of mechanisms, and investigate its potential relationship with other measures

such as the buyer’s regret and her envy towards other buyers.
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6

Guaranteed Dashboard Mechanism

6.1 Introduction

The taxation principle says that any single agent mechanism can be interpreted as a

menu-based mechanism without loss of generality. A menu-based mechanism is one

that offers the buyer a bidding menu: a mapping from their bid to their (expected)

allocation and payment. What loss in welfare does one incur in designing multiagent

menu-based mechanisms?

Menu-based / Dashboard mechanisms. Why would one want to adopt a menu-based

mechanism? Because in a non-menu-based mechanism (a) bidders do not know ahead

of time what allocation to expect at a given price, and more importantly, (b) unless

the mechanism is dominant-strategy incentive compatible (DSIC), bidders cannot

effectively reason about how to bid and thus no meaningful guarantees are possible on

welfare. The latter is acutely problematic given that practical constraints and market

structure often rule out running a DSIC auction — indeed, in the display ads market,

ad exchange after ad exchange have been switching from the second-price auction

to the first-price auction, including the recent switch of Google Ad Exchange [42].
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These are precisely the concerns addressed by a menu-based mechanism. When

presented with a (potentially personalized) menu, a bidder simply has to choose

the utility-maximizing bid, so bidding/strategizing is very easy. Further, the bidder

gets to see the entire landscape of possible (price, allocation) pairs at different bids

before making their decisions. Thus, the bidder knows ahead of time what they will

get allocated and how much they will pay. Not surprisingly many online platforms

offer such bidding dashboards to aid their bidders — for example, Google AdWords

provides such a landscape to give bidders an idea of how many clicks they can expect

at a given bid [85].

Dashboard mechanisms in a Bayesian setting. How does one design such a dashboard

mechanism? In a Bayesian setting, where buyers’ valuations are drawn from publicly

known distributions, constructing a menu-based mechanism is trivial in principle —

given an auction and the distributions of buyers’ valuations, the expected (over other

buyers’ valuations) allocation and payment at a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE)1

can be computed by each buyer for themselves, and the mapping in this equilibrium

serves as the dashboard2. However for numerous reasons including noise and spikes in

the environment, imprecise knowledge of the distribution, a Bayesian model seldom

adequately captures reality.

Dashboard mechanisms in a prior-free setting. So how does one design a dashboard

mechanism in a prior-free setting? In a single-shot auction this is an impossible

task: without knowing anything about possible valuation profiles, no meaningful

dashboard can be constructed by the seller that can obtain any non-trivial welfare.

1 Provided a BNE exists; common auctions like first-price auctions, second-price auctions, all-pay
auctions etc. have a BNE.

2 Even if buyers are unable to compute a BNE, the mechanism can compute it and supply this
dashboard.
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Fortunately, the many online settings that motivate this work are repeated auction

environments, and come with natural constraints on how valuation profiles evolve

over time. In particular, there is often persistence in values, preventing arbitrary

change of the valuation profile over time. For example, a bidder bidding on a keyword

is unlikely to have a very different valuation for a click in every successive round. It

is possible that a few occasions trigger non-trivial changes in buyers’ valuations, but

for a vast majority of the time, buyers do not have valuations very different from the

previous round. Thus, the setting is neither Bayesian (as it is often unpredictable

whose value changes, when, and how), nor completely adversarial. How can one

design mechanisms that provide bidders with the benefits of a dashboard mechanism

in this prior-free setting? This is the question we focus on in this paper.

Valuation evolution environments. We study three different environments that cap-

ture, in various ways, the valuation profile’s evolution over time. In particular, we

consider online environments where either the `0 norm, or the `1 norm, or the `8

norm of the difference in valuation profiles in successive rounds is upper bounded by

constants L0, or L1, or L8, respectively. For each of these three environments, we

study the design of welfare maximizing dashboard mechanisms under feasibility con-

straints that are at least as general as arbitrary matroids. For the `8 environment,

we provide results for general downward-closed feasibility constraints as well.

Setting, results and discussion. We study a multi-round interaction between a seller

and n buyers. The promise we have is that the vector of true valuations in round

t ´ 1 (~vpre) and that in round t (~vnowq are not too far apart: if we are in the `p-

norm setting, we are promised that the `p norm distance between ~vnow and ~vpre is

at most Lp. We study p “ 0, 1,8. At the beginning of round t, without knowing

the bids of any bidder for round t, the mechanism has to provide a dashboard to
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each bidder: a mapping from their bid to the allocation probability. The payment

format is winners-pay-bid and each bidder submits a sealed private bid. Moreover,

the mechanism in round t is allowed to use bids of all bidders other than i in round

t ´ 1 in computing bidder i’s dashboard3. How do we design these dashboards to

maximize welfare? We present our results in terms of the additive welfare loss our

mechanisms have, in any round, compared to the optimal obtainable welfare OPT

for that round. Additionally, for the `0 environment, we present our results in terms

of multiplicative approximation factors. We present matching, or nearly matching

in some cases, upper (positive result) and lower bounds (negative result) on the

additive welfare loss, and likewise lower (positive result) and upper bounds (positive

result) on the multiplicative approximation factors. Our results are summarized in

Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. In these tables, the values of constants L0, L1, and L8 can

be arbitrary, though the typical interpretation is that they are all quite small4.

`0 norm. For the `0 norm, our multiplicative approximation factor (the fraction

of the optimal social welfare OPT that we achieve) for the K-uniform matroid is

precisely tight. We further show with an example that it is impossible to generalize

this result to general matroids by doing the straightforward replacement of the K

in the K-uniform matroid with the general matroid’s rank. Instead, we define the

notion of uniform rank5, and generalize the result to general matroids by replacing

3 The constraint of not using bidder i’s previous round bids in constructing i’s dashboard is to
ensure that even when i cares about her current and all future round utilities, she is motivated
to reveal her true value; while not using previous round bids is only a sufficient condition but not
necessary, for cleanliness, we require mechanisms to never use previous round bids of bidder i in
designing bidder i’s dashboard. Moreover, it is without loss of generality to focus on the mechanism
in which the dashboard for bidder i at stage t only depends on other bidders’ bids from stage t´ 1.
Because it turns out that having dependence on other bidders’ bids from the first t´ 2 stages does
not improve the worst-case welfare performance, since, intuitively, the bidders’ valuations at stage
t´ 1 subsume all the valuation information of the first t´ 2 stages in our setting.

4 We take a minimum with OPT just to ensure that the welfare does not exceed OPT for large
values of these L˚’s.

5 The uniform rank of a matroid is defined to be the size of the minimum sized circuit minus
1. When the matroid has no circuits, its uniform rank is n. For instance, the uniform rank of a
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K with the uniform rank R of a general matroid. The notion of uniform rank is

of independent interest, and could help generalize results that hold for K-uniform

matroids to general matroids in terms of uniform rank.

Table 6.1: Change in `0-norm of the valuation profile is bounded by L0. Table gives
the upper bound (positive result) and lower bound (negative result) on multiplicative
approximation ratio of social welfare.

Lower-bound Upper-bound
(positive result) (negative result)

K-uniform matroid
K{pK ` 2L0q

(Theorem 6.12) (Theorem 6.10)

Matroid with uniform rank R
R{pR ` 2L0q

(Theorem 6.17) (Theorem 6.10)

Table 6.2: Change in `8-norm of the valuation profile is bounded by L8. Table gives
the upper bound (positive result) and lower bound (negative result) on additive
social welfare loss. The rank of a general downward-closed set system M “ prns, Iq
(denoted by rankM below) is the size of the maximum-sized feasible set in the set
system.

K-uniform matroid

Lower-bound Ω
´

mint
?
L8 ¨OPT ¨K,OPTu

¯

(negative result) (Theorem 6.19)

Upper-bound O
´

mint
a

L8 ¨OPT ¨mintK ¨ log n, nu,OPTu
¯

(positive result) (Corollary 6.26)

General downward-closed constraints

Lower-bound Ω
´

mint
?
L8 ¨OPT ¨ rankM ,OPTu

¯

(negative result) (Theorem 6.19)

Upper-bound O
´

mint
a

L8 ¨OPT ¨mintrankM ¨ log n, nu,OPTu
¯

(positive result) (Corollary 6.26)

`8 norm. For the `8 norm, our results generalize to arbitrary downward-closed

feasibility constraints, where rankM is the size of the maximum feasible subset. For

all relevant feasibility constraints, the gap between our upper and lower bounds is

at most
?

log n where n is the number of bidders.

K-uniform matroid is K.
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Table 6.3: Change in `1-norm of the valuation profile is bounded by L1. Table gives
the upper bound (positive result) and lower bound (negative result) on additive social
welfare loss. ~vnow is the valuation profile of the round for which we are measuring
the welfare loss.

Lower-bound
(negative result)

K-uniform matroid
Ω
´

mint
?
L1 ¨OPT,OPTu

¯

(Corollary 6.21)

Partition matroid
Ω
´

mint
?
L1 ¨OPT ¨ rankM ,OPTu

¯

(Theorem 6.36)

General matroid
Ω
´

mint
?
L1 ¨OPT ¨ rankM ,OPTu

¯

(Theorem 6.36)

Upper-bound
(positive result)

K-uniform matroid
O
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8 ¨K,OPTu
¯

(Theorem 6.29)

Partition matroid
O
´

mint
?
L1 ¨OPT ¨ rankM ,OPTu

¯

(Theorem 6.40)

General matroid
O
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}1 ¨ rankM ,OPTu
¯

(Theorem 6.44)

`1 norm. For the `1 norm, our additive loss in welfare is asymptotically tight for

partition matroids, where rankM is the rank of the matroid. For K-uniform matroids,

our additive loss in welfare is asymptotically tight when K “ 1. For K ą 1, our

upper and lower bounds have a gap of
a

}~vnow}8 ¨K{OPT, which is trivially at most
?
K, where OPT is the optimal social welfare achievable for the valuation profile

~vnow, and ~vnow is the valuation profile of the round for which we are measuring the

welfare loss. This gap of
a

}~vnow}8 ¨K{OPT is not large for instances where there

is no dominant buyer. More importantly, if one were to parameterize the result for

K-uniform matroids in terms of L1, }~vnow}8, and K (rather than in terms of L1

and OPT), our bound for K-uniform matroids is also asymptotically tight — this is
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because our lower bound construction has }~vnow}8¨K “ ΘpOPTq (see Corollary 6.22).

For general matroids, our story is similar: our upper and lower bounds have a gap

of
a

}~vnow}1{OPT. As before, if one were to parameterize the result for general

matroids in terms of L1, }~vnow}1, and rankM (rather than in terms of L1, OPT, and

rankM), our bound for general matroids is also asymptotically tight — this is because

our lower bound construction has }~vnow}1 “ ΘpOPTq (see Corollary 6.37).

No trivial reductions between `1 and `8. We note here that neither of

our results for `1 and `8 can be obtained by a trivial reduction to the other. A

trivial reduction from `8 to `1 would come from replacing L1 by n ¨ L8 in the `1

norm bounds. But our `8 bounds are much better than this trivial replacement;

for instance our `8 upper bound for general matroid is smaller than even what we

get by replacing L1 by log n ¨ L8 (i.e., much better than n ¨ L8). Likewise, a trivial

reduction from `1 to `8 would come from replacing the L8 by L1 in the `8 norm

bounds. But our `1 upper bound (positive result) for general K-uniform matroid is a

factor
b

OPT¨mintK¨logn,nu
}~vnow}8¨K

(which is at least
?

log n and can be as large as
?
K ¨ log n

when K ¨ log n ă n) smaller than this trivial replacement. Thus, neither bound

subsumes the other, and depending on the regime both bounds could be useful. In

general, if L1 “ ΘpnqL8, then our `8 bounds are much better, and if L1 “ Θp1qL8,

then our `1 norm bounds are much better.

Credibility. There are many driving forces behind the transition from second-price

auctions to first-price auctions, while the most dominating factor may be the trans-

parency as well as the credibility of second-price auctions [33]. For example, the

auctioneer could pretend that the second highest bid is exactly right below the high-

est bid in order to boost the revenue. Such a phenomenon is formally studied in a

recent paper by Akbarpour and Li [3], and they define credibility of a mechanism as

follows: Consider an extensive-form mechanism, run by an auctioneer who commu-
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nicates sequentially and privately with agents. Suppose the auctioneer can deviate

from the rules provided that no single agent detects the deviation. A mechanism is

credible if it is incentive-compatible for the auctioneer to follow the rules.

Based on the definition of credibility, Akbarpour and Li [3] show that any one-

shot sealed-bid mechanism, in which the highest bidder wins and pays, is either

non-credible or non-truthful. For example, the first-price auction is known to be

non-truthful but it is credible since the buyer’s payment is determined by her bid

and the auctioneer clearly has no incentive to allocate the item to a buyer with

a smaller bid. On the other hand, the second-price auction is truthful but it is

non-credible. Akbarpour and Li [3] also identify a mechanism that is credible and

truthful, the ascending auction, a.k.a. the English auction [112], while it is not a

sealed-bid auction.

Our guaranteed dashboard mechanism directly achieves credibility per stage since

it does not leave room for the seller to deviate in order to increase his revenue.

Mechanism, solution concept and significance. All our mechanisms are “winners-pay-

bid” — this gels well with the recent move in the display-ads industry to this format,

owing to transparency concerns6. To discuss the solution concept, we distinguish be-

tween the case where the buyers reason based on just their current round utilities

(per-round) and the case where the buyers reason based on the sum of their current

round and all future round utilities (dynamic/cumulative). We define sincere bid-

ding7 as submitting the current-round-utility-optimal bid for the current round dash-

board. The solution concept in all our mechanisms is per-round Dominant Strategy

Equilibrium (DSE) and dynamic ex-post Nash Equilibrium. Per-round DSE means

that at any round t, irrespective of how bidders other than i have behaved in r1, ts, as

6 We remark that all our mechanisms can be easily converted to an all-pay format as well.

7 Note that sincere bidding does not refer to submitting one’s true valuation, but submitting the
optimal bid based on the true valuation and the provided dashboard.
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long as bidder i has sincerely bid in round t´1, sincere bidding is a best response for

bidder i in round t to maximize her round t utility8. Dynamic ex-post Nash means

that all bidders bidding sincerely at all histories is an ex-post Nash equilibrium in

the game where the utility for each player is defined by the cumulative utility of the

current and all future rounds. Or equivalently, when all bidders other than i adopt

sincere bidding at all histories, as long as bidder i has sincerely bid in the past,

sincere bidding is a best response for bidder i to maximize her cumulative utility of

the current and all future rounds. While the guarantee of dynamic ex-post Nash is

weaker than that of a subgame perfect Nash, our actual guarantee is much stronger

than dynamic ex-post Nash, and is very close to subgame perfect Nash: in every

round t, when all bidders other than i adopt sincere bidding at all future rounds

(i.e., ą t), starting from any history where buyer i bids sincerely at round t ´ 1,

sincere bidding at round t is a best response for buyer i to maximize her cumulative

utility of current and all future rounds.

We remark here the significance of our dashboard construction in making a

winners-pay-bid mechanism to be per-round DSE in a prior-free setting. In com-

parison, the first-price auction does not have a per-round DSE even in a Bayesian

setting — it is just a Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE) to tell the truth. The closest

comparison to our work is that of Hartline et al. [95], who introduce the concept of

dashboard mechanisms. The fundamental differences between our results and that

of Hartline et al. are the following:

• Our solution concept is per-round DSE, and there is no kind of per-round

8 One could object to this definition of per-round DSE, since sincere bidding from bidder i is not
an unconditional best response, and it is instead conditioned on bidder i having bid sincerely in
the previous round. However the essence of DSE is for sincere bidding to be an unconditional-over-
other-buyer-strategies best response. In that sense, our solution concept is indeed per-round DSE;
it is just a conditional best response over buyer i’s own bidding having been sincere in the past,
which is benign because buyer i need not have to believe in anything when it comes to her own
strategies. She knows them.
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guarantee in Hartline et al..

• For buyers that are cumulative-utility maximizers, our solution concept is dy-

namic ex-post Nash for any finite time horizon, and that of Hartline et al. is

dynamic ε-ex-post Nash with ε going to 0 as the number of auction rounds goes

to 8. In other words, if there are buyers that care about only the cumulative

utility of next k rounds for a small constant k, sincere bidding could be far

from a best response for them.

• Our mechanism implements the exact outcome that was promised in the dash-

board. In contrast, in Hartline et al., the mechanism’s allocation and payment

could be completely different from what was promised in the dashboard — it

is still in the bidders’ almost best interest to sincerely bid in the long run (i.e.,

dynamic ε-ex-post Nash). In other words, the dashboard in Hartline et al. is

akin to telling the bidders “Bidding sincerely to this dashboard is in your best

interests in the long run. But the allocations you actually receive could be very

different from what is shown in the dashboard”.

The significant three-fold strengthening over Hartline et al., comes with a loss in

terms of social welfare that we have to suffer. The point of this work is to characterize

the precise amount of welfare loss that one has to suffer to obtain the three-fold

strengthening above. Our results show that in many typical circumstances, namely

ones where the constants L0, or L1, or L8 is very small, the loss in welfare to obtain

this non-trivial strengthening is quite small.

Techniques. The mechanisms we construct use different techniques for different norms.

For the `8-norm environment, we use the exponential mechanism [113], which can

be seen as welfare maximization subject to the Shannon entropy regularizer [97].

For the `1-norm environment, we solve the welfare maximization problem subject
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to the quadratic regularizer, inspired by the Follow-the-Regularized-Leader algo-

rithm [1, 131] used in online convex optimizations [96]. For the `0-norm environment,

we employ interesting sampling procedures to obtain a feasible dashboard. Remark-

ably, these disparate techniques are the right techniques for these environments given

that the bounds are mostly tight. We provide a more detailed technical overview in

Section 6.3.

6.1.1 Related Work

Our work is related to the recent inquiry of designing non-truthful mechanisms [91,

92] and credible mechanisms [3]. Moreover, our work provides a new angle of de-

signing mechanisms for ad auctions, while ad auctions have been studied extensively

over the past two decades [67, 104, 115, 135].

This paper continues the recent line of work on non-revelation mechanism de-

sign. The goal here is to provide a framework for designing (approximately) optimal

mechanisms in settings where revealing their true values is not a dominant strat-

egy equilibrium or an ex-post Nash equilibrium for agents. In such cases, Bayesian

assumptions usually come to rescue: when the distributions of agents are common

knowledge, the agents can bid according to the Bayesian Nash Equilibrium (BNE),

this enabling us to reason about auction outcomes. But what if the values are drawn

from an underlying distribution, but neither the seller nor the buyer know the dis-

tribution ahead of time? The sample complexity literature (e.g., [35, 88]) deals with

this setting, but it mostly assumes that in the past a DSIC auction was being run,

and hence the past samples are taken to be the agents’ true values. The latter is

not true when the mechanism that was being used is not DSIC. The first paper that

deals with the sample complexity of a Bayesian setting with unknown distributions

and non-DSIC mechanisms is by [92]. They study iterated environments and design

mechanisms with polynomial sample complexity that are ε-close in BNE revenue or
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welfare to the optimal mechanism. Moving further along, it is natural to ask what

happens in a prior-free setting, when there are not even distribution assumptions

available. This was the question studied by [95] — they study iterated environments

where agent values in each round are drawn adversarially and show how to design

bidding dashboards, which when provided to agents, allow the mechanism designer

to infer the agents’ true values from their bids, and through this be able to achieve

welfare ε-close to the optimal welfare. However, the approach taken by [95] has some

non-trivial drawbacks, including the dashboard not being representative of what the

mechanism will actually implement, there being no per-round equilibrium guaran-

tee, the long term guarantee being dynamic ε-ex-post Nash. Our paper considers

the same problem as in [95], eliminates these drawbacks and characterizes, mostly

tightly, the loss in welfare to be endured in achieving this.

Not surprisingly, there is a vast literature in economics on inferring agent values

and agent distributions in auctions. One crucial difference of our work from these

works is that we use inference as a tool to design mechanisms that achieve near

optimal welfare, as opposed to inferring agent values or distributions (based on an

existing auction) as an end goal. Guerre et al. [86, 87] provide methods to estimate

a non-parametric distribution in a first price auction, and [27] provide methods to

estimate a semi-parametric distribution. [99] provide methods to infer value distribu-

tions in the context of designing bidding agents. There are also works that assume

that each agent’s value is static (i.e., does not evolve) and try to infer this value

based on equilibrium assumptions. Essentially, observing the distribution of player

actions in data, and assuming that each player best respond to other agents’ actions,

one can invert the best response mapping to get the agent’s private type (e.g., [10]).

Critiquing these equilibrium based inferences, [122] say that it is much more robust

to do inference assuming agents employ no-regret learning strategies rather than as-

suming that they have reached an equilibrium. The important difference of all these
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from our work is that, in our setting, agents’ private values evolve over time, and

therefore, there is not a single inference task — our mechanisms infer agents’ true

value profiles in every round.

6.1.2 Organization

We introduce our guaranteed dashboard mechanisms and our welfare optimization

problems in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 provides a technical overview of our construc-

tions (for negative results) and our mechanisms (for positive results). The detailed

discussions and analysis of our constructions and mechanisms for `0 norm, `8 norm,

and `1 norm, are given in Section 6.4, Section 6.5, and Section 6.6, respectively.

In Section 6.7, we demonstrate how to tweak our mechanisms to achieve per-round

dominant strategy equilibria.

6.2 Dashboard Mechanisms

We consider a dynamic environment in which there is an auctioneer selling a stream

of items to a fixed set of n buyers, denoted by rns “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu. Till the beginning of

section 6.2.1 we restrict ourselves to single round. We consider a prior-free dynamic

environment in which the buyers’ valuations are chosen adversarially and adaptively

from V “ r0, 1s. For convenience, we will use a vectorized symbol ~a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , anq

without subscript to denote a profile of element a for n buyers, e.g., a valuation

profile for n buyers is denoted by ~v. As usual, we use ´i to denote the buyers other

than buyer i. We assume the buyers have quasi-linear utilities and their utilities are

additive across stages. Moreover, each buyer aims to maximize her long-term cumu-

lative utility. We consider different feasibility constraints on which set of buyers can

be simultaneously allocated, ranging from single item auction (1-uniform matroid)

all the way up to general downward-closed set systems.

The concept of dashboard mechanisms was introduced recently by Hartline et al.
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[95]. In a single-buyer environment, dashboard construction is straightforward. Since

we use this construct throughout this paper as a given, we discuss it in full here.

Intuitively, instead of announcing the allocation rule x and the payment rule p to

the buyer, a dashboard mechanism offers a bidding dashboard y to the buyer that

maps the buyer’s payment (upon allocation) to her allocation probability.

Definition 6.1 (Dashboard). A dashboard y : Rě0 Ñ r0, 1s constitutes a contract

between the auctioneer and the buyer such that when the buyer submits a bid b, she

will receive an item with probability ypbq. Moreover, if she wins an item, she pays b;

otherwise, her payment is 0.

Note that a dashboard is a winners-pay-bid mechanism. Given a dashboard y,

the expected utility of the buyer with a private valuation v submitting bid b is

pv ´ bq ¨ ypbq. As a result, such a buyer submits a bid b˚ P arg maxbpv ´ bq ¨ ypbq.

Given a truthful mechanism xx, py (where x and p are mapping from true values to

respectively allocation and payment), which dashboard y can faithfully implement

the allocation function x? Can all truthful mechanisms (i.e., monotone allocation

function x) be implemented via a dashboard? It turns out that in a single-buyer

environment, one can construct a dashboard that can implement any strictly mono-

tone allocation function x (accompanied by its essentially unique payment function

p).

Definition 6.2 (Dashboard for xx, py). Given an allocation, payment pair xx, py,

we denote by yxx,py the following dashboard: yxx,pypbq :“ supvPV :gpvqďb txpvqu where

gpvq “ ppvq
xpvq

for all v P V .

Lemma 6.3 (Hartline et al. [95]). For any truthful mechanism xx, py, i.e., a strictly

monotone allocation rule x, and ppvq “ v ¨ xpvq ´
şv

0
xpzqdz with pp0q “ 0, (i) the

function gpvq “ ppvq
xpvq

is strictly monotone, and (ii) yxx,py implements xx, py. In partic-
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ular, given a true valuation v, the buyer’s best response to the dashboard is to submit

a bid gpvq.

Proof. Given a truthful mechanism xx, py, due to the Myerson’s lemma [121], we have

ppvq “ v ¨ xpvq ´
şv

0
xpzqdz (which is just the area to the left of the monotone curve

xp¨q at v), and therefore gpvq “ v ´
şv
0 xpzqdz

xpvq
. To see that gp¨q is strictly monotone

(note that xp¨q need not be continuous for this)

lim
δÑ0

gpv ` δq ´ gpvq

δ
“ lim

δÑ0

xpv ` δq ´ xpvq

δ
¨

`şv

0
xpzqdz

˘

`

xpvq
˘2 ą 0,

which implies that gpvq is strictly monotone. Given the dashboard yxx,py, for a

buyer with a private valuation v, her utility when she submits a bid b is pv ´ bq ¨

supv1:gpv1qďbtxpv
1qu. We now show that, for any bid b, this is at most v ¨ xpvq ´ ppvq:

pv ´ bq ¨ sup
v1PV :gpv1qďb

txpv1qu “ sup
v1PV :gpv1qďb

tpv ´ bq ¨ xpv1qu

ď sup
v1PV :gpv1qďb

 `

v ´ gpv1q
˘

¨ xpv1q
(

“ sup
v1PV :gpv1qďb

tv ¨ xpv1q ´ ppv1qu

ď v ¨ xpvq ´ ppvq

where the first inequality uses the fact that gpv1q ď b, the second equality follows from

gpv1q ¨ xpv1q “ ppv1q, and the last inequality follows from the truthfulness of xx, py.

On the other hand, submitting a bid of b “ gpvq results in this maximum utility of

v ¨ xpvq ´ ppvq. To see this, note that supv1PV :gpv1qďgpvq txpv
1qu “ xpvq (follows from

gpvq and xpvq being strictly monotone). Thus,
`

v ´ gpvq
˘

¨ supv1PV :gpv1qďgpvq txpv
1qu “

`

v ´ gpvq
˘

¨ xpvq “ v ¨ xpvq ´ ppvq.

We say a buyer bids sincerely if the buyer best responds to her dashboard and sub-

mits gpvq when her true valuation is v. When a buyer bids sincerely, the designer is
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able to infer the buyer’s true valuation by computing g´1pbq “ supv1PV :gpv1qďb tv
1u. In-

verse is uniquely defined because gp¨q is monotone. Particularly, we have g´1
`

gpvq
˘

“

v for all v. We now define the dashboard mechanism for multiple buyers.

Definition 6.4 (Guaranteed Dashboard Mechanism for n buyers). A guaranteed

dashboard mechanism ~y is a tuple of dashboards ~y “ py1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ynq, where yi is the

dashboard offered to buyer i. The dashboard yi constitutes a contract between the

auctioneer and buyer i such that when buyer i submits a bid bi:

• If every buyer bids sincerely in the current and previous rounds9:

– she is guaranteed to receive an item with probability yipbiq; moreover, if

she wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0;

• otherwise:

– either she receives nothing and pays 0;

– or she will receive an item with probability yipbiq; moreover, if she wins an

item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0.

Note here that the detection of sincere bidding is not a concern in this definition.

All the definition says is that a guaranteed dashboard mechanism is one that is able

to implement the allocation listed in the dashboard as long as all buyers have always

bid sincerely. The dashboards are offered to the buyers before the auction happens,

and thus, the dashboard for buyer i is independent of other buyers’ current round

bids or values. As a result, in a dashboard mechanism, for each buyer i, her best

response only depends on her dashboard yi and her private valuation vi.

9 While we are in a single round setting so far, the “previous round” is mentioned here anticipating
the repeated auction setting in Section 6.2.1, where we will use this definition.
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6.2.1 Dynamic Dashboard Mechanisms

We consider dynamic dashboard mechanisms of a particularly simple form such that

the dashboard mechanism for buyer i at stage t only depends on other buyers’ inferred

valuations from stage t´ 1.

Let the dashboard mechanism at stage t ´ 1 be ~yt´1 and denote by xxt´1
i , pt´1

i y

the truthful mechanism it implements for buyer i (see Definition 6.2). As stated

earlier, we consider only mechanisms where the dashboard yti (and hence the truthful

mechanism xxti, p
t
iy it implements) is dependent only on the inferred valuations of

buyers other than i in stage t ´ 1, namely on
 

pgt´1
j q´1pbt´1

j q
(

j‰i
, where gt´1

j pvq “

xt´1
j pvq

pt´1
j pvq

and bt´1
j is buyer j’s bid at stage t´ 1.

Theorem 6.5. It is a dynamic ex-post Nash equilibrium for all buyers to bid sincerely

at all histories in a guaranteed dashboard mechanism (Definition 6.4) that ensures

that the dashboard mechanism for buyer i at stage t only depends on other buyers’

inferred valuations from stage t´ 1, .

Proof. We argue that for any buyer i, it is her best response to always bid sincerely

when all other buyers bid sincerely at all histories. First, for a particular stage

t, observe that buyer i’s dashboard for stage t1 ą t only depends on the inferred

valuations of other buyers at stage t1 ´ 1. Moreover, since the other buyers bid

sincerely at stage t1´ 1, their inferred valuations are exactly their true valuations by

Lemma 6.3, and hence independent of the dashboards they received at stage t1 ´ 1.

Consequently, buyer i’s bid at stage t has no influence on the dashboard she receives

in the future. Moreover, given that all other buyers always bid sincerely, the promise

listed in the dashboard for buyer i is guaranteed to be delivered for every stage if

buyer i always bids sincerely. Therefore, maximizing buyer i’s long-term utility is

reduced to maximizing her utility at stage t. By Definition 6.4 and Lemma 6.3,
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bidding insincerely at stage t either results in a 0 utility or a utility no more than

the utility obtained from bidding sincerely, which concludes the proof.

In Section 6.7, we make a slight modification to our mechanisms to additionally

achieve per-round Dominant Strategy Equilibrium, and strengthen the dynamic ex-

post Nash guarantee to something very close to dynamic subgame perfect Nash. For

clarity of presentation, we do not make those modifications right now.

6.2.2 Welfare Maximization for Dynamic Dashboard Mechanisms

Theorem 6.5 ensures that the inferred valuations are simply the true valuations when

all buyers always bid sincerely. Moreover, since the dashboards at stage t only rely

on the information from stage t´1, it suffices to restrict our attention to a two-stage

model and denote by ~vpre and ~vnow the valuation profiles of the previous stage and

the current stage, respectively. Since we accurately infer buyer valuations, we don’t

distinguish between the buyer’s true valuations and inferred valuations in round t´1,

and denote both by ~vpre, unless we explicitly state otherwise.

Valuation Profile Evolution. Observe that when there is no relationship between val-

uation profiles in stage t (~vnow) and stage t´ 1 (~vpre), i.e., when the valuation profile

can change arbitrarily between two consecutive rounds, the information from ~vpre

would be useless for designing dashboards. To circumvent this, we consider `p-norm

environments that restrict how much the valuation profile can evolve.

Definition 6.6 (`p-norm Environment). A value profile evolution is valid (denoted

by p~vnow, ~vpreq P V) if and only if }~vnow ´ ~vpre}p ď Lp for all stages t´ 1 and t.

Particularly, we are interested in three types of environments: `0-norm where

there are at most L0 buyers (could be any L0 buyers) whose valuations may change

from round t´ 1 to round t; `1-norm where the summation of the valuation changes
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across all buyers is at most L1; and `8-norm where the maximum change of each

buyer’s valuation is at most L8.

Reduction to algorithm design. By Lemma 6.3 and the construction of our dynamic

dashboard mechanisms, we can further reduce our welfare-maximizing mechanism

design problem to a welfare-maximizing algorithm design problem that is of inde-

pendent interest. In particular, we seek to design monotone10 allocation rule for each

buyer such that xipv
now
i , vpre´i q maps buyer i’s valuation from the current stage and

other buyers’ valuations from the previous stage to an allocation probability. Given

that Myerson’s lemma shows that a (strictly) monotone allocation rule xip¨, v
pre
´i q

uniquely pins down a payment rule pip¨, v
pre
´i q (with pip0, v

pre
´i q “ 0) in a truthful

mechanism, one can immediately go from the monotone allocation rule to the corre-

sponding dashboard mechanism using Definition 6.2.

Feasibility constraints. We say a dashboard mechanism is feasible with respect to

X Ď r0, 1sn if for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V ,
`

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q

˘

iPrns
P X . Note that, we do

not require
`

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q

˘

iPrns
P X for invalid pairs, namely p~vnow, ~vpreq R V . We

are particularly interested in matroid constraints in which X is a matroid polytope

corresponding to a matroid system M “ prns, Iq. We denote the rank of a matroid

M by rankM and its rank function by rM .

Definition 6.7 (Matroid Polytope). A matroid polytope P corresponding to a ma-

troid system M “ prns, Iq can be represented by a system of inequalities such that

~x P P if and only if
ř

iPS xi ď rMpSq for all S Ď rns and xi ě 0 for all i P rns.

10 Note that we no longer require the allocation rule to be strictly monotone. One can convert
an allocation rule that is not strictly monotone to a strictly monotone allocation with arbitrarily
small loss of welfare by mixing it with a random posted-price auction with an arbitrarily small
probability. Particularly, a random posted-price auction first picks a buyer uniformly at random
and then posts a leave-it-or-take-it price from r0, 1s uniformly at random.
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In a K-uniform matroid, I “ tS Ď rns | |S| ď Ku, which corresponds to the

case in which there are K identical items to be allocated and each buyer can obtain

at most 1 item. A partition matroid specified by tpSj, KjqujPrqs is a direct sum of

uniform matroids such that I “ tS Ď rns | @1 ď j ď q, |S X Sj| ď Kju where

pS1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sqq is a partition of rns. The matroid constraints can capture a variety of

feasibility constraints — for example bipartite matching allocation constraints (which

captures numerous ad allocation scenarios) can be captured by transversal matroids.

Summary of this section. To summarize this section, our task is to design a monotone

allocation ~x maximizing the social welfare, i.e.,
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i , subject to

`

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q

˘

iPrns
P X for all p~vnow, ~vpreq P V . For convenience, let the welfare of

selecting S Ď rns under valuation profile ~v be wSp~vq “
ř

iPS vi. Moreover, let the

optimal welfare for ~v be optMp~vq “ maxSPI wSp~vq under a set system M “ prns, Iq.

We will omit the dependence on M for optMp~vq when the context is clear.

6.3 Technical Overview

In this section, we provide an overview of our lower-bound constructions and mech-

anisms. For the sake of clarify, we will mainly discuss the cases under 1-uniform

matroids, i.e., there is one item to be allocated per stage, and provide high-level

ideas about how to generalize our results to more general constraints.

6.3.1 Lower-bound Constructions: Negative Results

Recall that the allocation probability for buyer i can only depend on buyer i’s valua-

tion in the current stage, vnowi , and the other buyers’ valuations in the previous stage,

vpre´i . As a result, buyer i’s allocation probabilities must be the same under two differ-

ent instances p~vnow,1, ~vpre,1q and p~vnow,2, ~vpre,2q once vnow,1i “ vnow,2i and vpre,1´i “ vpre,2´i .

The high level idea is to construct a bunch of instances such that (i) in each of these
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Figure 6.1: An illustration of upper-bound constructions for `0-norm

instances the allocation probability of a unique buyer has to be high to achieve good

welfare, and (b) using the allocation-probability-interconnection-between-instances

discussed above, ensure that in one of the instances the allocation probability of

buyers whom we did not care about also turn out to require high probability of

allocation because in some other related instances they had high probability of allo-

cation. Thus when all buyers require high allocation probability, we will exceed the

total probability of 1.

Bounded `0-norm Environment. To make this intuition concrete, we present a quick

proof showing that the approximation ratio is at most 1{3 under a 1-uniform matroid

in the `0-norm environment with the `0 norm upper bounded by L0 “ 1 when there

are 3 buyers. For ease of presentation, let the range of the buyer’s valuation be r0,8q

instead of r0, 1s for now. Consider three instances (see Figure 6.1) with the same

~vpre “ p1, 1, 0q but three different ~vnow such that ~vnow,1 “ p1, 0, 0q, ~vnow,2 “ p0, 1, 0q,

and ~vnow,3 “ p1, 1,8q. For the instance p~vnow,1, ~vpreq, we must have x1p1, 1, 0q ě α

to achieve an α approximation. Similarly, for the instance p~vnow,2, ~vpreq, we must

have x2p1, 1, 0q ě α to achieve an α approximation. Moreover, for the instance
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Figure 6.2: An illustration of lower-bound constructions for `8-norm

p~vnow,3, ~vpreq, we must have x3p1, 1,8q ě α to achieve an α approximation. How-

ever, in the instance p~vnow,3, ~vpreq, the allocation rules for buyer 1 and 2 are exactly

x1p1, 1, 0q and x2p1, 1, 0q, respectively. Therefore, α must be at most 1{3 in order to

satisfy the feasibility constraint.

The construction for the lower bound for the K-uniform matroid and L0 ą 1

(Theorem 6.10) is more involved but follows a similar high-level idea: we construct

instances in which many allocation probabilities must be large, but the feasibility

constraint restricts how large these allocation probabilities could be.

Bounded `8-norm Environment. For the `8-norm (and `1-norm) environment, we

consider additive welfare loss. To construct the lower bound (negative result) for the

`8-norm environment (Theorem 6.19), we need one more ingredient in addition to
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the ideas we already have for the `0-norm environment: the allocation probability

cannot change too much for adjacent valuation profiles; or otherwise, the welfare loss

of some instances may be large because the allocation probability is not fully used.

For example, the additive welfare loss is at least p1´αq ¨maxi v
now
i if the summation

of allocation probabilities is at most α under a 1-uniform matroid constraint.

To make this idea concrete, we present our construction under the 1-uniform

matroid (see Figure 6.2). This construction concerns an environment with two buyers

and their valuation profiles are from a set

V2 “

!

pk1L8, k2L8q | k1, k2 P Z, k ´
?
k ď k1, k2 ď k,mintk1, k2u “ k ´

?
k
)

,

where k is a large integer satisfying that
?
k is also an integer and L8 is a constant.

Intuitively, V2 consists of coordinates highlighted by black circles in Figure 6.2 that

form an L-shape. For a specific integer k1 s.t. k´
?
k ď k1 ă k, consider two instances

with the same ~vpre “
`

k1L8, pk´
?
kqL8

˘

but different ~vnow such that ~vnow,1 “ ~vpre and

~vnow,2 “ ~vpre`pL8, 0q. Notice that ~vnow,1 and ~vnow,2 are two adjacent valuation profiles

in Figure 6.2. In the first instance p~vnow,1, ~vpreq, the total allocation probability is

x1

`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

` x2

`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

, while in the second instance, the

total allocation probability is x1

`

pk1 ` 1qL8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

` x2

`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

.

Combining the fact that the allocation for the second instance must be feasible

and that the allocation rule is monotone, we can conclude that the total allocation

probability for the first instance is at most 1 ´
´

x1

`

pk1 ` 1qL8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

´

x1

`

k1L8, pk´
?
kqL8

˘

¯

. Therefore, if
´

x1

`

pk1` 1qL8, pk´
?
kqL8

˘

´ x1

`

k1L8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

¯

is large, then the additive welfare loss of the first instance is large, which

implies that the change of the allocation probability for adjacent valuation profiles

cannot be large.

Combining the ideas developed for the `0-norm environment, we are now ready
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to provide a proof sketch for the lower bound under the 1-uniform matroid. Notice

that both x1

`

kL8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

and x2

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, kL8

˘

must be close to 1 to

achieve a small welfare loss for the instances ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

kL8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

and

~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk ´
?
kqL8, kL8

˘

, i.e., the top-left and bottom-right corners in

Figure 6.2. However, given that the change of the allocation probability for adjacent

valuation profiles cannot be large, the difference between x1

`

kL8, pk ´
?
kqL8

˘

and

x1

`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

must be small; due to symmetry, the difference between

x2

`

pk´
?
kqL8, kL8

˘

and x2

`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

must be small, which implies

that both x1

`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

and x2

`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

are large.

However, x1

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, pk ´

?
kqL8

˘

` x2

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, pk ´

?
kqL8

˘

can be at

most 1 due to the feasibility of the instance ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk´

?
kqL8

˘

,

i.e., the bottom-left corner in Figure 6.2.

In the construction for the K-uniform matroid with K ą 1 (Theorem 6.19), we

construct instances of 2K buyers such that there are K pairs of buyers. For each

pair, their valuation profiles are from the set V2. The construction and the analysis

are more involved and more challenging in this case, since the feasibility constraint

is across pairs of buyers, i.e., the K-uniform matroid requires that the summation of

allocation probabilities over all 2K buyers is at most K.

Bounded `1-norm Environment. To establish the lower bound for the `1-norm envi-

ronment (Corollary 6.21) under the K-uniform matroid, it turns out that one can

simply use the same construction for the `8-norm environment (Theorem 6.19) by

setting L1 “ L8 ¨K. In order to help establish the lower bound under the partition

matroid, we provide an alternative proof with a different set of instances under the

1-uniform matroid with two buyers in Theorem 6.33, showing that the total additive

welfare loss across all instances must be large. Consider a partition matroid that is
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a direct-sum of q 1-uniform matroids, i.e., I “ tS Ď rns | @i P rqs, |S X Si| ď 1u

such that Si “ t2i ´ 1, 2iu for i P rqs. The lower bound for the partition matroid

is mainly based on an observation that in such a partition matroid, the feasibility

of the allocation for buyers in Si is independent of the allocations of other buyers.

Motivated by this observation, it turns out that it is without loss of generality to

consider mechanisms in which the allocation for buyers in Si is independent of other

buyers’ valuations, i.e., the allocation for buyer 2i ´ 1 only depends on vnow2i´1 and

vpre2i and the allocation for buyer 2i only depends on vnow2i and vpre2i´1. Therefore, the

welfare loss is now additive across Si and we can obtain our lower bound for the

partition matroid via multiplying the lower bound for the 1-uniform matroid with

two buyers by the rank of the partition matroid q.

6.3.2 Mechanisms: Positive Results

In this section, we present our mechanisms under the 1-uniform matroid for different

environments and discuss the high-level ideas about how to generalize them to general

matroid constraints (and general downward-closed feasibility constraints in the `8

environment).

Mechanism in the `0-norm environment. Under the 1-uniform matroid when L0 “

1, to achieve a 1{3 approximation ratio, consider the following mechanism: buyer

i is allocated with probability 1{3 if her valuation is the highest or the second-

highest in the valuation profile pvnowi , vpre´i q where ties are broken lexicographically;

otherwise, her allocation probability is 0. This mechanism is clearly monotone. To

show its feasibility, notice that there are at most 3 buyers who might be allocated

with probability 1{3: the highest and the second-highest buyers in ~vpre, and the buyer

whose valuation changes, and therefore, the total allocation probability is at most 1.

To analyze its welfare performance, simply notice that a buyer is with the highest
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valuation in ~vnow only if she is the highest or the second-highest buyer in ~vpre or her

valuation changes. It can be generalized to the K-uniform matroid with L0 ą 1:

buyer i is allocated with probability K{pK ` 2L0q if she is one of the K `L0 buyers

with highest valuations in the valuation profile pvnowi , vpre´i q, where ties are broken

lexicographically; otherwise, her allocation probability is 0 (see Mechanism 6.11).

It is non-trivial to generalize to the general matroid constraint with a large uni-

form rank since there does not exist a clear ordering of the buyers as in the K-uniform

matroid. Our mechanism extensively exploits the properties of matroid constraints,

circuits, and matroid optimizations, and we employ interesting sampling procedures

to obtain a feasible dashboard mechanism (see Mechanism 6.15).

Mechanism 6.8 (Mechanism for `8-norm). Given a properly selected α ě 0, the

allocation rule for buyer i is given by

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “

e´2α¨L8 ¨ eα¨v
now
i

eα¨v
now
i `

ř

j‰i e
α¨vprej

i.e., the probability that buyer i is selected in the exponential mechanism with respect

to pvnowi , vpre´i q, scaled by a factor e´2α¨L8.

Mechanism in the `8-norm environment. Our mechanism is inspired by the exponen-

tial mechanism from the differential privacy literature [97, 113]. See Mechanism 6.8

for the mechanism for the 1-uniform matroid. Intuitively, the probability that buyer

i gets allocated is the probability that buyer i is selected in the exponential mecha-

nism with respect to pvnowi , vpre´i q, scaled by a factor e´2α¨L8 . To show its feasibility,

notice that

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “

e´2α¨L8 ¨ eα¨v
now
i

eα¨v
now
i `

ř

j‰i e
α¨vprej

ď
eα¨pv

now
i ´L8q

eα¨pv
now
i `L8q `

ř

j‰i e
α¨vprej

ď
eα¨v

pre
i

ř

jPrns e
α¨vprej

,
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where the last inequality follows the fact that vnowi ´L8 ď vprei ď vnowi `L8. There-

fore, the probability that buyer i is allocated is at most the probability that she is

selected in the exponential mechanism with respect to ~vpre, and thus, our mechanism

is feasible.

To analyze its welfare performance, observe that we also have

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “

e´2α¨L8 ¨ eα¨v
now
i

eα¨v
now
i `

ř

j‰i e
α¨vprej

ě
e´4α¨L8 ¨ eα¨pv

now
i `L8q

eα¨pv
now
i ´L8q `

ř

j‰i e
α¨vprej

ě
e´4α¨L8 ¨ eα¨v

pre
i

ř

jPrns e
α¨vprej

.

As a result,
ř

i xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i is at least e´4α¨L8 ě 1 ´ 4α ¨ L8 of the welfare

performance of the exponential mechanism with respect to ~vpre, which is at least

optp~vpreq ´ O
`

logn
α

˘

by a standard welfare analysis of the exponential mechanism

[113]. Moreover, observe that

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i ě

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ L8

since
ř

i xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď 1, and optp~vpreq ě optp~vnowq ´ L8. Here, according to the

lower bound (Theorem 6.19), the interesting setting is L8 ď optp~vnowq, and therefore,

the term L8 can be omitted in the big-O analysis. Therefore, the only relevant terms

of welfare loss in the analysis are O
`

α ¨ L8 ¨ optp~vnowq
˘

and O
`

logn
α

˘

. By choosing

a parameter α that balances these two terms, we can show that the welfare loss is

O
´

a

L8 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ log n
¯

for the 1-uniform matroid.

To generalize to general downward-closed feasibility constraints, let I be the set of

feasible subsets. Buyer i’s allocation probability is the marginal probability that she

is selected in the exponential mechanism, where a feasible subset S P I is chosen with

probability proportional to eα¨wSpv
now
i ,vpre

´iq, scaled by e´2α¨L8 (see Mechanism 6.23).

The proof for the feasibility of our mechanism shares an almost the same argument as

before while in the welfare performance analysis, the term O
`

logn
α

˘

would be replaced
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by O
´

log |I|
α

¯

. Finally, our bounds follows from the fact that |I| “ OpnrankM q and

|I| ď 2n where rankM “ maxSPI |S|.

Mechanism 6.9 (Mechanism for `1-norm).

max zi ¨ vi `
ř

j‰i zj ¨ vj ´ β ¨ }~z}
2
2

s.t.
ř

iPrns zi ď 1´ L1{p2βq

@i P rns, 0 ď zi ď 1

(6.1)

Given a properly selected β, let ~z˚p~vq be the optimal solution to the above program with

~v as input. The allocation rule for buyer i is given by xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “ z˚i pv

now
i , vpre´i q.

Mechanism in the `1-norm environment. It has been shown that an exponential mech-

anism essentially returns a welfare-maximizing allocation subject to the Shannon en-

tropy regularizer [97]. Intuitively, our mechanism for the `1-norm environment under

the 1-uniform matroid (Mechanism 6.9) uses the quadratic regularizer β ¨ }~z}22, while

our mechanism (Mechanism 6.8) for the `8-norm environment uses the Shannon en-

tropy regularizer. Moreover, instead of using a constraint
ř

iPrns zi ď K, we use a

stricter constraint
ř

iPrns zi ď 1´L1{p2βq to ensure the feasibility of our mechanism.

Our mechanism is also inspired by the online convex optimization literature [96],

particularly the Follow-the-Regularized-Leader algorithm [1, 131]. Hence, our mech-

anism enjoys an intuitive geometric interpretation. Concretely, denote by X the

feasible region in (6.1), and then, the optimal solution ~z˚p~vq is exactly the projection

of ~v{p2βq on X using the Euclidean distance. As a result, xipv
now
i , vpre´i q simply takes

the i-th coordinate of the projection of pvnowi , vpre´i q{p2βq on X using the Euclidean

distance (see Figure 6.3 for an illustration).

Figure 6.3 also provides an illustration about why our mechanism is feasible.

Observe that the aggregated allocation corresponds to the yellow cross in Figure 6.3,

which is below the line corresponding to x1 ` x2 ď 1. Intuitively, using a stricter
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of the `1-norm mechanism

constraint creates an extra margin that ensures the feasibility of our mechanism.

Similar to the welfare analysis for the `8 norm, we will compare its performance

on ~vpre (i.e.,
ř

i xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ) against optp~vpreq, since

ř

i xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i ě

ř

i xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ L1 and optp~vpreq ě optp~vnowq ´ L1. Here, according to the

lower bound (Theorem 6.33), the interesting setting is L1 ď optp~vnowq, and therefore,

the term L1 can be omitted in the big-O analysis. It turns out that we have

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě optp~vpreq ´

L1

2β
¨ optp~vpreq ´ β

where the loss term L1

2β
¨ optp~vpreq comes from using a stricter constraint

ř

iPrns zi ď

1´ L1{p2βq and the loss term β comes from the quadratic regularizer. By choosing

a parameter β that balances these two terms, we can show that the welfare loss is

O
´

a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq
¯

for the 1-uniform matroid.

To extend our mechanisms to the K-uniform matroid, the partition matroid,
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and the general matroid, we exploit the properties of their corresponding matroid

polytopes (Definition 6.7). Particularly, given a matroid system M “ prns, Iq, for

each S Ď rns, we use a stricter constraint
ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq ´ L1{p2βq instead of
ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq (see Mechanism 6.27, Mechanism 6.38, and Mechanism 6.42). The

analysis is more involved but shares the same high-level ideas as the 1-uniform ma-

troid presented here.

6.4 Bounded `0-norm Environment

We provide our upper bounds (negative results) and lower bounds (mechanisms) for

the approximation ratios in the `0-norm environment. Throughout this section, all

ties are broken lexicographically.

6.4.1 K-uniform matroid

We begin with the K-uniform matroid. The following theorem establishes the lower

bound for the K-uniform matroid in the `0-norm environment.

Theorem 6.10. In the `0-norm environment, for all L0 and K, there exists a K-

uniform matroid such that, for any mechanism, there exists an instance p~vnow, ~vpreq P

V in which the approximation ratio of the social welfare by the mechanism is at most

K{pK ` 2L0q.

Proof. Consider a case with n “ K ` 2L0 buyers, and for convenience, let A “

t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K ` L0u and B “ tK ` L0 ` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , K ` 2L0u be sets of buyers. Moreover,

let vprei “ ε for i P A with ε P p0, 1q and vprei “ 0 for i P B. In addition, denote the

maximum possible approximation ratio by α.

We first consider a scenario in which vnowi “ vprei for all i except for a subset S of

buyers with S Ď A and |S| “ L0 such that vnowj “ 0 for j P S. As a result, to achieve
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an α approximation, we must have

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i “

ÿ

iPAzS

xipε, v
pre
´i q ¨ ε ě α ¨ ε ¨K.

which implies that
ř

iPAzS xipε, v
pre
´i q ě α ¨K. Taking the summation over all S Ď A

with |S| “ L0,

ÿ

SĎA,|S|“L0

ÿ

iPAzS

xipε, v
pre
´i q “

ˆ

K ` L0 ´ 1

K ´ 1

˙

¨
ÿ

iPA

xipε, v
pre
´i q ě

ˆ

K ` L0

K

˙

¨ α ¨K,

and therefore, we have
ř

iPA xipε, v
pre
´i q ě α ¨ pK ` L0q.

We next consider a scenario in which vnowi “ vprei for all i except for a subset S of

buyers with S Ď B and |S| “ mintK,L0u such that vnowj “ 1 for j P S. As a result,

to achieve a α-approximation, we have
ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i “

ÿ

iPA

xipε, v
pre
´i q ¨ ε`

ÿ

iPS

xip1, v
pre
´i q ¨ 1

ě α ¨
`

mintK,L0u ` pK ´mintK,L0uq ¨ ε
˘

,

which implies that

ÿ

iPS

xip1, v
pre
´i q ě α ¨mintK,L0u ` ε ¨

˜

α ¨ pK ´mintK,L0uq ´
ÿ

iPA

xipε, v
pre
´i q

¸

“ α ¨mintK,L0u ´Opεq.

When L0 ď K, we simply have
ř

iPB xip1, v
pre
´i q ě α ¨ L0 ´ Opεq. When L0 ą K,

taking the summation over all S Ď B with |S| “ K, we have

ÿ

SĎB,|S|“K

ÿ

iPS

xip1, v
pre
´i q “

ˆ

L0 ´ 1

K ´ 1

˙

¨
ÿ

iPB

xip1, v
pre
´i q ě

ˆ

L0

K

˙

¨ α ¨K ´Opεq,

which again implies that
ř

iPB xip1, v
pre
´i q ě α¨L0´Opεq. Finally, consider the scenario

in which vnowi “ vprei “ ε for all i P A and vnowi “ 1 for all i P B. Under a K-uniform
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matroid constraint, we must have
ř

iPA xipε, v
pre
´i q `

ř

iPB xip1, v
pre
´i q ď K. Thus, we

have

α ¨ pK ` L0q ď
ÿ

iPA

xipε, v
pre
´i q ď K ´ α ¨ L0 `Opεq.

As εÑ 0, we can conclude that α ď K{pK ` 2L0q.

We next provide an allocation rule that achieves the approximation ratio K{pK`

2L0q.

Mechanism 6.11 (`0-norm Mechanism for K-uniform Matroid). Let πi : rn´ 1s Ñ

rns be a function that maps a rank to rnsztiu such that for any j, we have (1)

vpreπipjq ą vpreπipj`1q or (2) vpreπipjq “ vpreπipj`1q and πipjq ă πipj ` 1q. The allocation rule for

buyer i is given as follows:

• xipvnowi , vpre´i q “ K{pK ` 2L0q if (1) vnowi ą vpreπipK`L0q
or (2) vnowi “ vpreπipK`L0q

and i ă πipK ` L0q;

• otherwise, xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “ 0.

Intuitively, buyer i is allocated with probability K{pK`2L0q if and only if buyer

i is among the K ` L0 buyers with the highest valuations in the valuation profile

pvnowi , vpre´i q.

Theorem 6.12. Mechanism 6.11 achieves an approximation ratio K{pK ` 2L0q of

social welfare for any instances p~vnow, ~vpreq P V under the K-uniform matroid in the

`0-norm environment.

Proof. For convenience, let Kp~vq be the set of K buyers with highest valuations in

~v, and similarly, let K`p~vq be the set of K ` L0 buyers with highest valuations in

~v. We first verify the feasibility of Mechanism 6.11. First, it is clear that xip¨, v
pre
´i q

is monotone for all buyer i, and moreover, xipv
now
i , vpre´i q is independent of vprei since
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πi is independent of vprei . We next argue that there are at most K ` 2L0 buyers

getting allocated with probability K{pK ` 2L0q for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V . For a buyer

i whose valuation does not change, i.e., vnowi “ vprei , note that she is allocated if

and only if i P K`p~vpreq. Moreover, there are at most L0 buyers whose valuations

may change, and therefore, there are at most K ` 2L0 buyers getting allocated with

probability K{pK ` 2L0q, leading to a total allocation probability at most K. As a

result, Mechanism 6.11 is feasible.

To show that such a mechanism achieves an approximation ratio K{pK ` 2L0q,

we argue that each buyer in Kp~vnowq is allocated with probability K{pK ` 2L0q.

First notice that for buyer i P Kp~vnowq but vnowi “ vprei , then i P Kp~vnowq only

if i P K`p~vpreq since there are at most L0 buyers whose valuation may go down.

According to Mechanism 6.11, for such a buyer i, she is allocated with probability

K{pK ` 2L0q. Similarly, for a buyer i P Kp~vnowq with vnowi ‰ vprei , then buyer i

must be one of pK ` L0 ´ 1q buyers with highest valuations in the valuation profile

pvnowi , vpre´i q. Thus, each buyer in Kp~vnowq is allocated with probability K{pK ` 2L0q,

resulting in an approximation ratio K{pK ` 2L0q.

6.4.2 General Matroid

Theorem 6.12 suggests that under the K-uniform matroid in the `0-norm environ-

ment, the approximation ratio is increasing as K increases. In general, could we

obtain a higher approximation ratio when the rank of the matroid becomes larger?

Unfortunately, the answer is no.

Theorem 6.13. In the `0-norm environment, for all L0 and R, there exists a ma-

troid system M with rank R, such that for any mechanism, there exists an instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V in which the approximation ratio of the social welfare by the mecha-

nism is at most 1{p1` 2L0q.

Proof. Let n “ R ` 2L0 and consider a partition matroid M “ prns, Iq with I “
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tS Ď rns | @1 ď i ď R, |S X Si| ď 1u such that S1 “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1 ` 2L0u and Si “ tiu

for 1 ` 2L0 ă i ď R ` 2L0. Note that rankM “ R. Simply consider valuation

profiles ~vnow and ~vpre such that vnowi “ vprei “ 0 for all i ą 1 ` 2L0. As a result, the

partition matroid M is reduced to a 1-uniform matroid over t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1`2L0u, and we

can simply apply the construction in Theorem 6.10 with K “ 1 to obtain an upper

bound 1{p1` 2L0q.

Although the approximation ratio does not increase in terms of the rank of the

matroid, it turns out that it does increase in terms of the uniform rank of the matroid.

Definition 6.14 (Circuit and Uniform Rank). Given a matroid system M “ prns, Iq,

a family C of circuits contains subsets S Ď rns such that S R I but for all S 1 Ď S,

S 1 P I. The uniform rank of M is minSPC |S| ´ 1 if |C| ą 0; otherwise, the uniform

rank of M is n.

Intuitively, a circuit is a minimal subset such that all of its subsets are indepen-

dent, and the uniform rank of a matroid is the minimum size of its circuits minus

1. For example, the uniform rank of a K-uniform matroids is K, and therefore, by

Theorem 6.10, the approximation ratio of the welfare is at most R{pR ` 2L0q.

Before we present our mechanism achieving the approximation ratio R{pR`2L0q,

recall that given a valuation profile ~v, we can optimize the social welfare under

a matroid system M “ prns, Iq, i.e., maxSPI
ř

iPS vi, via a greedy algorithm that

maintains a set of solution and always selects a buyer with the largest valuation,

where ties are broken lexicographically, adding which to the current solution does

not violate the matroid constraint. We denote by AMp~vq the output of the greedy

algorithm with matroid system M and inputted valuation profile ~v.

To design our mechanism, we define a substitute set Ssub-C
M p~vq such that it con-

tains L0 buyers from rnszAMp~vq with the highest valuations, where ties are broken

lexicographically. We are now ready to define our mechanism based on Ssub-C
M p~vq.
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Mechanism 6.15 (`0-norm Mechanism for matroid with uniform rank R). Under a

matroid M with uniform rank R, the allocation rule for buyer i is given as follows:

• xipvnowi , vpre´i q “ R{pR ` 2L0q if i P AMpvnowi , vpre´i q Y S
sub-C
M pvnowi , vpre´i q;

• otherwise, xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “ 0.

Intuitively, buyer i is allocated with probability R{pR` 2L0q in Mechanism 6.15

if she is selected in AMpvnowi , vpre´i q or she is one of the buyers in the substitute set

corresponding to pvnowi , vpre´i q. We first show that Mechanism 6.15 is feasible via a

procedure of sampling an independent subset.

Lemma 6.16. Mechanism 6.15 is feasible.

Proof. Let S˚ be the set of the buyers who get allocated with probability R{pR`2L0q.

First, note that by the definition of the substitute set Ssub-C
M , if i R Ssub-C

M p~vpreq, then

for any vnowi ă vprei , we have i R Ssub-C
M pvnowi , vpre´i q. Therefore, i P Ssub-C

M pvnowi , vpre´i q

only if i P Ssub-C
M p~vpreq or vnowi ą vprei . Similarly, i P AMpvnowi , vpre´i q only if i P AMp~vpreq

or vnowi ą vprei . On the other hand, if i P AMp~vpreq but i R AMpvnowi , vpre´i q, it must be

that vnowi ă vprei . Therefore, since there are at most L0 buyers whose valuations may

change, there are at most L0´ rankM `Q buyers whose valuations may go up where

Q “ |AMp~vpreq X S˚| since AMp~vpreqzS˚ is the set of buyers whose valuation must

go down. Thus, for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V , in addition to the buyers in AMp~vpreq X S˚,

there are at most |Ssub-C
M p~vpreq| `L0´ rankM `Q “ 2L0´ rankM `Q buyers who get

allocated with probability R{pR ` 2L0q, leading to that |S˚| ď 2Q` 2L0 ´ rankM .

For S P I and SYtiu R I, by the unique circuit property, let circuitpS, iq Ď SYtiu

be the unique circuit. We consider a sampling procedure (see Algorithm 1) to sample

a subset S 1 Ď S˚ that is independent.

We proceed to argue that each buyer in S˚ gets sampled with a probability at

least R{pR ` 2L0q and therefore Mechanism 6.15 is feasible. First, by the unique
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Algorithm 1: A Sampling Procedure

Input: A matroid M “ prns, Iq and a subset S˚;
Output: A subset S 1 Ď S˚ with S 1 P I;
S 1 Ð S˚

while S 1 R I do
Let Sbase Ď S 1 be any independent subset with maximum cardinality
Z Ð

Ť

iPS1zSbase
circuitpSbase, iq

Sample a buyer i˚ P Z uniformly at random
S 1 Ð S 1zti˚u

end
return S 1

circuit property, given S P I and S Y tiu R I, for any b P circuitpS, iq, we have

that S Y tiuztbu is an independent subset. Thus, after removing a buyer i˚ from

circuitpSbase, iq for some i P S 1zSbase in the last step of the whole-loop, we have that

SbaseYtiuzti
˚u P I, which implies that the cardinality of the maximum independent

set in S 1 never decreases throughout the sampling procedure.

Note that the maximum cardinality of independent sets in S˚, denoted by R˚, is

at least |AMp~vpreqXS˚| “ Q. As a result, the sampling procedure ends with at most

|S˚| ´Q ď Q` 2L0 ´ rankM ď 2L0 runs of the while-loop. Finally, note that in the

`th-to-the-last run of the while-loop, we have |S 1zSbase| “ `. Moreover, combining

with the fact that circuitpSbase, iqztiu Ď Sbase and |circuitpSbase, iqztiu| ě R for any

i P S 1zSbase, and the fact that S 1zSbase Ď Z, we have |Z| ě R` ` in the `th-to-the-last

run of the while-loop. Thus, for any buyer, the probability that she is removed in

the `th-to-the-last run of the while-loop is at most 1{pR` `q, so that the probability

that she gets sampled is at least
ś2L0

`“1

`

1´ 1
R``

˘

“ R
R`2L0

.

We next prove the approximation ratio of Mechanism 6.15.

Theorem 6.17. Mechanism 6.15 achieves an approximation ratio R{pR ` 2L0q of

social welfare for any instances p~vnow, ~vpreq P V under a matroid system with uniform

rank R in the `0-norm environment.
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To prove Theorem 6.17, intuitively, let S 1 be a set of buyers that are in AMp~vnowq

but are not allocated with probability R{pR ` 2L0q. We show that there is a set

S2 Ď rnszAMp~vnowq of buyers with |S2| “ |S 1| such that all buyers in S2 are allocated

with probability R{pR ` 2L0q and moreover, for all buyer i P S 1 and j P S2, we

have vnowi ď vnowj . The proof of Theorem 6.17 depends on the following lemma

that exploits the property of the greedy algorithm for matroid optimizations. For

convenience, given a valuation profile ~v, let ~v|S be a profile such that vj|S “ vj for

j R S and vj|S ă vj for j P S. Similarly, given ~v, let ~v|S be a profile such that

vj|S “ vj for j R S and vj|S ą vj for j P S.

Lemma 6.18. For any matroid M , valuation profile ~v and S Ď rns, we have

AMp~vqzS Ď AM
`

~v|S
˘

and AMp~vq Y S Ě AM
´

~v|S

¯

.

The proof of Lemma 6.18 is deferred to Appendix D.1. Intuitively, Lemma 6.18

states that after the valuations of buyers in S go down while the valuations of other

buyers remain the same, then the buyers that are selected initially but not in S will

still selected in the optimal solution. On the other hand, after the valuations of buyers

in S go up while the valuations of other buyers remain the same, then the buyers

that are not selected initially and not in S will still not be selected in the optimal

solution. With Lemma 6.18 at hand, we are now ready to prove Theorem 6.17.

Proof of Theorem 6.17. For convenience, let S` “ ti P AMp~vpreq | vnowi ą vprei u be

the set of the buyers in AMp~vpreq whose valuations are larger in ~vnow than in ~vpre.

Similarly, we define

S´ “ ti P AMp~vpreq | vnowi ă vprei u and S0 “ ti P AMp~vpreq | vnowi “ vprei u.

Moreover, let S` “ ti P rnszAMp~vpreq | vnowi ą vprei u be the set of the buyers not in

AMp~vpreq whose valuations are larger in ~vnow than in ~vpre. Similarly, we define

S´ “ ti P rnszAMp~vpreq | vnowi ă vprei u and S0 “ ti P rnszAMp~vpreq | vnowi “ vprei u.
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In addition, let ~vpAq be a valuation profile such that vipAq “ vprei if i R A and

vipAq “ vnowi if i P A. In other words, ~vpAq is the valuation profile in which only the

valuations of buyers in A change from ~vpre to ~vnow. We are going to consider a path

of transformation from ~vpre to ~vnow:

~vpre Ñ ~vpS` Y S´q Ñ ~vpS` Y S´ Y S` Y S´q “ ~vnow.

First, observe that we have AMp~vpreq “ AM
`

~vpS` Y S´q
˘

. Moreover, note that for

i P S` Y S0, we have i P AMpvnowi , vpre´i q, and therefore, these buyers get allocated

with probability R{pR ` 2L0q.

We next consider the second transition. Note that there are at most L0 ´ |S`| ´

|S´| buyers in S´ Y S`. On the other hand, for i P Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´, we have that

i P Ssub-C
M pvnowi , vpre´i q since vnowi ě vprei . As a result, these buyers are allocated with

probability R{pR ` 2L0q and we have |Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´| ě L0 ´ |S´| ě |S´ Y S`|

such buyers. Let S 1 “ AMp~vnowqzAM
`

~vpS` Y S´q
˘

and S2 “ AMp~vnowq X S´. By

Lemma 6.18, we have that |S 1 Y S2| is at most |S´ Y S`|. We proceed to show

that for any j P S 1 Y S2, either buyer j is allocated with probability R{pR ` 2L0q,

or for any buyer k P Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´, i.e., a buyer who is allocated with probability

R{pR ` 2L0q, v
now
j ď vnowk , which can conclude the proof.

For j P S 1 and j P S` Y S0, if we have j P AMpvnowj , vpre´j q or j P Ssub-C
M pvnowj , vpre´j q,

then buyer j is allocated with probability R{pR` 2L0q. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.18,

since j R AMpvnowj , vpre´j q, we must have AMpvnowj , vpre´j q “ AMp~vpreq, and therefore,

we have Ssub-C
M p~vpreq “ Ssub-C

M pvnowj , vpre´j q. Thus, we have vnowj ď vprek ď vnowk for all

k P Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´.

For j P S 1 X S´, if we have j P Ssub-C
M pvnowj , vpre´j q, then buyer j is allocated with

probability R{pR ` 2L0q. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.18, since j R AMpvnowj , vpre´j q, we

have AMpvnowj , vpre´j q “ AMp~vpreq. As a result, Ssub-C
M p~vpreqztju Ď Ssub-C

M pvnowj , vpre´j q.

Therefore, since j R Ssub-C
M pvnowj , vpre´j q, for all k P Ssub-C

M p~vpreqztju, we have vnowj ď vprek ,
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which implies that vnowj ď vprek ď vnowk for all k P Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´.

As for j P S2, if we have j P AMpvnowj , vpre´j q or j P Ssub-C
M pvnowj , vpre´j q, then buyer

j is allocated with probability R{pR ` 2L0q. Otherwise, by Lemma 6.18, since j R

AMpvnowj , vpre´j q, we have AMpvnowj , vpre´j q “ AMp~vpreqztju Y tzu for some z R AMp~vpreq

such that vnowj ď vprez . Moreover, since j R Ssub-C
M pvnowj , vpre´j q, we further have vnowj ď

vprek for all k P Ssub-C
M p~vpreqztzu. Combining with vnowj ď vprez , we have that for all

k P Ssub-C
M p~vpreq, vnowj ď vprek , which implies that vnowj ď vprek ď vnowk for all k P

Ssub-C
M p~vpreqzS´.

6.5 Bounded `8-norm Environment

In the previous section, we have discussed how to design dynamic dashboard mech-

anisms in the `0-norm environment. In this section, we focus on the `8-norm envi-

ronment. Instead of focusing on the multiplicative approximation, we consider the

additive approximation for this section. First, we provide our lower bound for the

K-uniform matroid in the `8-norm environment.

Theorem 6.19. In the `8-norm environment, for all L8, OPT, and K, there ex-

ists a K-uniform matroid, such that for any mechanism, there exists an instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with optp~vnowq “ OPT in which the additive welfare loss by the

mechanism is Ω
´

mint
a

L8 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨K, optp~vnowqu
¯

.

Proof. Case 1: L8 ¨ K ď OPT. We consider a K-uniform matroid with n “ 2K

buyers. Pick the minimum integer k ě 4 ¨ rOPT{pL8 ¨Kqs such that
?
k is also an

integer, and let

V2 “

!

pk1L8, k2L8q | k1, k2 P Z, k ´
?
k ď k1, k2 ď k,mintk1, k2u “ k ´

?
k
)

.

We will consider a class of valuation profiles from V K
2 such that for each pair of buyers

in Si “ t2i´ 1, 2iu for i P rKs, their valuations v2i´1 and v2i satisfy pv2i´1, v2iq P V2.
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We consider a set of scenarios that is the union between Vsame “ tp~v
now, ~vpreq P V K

2 |

~vpre “ ~vnowu and

Vchange “
!

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V K
2 | @i P rns, vnowi “ max

 

pk ´
?
kqL8, v

pre
i ´ L8

(

)

.

Therefore, there are Θ
`

p2
?
kqK

˘

scenarios. Due to our construction, an optimal

allocation is to allocate one item to the buyer with the larger valuation in Si. As

a result, for any instance in Vsame Y Vchange, we have optp~vnowq “ ΘpL8 ¨K ¨ kq and

moreover, the total welfare loss can be computed as the summation of the welfare

loss from allocating less than one unit of the item to the buyer with the larger

valuation from each Si. We proceed to show that the total welfare loss among these

scenarios is at least K ¨ p2
?
kqK´1 ¨ kL8{2, which implies that the average loss per

scenario is Ω
`

L8 ¨K ¨
?
k
˘

“ Ω
´

a

L8 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨K
¯

. In this proof, we assume

the mechanism is feasible for all instances in VsameYVchange only, which enhances our

lower bounds. Moreover, we assume the mechanism is strictly monotone since one

can convert a monotone mechanism to a strictly monotone one with an arbitrarily

small welfare loss.

We now focus on a particular Si and fix other buyers’ valuations by ~vother,i. For

an integer k ´
?
k ă k1 ď k, consider the scenario that p~vnow, ~vpreq P Vsame and

~vpre “
`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

where v2i´1 “ k1L8 and v2i “ pk´
?
kqL8. Notice

that the welfare loss from Si is
´

1´x2i´1

`

k1L8, pk´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

¯

¨pk1´k`
?
kqL8.

Therefore, due to symmetry, we have that the total welfare loss in Si from ~vpre “

~vnow “
`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

and ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk ´
?
kqL8, k

1L8, ~vother,i
˘

is

´

2´x2i´1

`

k1L8, pk´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

´x2i

`

pk´
?
kqL8, k

1L8, ~vother,i
˘

¯

¨pk1´k`
?
kqL8.

(6.2)

Next, consider two scenarios with the same ~vpre “
`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

where v2i´1 “ k1L8 and v2i “ pk ´
?
kqL8, but in the first scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,1q P
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Vsame while in the second scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,2q P Vchange. Since vnow,2j ď vnow,1j for all

j P rns, by the monotonicity of the allocation rule, xjpv
now,2
j , vpre´j q ď xjpv

now,1
j , vpre´j q

for all j P rns. As a result,
ÿ

jPrns

xjpv
now,2
j , vpre´j q ď K ´

ÿ

jPrns

`

xjpv
now,1
j , vpre´j q ´ xjpv

now,2
j , vpre´j q

˘

Therefore, since k ´
?
k ě k{2, the total welfare loss in Si from p~vpre, ~vnow,2q is at

least

´

x2i´1

`

k1L8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

´ x2i´1

`

pk1 ´ 1qL8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

¯

¨ kL8{2

(6.3)

Due to symmetric, consider two scenarios with the same valuation profile in the

previous stage, ~vpre “
`

pk ´
?
kqL8, k

1L8, ~vother,i
˘

where v2i´1 “ pk ´
?
kqL8 and

v2i “ k1L8, but in the first scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,1q P Vsame while in the second scenario,

p~vpre, ~vnow,2q P Vchange. We have that the total welfare loss in Si from p~vpre, ~vnow,2q is

at least

´

x2i

`

pk´
?
kqL8, k

1L8, ~vother,i
˘

´x2i

`

pk´
?
kqL8, pk

1
´1qL8, ~vother,i

˘

¯

¨kL8{2 (6.4)

Define two parameters maxip~vother,iq and minip~vother,iq:

maxSumip~vother,iq “ x2i´1

`

kL8, pk ´
?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

` x2i

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, kL8, ~vother,i

˘

¯

,

and

minSumip~vother,iq “ x2i´1

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, pk ´

?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

` x2i

`

pk ´
?
kqL8, pk ´

?
kqL8, ~vother,i

˘

¯

.

From (6.2) and taking the summation over k1, the total welfare loss in Si from the

corresponding instances is at least
´

2 ´maxSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨ kL8{2. Moreover, from
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(6.3), (6.4), and a telescoping sum calculation over k1, the total welfare loss in Si

from the corresponding instances is at least
´

maxSumip~vother,iq ´minSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨

kL8{2. Therefore, the total welfare loss in Si from these instances is at least
´

2 ´

minSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨kL8{2. Consequently, taking a summation over i P rKs, the total

loss is at least
ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

´

2´minSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨ kL8{2

“

¨

˝2K ¨ p2
?
kqK´1

´
ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vother,iq

˛

‚¨ kL8{2 (6.5)

Claim 6.20. It is without loss of generality to focus on a mechanism such that for

any valuation profile ~v and any pair of buyers a and b with va “ pk ´
?
kqL8, we

have xapva, vb, v´a,´bq ě xapva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq, where v´a,´b is the valuation profile

for buyers other than a and b.

Proof. Observe that if a mechanism is feasible for all instances in Vsame, the mecha-

nism is feasible for all instances Vchange due to monotonicity of the allocation. There-

fore, to make sure a mechanism is feasible for all instances in VsameYVchange, it suffices

to show that the mechanism is feasible for all instances in Vsame.

Assume that x is a mechanism that maximizes the total welfare across all the

instances in Vsame Y Vchange. Suppose there exists a valuation profile ~v and a pair of

buyers a and b with va “ pk´
?
kqL8, such xapva, vb, v´a,´bq ă xapva, vb`L8, v´a,´bq.

We construct an allocation rule x1 from x such that x1ip~vq “ xip~vq for all buyer i and

valuation profile ~v except that

x1apva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq “ xapva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq ´ δ

and

x1bpva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq “ xbpva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq ` δ,
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for a sufficiently small δ ą 0. Since x is strictly monotone, there exists a δ ą

0 such that xbpva, vb ` L8, v´a,´bq ` δ ă xapva, vb ` 2L8, v´a,´bq, and thus, x1 is

strictly monotone. Our construction ensures that, for any ~v, we have
ř

iPrns x
1
ip~vq “

ř

iPrns xip~vq ď K, which implies that x1 is feasible. Finally, it is clear that the welfare

performance of x1 is strictly better than x since vb ` L8 ą pk ´
?
kqL8 “ va.

By Claim 6.20, we have that for all i, j ‰ i, ~vother,i, minSumip~vother,iq ď minSumi p~vq,

where ~v “ pk´
?
kqL8 ¨~1 with ~1 as an all-one vector. Moreover, due to the feasibility

of allocation for the instance ~vpre “ ~vnow “ ~v, we must have that
ÿ

iPK

minSumip~vq “
ÿ

iPrns

xip~vq ď K,

which implies that

ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vother,iq ď
ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vq ď K ¨ p2
?
kqK´1.

Combining with (6.5), we can conclude the proof for the case L8 ¨K ď OPT.

Case 2: L8 ¨K ě OPT. We again take a K-uniform matroid with n “ 2K buyers.

Pick an integer k “ 2 ¨ rL8 ¨K{OPTs, and moreover, let

V2 “

!´

L8{k, L8{p2kq
¯

,
´

L8{p2kq, L8{k
¯

,
´

L8{p2kq, L8{p2kq
¯)

.

We consider a class of valuation profiles from V K
2 such that for each pair of buyers

in Si for i P rqs, their valuations v2i´1 and v2i satisfy pv2i´1, v2iq P V2. We consider

a set of scenarios that is the union between Vsame “ tp~v
now, ~vpreq P V K

2 | ~vpre “ ~vnowu

and

Vchange “
 

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V K
2 | @i P rns, vnowi “ L8{p2kq

(

.

Therefore, there are Θ
`

3K
˘

scenarios. Notice that for all these scenarios, optp~vnowq “

ΘpL8 ¨K{kq. We proceed to show that the total welfare loss among these scenarios
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is at least K ¨ 3K´1 ¨ L8{p2kq, which implies that the average loss per scenario is

Ω pL8 ¨K{kq “ Ω poptp~vnowqq.

We now focus on a particular Si and fix other buyers’ valuations by ~vother,i.

Consider the scenario that p~vnow, ~vpreq P Vsame and ~vpre “ pL8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,iq

where v2i´1 “ L8{k and v2i “ L8{p2kq. Notice that the welfare loss from Si is
´

1´ x2i´1

`

L8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

¯

¨L8{p2kq. Therefore, due to symmetry, we have

that the total welfare loss in Si from ~vpre “ ~vnow “ pL8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,iq and

~vpre “ ~vnow “ pL8{p2kq, L8{k,~vother,iq is

´

2´ x2i´1

`

L8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

´ x2i

`

L8{p2kq, L8{k,~vother,i
˘

¯

¨ L8{p2kq. (6.6)

Next, consider two scenarios with the same ~vpre “ pL8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,iq where

v2i´1 “ L8{k and v2i “ L8{p2kq, but in the first scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,1q P Vsame while

in the second scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,2q P Vchange. Since vnow,2j ď vnow,1j for all j P rns, by

the monotonicity of the allocation rule, xjpv
now,2
j , vpre´j q ď xjpv

now,1
j , vpre´j q for all j P rns.

As a result,

ÿ

jPrns

xjpv
now,2
j , vpre´j q ď K ´

ÿ

jPrns

`

xjpv
now,1
j , vpre´j q ´ xjpv

now,2
j , vpre´j q

˘

Therefore, the total welfare loss in Si from p~vpre, ~vnow,2q is at least

´

x2i´1

`

L8{k, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

´ x2i´1

`

L8{p2kq, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

¯

¨ L8{p2kq (6.7)

Due to symmetric, consider two scenarios with the same ~vpre “ pL8{p2kq, L8{k,~vother,iq

where v2i´1 “ L8{p2kq and v2i “ L8{k, but in the first scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,1q P Vsame

while in the second scenario, p~vpre, ~vnow,2q P Vchange. We have that the total welfare

loss in Si from p~vpre, ~vnow,2q is at least

´

x2i

`

L8{p2kq, L8{k,~vother,i
˘

´ x2i

`

L8{p2kq, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

¯

¨ L8{p2kq (6.8)
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Define a parameters minip~vother,iq:

minSumip~vother,iq “ x2i´1

`

L8{p2kq, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

`x2i

`

L8{p2kq, L8{p2kq, ~vother,i
˘

¯

,

From (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8) the total welfare loss in Si from all the instances that

have been considered is at least
´

2´minSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨L8{p2kq. Consequently, the

total welfare loss is at least

ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

´

2´minSumip~vother,iq
¯

¨ L8{p2kq

“

¨

˝2K ¨ 3K´1
´

ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vother,iq

˛

‚¨ L8{p2kq (6.9)

Similar to the case for L8 ¨K ď OPT, we have

ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vother,iq ď
ÿ

iPK

ÿ

~vother,i

minSumip~vq ď K ¨ 3K´1,

where ~v “ L8{p2kq ¨ ~1 with ~1 as an all-one vector. Combining with (6.9), we can

conclude the proof.

Notice that in the constructions in the proof of Theorem 6.19, there are at most

K buyers whose valuations may change in the instances of Vchange. Therefore, by

simply setting L1 “ K ¨L8, we have the lower bound for K-uniform matroids in the

`1-norm environment.

Corollary 6.21. In the `1-norm environment, for all L1, OPT, and K, there ex-

ists a K-uniform matroid, such that for any mechanism, there exists an instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with optp~vnowq “ OPT in which the additive welfare loss by the

mechanism is Ω
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq, optp~vnowqu
¯

.
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Moreover, notice that in the constructions in the proof of Theorem 6.19, }~vnow}8 ¨

K “ Θ
`

optp~vnowq
˘

for all the instances. Therefore, we have the following lower

bound for K-uniform matroids in the `1-norm environment when parameterized by

L1, }~vnow}8, and K.

Corollary 6.22. In the `1-norm environment, for all L1, η, and K, there ex-

ists a K-uniform matroid, such that for any mechanism, there exists an instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with η “ }~vnow}8 in which the additive welfare loss by the mechanism

is Ω
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8 ¨K, optp~vnowqu
¯

.

6.5.1 The Mechanism

Note that even a mechanism without allocating anything can achieve a welfare loss

OpOPTq. Henceforth, we will focus on the instances with L8 ¨ rankM ă OPT in

which the lower bound for welfare loss is Ωp
?
L8 ¨OPT ¨ rankMq. Our mechanism is

inspired by the exponential mechanism from the differential privacy literature (see

e.g. [97, 113]). Moreover, our mechanism can be applied to any downward-closed

feasibility constraint. Let a downward-closed feasibility constraint be represented by

M “ prns, Iq in which I is the set of feasible subsets, such that for any S 1 Ď S, S P I

implies S 1 P I. Moreover, the rank of M is given by rankM “ maxSPI |S|.

Mechanism 6.23 (`8-norm Mechanism). Under a downward-closed feasibility con-

straint M “ prns, Iq, given a properly selected α ě 0, the allocation rule for buyer i

is given by

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “ e´2α¨L8 ¨

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨wSpv

now
i ,vpre

´iq

ř

SPI e
α¨wSpv

now
i ,vpre

´iq
.

Intuitively, the probability that buyer i gets allocated is the marginal probability

that buyer i is selected in the exponential mechanism with respect to pvnowi , vpre´i q,

scaled by a factor e´2α¨L8 .
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6.5.2 Analysis of the Mechanism

The next lemma demonstrates that Mechanism 6.23 is feasible.

Lemma 6.24. Mechanism 6.23 is feasible.

Proof. Notice that according to the definition of the allocation rules, we have

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨pwSpvnowi ,vpre

´iq´L8q

ř

SPI e
α¨pwSpvnowi ,vpre

´iq`L8q
ď

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨wSp~v

preq

ř

SPI e
α¨wSp~vpreq

,

where the inequality follows from the fact that for any S Ď rns, wSpv
now
i , vpre´i q´L8 ď

wSp~v
preq ď wSpv

now
i , vpre´i q ` L8. Notice that

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨wSp~v

preq

ř

SPI e
α¨wSp~v

preq is exactly the marginal

probability that buyer i is selected in the exponential mechanism, where a feasible

subset S P I is chosen with probability proportional to eα¨wSp~v
preq. Therefore, we can

conclude the proof that our mechanism is feasible.

Theorem 6.25. Under a downward-closed feasibility constraint M “ prns, Iq in the

`8-norm environment, for any instances p~vnow, ~vpreq P V , when L8¨rankM ă optp~vnowq

and α is chosen to be Θ
´b

log |I|
L8¨optp~vnowq

¯

, Mechanism 6.23 achieves an additive social

welfare loss O
´

mint
a

L8 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ log |I|, optp~vnowqu
¯

.

Since |I| “ OpnrankM q and |I| ď 2n, we have the following direct corollary of

Theorem 6.25:

Corollary 6.26. Under a downward-closed feasibility constraint M “ prns, Iq in the

`8-norm environment, for any instances p~vnow, ~vpreq P V , when L8¨rankM ă optp~vnowq

and α is chosen to be Θ
´b

log |I|
L8¨optp~vnowq

¯

, Mechanism 6.23 achieves an additive social

welfare loss O
´

mint
a

L8 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨mintrankM ¨ log n, nu, optp~vnowqu
¯

.
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Proof of Theorem 6.25. First, notice that

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q “ e´4α¨L8 ¨

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨pwSpvnowi ,vpre

´iq`L8q

ř

SPI e
α¨pwSpvnowi ,vpre

´iq´L8q

ě p1´ 4α ¨ L8q ¨

ř

SPI:iPS e
α¨wSp~v

preq

ř

SPI e
α¨wSp~vpreq

,

where the inequality follows from the fact that for any S Ď rns, wSpv
now
i , vpre´i q´L8 ď

wSp~v
preq ď wSpv

now
i , vpre´i q ` L8. By the standard welfare analysis of exponential

mechanisms [113], we have that

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě p1´ 4α ¨ L8q

ˆ

optp~vpreq ´
1

α
¨
`

log |I| ` log optp~vpreq
˘

´ 1

˙

“ optp~vpreq ´O pα ¨ L8 ¨ optp~vpreqq ´O

ˆ

log |I|
α

˙

.

Moreover, we simply have optp~vnowq ď optp~vpreq ` L8 ¨ rankM and

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i ě

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ L8 ¨ rankM ,

where L8 ¨ rankM can be omitted in the big-O analysis. Therefore, we have

ÿ

i

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i ě optp~vnowq ´O pα ¨ L8 ¨ optp~vnowqq ´O

ˆ

log |I|
α

˙

.

Thus, we can conclude the proof by choosing α “ Θ
´b

log |I|
L8¨optp~vnowq

¯

.

6.6 Bounded `1-norm Environment

We now turn to the `1-norm environment in this section.

6.6.1 K-uniform Matroid

The lower bound for K-uniform matroids in the `1-norm environment is already

established by Corollary 6.21. We now proceed to present our mechanism. Note that
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even a mechanism without allocating anything can achieve a welfare loss OpOPTq.

Henceforth, we will focus on the instances with L1 ă OPT ď }~vnow}8 ¨K in which

the lower bound for welfare loss is Ωp
?
L1 ¨OPTq. We now provide our mechanism

for K-uniform matroid in the `1-norm environment.

Mechanism 6.27 (`1-norm Mechanism for K-uniform Matroid). Given a properly

selected β, let ~z˚p~vq be the optimal solution to (6.10) with ~v as input:

max zi ¨ vi `
ř

j‰i zj ¨ vj ´ β ¨ }~z}
2
2

s.t.
ř

iPrns zi ď K ´ L1{p2βq

0 ď zi ď 1 @i P rns

(6.10)

The allocation rule xipv
now
i , vpre´i q is then given by xipv

now
i , vpre´i q “ z˚i pv

now
i , vpre´i q.

It has been shown that an exponential mechanism essentially returns a welfare-

maximizing allocation subject to the Shannon entropy regularizer [97]. Intuitively,

our mechanism for the `1-norm environment uses the quadratic regularizer β ¨ }~z}22,

while our mechanism for the `8-norm environment uses the Shannon entropy reg-

ularizer. Moreover, instead of using a constraint that
ř

iPrns zi ď K, we use the

constraint
ř

iPrns zi ď K ´ L1{p2βq that is stricter to ensure the feasibility of our

mechanism.

Remark 6.28 (A Projection Interpretation). In particular, (6.10) can be interpreted

via projection. Notice that the objective of (6.10) is a welfare maximization subject

to a convex polytope X 1, penalized by a regularizer of ~z. Here X 1 is the polytope

formed by the intersection of 0 ď zi ď 1 for all i P rns and
ř

iPrns zi ď K ´ L1{p2βq,

and the regularizer is the quadratic regularizer β ¨ }~z}22. Concretely, for the optimal
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solution ~z˚p~vq to (6.10),

~z˚p~vq “ arg max
~zPX 1

x~z,~vy ´ β ¨ }~z}22

“ arg max
~zPX 1

´β ¨

›

›

›

›

~z ´
1

2β
¨ ~v

›

›

›

›

2

2

`
1

4β
¨ }~v}22

“ arg min
~zPX 1

›

›

›

›

~z ´
1

2β
¨ ~v

›

›

›

›

2

.

Therefore, the optimal solution ~z˚ is the projection of ~v{p2βq on X 1 using the Eu-

clidean distance.

Theorem 6.29. Under a K-uniform matroid in the `1-norm environment, for any

instance p~vnow, ~vpreq P V , when L1 ă optp~vnowq and β is Θ
´

a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8{K
¯

, Mech-

anism 6.27 achieves an additive welfare loss O
´

a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8 ¨K
¯

.

Analysis of the Mechanism

We first argue that Mechanism 6.27 is feasible. To demonstrate the feasibility of

Mechanism 6.27, the following lemma establishes the monotonicity of the allocation

rule and an upper bound of the difference between xipv
now
i , vpre´i q and xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q.

Lemma 6.30. Consider two vectors ~x, ~y P Rn with xj “ yj for all j ‰ i, xi ą yi,

and a convex polytope X . Let ~x1 and ~y1 be the projection of ~x, ~y on X using Euclidean

distance, respectively. Then, we have 0 ď x1i ´ y
1
i ď xi ´ yi.

Proof. Notice that since a polytope X is convex, it is enough to show that for any line

segment e “ tt ¨~a`~b | t1 ď t ď t2u, we have 0 ď x1i´ y
1
i ď xi´ yi. Furthermore, note

that it suffices to show that such a statement is true for any line e1 “ tt ¨~a`~b | t P Ru.

Without loss of generality, assume }~a}22 “ 1. Observe that,

~x1 “

ˆ

arg min
t

›

›

›
~x´ pt ¨ ~a`~bq

›

›

›

2

˙

¨ ~a`~b “ x~x´~b,~ay ¨ ~a`~b
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and similarly, ~y1 “ x~y ´~b,~ay ¨ ~a`~b. Therefore, we have

x1i ´ y
1
i “ ai ¨

ÿ

j

pxj ´ yjq ¨ aj “ pxi ´ yiq ¨ a
2
i ,

where the second equality is due to xj “ yj for all j ‰ i. We can conclude the proof

since 0 ď a2
i ď 1.

According to Lemma 6.30, we have |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q´xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď |v

now
i ´vprei |{p2βq.

We are now ready to prove the feasibility of Mechanism 6.27.

Lemma 6.31. Under a K-uniform matroid, we have
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď K in

Mechanism 6.27 for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V in the `1-norm environment.

Proof. First, observe that we have
ř

iPrns xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď K ´ L1

2β
. According to

Lemma 6.30, we have |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ´ xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď |v

now
i ´ vprei |{p2βq. Hence, we

have that

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q `

|vnowi ´ vprei |

2β

ď
L1

2β
`

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď K.

We now proceed to analyze the welfare performance of Mechanism 6.27. For

convenience, let ~x˚p~vq be the optimal solution of program (6.11) with ~v as input:

max
ř

iPrns zi ¨ vi
s.t.

ř

iPrns zi ď K

0 ď zi ď 1 @i P rns

(6.11)

Hence, our ultimate goal is to compare
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q¨v

now
i from Mechanism 6.27

and the optimum, optp~vnowq “
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

now
i , vnow´i q ¨v

now
i . First, since }~vnow´~vpre}1 ď
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L1, we have

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i ě

ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ L1. (6.12)

According to Lemma 6.30, we have |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ´ xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď |v

now
i ´ vprei |{p2βq,

and therefore,
ÿ

iPrns

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě

ÿ

iPrns

ˆ

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ´

|vnowi ´ vprei |

2β

˙

¨ vprei

ě
ÿ

iPrns

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´

L1

2β
¨ }~vpre}8. (6.13)

Lemma 6.32.
ř

iPrns xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨v

pre
i ě

´

1´ L1

2β¨K

¯

¨
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q ¨v

pre
i ´β ¨K.

Proof. Let f˚ be the distribution over S “ tS Ď rns | |S| “ Ku induced by the

marginals ~x˚p~vpreq. We construct f 1 from f˚ such that f 1pSq ď f˚pSq for all S P I

and L1

2β¨K
`
ř

SPS f
1pSq “ 1. Then, denote by ~x1p~vpreq the marginals induced by f 1.

It is straightforward to verify that ~x1p~vpreq is a feasible solution to (6.10) with input

~vpre and moreover, ~x1p~vpreq results in an objective at least

ÿ

iPrns

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě

ˆ

1´
L1

2β ¨K

˙

¨
ÿ

iPrns

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ β ¨K

in the program (6.10) with input ~vpre. The regularizer term β ¨
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘2

is at most β ¨K since
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘

ď K and x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q P r0, 1s for all i P rns.

Finally, since ~xp~vpreq is the optimal solution to the program (6.10) with input ~vpre,

we can conclude the proof.

Finally, observe that
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě optp~vnowq ´ L1. Combining

with (6.12), (6.13), and Lemma 6.32, the welfare of our mechanism is at least

optp~vnowq ´ O
´

L1

β
¨ }~vnow}8 ` β ¨K

¯

, which is optp~vnowq ´ O
´

a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8 ¨K
¯

when β is properly chosen to be Θ
´

a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}8{K
¯

.
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6.6.2 Partition Matroid

We proceed to generalize our results to the partition matroid. In order to establish

our lower bound for partition matroids, we start with an alternative proof of the

lower bound for 1-uniform matroids.

Theorem 6.33. In the `1-norm environment with the 1-uniform matroid constraint,

for all L1 and OPT, we have that for any mechanism, there exists an instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with optp~vnowq “ OPT in which the additive welfare loss by the

mechanism is Ω
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq, optp~vnowqu
¯

.

Proof. Case 1: L1 ď OPT. Pick the minimum integer k ě 4 ¨ rOPT{L1s such that
?
k is also an integer the we consider a set of valuation profile

V2 “

!

pk1L1, k2L1q | k1, k2 P Z, k ´
?
k ď k1, k2 ď k,mintk1, k2u “ k ´

?
k
)

.

We consider a set of instances Vsame “ tp~v
now, ~vpreq P V 2

2 | ~v
pre “ ~vnowuq. Note that

in all these instances, optp~vnowq “ ΘpL1 ¨ kq since k ě 4. We consider the following

claim:

Claim 6.34. For any mechanism, the total welfare loss from instances in Vsame is

ΩpL1 ¨ kq.

Claim 6.34 implies that the average welfare loss is at least

ΩpL1 ¨
?
kq “ Ωp

a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowqq,

which concludes the proof for L1 ď OPT. We now proceed to prove Claim 6.34. First,

we consider the scenario with ~vnow “ ~vpre “
`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

for an integer k ´

?
k ă k1 ď k. Notice that the welfare loss is at least

´

1´x1

`

k1L1, pk´
?
kqL1

˘

¯

¨pk1´

k `
?
kqL1. Therefore, the total welfare loss from ~vnow “ ~vpre “

`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘
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and ~vnow “ ~vpre “
`

pk ´
?
kqL1, k

1L1

˘

´

2´ x1

`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

´ x2

`

pk ´
?
kqL1, k

1L1

˘

¯

¨ pk1 ´ k `
?
kqL1, (6.14)

due to symmetry. Next, we consider two scenarios with ~v “
`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

for

some integer k´
?
k ă k1 ď k such that in the first scenario, ~vpre “ ~vnow,1 “ ~v´pL1, 0q

and in the second scenario, ~vpre “ ~v ´ pL1, 0q and ~vnow,2 “ ~v. Notice that the

summation of allocations in the first scenario is

x1

´

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

¯

` x2

´

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

¯

“ x1

´

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

¯

` x2

´

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

¯

´

´

x1

`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

´ x1

`

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

¯

ď 1´
´

x1

`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

´ x1

`

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

¯

.

where the last inequality is due to the feasibility of the allocation rule for the second

scenario. Therefore, since k´
?
k ě k{2, the welfare loss from ~vpre “ ~vnow “ ~v´pL1, 0q

is at least

´

x1

`

k1L1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

´ x1

`

pk1 ´ 1qL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

˘

¯

¨ k{2 (6.15)

Due to symmetry, the welfare loss from ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk

1 ´ 1qL1

˘

for

k ´
?
k ă k1 ď k is at least

´

x2

`

pk ´
?
kqL1, k

1L1

˘

´ x2

`

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk

1
´ 1qL1

˘

¯

¨ k{2 (6.16)

Define two parameters maxSum and minSum such that

maxSum “ x1

´

kL1, pk ´
?
kqL1

¯

` x2

´

pk ´
?
kqL1, kL1

¯

,

and

minSum “ x1

´

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk ´

?
kqL1

¯

` x2

´

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk ´

?
kqL1

¯

.
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Therefore, taking the summation over k1 for (6.14), we have the welfare loss from

the corresponding instances is at least p2 ´ maxSumq ¨ kL1{2. Moreover, combining

(6.15) and (6.16), and taking the telescoping sum over k1, we have the welfare loss

from the corresponding instances is at least pmaxSum ´ minSumq ¨ kL1{4, since the

welfare loss from the instance ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk ´

?
kqL1

˘

is counted

twice from the arguments for buyer 1 and 2 separately. As a result, the total welfare

loss from these instances is at least p2´minSumq ¨ kL1{4. We can now conclude the

proof by observing that minSum ď 1 due to the feasibility of the allocation rule for

the scenario ~vpre “ ~vnow “
`

pk ´
?
kqL1, pk ´

?
kqL1

˘

.

Case 2: L1 ě OPT. Pick an integer k “ 2 ¨ rL1{OPTs and we proceed to show the

following claim:

Claim 6.35. For any mechanism, for the instances of ~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{k, L1{p2kq
¯

,

~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{pkq
¯

, and ~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

, their total

welfare loss is ΩpL1{kq.

Note that for all the scenarios listed in Claim 6.35, optp~vnowq “ ΘpL1{kq. We

now proceed to prove Claim 6.35. First, consider the scenario ~vpre “ ~vnow “

´

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
¯

and its welfare loss is at least
´

1´x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

¨L1{p2kq.

Due to symmetry, the total welfare loss from ~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
¯

and

~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{pkq
¯

is at least

´

2´ x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

´ x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{pkq
˘

¯

¨ L1{p2kq. (6.17)

Next, consider two scenarios: in the first scenario, ~vpre “ ~vnow,1 “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

and in the second scenario, ~vpre “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

and ~vnow,2 “
´

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
¯

.
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Notice that the summation of allocations in the first scenario is

x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

` x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

“ x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

` x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

´

´

x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

´ x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

ď 1´
´

x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

´ x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

where the last inequality is due to the feasibility of the allocation rule for the sec-

ond scenario. Therefore, the welfare loss from the first scenario ~vpre “ ~vnow “

´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

is at least

´

x1

`

L1{pkq, L1{p2kq
˘

´ x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

¨ L1{p2kq.

Similarly, due to symmetry, the welfare loss from ~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

is at least

´

x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{pkq
˘

´ x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

¨ L1{p2kq.

Combining with (6.17), we have that the total welfare loss is at least

´

2´ x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

´ x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

¯

¨ L1{p4kq.

We can now conclude the proof by observing that

x1

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

` x2

`

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
˘

ď 1

due to the feasibility for the scenario ~vpre “ ~vnow “
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯

.

We are now ready to extend the lower bound given in Theorem 6.33 to the

partition matroid.
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Theorem 6.36. In the `1-norm environment, for all L1, OPT, and rankM , there

exists a partition matroid with rank rankM , such that for any mechanism, there exists

an instance p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with ~vnow “ optp~vnowq in which the additive welfare loss

is Ω
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ rankM , optp~vnowqu
¯

.

Proof. Case 1: L1 ¨rankM ď OPT. We consider a partition matroid for n “ 2q buyers

that is a direct sum of q 1-uniform matroid for two buyers. More precisely, consider

a partition matroid M “ prns, Iq with I “ tS Ď rns | @i P rqs, |S X Si| ď 1u such

that Si “ t2i´ 1, 2iu for i P rqs.

Pick the minimum integer k ě 4 ¨ rOPT{pL1 ¨ qqs such that
?
k is also an integer,

and let

V2 “

!

pk1L1, k2L1q | k1, k2 P Z, k ´
?
k ď k1, k2 ď k,mintk1, k2u “ k ´

?
k
)

.

We consider a class of valuation profiles from V q
2 such that for each pair of buyers

in Si for i P rqs, their valuations v2i´1 and v2i satisfy pv2i´1, v2iq P V2. Moreover, we

consider a set of scenarios tp~vnow, ~vpreq P pV q
2 q

2 | ~vpre “ ~vnowu. Notice that for any

of these scenarios, optp~vnowq “ ΘpL1 ¨ q ¨ kq. We proceed to show that the average

welfare loss among these scenarios is at least Ωpq ¨L1 ¨
?
kq “ Ωp

a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ qq.

Observe that in the partition matroid, the feasibility of the allocation for buyers

in Si is independent of the allocations of other buyers and moreover, for each scenario

we consider, an optimal allocation is to allocate one item to the buyer with larger

valuations for each Si. As a result, the total welfare loss can be computed as the

sum of the welfare loss from each Si.

Let ~vother,i be the valuations for the buyers not in Si. Given a feasible mecha-

nism x, we can construct another feasible mechanism x1 obtained from x such that

x1jpv2i´1, v2i, ~vother,iq “ xjpv2i´1, v2i, ~v
˚
other,iq for j P t2i´ 1, 2iu, where ~v˚other,i is a valu-
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ation profile ~vother,i that minimizes the total welfare loss from Si,

ÿ

pv2i´1,v2iqPV2

maxpv2i´1, v2iq ´ x2i´1pv2i´1, v2i, ~vother,iq ¨ v2i´1 ´ x2ipv2i´1, v2i, ~vother,iq ¨ v2i.

Thus, it is without loss of generality to focus on the allocation rules such that the allo-

cation for buyers in Si is independent of the other buyers’ valuations. By Claim 6.34,

we have that the average welfare loss from Si is ΩpL1 ¨
?
kq, for each group i. There-

fore, the average welfare loss in total is Ωpq ¨ L1 ¨
?
kq.

Case 2: L1 ¨ rankM ě OPT. We consider the same partition matroid as the case for

L1 ¨ rankM ď OPT. Pick an integer k “ 2 ¨ rL1 ¨ q{OPTs and let

V2 “

!´

L1{k, L1{p2kq
¯

,
´

L1{p2kq, L1{k
¯

,
´

L1{p2kq, L1{p2kq
¯)

.

We consider a class of valuation profiles from V q
2 such that for each pair of buyers

in Si for i P rqs, their valuations v2i´1 and v2i satisfy pv2i´1, v2iq P V2. Moreover, we

consider a set of scenarios tp~vnow, ~vpreq P pV q
2 q

2 | ~vpre “ ~vnowu. Notice that for any of

these scenarios, optp~vnowq “ Θpq ¨ L1{kq.

Following a similar argument as the case with L1 ¨ rankM ď OPT, it is without

loss of generality to focus on the allocation rules such that the allocation for buyers

in Si is independent of the other buyers’ valuations. By Claim 6.35, we have that

the average welfare loss from Si is ΩpL1{kq, for each group i. Therefore, the average

welfare in total Ωpq ¨ L1{kq.

Notice that in the constructions in the proof of Theorem 6.36, we have that

}~vnow}1 “ Θ
`

optp~vnowq
˘

for all the instances. Therefore, we have the following lower

bound for partition matroids in the `1-norm environment when parameterized by L1,

}~vnow}1, and rankM .
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Corollary 6.37. In the `1-norm environment, for all L1, η, and rankM , there exists

a partition matroid with rank rankM , such that for any mechanism, there exists an

instance p~vnow, ~vpreq P V with η “ }~vnow}1 in which the additive welfare loss by the

mechanism is Ω
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}1 ¨ rankM , optp~vnowqu
¯

.

The Mechanism for Partition Matroid

Note that even a mechanism without allocating anything can achieve a welfare loss

OpOPTq. Henceforth, we will focus on the instances with L1 ¨ rankM ă OPT in

which the lower bound for welfare loss is Ωp
?
L1 ¨OPT ¨ rankMq. We now provide

our mechanism for the partition matroid, which matches the lower bound given in

Theorem 6.36.

Mechanism 6.38 (`1-norm Mechanism for Partition Matroid). Given a properly

selected β and a partition matroid specified by tpSj, KjqujPrqs, let ~z˚p~vq be the optimal

solution to (6.18) with ~v as input:

max zi ¨ vi `
ř

j‰i zj ¨ vj ´ β ¨ }~z}
2
2

s.t.
ř

iPSj
zi ď Kj ´ L1{p2βq @j P rqs

0 ď zi ď 1 @i P rns

(6.18)

The allocation rule xipv
now
i , vpre´i q is then given by xipv

now
i , vpre´i q “ z˚i pv

now
i , vpre´i q.

Mechanism 6.38 is generalized from Mechanism 6.27. Recall that a partition

matroid is simply a direct sum of K-uniform matroids, and in (6.18), we require
ř

iPSj
zi ď Kj ´ L1{p2βq for each partition Sj.

Analysis of the Mechanism

Note that the projection interpretation given in Remark 6.28 also applies here, and

therefore, Lemma 6.30 holds, which implies that |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ´ xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď

|vnowi ´ vprei |{p2βq. Moreover, we can demonstrate the feasibility of Mechanism 6.38

via a proof similar to Lemma 6.31.
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Lemma 6.39. Under a partition matroid specified by tpSj, KjqujPrqs, we have

ÿ

iPSj

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď Kj

for all j P rqs in Mechanism 6.38 for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V in the `1-norm environment.

We next analyze the performance of our mechanism for the partition matroid.

Theorem 6.40. Under a partition matroid M in the `1-norm environment, for any

instance p~vnow, ~vpreq P V, when L1 ¨ rankM ă optp~vnowq and β is Θ
´
b

L1¨optp~vnowq
rankM

¯

,

Mechanism 6.38 achieves an additive welfare loss O
´

a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ rankM

¯

.

Proof. For convenience, let ~x˚p~vq be the optimal solution of program (6.19) with ~v

as input for a partition matroid specified by tpSj, KjqujPrqs:

max
ř

iPrns zi ¨ vi
s.t.

ř

iPSj
zi ď Kj @j P rqs

0 ď zi ď 1 @i P rns

(6.19)

Hence, our ultimate goal is to compare
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q¨v

now
i from Mechanism 6.38

and the optimum, optp~vnowq “
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

now
i , vnow´i q ¨ v

now
i . Since Lemma 6.30 holds,

we continue to have (6.12) and (6.13).

Claim 6.41.
ř

iPrns xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨v

pre
i ě

´

1´ L1

2β

¯

¨
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q ¨v

pre
i ´β ¨ rankM .

Proof. Let f˚ be the distribution over S “ tS P I | |S| “ rankMu induced by the

marginals ~x˚p~vpreq. We construct f 1 from f˚ such that f 1pSq ď f˚pSq for all S P I

and L1

2β
`
ř

SPS f
1pSq “ 1. Then, denote by ~x1p~vpreq the marginals induced by f 1. It is

straightforward to verify that ~x1p~vpreq is a feasible solution to (6.18) with input ~vpre

and moreover, ~x1p~vpreq results in an objective at least

ÿ

iPrns

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě

ˆ

1´
L1

2β

˙

¨
ÿ

iPrns

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ β ¨ rankM
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in the program (6.18) with input ~vpre. The regularizer term β ¨
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘2

is at most β ¨ rankM since
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘

ď rankM and x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q P r0, 1s for

all i P rns. Finally, since ~xp~vpreq is the optimal solution to the program (6.18) with

input ~vpre, we can conclude the proof.

Finally, observe that
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě optp~vnowq ´ L1. Combining with

(6.12), (6.13), and Claim 6.41, the welfare of our mechanism, (i.e.,
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q¨

vnowi ), is at least optp~vnowq ´ O
´

L1

β
¨ optp~vnowq ` β ¨ rankM

¯

, which is optp~vnowq ´

O
´

a

L1 ¨ optp~vnowq ¨ rankM

¯

when β is chosen to be Θ
´
b

L1¨optp~vnowq
rankM

¯

.

6.6.3 Extension to General Matroid

In the last part of Section 6.6, we present our mechanism for a general matroid in

the `1-norm environment. Note that even a mechanism without allocating anything

can achieve a welfare loss OpOPTq. Henceforth, we will focus on the instances

with L1 ¨ rankM ă OPT ď }~vnow}1 in which the lower bound for welfare loss is

Ωp
?
L1 ¨OPT ¨ rankMq. For convenience, for the matroid system M “ prns, Iq in this

section, assume that tiu P I for all i P rns.

Mechanism 6.42 (`1-norm Mechanism for General Matroid). Given a properly se-

lected β and a matroid system M “ prns, Iq, let ~z˚p~vq be the optimal solution to

(6.20) with ~v as input:

max zi ¨ vi `
ř

j‰i zj ¨ vj ´ β ¨ }~z}
2
2

s.t.
ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq ´ L1{p2βq @S Ď rns
(6.20)

The allocation rule xipv
now
i , vpre´i q is then given by xipv

now
i , vpre´i q “ z˚i pv

now
i , vpre´i q.

Mechanism 6.42 is generalized from Mechanism 6.27 and Mechanism 6.38. Recall

that the matroid polytope corresponding to a matroid system M “ prns, Iq can
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be represented as the intersection of
ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq for all S Ď rns. Instead of

using the constraint
ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq, we require a stricter constraint
ř

iPS zi ď

rMpSq ´ L1{p2βq to ensure the feasibility of our mechanism.

Analysis of the Mechanism

Note that the projection interpretation given in Remark 6.28 also applies here, and

therefore, Lemma 6.30 holds, which implies that |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ´ xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď

|vnowi ´vprei |{p2βq. We are now ready to demonstrate the feasibility of Mechanism 6.42.

Lemma 6.43. Under a matroid system M , we have
ř

iPS xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď rMpSq for

all S Ď rns in Mechanism 6.42 for any p~vnow, ~vpreq P V in the `1-norm environment.

Proof. First, observe that we have
ř

iPS xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď rMpSq ´

L1

2β
for all S Ď rns.

According to Lemma 6.30, we have |xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ´ xipv

pre
i , vpre´i q| ď |v

now
i ´ vprei |{p2βq.

Hence, for all S Ď rns,

ÿ

iPS

xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ď

ÿ

iPS

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q `

|vnowi ´ vprei |

2β

ď
ÿ

iPS

xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q `

L1

2β
ď rMpSq.

Theorem 6.44. Under a matroid M in the `1-norm environment, for any instance

p~vnow, ~vpreq P V , when L1 ¨ rankM ă optp~vnowq and β is chosen to be Θ
´
b

L1¨}~vnow}1
rankM

¯

,

Mechanism 6.42 achieves an additive welfare loss O
´

mint
a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}1 ¨ rankMu
¯

.

Proof. For convenience, let ~x˚p~vq be the optimal solution of program (6.21) with ~v

as input for a matroid system M :

max
ř

iPrns zi ¨ vi
s.t.

ř

iPS zi ď rMpSq @S Ď rns
0 ď zi ď 1 @i P rns

(6.21)
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Hence, our ultimate goal is to compare
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q¨v

now
i from Mechanism 6.42

and the optimum, optp~vnowq “
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

now
i , vnow´i q ¨ v

now
i . Since Lemma 6.30 holds,

we continue to have (6.12) and (6.13).

Claim 6.45.
ř

iPrns xipv
pre
i , vpre´i q¨v

pre
i ě

ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q¨v

pre
i ´

L1

2β
¨}~vpre}1´β ¨rankM .

Proof. We construct ~x1p~vpreq from ~x˚p~vpreq as follows:

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q “ max

ˆ

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ´

L1

2β
, 0

˙

,

We argue that ~x1p~vpreq is a feasible solution to the program (6.20) with input ~vpre.

Observe that for any S Ď rns, if x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď

L1

2β
for all i P S, then it is clearly true

that
ř

iPS x
1
ipv

pre
i , vpre´i q “ 0 ď rMpSq ´ L1{p2βq. If there exists an i˚ P S such that

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ą

L1

2β
, then we have

ÿ

iPS

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď ´L1{p2βq `

ÿ

iPS

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ď rMpSq ´ L1{p2βq.

Moreover, ~x1p~vpreq results in an objective to (6.20) with input ~vpre at least
ÿ

iPrns

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´ β ¨

ÿ

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘2

ě
ÿ

iPrns

x˚i pv
pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ´

L1

2β
¨ }~vpre}1 ´ β ¨ rankM ,

Here, the regularizer term β ¨
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘2
is at most β ¨ rankM because we

have
ř

iPrns

`

x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q

˘

ď rankM and x1ipv
pre
i , vpre´i q P r0, 1s for all i P rns. Finally,

since ~xp~vpreq is the optimal solution to the program (6.20) with input ~vpre, we can

conclude the proof.

Finally, observe that
ř

iPrns x
˚
i pv

pre
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

pre
i ě optp~vnowq ´ L1 and }~vpre}1 ď

}~vnow}1`L1. Combining with (6.12), (6.13), and Claim 6.45, the welfare of our mech-

anism,
ř

iPrns xipv
now
i , vpre´i q ¨ v

now
i , is at least optp~vnowq ´O

´

L1

β
¨ }~vnow}1 ` β ¨ rankM

¯

,
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which is optp~vnowq´O
´

a

L1 ¨ }~vnow}1 ¨ rankM

¯

when β is chosen to be Θ
´
b

L1¨}~vnow}1
rankM

¯

.

6.7 Achieving Per-round Dominant Strategy Equilibrium

In this section, we demonstrate how to modify our guaranteed dashboard mechanisms

to make them satisfy a stronger solution concept per stage: for each stage, it is a

dominant strategy for each buyer to bid sincerely, given that she bids sincerely in

the last stage. For ease of discussion, we consider an one-shot environment of two

stages and let the true valuation profiles be p~vnow, ~vpreq.

Definition 6.46 (Per-round Dominant Strategy Equilibrium (Per-round DSE)). A

dynamic dashboard mechanism achieves per-round DSE if for any buyer i, assuming

she bids truthfully in the previous stage, it is always an optimal strategy for her to

bid sincerely in the current stage, no matter how other buyers bids in the previous

stage and the current stage.

Denote a dynamic dashboard mechanism for the current stage by ~y. For conve-

nience, let v̂prei be the inferred valuation of buyer i in the previous stage and ~b be

the bidding profile of the current stage. Note that v̂pre´i could be different from vpre´i

now since the other buyers are not assumed to be bidding sincerely. Moreover, let

yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q be buyer i’s allocation probability listed in the dashboard when her bid is

bi and the other buyers’ inferred valuations in the previous stage is v̂pre´i . Moreover,

let gipv; v̂pre´i q be buyer i’s best response to the dashboard yip¨; v̂
pre
´i q when her true

valuation is v, and therefore, the inferred valuation given a bid b from buyer i is

g´1
i pb, v̂

pre
´i q.

In the dashboard guarantee (i.e., the promise that the allocation listed in the

dashboard will be delivered if certain conditions are met) in Definition 6.4, one

of the condition is whether there exists a buyer bidding insincerely. However, it
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is unclear how the mechanism can detect the insincere bidding from other buyers.

Such a detection is irrelevant in the analysis of dynamic ex-post Nash equilibrium

(Theorem 6.5) since the other buyers are assumed to always bid sincerely in that

analysis. However, to show that the mechanism achieves per-round DSE, we must

specify the mechanism outcome for any possible strategies of other buyers, and more

importantly, the mechanism needs to have a concrete way to detect insincere bidding.

To construct a dashboard mechanism satisfying per-round DSE in the one-shot

environment of two stages, in general, we will keep the dashboards presented in

the previous sections but change the dashboard guarantees accordingly in different

environments. Intuitively, one can interpret the dashboard guarantee as a wrapper

to our dashboard mechanisms. The wrapper essentially provides the mechanism

designer the freedom to cancel the allocation if the condition is not met. With the

wrapper presented in Definition 6.4, we are able to achieve an dynamic ex-post Nash

equilibrium. However, such a wrapper is not enough to achieve per-round DSE. On a

high level, all our DSE wrappers work as follows: along with the dashboard yip¨; v̂
pre
´i q

for buyer i, the mechanism designer announces that, when buyer i submits a bid bi,

• if the other buyers are detectably bidding insincerely:

– she is guaranteed to receive nothing and pay 0;

• otherwise, if buyer i bids sincerely in both stages:

– she is guaranteed to receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover,

if she wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0;

• otherwise:

– either she receives nothing and pays 0;

– or she will receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover, if she

wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0.
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Here, detectably bidding insincerely means that after collecting the other buyers’

bids, the mechanism designer is sure that there must exist a buyer bidding insincerely

in at least one stage. Intuitively, in such a wrapper, buyer i’s allocation is certainly

cancelled if the other buyers are detectably bidding insincerely. If the other buyers

are not detectably bidding insincerely and she bids sincerely, the promise listed in

the dashboard is guaranteed to be delivered.

We emphasize that in our per-round DSE mechanisms, the dashboard for buyer i

still only depends on v̂pre´i and is independent of b´i. However, the dashboard guaran-

tee (i.e., the wrapper) for buyer i may depend on b´i, but it is still independent of v̂prei .

Therefore, we can still achieve dynamic ex-post Nash equilibrium, and interestingly,

per-round DSE enables a guarantee very close to subgame perfect Nash equilibrium,

which we will establish in Section 6.7.4. Moreover, our per-round DSE mechanisms

still enjoy the same welfare guarantee as before when all buyers bid sincerely in both

the previous stage and the current stage, except for the `0 environment where the

welfare guarantee is slightly worse than before.

6.7.1 Bounded `0-norm Environment

We show how to convert a feasible dynamic dashboard mechanisms in the `0-norm

environment with `0 norm upper bounded by L0 ` 1 to a per-round DSE dashboard

mechanism in the `0-norm environment with `0 norm upper bounded by L0.

Definition 6.47 (Per-round DSE Mechanism for `0-norm). Given a feasible dash-

board mechanism ~y under a feasibility constraint M in the `0-norm environment with

`0 norm upper bounded by L0 ` 1, we construct a dashboard mechanism using the

same dashboards. The dashboard yip¨; v̂
pre
´i q constitutes a contract between the auc-

tioneer and buyer i such that given buyer i’s bid bi,

• if
ř

j‰i 1tg
´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ‰ v̂prej u ą L0:
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– she is guaranteed to receive nothing and pay 0;

• otherwise, if buyer i bids sincerely in both stages:

– she is guaranteed to receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover,

if she wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0;

• otherwise:

– either she receives nothing and pays 0;

– or she will receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover, if she

wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0.

Intuitively, buyer i’s allocation is certainly cancelled when there are at least L0`1

buyers whose inferred valuations differ in two stages, which implies that the insincere

bidding from other buyers is detected.

Theorem 6.48. The mechanism constructed in Definition 6.47 is feasible and achieves

per-round DSE.

Proof. Observe that if
ř

iPrns 1tg
´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ‰ v̂prei u ą L0`1, then the mechanism can

cancel the allocations for all buyers, since all buyer i,
ř

j‰i 1tg
´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ‰ v̂prej u ą

L0. On the other hand, when we have that
ř

iPrns 1tg
´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ‰ v̂prei u ď L0`1, the

allocation is feasible since we use the dashboards from a feasible dynamic dashboard

mechanism in the `0-norm environment with `0 norm upper bounded by L0 ` 1.

Thus, the mechanism is feasible.

To show that the mechanism achieves per-round DSE, observe that if we have
ř

j‰i 1tg
´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ‰ v̂prej u ą L0, any bid is equally good. On the other hand, if

ř

j‰i 1tg
´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ‰ v̂prej u ď L0, in this case, no matter what the other buyers bid,

buyer i is guaranteed to received the outcome promised in the dashboard mechanism
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if she bids sincerely in both stages. According to Lemma 6.3, bidding sincerely is

buyer i’s best response if the corresponding outcome can be delivered. Thus, the

mechanism achieves per-round DSE.

Here, since we use the dashboards for `0 norm upper bounded by L0 ` 1 in the

construction according to Definition 6.51, the welfare guarantee under sincere bidding

would be slightly worse. Particularly, for a matroid with uniform rank R, the welfare

approximation ratio is R
R`2L0`2

instead of R
R`2L0

as before.

6.7.2 Bounded `8-norm Environment

We show how to convert a feasible dynamic dashboard mechanism in the `8-norm

environment with `8 norm upper bounded by L8 to a per-round DSE dashboard

mechanism in the `8-norm environment with the same `8 norm upper bound L8.

Definition 6.49 (Per-round DSE Mechanism for `8-norm). Given a feasible dash-

board mechanism ~y under a feasibility constraint M in the `8-norm environment with

`8 norm upper bounded by L8, we construct a dashboard mechanism using the same

dashboards. The dashboard yip¨; v̂
pre
´i q constitutes a contract between the auctioneer

and buyer i such that given buyer i’s bid bi,

• if there exists j ‰ i,
ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ą L8:

– she is guaranteed to receive nothing and pay 0;

• otherwise, if buyer i bids sincerely in both stages:

– she is guaranteed to receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover,

if she wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0;

• otherwise:

– either she receives nothing and pays 0;
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– or she will receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover, if she

wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0.

Intuitively, buyer i’s allocation is certainly cancelled only when there exists a

buyer j’s inferred value is outside rv̂prej ´ L8, v̂
pre
j ` L8s so that buyer j’s insincere

bidding is detected.

Theorem 6.50. The mechanism constructed in Definition 6.49 is feasible and achieves

per-round DSE.

Proof. Observe that if there exists a buyer i such that
ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ą L8,

then the mechanism can cancel the allocations for all buyers, since we can of course

cancel the allocation for all buyers j ‰ i since buyer i’s insincere bidding is detected,

and we can also cancel the allocation for buyer i since she bids insincerely. On

the other hand, when we have that for all buyer i,
ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ď L8, the

allocation is feasible since we use the dashboards from a feasible dynamic dashboard

mechanism in the `8-norm environment with `8 norm upper bounded by L8. Thus,

the mechanism is feasible.

To show that the mechanism achieves per-round DSE, observe that if there exists

j other than i such that
ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ą L8, any bid is equally good. On the

other hand, if for all j other than i, we have
ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ď L8, in this case,

buyer i is guaranteed to received the outcome promised in the dashboard mechanism

if she bids sincerely in both stages, no matter what the other buyers bid. According to

Lemma 6.3, bidding sincerely is buyer i’s best response if the corresponding outcome

can be delivered. Thus, the mechanism achieves per-round DSE.

Here, since the dashboards are preserved in the construction according to Defini-

tion 6.49, the welfare guarantee under sincere bidding remains the same.
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6.7.3 Bounded `1-norm Environment

We show how to convert a feasible dynamic dashboard mechanism in the `1-norm

environment with `1 norm upper bounded by 2L1 to a per-round DSE dashboard

mechanism in the `1-norm environment with `1 norm upper bounded by L1.

Definition 6.51 (Per-round DSE Mechanism for `1-norm). Given a feasible dash-

board mechanism ~y under a feasibility constraint M in the `1-norm environment with

`1-norm 2L1, we construct a dashboard mechanism using the same dashboards. The

dashboard yip¨; v̂
pre
´i q constitutes a contract between the auctioneer and buyer i such

that given a bidding profile ~b, for each buyer i,

• if
ř

j‰i

ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ą L1:

– she is guaranteed to receive nothing and pay 0;

• otherwise, if buyer i bids sincerely in both stages:

– she is guaranteed to receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover,

if she wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0;

• otherwise:

– either she receives nothing and pays 0;

– or she will receive an item with probability yipbi; v̂
pre
´i q; moreover, if she

wins an item, she pays bi and otherwise, her payment is 0.

Intuitively, buyer i’s allocation is certainly cancelled when the vector of other

buyers’ inferred valuations of the current stage is outside the L1-ball centered at

v̂pre´i under `1-norm, which implies that the insincere bidding from other buyers is

detected.
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Theorem 6.52. The mechanism constructed in Definition 6.51 is feasible and achieves

per-round DSE.

Proof. We first argue that if
ř

iPrns |g
´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂prei | ą 2L1, then the mechanism

can cancel the allocations for all buyers. Observe that if there exists a buyer i

such that
ˇ

ˇg´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ą L1, then buyer i’s allocation can be cancelled since

she must bid insincerely at at least one stage. Moreover, for any buyer j ‰ i,

since
ř

k‰j

ˇ

ˇg´1
k pbk; v̂

pre
´kq ´ v̂

pre
k

ˇ

ˇ ě
ˇ

ˇg´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ą L1, her allocation can also

be cancelled. On the other hand, if we have that
ˇ

ˇg´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ď L1 for

any buyer i, then we must have
ř

j‰i

ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ą L1 for any buyer i,

and therefore, the allocations for all buyers can be cancelled. Moreover, when
ř

iPrns

ˇ

ˇg´1
i pbi; v̂

pre
´i q ´ v̂

pre
i

ˇ

ˇ ď 2L1, the allocation is feasible since we use the dash-

boards from a feasible dynamic dashboard mechanism in the `1-norm environment

with `1 norm upper bounded by 2L1. Thus, the mechanism is feasible.

To show that the mechanism achieves per-round DSE, observe that if we have

that
ř

j‰i

ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ą L8, any bid is equally good. On the other hand, if

ř

j‰i

ˇ

ˇg´1
j pbj; v̂

pre
´j q ´ v̂

pre
j

ˇ

ˇ ď L8, in this case, no matter what the other buyers bid,

buyer i is guaranteed to received the outcome promised in the dashboard mechanism

if she bids sincerely in both stages. According to Lemma 6.3, bidding sincerely is

buyer i’s best response if the corresponding outcome can be delivered. Thus, the

mechanism achieves per-round DSE.

Here, since we use the dashboards for `1 norm upper bounded by 2L1 in the

construction according to Definition 6.51, the welfare guarantee under sincere bidding

remains the same under the big-O notation.
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6.7.4 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium

We wrap up this section by showing that our per-round DSE mechanisms enjoy a

guarantee very close to the subgame prefect Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 6.53. At every stage t, when all buyers other than buyer i adopt sincere

bidding at all future stages (i.e., ą t), starting from any history where buyer i bids

sincerely at stage t ´ 1, sincere bidding at stages t is a best response for buyer i to

maximize her cumulative utility of current and all future stages.

Proof. First of all, it is clear that buyer i’s bid at stage t has no impact on her

dashboard at stage t` 1. For any stage t1 ą t` 1, observe that buyer i’s dashboard

for stage t1 only depends on the inferred valuations of other buyers at stage t1 ´ 1.

Moreover, since the other buyers bid sincerely at stage t1´1, their inferred valuations

are exactly their true valuations by Lemma 6.3, independent of the dashboards they

received at stage t1´1. Consequently, buyer i’s bid at stage t has no influence on the

dashboard she receives in the future. Moreover, notice that the dashboard promise

for buyer i is guaranteed to be delivered at stage t1 ą t ` 1 if buyer i always bids

sincerely since the other buyers are bidding sincerely at all future stages, and thus,

maximizing buyer i’s long-term utility is reduced to maximize her utility at stage

t. Finally, per-round DSE implies that it is buyer i’s best response to bid sincerely

at stage t to maximize her utility at stage t, given that she bids sincerely at stage

t´ 1.

6.8 Conclusion

The taxation principle guarantees that any single-agent mechanism can be inter-

preted as a menu-based mechanism (one that offers each buyer a menu: a mapping

from their payment to their (expected) allocation) without loss of generality. We

examine what loss in welfare one needs to incur in designing multiagent menu-based
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mechanisms that is credible per stage in prior-free environments. We study this ques-

tion for general single-dimensional valuations and give tight characterizations of the

loss in welfare as a function of natural parameters governing the evolution of value

profile across rounds. In particular, we give three different characterizations, bound-

ing the loss in welfare in terms of the `0 norm, `1 norm and `8 norm of difference

in valuation profile across rounds. All the characterizations generalize at least up

to matroid feasibility constraints, and the `8 norm characterization extends to gen-

eral downward-closed feasibility constraints. We bring to bear different techniques

for each of these characterizations, including interesting connections to differential

privacy and online convex optimizations that are of independent interest.

Our work leaves several interesting open problems. For example, could we obtain

better welfare guarantee if posting dashboards sequentially is allowed? For `1-norm

constraints, could we obtain better welfare guarantees if the dashboards can further

depend on other buyers’ historical bids instead of the bids from the last stage only?

It would also be interesting to consider an environment under a combination of

the `0-norm and the `1-norm enviornments, i.e., there are at most L0 buyers whose

valuations may change arbitrarily while for remaining buyers, their valuations may

change up to the `1 norm.
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7

Mechanism Design for No-regret Buyers

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we have witnessed the success of dynamic auctions in terms

of higher revenue or welfare by running evolving auctions across time.

However, almost all these results operate in the regime where the players’ types

(e.g. bidders’ values) are drawn stochastically. In many situations this is far from a

realistic assumption – for example, if the values of a buyer are modeled as distribu-

tions, these underlying distributions likely drift over time and may be also subject to

shocks determined by uncontrolled exogenous events, and therefore, the seller could

not even estimate these distributions. But this assumption is also in many ways crit-

ical: in a dynamic mechanism in an adversarial setting, a fully rational buyer (who

cares about the effect of his current action on his future utility) would be unable

to compute his future utility at any point of time in the game and thus unable to

meaningfully best-respond.

On the other hand, auctions for digital ads have become increasingly more com-

plex over time. The design space of dynamic auctions, in which a buyer bids on
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many items over the course of many rounds, is very rich and has room for exceed-

ingly complex auctions. A bidder may have difficulty behaving fully rationally in

such an auction: the bidder may not have accurate priors for bidders, the bidder

may not completely understand the mechanism, and finding an equilibrium might

be computationally hard. Instead of acting fully rationally, a bidder might instead

choose to try to learn how to bid over time, for example by using a no-regret learning

algorithm [25]. As pointed out in a seminal empirical work [122], bidders’ behavior

on Bing is largely consistent with a no-regret learning algorithm. Recently, several

streams of work, e.g. [2, 24], have explored the problem of how to design dynamic

auctions for such bidders. In all cases these works assume, as is standard, that bid-

ders’ values are stochastically generated. However, one intriguing feature of modeling

a bidder as a learning agent is that it no longer restricts us to the stochastic setting

– the actions taken by a learning algorithm are perfectly well-defined in (and osten-

sibly even designed for) the prior-free setting where values are drawn adversarially.

This opens a wealth of questions of how to robustly design dynamic mechanisms that

perform well in the worst case against some class of learning agents. We explore this

question for one of the simplest problems in dynamic mechanism design: repeatedly

selling a single item to a single buyer for T rounds.

7.1.1 Our Results

Before we delve into the design of dynamic mechanisms in prior-free environments,

we first explore a more general question: how should a player who repeatedly plays

a game against a no-regret learner strategize to maximize his utility? We show

that under some mild assumptions, the player can always guarantee himself a util-

ity of at least what he would get in a Stackelberg equilibrium of the game [141].

When the no-regret learner has only two actions, we show that the player cannot get

any higher utility than the Stackelberg equilibrium utility. But when the no-regret
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learner has more than two actions and plays a mean-based no-regret strategy [24],

we show that the player can get strictly higher than the Stackelberg equilibrium util-

ity. Intuitively, mean-based algorithms prefer to select actions that have performed

historically well on average. In fact, many classic learning algorithms, like EXP3,

Multiplicative Weights, and Follow-the-Perturbed-Leader, are all mean-based low-

regret algorithms [24]. When the no-regret learner’s strategy also guarantees him

a no-swap regret [22], we show that the player cannot get anything higher than a

Stackelberg equilibrium utility.

We then build off the setting of [24], where they model the buyer as a learner

running a mean-based low-regret algorithm. In [24], the authors show that surpris-

ingly, when the buyer’s values vt P r0, 1s are drawn from a fixed distribution, it is

possible to design a simple mechanism that obtains almost the full economic surplus

(i.e., Val “ Er
ř

t vts) as revenue. Their mechanism, however, relies crucially on the

fact that the buyer’s values are drawn from the same distribution every round. In

particular, it is straightforward to verify that there exist sequences of values for the

buyer that result in this mechanism receiving asymptotically zero total revenue. We

design mechanisms for this problem in the prior-free setting, when the buyer’s values

vt P r0, 1s are chosen adversarially (possibly adaptively). In the course of doing this,

we aim to minimize the complexity of our mechanisms, measured in terms of the

number of distinct options (i.e. “bids”) the mechanism presents to the bidder in any

round. We call this quantity the option-complexity of the mechanism. Note that in

mechanisms with high option-complexity it becomes harder to learn how to bid. If

the option-complexity of the mechanism begins to scale with the number of rounds

T , this may even nullify any sort of low-regret or mean-based guarantee the learning

algorithm has, because it may not even be possible to explore all potential options.

Upper bound in the adversarial setting: We design a non-adaptive (i.e.,

does not use historical bids/allocation/prices) option-based mechanism that yields
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a revenue of Val´Opε ¨ T q with O
´

lnp1{εq
ε3

¯

options, where the instance pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vT q

is chosen by a (possibly adaptive) adversary and Val is the total economic surplus

defined by Val “
řT
t“1 vt.

Lower bound in the stochastic (and hence adversarial) setting: We show

that even if values are drawn from an unknown stochastic distribution (i.e. in every

round the buyer’s value was drawn independently from some distribution D), any

non-adaptive option-based mechanism needs to offer at least Ω
`

1
ε

˘

options to attain

a Val´OpεT q revenue. This implies the option-complexity of our algorithm is tight

up to a polynomial factor in 1{ε.

Upper bound in the stochastic setting with unknown distribution via

critical mechanisms: Finally, although our mechanisms have relatively low option-

complexity, they can still appear unnatural and complex. We examine what is pos-

sible by further restricting our mechanisms to critical mechanisms [24], by imposing

the desiderata of individual rationality, monotonicity of price and allocation in bid,

and overbidding being dominated (see Section 2). Braverman et al. [24] show that

the seller can use a critical mechanism to extract a good revenue but not all of

surplus, in particular showing the seller can always guarantee revenue equal to an

O
´

log logH
logH

¯

fraction of total economic surplus when buyer values lie in the interval

“

1
H
, 1
‰

, and that this competitive ratio is tight. This critical mechanism requires full

knowledge of the value distribution D. We design a critical mechanism that achieves

this same approximation factor, but in a prior-independent setting where the distri-

bution D is unknown. In addition, we show that it is possible to achieve a slightly

worse competitive ratio of O
´

1
logH

¯

in the prior-free (adversarial values) setting by

adapting existing prior-free mechanisms for the single-shot instance of this problem.

We emphasize that all the mechanisms we present are non-adaptive (i.e. alloca-

tion and payment rules at all times are fixed starting at the beginning of the protocol,
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and are not functions of the historical bids or the realized allocations and payments)

as in [24].

7.1.2 Related Works

The very recent work of [24] is the closest to ours. They study the specific 2-player

game of an auction between a single seller and single buyer. The main difference

from [24] is that they consider a Bayesian setting where the buyer’s type is drawn

from a distribution, whereas there is no Bayesian element in our setting. But beyond

that the seller’s choice of the auction represents his action, and the buyer’s bid

represents her action. They show that regardless of the specific algorithm used by

the buyer, as long as the buyer plays a no-regret learning algorithm the seller can

always earn at least the optimal revenue in a single shot auction. Our Theorem 7.6

is a direct generalization of this result to arbitrary games without any structure.

Further [24] show that there exist no-regret strategies for the buyer that guarantee

that the seller cannot get anything better than the single-shot optimal revenue. Our

Theorems 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 are both generalizations and refinements of this result, as

they pinpoint both the exact learner’s strategies and the kind of games that prevent

the optimizer from going beyond the Stackelberg utility.

No-regret algorithms were first introduced in the context of the multi-armed

bandit problem and have been widely studied (see [25] for a survey). Applications

of low-regret learning to algorithmic game theory are widespread [41, 122, 130,

135]. Most applications to dynamic auction design are from the perspective of seller

attempting to learn the optimal auction against strategic buyers [4, 5, 62, 63, 106].

Recent studies take the perspective of buyers and applies learning algorithms to help

them learn how to bid in repeated and dynamic auctions [13, 73]. In contrast to

these works, we take the perspective of the sellers to design online auctions against

the buyers who are running no-regret algorithms in bidding. As pointed out in a
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seminal empirical work [122], bidders’ behavior on Bing is largely consistent with

a no-regret learning algorithm, which motivates a question of designing a dynamic

mechanism against such a no-regret learning behavior. Braverman et al. [24] initiated

the study of mechanism design against a no-regret buyer when the buyer’s valuations

are drawn from a fixed and known distribution. In contrast to their works, we design

mechanisms against a no-regret buyer in a prior-free / prior-independent setting.

The first notion of regret (without the swap qualification) we use is also referred

to as external-regret [31, 76, 79, 80, 89, 105]. The other notion of regret we use

is swap regret. There is a slightly weaker notion of regret called internal regret

that was defined earlier in [78], which allows all occurrences of a given action x to be

replaced by another action y. Many no-internal-regret algorithms have been designed

[30, 75, 77, 78, 90]. The stronger notion of swap regret was introduced in [22], and it

allows one to simultaneously swap several pairs of actions. Blum and Mansour [22]

show how to efficiently convert a no-regret algorithm to a no-swap-regret algorithm.

One of the reasons behind the importance of internal and swap regret is their close

connection to the central notion of correlated equilibrium introduced by [9]. In a

general n players game, a distribution over action profiles of all the players is a

correlated equilibrium if every player has zero internal regret. When all players

use algorithms with no-internal-regret guarantees, the time averaged strategies of

the players converges to a correlated equilibrium [90]. When all players simply use

algorithms with no-external-regret guarantees, the time averaged strategies of the

players converges to the weaker notion of coarse correlated equilibrium. When the

game is a zero-sum game, the time-averaged strategies of players employing no-

external-regret dynamics converges to the Nash equilibrium.
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7.1.3 Organization

In Section 7.2, we provide necessary backgrounds for this chapter. We then present

our results for the game between a strategic player and a no-regret learner in Sec-

tion 7.3. Finally, we present our mechanisms to sell items to mean-based buyers in

Section 7.4.

7.2 Model and Preliminaries

7.2.1 Games and Equilibria

We restrict our attention to simultaneous two-player bimatrix games G. We refer to

the first player as the optimizer and the second player as the learner. We denote the

set of actions available to the optimizer as A “ ta1, a2, . . . , aMu and the set of actions

available to the learner as B “ tb1, b2, . . . , bNu. If the optimizer chooses action ai and

the learner chooses action bj, then the optimizer receives utility uOpai, bjq and the

learner receives utility uLpai, bjq. We normalize the utility such that |uOpai, bjq| ď 1

and |uLpai, bjq| ď 1. We write ∆pAq and ∆pBq to denote the set of mixed strategies

for the optimizer and learner respectively. When the optimizer plays α P ∆pAq

and the learner plays β P ∆pBq, the optimizer’s utility is denoted by uOpα, βq “
řM
i“1

řN
j“1 αi ¨βj ¨uOpai, bjq, similarly for the learner’s utility. We say that a strategy

b P B is a best-response to a strategy α P ∆pAq if b P arg maxb1PB uLpα, b
1q. We are

now ready to define Stackelberg equilibrium [141].

Definition 7.1. The Stackelberg equilibrium of a game is a pair of strategies α P

∆pAq and b P B that maximizes uOpα, bq under the constraint that b is a best-response

to α. We call the value uOpα, bq the Stackelberg value of the game.

A game is zero-sum if uOpai, bjq ` uLpai, bjq “ 0 for all i P rM s and j P rN s;

likewise, a game is constant-sum if uOpai, bjq`uLpai, bjq “ C for some fixed constant

C for all i P rM s and j P rN s. Note that for zero-sum or constant-sum games, the
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Stackelberg equilibrium coincides with the standard notion of Nash equilibrium due

to the celebrated minimax theorem [140]. Moreover, throughout this chapter, we

assume that the learner does not have very weakly dominated strategies: a strategy

b P B is weakly dominated if there exists β P ∆pBztbuq such that for all a P A,

uLpa, βq ě uLpa, bq.

We are interested in the setting where the optimizer and the learner repeatedly

play the game G for T rounds. We will denote the optimizer’s action at time t as at;

likewise we will denote the learner’s action at time t as bt. Both the optimizer and

learner’s utilities are additive over rounds with no discounting.

The optimizer’s strategy can be adaptive (i.e. at can depend on the previous

values of bt) or non-adaptive (in which case it can be expressed as a sequence of

mixed strategies pα1, α2, . . . , αT q). Unless otherwise specified, all positive results (re-

sults guaranteeing the optimizer can guarantee some utility) apply for non-adaptive

optimizers and all negative results apply even to adaptive optimizers. As the name

suggests, the learner’s (adaptive) strategy will be specified by some variant of a

low-regret learning algorithm, as described in the next section.

7.2.2 No-regret Learning

In the classic multi-armed bandit problem with T rounds, the learner selects one of

K options (a.k.a. arms) on round t and receives a reward ri,t P r0, 1s if he selects

option i. The rewards can be chosen adversarially and the learner’s objective is to

maximize her total reward.

Let it be the arm pulled by the learner at round t.

Definition 7.2 (No-Regret Algorithm). The regret for RegretpAlgq for a (possibly

randomized) learning algorithm Alg is defined as

RegretpAlgq “ max
i

T
ÿ

t“1

ri,t ´ rit,t
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where the maximium is over all possible options. Alg is no-regret if the expected regret

is sub-linear, i.e., ErRegretpAlgqs “ opT q.

In addition to the bandits setting in which the learner only learns the reward of

the arm he pulls, our results also apply to the experts setting in which the learner

can learn the rewards of all arms for every round. Simple no-regret strategies exist

in both the bandits and the experts settings.

Among no-regret algorithms, we are interested in two special classes of algorithms.

The first is the class of mean-based strategies:

Definition 7.3 (Mean-based Algorithm). Let σi,t “
řt
s“1 ri,s be the cumulative re-

ward for pulling arm i for the first t rounds. An algorithm is γ-mean-based if when-

ever σi,t ă σj,t ´ γT , the probability for the algorithm to pull arm i on round t is at

most γ. An algorithm is mean-based if it is γ-mean-based for some γ “ op1q.

Intuitively, mean-based strategies are strategies that play the arm that historically

performs the best. Braverman et al. [24] show that many no-regret algorithms are

mean-based, including commonly used variants of EXP3 (for the bandits setting),

the Multiplicative Weights algorithm (for the experts setting) and the Follow-the-

Perturbed-Leader algorithm (for the experts setting).

The second class is the class of no-swap-regret algorithms:

Definition 7.4 (No-Swap-Regret Algorithm). The swap regret RegretswappAlgq of a

(possibly randomized) learning algorithm Alg is defined as

RegretswappAlgq “ max
π:rKsÑrKs

RegretpAlg, πq “
T
ÿ

t“1

rπpitq,t ´ rit,t

where the maximum is over all functions π mapping options to options. Alg is no-

swap-regret if the expected swap regret is sublinear, i.e. ErRegretswappAlgqs “ opT q.
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Intuitively, no-swap-regret strategies strengthen the no-regret criterion in the fol-

lowing way: no-regret guarantees the learning algorithm performs as well as the best

possible arm overall, but no-swap-regret guarantees the learning algorithm performs

as well as the best possible arm over each subset of rounds where the same action is

played. Given a no-regret algorithm, a no-swap-regret algorithm can be constructed

via a clever reduction [22].

7.2.3 Dynamic Environment

Our setting is similar to the setting considered in [24]: we consider a multiple round

auction where every round a seller attempts to sell an item to a buyer running a low-

regret (in fact, mean-based) algorithm to learn how to bid. Specifically, we consider

a T -round auction with one buyer and one seller. In each round t, there is one

item for sale. At the beginning of this round, the buyer learns his private valuation

vt P V Ď r0, 1s for this item. These valuations vt can be generated in one of two ways:

(1) Adversarial, where vt is chosen arbitrarily by a (possibly adaptive) adversary;

and (2) Stochastic, where vt is independently drawn from some distribution D. This

distribution D may either be known to the seller or not and we will mostly consider

the case where D is unknown to the seller (i.e., the prior-independent setting).

For simplicity, we assume the values vt belong to a finite set V . This is solely

for the purpose of providing a finite number of different contexts to the buyer’s

learning algorithm and otherwise does not affect our mechanism at all. To measure

the performance of our mechanisms, we compare the revenue extracted from the

mechanism to the welfare, the total value the buyer assigns to all the items.

Definition 7.5. The welfare Valpv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vT q is equal to
řT
t“1 vt.

The welfare clearly provides an upper bound on the revenue of our mechanisms. In

cases where vt is drawn from some distribution D, we will write ValpDq “ Ex„Drxs ¨T

to denote the expected welfare under this distribution.
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Since the buyer is running a learning algorithm, it is important to specify the

manner of interaction between the buyer and the seller. We consider two classes of

mechanisms for the seller: option-based mechanisms, and critical mechanisms.

In an option-based mechanism, the seller offers the buyer K options (labeled 1

through K) each round. If the buyer selects choice i at time t, the buyer receives

the item with probability ai,t and pays a price pi,t. A natural measure of complexity

for such mechanisms is the number of options K presented to the buyer, which we

refer to as the option-complexity of the mechanism. Limiting this complexity is

especially important when interacting with learning agents, as they require some

time to explore each option (indeed, as K approaches T , the low regret guarantees

of the learning algorithms we consider become vacuous).

Critical mechanisms [24] are a subset of option-based mechanisms that are reason-

able. In a critical mechanism, the buyer interacts with the mechanism each round by

submitting a bid b. The buyer then receives the item with probability atpbq and pays

a price ptpbq. These allocation/payment rules should satisfy the following properties:

• Individual rationality : ptpbq satisfies ptpbq ď b ¨ atpbq, i.e. a bidder should never

be charged more than their bid in expectation.

• Monotonicity : ptpbq and atpbq are weakly increasing in b, i.e., submitting a

higher bid should never decrease the winning probability or the payment.

• Overbidding is dominated : If the bidder’s value is v, it should be suboptimal

to submit b ą v, i.e. if b ą v then v ¨ atpvq ´ ptpvq ą v ¨ atpbq ´ ptpbq for all t.

In both option-based mechanisms and critical mechanisms, we assume that the

seller is completely non-adaptive and sets the allocation / payment functions at the

beginning of the protocol.
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7.3 A Game between Optimizer and Learner

In this section, we present our answers to the question about how should a strategic

player play against a no-regret learner to maximize his utility?

7.3.1 Achieving the Stackelberg Value

To begin with, we show that the optimizer can achieve an average utility per round

arbitrarily close to the Stackelberg value against a no-regret learner.

Theorem 7.6. Let V be the Stackelberg value of the game G. If the learner is playing

a no-regret learning algorithm, then for any ε ą 0, the optimizer can guarantee at

least pV ´ εqT ´ opT q utility if there does not exist very weakly dominated strategy

for the learner.

Proof. Let pα, bq be the Stackelberg equilibrium of the game G. Since pα, bq forms

a Stackelberg equilibrium, b P arg maxb1 uLpα, b
1q. Moreover, by the assumption that

the learner does not have a very weakly dominated strategy, there does not exist

β P ∆pBztbuq such that for all a P A, uLpa, βq ě uLpa, bq. By the hyperplane

separating theorem, there must exist an α1 P ∆pAq such that for all b1 P Bztbu,

uLpα
1, bq ě uLpα

1, b1q ` κ for κ ą 0. Therefore, for any δ P p0, 1q, the optimizer can

play the strategy α˚ “ p1´ δqα ` δα1 such that b is the unique best response to α˚

and playing strategy b1 ‰ b will induce a utility loss at least δκ for the learner. As

a result, since the leaner is playing a no-regret learning algorithm, in expectation,

there is at most opT q rounds in which the learner plays b1 ‰ b. It follows that the

optimizer’s utility is at least V T ´ δpV ´ uOpα
1, bqqT ´ opT q. Thus, we can conclude

our proof by setting ε “ δpV ´ uOpα
1, bqq.

Next, we show that in the special class of constant-sum games, the Stackelberg

value is the best that the optimizer can hope for.
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Theorem 7.7. Let G be a constant-sum game, and let V be the Stackelberg value of

this game. If the learner is playing a no-regret algorithm, then the optimizer receives

no more than V T ` opT q utility.

Proof. Let ~a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aT q be the sequence of the optimizer’s actions. Moreover,

let α˚ P ∆pAq be a mixed strategy such that α˚ plays ai P A with probability

α˚i “ |tt | a
t “ aiu|{T .

Since the learner is playing a no-regret learning algorithm, the learner’s cumula-

tive utility is at least maxb1PB uLpa
˚, b1qT ´opT q “ CT ´pminb1PB uOpa

˚, b1qT ` opT qq,

where C is the constant sum, which implies that the optimizer’s utility is at most

max
a˚P∆pAq

min
b1PB

uOpa
˚, b1qT ` opT q “ V T ` opT q

where the equality follows that the Stackelberg value is equal to the minimax value

by the minimax theorem for a constant-sum game.

We next show that if the learner is playing a no-swap-regret algorithm, the opti-

mizer can only achieve their Stackelberg utility per round.

Theorem 7.8. Let V be the Stackelberg value of the game G. If the learner is playing

a no-swap-regret algorithm, the optimizer receives no more than V T ` opT q utility.

Proof. Let ~a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , aT q be the sequence of the optimizer’s actions and let ~b “

pb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , bT q be the realization of the sequence of the learner’s actions. Moreover,

let Prr~bs be the probability that the learner (who is playing some no-swap-regret

learning algorithm) plays ~b given that the adversary plays ~a. Then, the marginal

probability for the learner to play bj P B at round t is

Prrbt “ bjs “
ÿ

~b:bt“bj

Prr~bs.
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Let αbj P ∆pAq be a mixed strategy such that αbj plays ai P A with probability

α
bj
i “

ř

t:at“ai
Prrbt “ bjs

ř

t Prrbt “ bjs
.

Let B̄ “ tbj P B : bj R arg maxb1 uLpα
bj , b1qu and consider a mapping π such that

πpbjq P arg maxb1 uLpα
bj , b1q. Then, the swap-regret under π is

ÿ

bjPB

˜

`

uLpα
bj , πpbjqq ´ uLpα

bj , bjq
˘

¨
ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

“
ÿ

bjPB̄

˜

`

uLpα
bj , πpbjqq ´ uLpα

bj , bjq
˘

¨
ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

ě δ ¨
ÿ

bjPB̄

˜

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

where δ “ minbjPB̄
`

uLpα
bj , πpbjqq´uLpα

bj , bjq. Therefore, since the learner is playing

a no-swap-regret algorithm, we have
ř

bjPB̄ p
ř

t Prrbt “ bjsq “ opT q. Moreover, for

bj P BzB̄, the optimizer’s utility when the learner plays bj is at most

uOpα
bj , bjq ¨

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs ď V ¨
ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs.

Thus, the optimizer’s utility is at most

ÿ

bjPB

˜

uOpα
bj , bjq ¨

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

“
ÿ

bjPBzB̄

˜

uOpα
bj , bjq ¨

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

`
ÿ

bjPB̄

˜

uOpα
bj , bjq ¨

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

ď V ¨
ÿ

bjPBzB̄

˜

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

` 1 ¨
ÿ

bjPB̄

˜

ÿ

t

Prrbt “ bjs

¸

ď V T ` opT q.
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Theorem 7.9. Let G be a game where the learner has N “ 2 actions, and let V

be the Stackelberg value of this game. If the learner is playing a no-regret algorithm,

then the optimizer receives no more than V T ` opT q utility.

Proof. By Theorem 7.8, it suffices to show that when there are two actions for the

learner, a no-regret learning algorithm is in fact a no-swap-regret learning algorithm.

When there are only two actions, there are three possible mappings from B Ñ B

other than the identity mapping. Let π1 be a mapping such that π1pb1q “ b1 and

π1pb2q “ b1, π2 be a mapping such that π2pb1q “ b2 and π2pb2q “ b2, and π3 be a

mapping such that π3pb1q “ b2 and π3pb2q “ b1.

Since the learner is playing a no-regret learning algorithm, we have ErRegretpA, π1qs “

opT q and ErRegretpA, π2qs “ opT q. Moreover, notice that

ErRegretpA, π3
qs “ ErRegretpA, π1

qs ` ErRegretpA, π2
qs “ opT q,

which concludes the proof.

7.3.2 Playing against Mean-based Learners

From the results of the previous section, it is natural to conjecture that no optimizer

can achieve more than the Stackelberg value per round if playing against a no-

regret algorithm. After all, this is true for the subclass of no-swap-regret algorithms

(Theorem 7.8) and is true for simple games: constant-sum games (Theorems 7.7)

and games in which the learner only has two actions (Theorem 7.9). In this section

we show that this is not the case. Specifically, we show that there exist games G

where an optimizer can win strictly more than the Stackelberg value every round

when playing against a mean-based learner. We emphasize that the same strategy

for the optimizer will work against any mean-based learning algorithm the learner

uses.
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Theorem 7.10. There exists a game G with Stackelberg value V where the optimizer

can receive utility at least V 1T ´opT q against a mean-based learner for some V 1 ą V .

Proof. Assume that the learner is using a γ-mean-based algorithm. Consider the

bimatrix game shown in Table 7.1 in which the optimizer is the row player (These

utilities are bounded in r´2, 2s instead of r´1, 1s for convenience; we can divide

through by 2 to get a similar example where utility is bounded in r´1, 1s). We first

argue that the Stackelberg value of this game is 0. Notice that if the optimizer

plays Bottom with probability more than 0.5, then the learner’s best response is to

play Mid, resulting in a ´2 utility for the optimizer. However, if the optimizer plays

Bottom with probability at most 0.5, the expected utility for the optimizer from each

column is at most 0. Therefore, in the Stackelberg equilibrium, the optimizer will

play Top and Bottom with probability 0.5 each, and the learner will best respond

with purely playing Right.

Left Mid Right
Top (0,

?
γ) (-2, -1) (-2, 0)

Bottom (0, -1) (-2, 1) (2, 0)
Table 7.1: Example game for beating the Stackelberg value.

However, the optimizer can obtain utility T´opT q by playing Top for the first 1
2
T

rounds and then playing Bottom for the remaining 1
2
T rounds. As a result, for the

first 1
2
T rounds, the learner will play Left with probability at least p1´2γq after first

?
γT rounds. For the remaining 1

2
T rounds, the learner will switch to play Right with

probability at least p1´ 2γq between p
1`
?
γ

2
` γqT -th round and p1´ γqT -th round,

since the cumulative utility for playing Left is at most 1
2
T ¨
?
γ ´

?
γ

2
T ´ γT “ ´γT

and the cumulative utility for playing Mid is at most ´γT . Therefore, the cumulative

utility for the optimizer for the first 1
2
T rounds is at least

p1´ 2γqp
1

2
´
?
γqT ¨ 0`

ˆ

1

2
T ´ p1´ 2γqp

1

2
´
?
γqT

˙

¨ p´2q “ ´opT q,
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and the cumulative utility for the optimizer for the remaining 1
2
T rounds is at least

p1´ 2γqp
1

2
´

?
γ

2
´ 2γqT ¨ 2`

ˆ

1

2
T ´ p1´ 2γqp

1

2
´

?
γ

2
´ 2γqT

˙

¨ p´2q “ T ´ opT q.

Thus, the optimizer can obtain a total utility T ´opT q, which is greater than V T “ 0

for the Stackelberg value V “ 0 in this game.

7.4 Selling to a No-regret Buyer

In this section, we return to our main question of mechanism design against no-regret

buyers. We begin with a mechanism that can extract full welfare from a mean-based

no-regret learner even when the values are chosen adversarially.

7.4.1 Warm-up: Extracting Full Welfare for V “ t1, 2u

Consider an additive approximation target ε ą 0. It is without loss of generality

to consider the case with 2p1 ´ εq ą 1: when 2p1 ´ εq ď 1, the seller can simply

implement a scheme with only one option that always allocates the item and charges

a payment 2p1 ´ εq. We design a option-based mechanism with K “ r
log ε

logp1´εq
s ` 1

choices in addition to the null choice in which the buyer receives and pays nothing

for the entire time horizon. For the 0-th option, the buyer receives the item with

probability a0,t “ 1 and pays a price p0,t “ 2p1 ´ εq for all t. As for the remaining

K ´ 1 options, let κi “
ε

p1´εqi´1T . We will divide the timeline of the i-th option with

1 ď i ď K into five sessions (see Table 7.2 for details).

For convenience, let Si “ pκi, κi`1s. Intuitively, the i-th option is active when

t P Si, which spans Li “ κi`1 ´ κi “
ε2

p1´εqi
T rounds. Among these Li rounds, the

item is always allocated to the buyer with probability 1 while the payment changes

in a way such that: the payment for the first εLi rounds is 0, the payment for the

last εLi rounds is 2, and the payment for the remaining rounds is 1.
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Session Start Time End Time Allocation Prob. Payment
H1 0 κi 0 0

0 κi κi `
ε3

p1´εqi
T 1 0

1 κi `
ε3

p1´εqi
T κi`1 ´

ε3

p1´εqi
T 1 1

2 κi`1 ´
ε3

p1´εqi
T κi`1 1 2

H2 κi`1 T 0 0
Table 7.2: Extracting full welfare for V “ t1, 2u: i-th option

Assume the buyer is running a γ-mean-based algorithm. To analyze the rev-

enue guarantee of our mechanism, we consider an arbitrary sequence of valuations

pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vT q and Val “
ř

t vt. The high level idea behind this construction is that

for the high valuations, i.e, vt “ 2, the utility σi,tp2q keeps increasing as t increases

for the high option (i “ 0) while for the low options (i ą 0q, it only increases within

the active period Si. Therefore, with sufficiently large t, we have σ0,tp2q ą σi,tp2q for

all i ą 0 and therefore, the buyer with high valuation will play the high option with

high probability. As for vt “ 1, the buyer plays the high option with probability at

most γ since its payment is too high and we argue that the buyer will play the i-th

option with high probability when t P Si.

High valuation Assume that vt “ 2. First notice that the cumulative utility for

playing the 0-th option is σ0,tp2q “ εt ¨ 2. Suppose t P Si˚ for some i˚. For i ă i˚,

the active period of the i-th option with i ă i˚ is already past and the cumulative

utility for playing the i-th option is at most

σi,tp2q ď Li ¨ 2 “
ε2

p1´ εqi
T ¨ 2 ď

ε2

p1´ εqi˚´1
T ¨ 2 “ ε ¨κi˚ ¨ 2 “ σ0,tp2q´ ε ¨ pt´ κi˚q ¨ 2

As for the i˚-th option, we have σi˚,tp2q ď pt´ κi˚q ¨ 2 “ σ0,tp2q´ pκi˚ ´ p1´ εqtq ¨ 2.

Moreover, for any i-th option with i ą i˚, we simply have σi,tp2q “ 0. Therefore,

the buyer with valuation vt “ 2 for t P Si˚ will play the 0-th option with probability

at least 1´Kγ when εt ¨ 2 ą γT , ε ¨ pt´ κi˚q ¨ 2 ą γT , and pκi˚ ´ p1´ εqtq ¨ 2 ą γT ,
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which implies that κi˚`
γ
2ε
¨T ă t ă κi˚`1´

γ
2p1´εq

¨T . Therefore, for each time period

Si with 1 ď i ď K, there are at least Li ´
´

γ
2ε
`

γ
2p1´εq

¯

T rounds where the buyer

has probability at least 1 ´Kγ to play the 0-th option, which contributes 2p1 ´ εq

revenue per round. Thus, the expected revenue loss from time period Si is at most

2ε ¨ Li `

ˆ

γ

2ε
`

γ

2p1´ εq

˙

T ¨ 2`Kγ ¨ Li ¨ 2

where 2ε ¨ Li is the revenue loss of charging 2p1 ´ εq and Kγ ¨ Li ¨ 2 is the expected

revenue loss from playing an option other than the 0-th option. Thus, the total

expected revenue loss from the rounds when vt “ 2 is at most

pεT q ¨ 2`
ÿ

i

„

2ε ¨ Li `

ˆ

γ

2ε
`

γ

2p1´ εq

˙

T ¨ 2`Kγ ¨ Li ¨ 2



“ OpεT q

where pεT q ¨ 2 is the revenue loss from the first εT rounds.

Low valuation Assume that vt “ 1. First notice that after the first εT rounds, the

cumulative utility for playing the 0-th option is σ0,tp1q “ p1 ´ 2p1 ´ εqqt “ ´ΩpT q.

Since there is a null arm that provides cumulative utility 0, the buyer’s probability

of playing the 0-th option is at most γ.

Suppose t P Si˚ for some i˚. From our construction of the i-th option for any

i ‰ i˚, the buyer’s cumulative utility of playing the i-th option is exactly 0: the

buyer’s utility gain is 0 in from session H1, H2, and 1, while her utility gain from

session 0 is exactly cancelled out with his utility loss from session 2, which leads to

σi,tp1q “ 0 for t ą κi`1 or t ă κi. As for the i˚-th option, we have

σi˚,tp1q “

$

&

%

t´ κi for t in session 0
ε3

p1´εqi˚
T for t in session 1

κi`1 ´ t for t in session 2
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Therefore, once κi ` γT ă t ă κi`1 ´ γT , the buyer with vt “ 1 will play the i˚-th

option with probability 1´Kγ. Therefore, the expected revenue loss within the time

period Si is 2γT `Kγ ¨ Li, where Kγ ¨ Li is the expected revenue loss from playing

an option other than the i˚-th option. Thus, the total revenue loss from the rounds

with vt “ 1 is at most εT `
řK
i“1Kγ ¨Li “ OpεT q where εT is the revenue loss from

the first εT rounds.

7.4.2 Extracting Full Welfare for V “ rHs

We provide an option-based mechanism with K “ H ¨ r3H2

ε
s options that achieves

an additive revenue loss OplnH ¨ εT q for V “ rHs. As usual, we assume that there

is always a null choice in which the buyer receives and pays nothing for the entire

time horizon. For convenience, let Gi “
ři
τ“1

1
τ

be the sum of the harmonic series

up to i and α “ 1´ 1
3H

. Moreover, κi,j “ pGH ` 2αq ¨ εT
H
` pj ´ 1q ¨ εT

3H2 where i P V

and 1 ď j ď r3H2

ε
s. Although κi,j only depends on j, we still use the notation κi,j

for clarity. We will divide the timeline of the pi, jq-th option into five sessions (see

Table 7.3).

Session Start Time End Time Allocation Prob. Payment
init 0 α ¨ εT

H
0 i

0 α ¨ εT
H

κi,j ´ pGi ` αq ¨
εT
H

0 0
ready κi,j ´ pGi ` αq ¨

εT
H

κi,j 1 0
1 κi,j κi,j`1 1 i
H κi,j`1 T 0 H

Table 7.3: Extracting full welfare for V “ rHs: pi, jq-th option

Assume the buyer is running a γ-mean-based algorithm. To analyze the rev-

enue guarantee of our mechanisms, we consider an arbitrary sequence of valuations

pv1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vT q and Val “
ř

t vt. Intuitively, the pi, jq-th option starts with a init ses-

sion in which it does not allocate the item but charges a payment i, followed by a 0

session in which the option allocates and charges nothing. Therefore, the buyer will
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not play the pi, jq-th option before its ready session. In the ready session, the option

allocates the item for free while in the 1 session, the option allocates the item with

a payment i. Our construction ensures that if vt “ i for t P pκi,j, κi,j`1s, then the

buyer will play the option pi, jq with high probability, which generates revenue i.

Lemma 7.11. If t P pκi,j ` γT, κi,j`1 ´ γT s, then for any option pi1, j1q with i1 ‰ i

or j1 ‰ j, σpi,jq,tpiq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpiq ą γT .

Therefore, for vt “ i with t P pκi,j ` γT, κi,j`1 ´ γT s, the buyer will play option

pi, jq with probability at least 1 ´Kγ, which generates revenue i per round. Thus,

the revenue loss is at most

H ¨ pGH ` 2αq ¨
εT

H
`H ¨ 2γT ¨K `Kγ ¨H ¨ T “ OplnH ¨ εT q

where H ¨ pGH ` 2αq ¨ εT
H

is the revenue loss for the first maxi κi,1 “ pGH ` 2αq ¨ εT
H

rounds, H ¨2γT ¨K is the revenue loss for t P pκi,j, κi,j`γT s or t P pκi,j`1´γT, κi,j`1s,

and Kγ ¨H ¨ T is the revenue loss from playing an undesired option.

Theorem 7.12. If the buyer with V “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Hu is running a mean-based algo-

rithm, for any constant ε ą 0, there exists a non-adaptive option-based mechanism

with OpH
3 lnH
ε
q options for the seller which obtains revenue at least Val´OpεT q.

7.4.3 Extracting Full Welfare for V Ď r0, 1s

Let ε be parameter for the target additive revenue loss OpεT q. For ease of presen-

tation, we will rescale V to r0, Hs such that H “ 1{ε, and thus, it suffices to show

that we can obtain OpT q loss in the scaled version. First notice that it suffices to

consider V Ď r1, Hs since for all valuations less than 1, we will suffer revenue loss at

most 1 from each of them.

Lemma 7.13. Consider vt such that i ă vt ă i`1 and t P pκi,j, κi,j`1s: for any option

pi1, j1q with i1 R ti, i` 1u or j1 ą j, maxtσpi,jq,tpvtq, σpi`1,jq,tpvtqu ´ σpi1,j1q,tpvtq ą γT .
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Therefore, with probability at least 1´Kγ, the buyer satisfying the requirement

of Lemma 7.13 will play either option pi, j1q or option pi ` 1, j1q with j1 ď j. Recall

that it is in fact that κi,j “ κi`1,j for all i. Therefore, if the buyer plays option

pi` 1, jq, it will generate revenue i` 1 since option pi` 1, jq is also in its 1 session.

Moreover, if the buyer plays option pi, j1q or pi ` 1, j1q with j1 ă j, then the option

is already in its H session and the buyer needs to pay H.

Thus, the revenue loss from vt is at most 1. Applying a similar argument as in

Section 7.4.2, we can conclude that the expected revenue loss is OpT q. Rescale it

back to V “ r0, 1s, we have

Theorem 7.14. If the buyer with V Ď r0, 1s is running a mean-based algorithm,

for any constant ε ą 0, there exists a non-adaptive option-based mechanism with

Op ln 1{ε
ε3
q options for the seller which obtains revenue at least Val´OpεT q.

Meanwhile, we provide a lower-bound on the option-complexity, which implies

the option-complexity of our algorithm is tight up to a polynomial factor in 1
ε
.

Theorem 7.15. If the buyer with V Ď r0, 1s is running a mean-based algorithm, an

option-based mechanism, which obtains expected revenue at least Val´ OpεT q, must

have Ωp1
ε
q options.

Proof. We first prove a lower bound for V “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Hu and the theorem will be

a simple corollary of this lower bound. Let Ii,tpcq be a binary variable indicating

whether the buyer with value vt “ c plays the i-th option. Suppose there are K

options in total and let Pipcq “
řT
t“1 PrrIi,tpcq “ 1s ¨pi,t be the expected total revenue

obtained from the i-th option when the buyer’s valuations are vt “ c for all t. Since

the expected total revenue is at least Val ´ OpεT q, when the buyer’s valuations are

vt “ 1 for all t in which the total expected revenue is at least T ´ µεT for some

constant µ, there must exist an option i˚ such that Pi˚p1q ě
p1´µεqT

K
. Moreover, let
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t˚ “ suptt | σi˚,tp1q ě ´γT u. t
˚ is well-defined since σi˚,0p1q “ 0. Notice that for all

t ą t˚, since the buyer is running a mean-based algorithm, we have PrrIi˚,tp1qs ď γ

due to the presence of the null option. Therefore, we have

ÿ

tďt˚

pi˚,t `
ÿ

tąt˚

γ ¨ pi˚,t ě Pi˚p1q ě
p1´ µεqT

K
ñ

ÿ

tďt˚

pi˚,t ě
p1´ µεqT

K
´ γHT.

where we use the fact 0 ď pi˚,t ď H. Note that the cumulative utility σi˚,t˚pHq is

σi˚,t˚pHq “
ÿ

tďt˚

H ¨ ai˚,t ´ pi˚,t “ H ¨ σi˚,t˚p1q ` pH ´ 1q
ÿ

tďt˚

pi˚,t

ě
pH ´ 1qp1´ µεqT

K
´ γH2T

Consider an environment when the buyer’s valuations are vt “ H for all t. Since

the buyer is running a no-regret algorithm, her cumulative utility for the first t˚

rounds is at least σi˚,t˚pHq ´ opT q. This is true because although the standard no-

regret guarantee only applies to the final round T , the regret for the first t rounds

must also be opT q, for any t ă T . For the sake of contradiction, assume that the

regret for the first t rounds is ΩpT q. Notice that the no-regret algorithm does not

depend on the future. Therefore, consider an environment where the rewards for all

options after round t are set to be 0, which results in a ΩpT q regret for the final

round T . A contradiction. In addition, notice that the revenue loss from the first

t˚ rounds is at least the buyer’s cumulative utility, and thus, the revenue loss is at

least σi˚,t˚pHq ´ opT q “ pH´1qT
K

´ OpεT q. Finally, since the total revenue loss for T

rounds is at least the total revenue loss for the first t˚ rounds, in order to achieve

OpεT q revenue loss, we must have K “ ΩpH
ε
q.

Observe that our proof only uses two sequences of valuations: a sequence with

all 1 and a sequence of all H. Thus, our lower bound also applies to the stochastic

settings with unknown distributions.
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7.4.4 Critical Mechanisms

In this section we examine what the seller can accomplish when restricted to a

critical mechanism. With option-based mechanisms, we have shown in the previous

section that it is possible to extract arbitrarily close to the full welfare even when

the buyer’s values are chosen adversarially. In contrast to this, Braverman et al. [24]

show that with a critical mechanism, it is impossible to achieve even a constant-

factor approximation to the buyer’s welfare, even when the buyer’s values are drawn

from a distribution known to the seller.

Theorem 7.16 (Corollary C.13 of Braverman et al. [24]). Let RpDq be the maximum

possible revenue a seller using a non-adaptive critical mechanism can achieve when

the buyer’s values are drawn independently each round from distribution D. If D is

supported on an interval r1, Hs, then this ratio can be as small as Oplog logH{ logHq.

In Braverman et al. [24], the authors also demonstrate how to construct a simple

mechanism which achieves this maximum possible revenue (and hence the competi-

tive ratio Oplog logH{ logHq to the welfare), but their construction requires detailed

knowledge of the distribution D.

Values from an Unknown Distribution We show that it is possible to achieve this same

competitive ratio to the welfare in the prior-independent setting, where the seller does

not know the distribution D but only a range r1, Hs it is supported on. In our mech-

anism, at each time t the seller specifies a reserve price fptq, where f is a decreasing

function with range r1, Hs such that fptq “ max
´

exp
´

1
C
¨ p1´ η ´ t

T
q

¯

, 1
¯

, where

η “ p1`logHq´ε and C “ 1´η
1`logH

for ε P p0, 1q. In each round, if the buyer bids above

fptq they receive the item and pay b; otherwise, they do not receive the item and pay

nothing. More formally, the allocation and payment rules patpbq, ptpbqq are defined

as follows: if b ě fptq, then ptpbq “ b, and atpbq “ 1; otherwise, ptpbq “ atpbq “ 0.
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Theorem 7.17. There is a non-adaptive critical mechanism for the seller which

obtains expected revenue at least Oplog logH{ logHqValpDq from any buyer running

a mean-based algorithm whose values are drawn independently each round from some

distribution D supported on r1, Hs. This mechanism depends on H and not on D.

Consider the function xpvq : r1, Hs Ñ r0, T s where xpvq “ 1 ´ 1
T
¨ minfptqďv t.

Note that xpvq equals the number of rounds where a bidder with value v has value

higher than the reserve price fptq (in particular, xpvq is an increasing function of

v). It can be shown (Section C from Braverman et al. [24]) that if the buyer is

mean-based, the revenue obtained by the seller by using such an auction is given by

RpDq “ T ¨ Ev„D rvxpvq ´maxwpv ´ wqxpwqs ´ opT q.

Lemma 7.18. If the seller is using a first-price auction with decreasing reserve price,

then RpDq{ValpDq is maximized when D is a singleton distribution.

Proof of Theorem 7.17. Note that for this choice of f , xpvq “ η`C log v. By Lemma

7.18, RpDq{ValpDq is maximized when D is a singleton distribution, and we have:

RpDq
ValpDqT

ě min
v

vxpvq ´maxwpv ´ wqxpwq

v
“ min

v,wăv

´

xpvq ´
´

1´
w

v

¯

xpwq
¯

“ min
v,wăv

´

C log
v

w
`
w

v
pη ` C logwq

¯

.

For a fixed w, this is minimized when v “ w
`

η
C
` logw

˘

. It follows that

RpDq
ValpDqT

ě min
w

´

C log
´ η

C
` logw

¯

` 1
¯

ě C log
´ η

C

¯

ě
p1´ p1` logHq´εq logpp1` logHq1´εq

1` logH
“ Θ

ˆ

log logH

logH

˙

.
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Adversarial Values Additionally, when the buyer’s values are drawn adversarially, we

show that it is possible to achieve a slightly worse competitive ratio of Op1{ logHq.

This follows naturally from the known fact that it is possible to achieve the same

approximation guarantee against a strategic buyer with value in r1, Hs playing a

single-round version of this game (see e.g. Chapter 6 of [93]) – we simply show that

if we run this mechanism every round, mean-based buyers will learn to bid in the

same manner as strategic buyers. Our mechanism (equivalent to the mechanism

presented in Theorem 6.5 of [93]) is as follows: for each b and for all t, we set the

allocation probability atpbq “ p1` log bq{p1` logHq and the expected price charged

to ptpbq “ b{p1 ` logHq. Note that this mechanism can also be interpreted as a

second-price auction where the seller draws a random reserve from the distribution

with a cumulative density function F prq “ 1`log r
1`logH

. It can be seen that for any

v P r1, Hs, the expected utility Upv, bq “ v ¨ atpbq ´ ptpbq of bidding b with value v, is

maximized when b “ v. A strategic buyer therefore will always bid their value, and

pay 1{p1` logHq of their value in total.

Intuitively, the mean-based guarantee ensures that a mean-based buyer will (most

of the time) choose a bid close to v, and thus it contributes a similar amount of

revenue as a strategic buyer.

Theorem 7.19. There is a non-adaptive critical mechanism for the seller which

obtains expected revenue at least Op1{ logHqVal from any buyer running a mean-

based algorithm whose values are adversarially set but lie in the interval r1, Hs. This

mechanism depends only on H and not on D.

7.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we investigate how should a strategic optimizer play against a no-

regret buyer. We show that the Stackelberg value would be an equilibrium game
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value of such a game if the learner adopts a stronger no-regret learning that enjoys

no-swap regret, or the game has simple structures. However, when the learner adopts

a mean-based learning algorithm in a game with more than two actions, the optimizer

can exploit the learner’s behavior to obtain higher utilities.

In addition, we design mechanisms against a no-regret, mean-based buyer in prior-

independent and prior-free setting. We show that using an option-based mechanism

can extract almost full welfare in a prior-free setting. For critical mechanisms, our

mechanism in the prior-independent setting matches the best-known guarantee for

the prior-dependent setting in the literature, and we obtain a slightly worse guarantee

for the prior-free setting.

A natural direction for future work is to understand what can be achieved in

an environment with multiple learning buyers. How should a strategic optimizer

play against multiple no-regret learners? How should a seller design mechanisms to

sell to multiple no-regret buyers? Moreover, while both our works and [24] focus

on the revenue guarantee of the seller against a no-regret buyer, it is interesting to

understand what kinds of the buyer’s learning strategy can lead to a good utility

performance. Furthermore, what combinations of the buyer’s learning strategy and

the seller’s mechanism can achieve a socially desirable outcome?
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8

Conclusions

Partly motivated by the popularity of selling online advertisements via repeated auc-

tions, this thesis provides frameworks for designing dynamic mechanisms that take

into account rich constraints, features, and different types of agents. In particular, we

provide novel frameworks to design simple, robust, verifiable, and credible dynamic

mechanisms, that facilitate both the design of the mechanisms for the designer as

well as the participations for the agents.

Our framework further enables the design of non-clairvoyant dynamic mechanisms

achieving non-trivial performance guarantee relative to the optimal mechanism that

has access to all future information in advance. In addition to dynamic mechanism

design frameworks, we develop statistical tools to test whether a dynamic mecha-

nism is incentive compatible in a dynamic environment so that the agents can verify

whether truthful reporting is always an optimal strategy. For the mechanisms that

are not incentive compatible, we propose novel metrics to measure the extent of its

violation, which provides a guidance on dynamic auction design in practice. Finally,

we explore how to design dynamic mechanisms against learning agents.
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Appendix A

Omitted Materials from Chapter 3

A.1 General Environment with Public Correlations

In this section, we extend the framework introduced in the main content for the inde-

pendent valuation setting to a general with public correlation setting by highlighting

the key differences.

A.1.1 Public Correlation

Under this general setting, we consider the correlations between private values and

the historical mechanism outcome, i.e., the allocations from previous stages may

influence the prior distribution for the future items. Instead, the prior distributions

conditioned on the historical allocations will be independent of the buyers’ reports

and private types in previous stages. In other words, the correlation is between the

values of future items and the historical allocations, which are public information.

In this way, we can extend our framework and results without introducing too much

complications (such as belief systems).

Formally, the private type at each stage t is independently drawn according to the
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prior distribution Ft, while we allow Ft to vary with publicly observable information

such as the historical allocations, which we call the environment history.

Definition A.1 (Environment History). An environment history hEt P HE
t refers to

the sequence of mechanism outcomes until the end of stage t, including the historical

allocation xx1, . . . , xty and even the implementation of randomized outcomes (such

as lottery allocations).1

For the multiple agent case, the environment history hEt will be a vector. The

prior distribution over Θt may depend on the environment history hEt . In this case,

the prior Ft P Ft is a function mapping an environment history to a distribution over

the private types, i.e., Ft : HE
t´1 Ñ ∆Θt, where ∆S is the set of all distributions over

the ground set S. Formally as the following assumption.

Assumption A.2 (Public Correlation Prior Knowledge). In each stage t, the prior

Ft is common knowledge among the designer and the agent(s). Conditioned on the

environment history hEt´1, the agent’s private types are drawn as θt „ Ftph
E
t´1q, in-

dependently from previous stages.

We highlight that the prior knowledge structure by Assumption A.2 based on en-

vironment histories enables us to capture many important valuation models without

introducing belief systems. For example, a k-unit demand agent can be modeled by

setting Ftph
E
t´1q to the zero-valuation distribution (i.e., with probability 1 having zero

value for upcoming items) after she receiving k units from previous stages. As the

items are allowed to be heterogeneous, we can easily model other complicated combi-

natorial demands such as substitutes, complements, decreasing/increasing marginal

valuations, or even hierarchical combinations of them. However, we also notice that

1 As an example of randomized outcomes, one could define the allocation space Xt to be the
distribution over t0, 1u for the indivisible single item setting. Then the environment history will
include the allocation as the distribution xt and the actual implementation variable Xt „ xt.
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without belief systems, our model is not able to capture all general combinatorial

valuations. As an extreme example, if the total valuation of the received items is

the maximum of the values of each individual items, the marginal value from the up-

coming item is then correlated with the valuation of the previous allocations rather

than the previous allocation only.

With the environment history define above, the history of a general dynamic

mechanism is then decomposed into the environment history and the historical re-

ports of the agents.

Definition A.3 (History (General setting)). A mechanism history hMt P HM
t “ Θ1ˆ

¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΘt consists of the historical reports of the agent private types, i.e., hMt “ θ̂p1,tq.

A history ht P Ht “ HE
t ˆHM

t is the combination of the environment history and the

mechanism history, i.e., ht “ xh
E
t , h

M
t y P Ht.

A.1.2 Lossless History Compression with Public Correlation

We next extend the definitions of Lossless History Compression (LHC) as well as the

LHC mechanisms to the with public correlation setting. Naturally, with the addi-

tional correlation, a lossless history compression must contain certain information to

encode the correlation. In other words, one must be able to recover the correct prior

distribution from the compression.

Definition A.4 (Lossless History Compression (LHC) with public correlation). A

lossless history compression (or simply compression) s “ xs1, . . . , sT y is a sequence

of functions — each maps the history and previous payments to a succinct summary

stpht, pp1,tqq, i.e., st : HtˆRt Ñ St — such that there exist accompanying mechanism
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constraints x ĂXt, ĂPty and prior knowledge rFt defined on st,

rFtpst´1q “ Ftph
E
t´1q,

ĂXtpst´1, θ̂t, rFp1,T qq “ Xtpht´1, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq,

ĂPtpst´1, xt, θ̂t, rFp1,T qq “ Ptpht´1, xt, pp1,t´1q, θ̂t, Fp1,T qq,

and a corresponding summary update rule Λ “ xΛ1, . . . ,ΛT y:

stpht, pp1,tqq “ Λtpst´1pht´1, pp1,t´1qq, θ̂t, xt, ptq.

Compared with Definition 3.7, the only difference is on the prior knowledge recov-

ery, rFtpst´1q “ Ftph
E
t´1q. Such a recovery is not required in the independent setting

because the priors are invariant with the environment history. Below, we restate the

definition of LHC mechanisms with public correlation. The only difference, com-

pared with Definition 3.9, is that the expectation below (State-Update) is taken

over rF pst´1q rather than Ft.

Definition A.5 (LHC Mechanism). An LHC mechanism ĂM “ xrx, rpy is defined based

on a lossless history compression s with σt “ xst, µty as its state, where µt “ rUtpσtq

is the promised continuation utility.2 In each stage t,

1. the agent realizes her private type θt, reports θ̂t, and accrues stage utility

utpσt´1, θ̂t; θtq “ vt

´

θt, rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq
¯

´ rptpσt´1, θ̂tq from the stage allocation rule

rxtpσt´1, θ̂tq and payment rptpσt´1, θ̂tq;

2. the next state σt is determined according to the following state update rule

σt “ xst, µty “ xΛtpst´1, θ̂t, rxt, rptq, µtpσt´1, θ̂tqy, (State Update)

where Eθt„ rFtpst´1q
rutpσt´1, θt; θtq ` µtpσt´1, θtqs “ µt;

3. the stage outcome xrxt, rpty satisfies the following incentive constraint

θt P arg maxθ̂tutpσt´1, θ̂t; θtq ` µtpσt´1, θ̂tq, (LHC-IC)

and the allocation and payment constraints rxt P ĂXt, rpt P ĂPt.
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A.1.3 All Results Apply for the General Setting

All our previous results about the framework directly extend to the with pub-

lic correlation setting, namely, Theorem 3.11, Theorem 3.14, Theorem 3.15, and

Lemma 3.17.

A.2 Economics Motivations of The General Model

In this section, we briefly discuss the economics motivations behind our modeling

choice and the limitations of our current setup.

Not involving belief systems The key limitation comes from the fact that we did not

introduce the belief system in our general environment. The goal of this chapter

is not to study a universal design paradigm for arbitrary dynamic environments,

but to highlight a special set of general environments for which we can restrict our

attention to the simple LHC mechanisms while not losing any optimality in terms

of the design objective. The belief systems, however, are usually quite complicated

and hardly be summarized by a simple state. Whereas in our current setup, for most

practical settings, the state could be simply several numbers. The implication of

not introducing belief systems is that the agents cannot have hidden private states

evolving over time. Otherwise, to guarantee the dynamic incentive compatibility, the

designer must model the agents’ belief systems or otherwise can only use state-wise

independent mechanisms.

Therefore, we are able to model cross-stage correlations based on publicly observ-

able information, but our model does not allow any cross-stage correlations based

2 We use rUtpσtq to denote the continuation utility of the LHC mechanism ĂM under state σt,
which is an analog to the definition of U tphtq with respect to the uncompressed history ht. Note

that the expectations in the definition of rUtpσtq is taken with respect to the prior knowledge
rFtpst´1q, . . . , rFT psT´1q, which can be evaluated based on the compression st rather than the entire
history hEt .
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on privately observable information. Such a limitation further restricts us to valua-

tion models that are additive across different stages. Because the marginal valuation

gain from the current stage must be independent with the historical private types. In

other words, the partial derivative of the marginal valuation gain in this stage with

respect to any historical private types must be zero, implying an additive formulation

of the overall valuation. As a result, we define the overall utility to be

u “
ÿ

tPrT s

ut “
ÿ

tPrT s

vtpθt, xtq ´ pt.

Monetary transfer In our model, we force the payment at each stage to be equivalent

in the agent utility and designer objective, i.e., both are defined on the total payment

p “
ř

tPrT s pt rather than each single payment pt. However, we would emphasize

that such an enforcement does not limit our model. In fact, as our definition for

item valuations are general enough such that even the monetary transfers could

be modeled as the allocation of a special item, whose allocation could be any real

number. Even the current explicitly defined payments could be disabled by setting

the payment constraints to Pt “ t0u.

One should interpret our enforcement on the current payments only as a nota-

tional convenience for the monetary transfers that are value persistent over time.

For any other type of monetary transfers that are not value persistent, one can still

model it in our model as special items. Finally, as a side note, our framework can also

model agents with general financial constraints beyond budget constraints, i.e., the

marginal cost of the payments is increasing, by using the trick that transfers the ad-

ditional cost of agents to an increasing tax inside the designer’s objective (Goel et al.

[81]). By financial constraints, we refer to the settings where the buyer, for example,

can borrow some money and spend more in the mechanism, while paying interests as

additional cost. In general, the cost of the buyer can be an increasing and continu-
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ous function of her total payment. Moreover, we briefly describe the trick here: one

can formalize the program by using allocation and cost as the variables, rather than

allocation and payment. So the constraints remain the same as the basic setting.

Instead, the revenue in the objective will be the sum over all the payments which

can be formulated as functions of the costs by each buyer. Note that the payment-

to-cost functions must be invertible so that we can get well-defined cost-to-payment

functions. As a side note, the trick won’t apply to the budget constraint because it

cannot be modeled via a continuous and invertible payment-to-cost function.

A.3 Missing Proofs in Section 3.3

A.3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.14

Proof. The direction that if a dynamic mechanism M satisfies (State-UI) and

(Stage-IC), then it satisfies non-clairvoyant (DIC) is easy to see: the two terms

inside the arg max operator of (DIC) are ut and U t. By removing the always constant

term U t, (DIC) becomes exactly equivalent to (Stage-IC), which is satisfied byM

according to the hypothesis.

We then prove the direction that dynamic mechanismM satisfies non-clairvoyant

(DIC) and then it also satisfies (Stage-IC) and (State-UI).

We now proceed to prove the hypothesis thatM satisfies (State-UI) up to stage

τ by induction from τ “ 1 to infinity. In particular, we are going to show that for

all t ă T and ht

U t,T phtq “ E

«

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

uτ phτ´1, θτ ; θτ q

ff

“ gt,T pFp1,T qq

where hτ is the history resulted from reporting truthfully from stage t ` 1 to τ

after ht. In other words, U t,T phtq is a constant depending on the prior Fp1,T q only. In

particular, State-UI is equivalent to that the above condition holds for all T “ t`1.
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When t “ 0, it is obviously true as there is only one possible history h0 “ H.

Suppose the hypothesis is true up to stage t ´ 1 and we then prove it for stage t.

Consider any state (or history) ht´1, according to the hypothesis, we know that for

all T ě t,

U t´1,T pht´1q “ gt´1,T pFp1,T qq.

where h
ptq
t is the history obtained from ht´1 where the agent reports θt at stage t.

Moreover, by definition, we have

U t´1,T pht´1q “ Eθt
”

utpht´1, θt; θtq ` U t,T ph
ptq
t q

ı

“ U t´1,tpht´1q ` Eθt
”

U t,T ph
ptq
t q

ı

.

As a result, we have that

Eθt
”

U t,T ph
ptq
t q

ı

“ U t´1,T pht´1q ´ U t´1,tpht´1q “ gt´1,T pFp1,T qq ´ gt´1,tpFp1,tqq

is a constant independent of ht´1. All that remains to show is that U t,T ph
ptq
t q is a

constant independent of θt.

As we previously argued in Section 3.2.3, M must satisfy (Stage-IC). Putting

(DIC) and (Stage-IC) together, we have that for each stage t, both xxt, p
1
ty and

xxt, pty are stage-wise IC mechanisms with the same allocation rule, where

p1tpht´1, θtq “ ptpht´1, θtq ´ U t,T ph
ptq
t q,

According to Assumption 3.12, for any given history ht´1, the difference between

pt and p1t, i.e., U t,T ph
ptq
t q, must be a constant of θt, i.e., @θt P Θt, U t,T ph

ptq
t q re-

mains the same, which finishes the proof of the induction, and therefore,M satisfies

(State-UI).
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A.3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.15

Proof. First of all, note that the (Payment Realignment) does not change the

total payment of the mechanism on any path hT P HT :

ÿ

tPrT s

p1t “
ÿ

tPrT s

pt ´ U t ` U t´1 ´ ct “ U0 ´ pc1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cT q ´ UT `
ÿ

tPrT s

pt “
ÿ

tPrT s

pt,

where we omit the dependence on ht for U t for convenience. For the above equation,

UT “ 0 because there is no future stage after stage T , and U0 ´ pc1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cT q “ 0

by the hypothesis of (Payment Realignment).

We start with the direction that M is converted into M1 under a valid oper-

ation of (Payment Realignment) p1, then M1 is Stage-IC and State-UI. By

substituting p1t “ pt ´ U t ` U t´1 ´ ct into the (DIC) constraint of M, we have

θt P arg maxut ` U t “ arg maxut ` pt ´ pp
1
t ` U t ´ U t´1 ` ctq ` U t

“ arg maxu1t ` U t´1 ´ ct “ arg maxu1t.

The last equality is because U t´1 ´ ct is constant of the report θ̂t. Therefore M1 is

Stage-IC.

On the other hand, because the expected stage utility

Eru1ts “ Erut ` U t ´ U t´1 ` cts “ Erut ` U ts ´ U t´1 ` ct “ ct

is a constant, M1 is also State-UI, where U t´1 “ Erut ` U ts by definition. Finally,

M1 also respect all the (Allocation) and (Payment) constraints, because the

allocation x remains the same as inM, and the (Payment) constraints are respected

according to (Payment Realignment).

We now prove the other direction that ifM can be transformed into a Stage-IC

and State-UI mechanismM1 “ xx, p1y, then there exist constants c1`¨ ¨ ¨`cT “ U0
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such that p1t “ pt ´ U t ` U t´1 ´ ct P Pt. First of all, because M1 is a valid dynamic

mechanism, it must satisfy the (Payment) constraints and hence p1t P Pt.

Similar to the argument in the proof of Theorem 3.14, since both p1t and pt ´ U t

implement the allocation xtpht´1, θ̂tq, by Lemma 3.12, their difference pt ´ U t ´ p1t

must be a constant in terms of of θ̂t. Moreover, Eru1tpht´1, θt; θtqs is a constant of

ht´1 by (State-UI), where

Eru1ts “ Erut ` pt ´ p1ts “ Erut ` U ts ` Erpt ´ U t ´ p
1
ts “ U t´1 ` pt ´ U t ´ p

1
t.

Here Erpt´U t´ p
1
ts “ pt´U t´ p

1
t because it is a constant in terms of θ̂t. Therefore,

we conclude that ct :“ pt ´ U t ` U t´1 ´ p
1
t “ Eru1ts is a constant.

A.3.3 Proof of Lemma 3.17

Proof. Let α0 “ 0 and ζ0 be a function such that for any history h, ζ0phq “ 0. For

convenience, let K “ t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ku. Moreover, let

ιt “ min
htPHt

«

min
kPK

#

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ pτ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk

+

` U tphtq

ff

,

so that ι0 “ U0pHq. Moreover, let ct “ ´ιt` ιt´1 for t ă T and cT “ ιt´1 and clearly,

we have
ř

tPrT s ct “ ι0 “ U0pHq. We first claim that ct ě 0 for all t. To prove such

a claim, let

ĥt P arg min
htPHt

«

min
kPK

#

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ pτ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk

+

` U tphtq

ff

.

In addition, let ĥt|t1 the history of ĥt restricted to the first t1 stages, and xt|t1 and pt|t1

be the allocation probability and the payment at stage t1 corresponding to history
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ĥt. Then, for t ă T ,

ιt´1 “ min
kPK

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥt´1q

1` αk

+

` U tpĥt´1q

“ min
kPK

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥt´1q

1` αk

+

` Eθt
”

utpĥt´1, θt; θtq ` U tpĥ
ptq
t q

ı

ě min
kPK

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥt´1q

1` αk

+

`min
θt

”

utpĥt´1, θt; θtq ` U tpĥ
ptq
t q

ı

where ĥ
ptq
t is the history resulted from reporting θt after ĥt, and the first equation fol-

lows the definition of continuation utility and the inequality follows a basic algebraic

relationship between minimum and expectation. Moreover, we have

ιt´1 ě min
kPK

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥt´1q

1` αk

+

`min
θt

”

utpĥt´1, θt; θtq ` U tpĥ
ptq
t q

ı

ě min
kPK,θt

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

«

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥt´1q

1` αk

ff

` utpĥt´1, θt; θtq ` U tpĥ
ptq
t q

+

ě min
kPK,θt

#

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

«

θτxt´1|τ

1` αk
´ pt´1|τ ´

ζkpĥ
ptq
t q

1` αk

ff

`
θtxt

1` αk
´ pt ` U tpĥ

ptq
t q

+

ě min
htPHt

«

min
kPK

#

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ pτ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk

+

` U tphtq

ff

“ ιt.

where the first inequality follows that a summation of minimums is at least the

minimum of a summation, and the second inequality follows ζk is a monotone history

function and αk P R`. As for t “ T , we clearly have cT “ ιT´1 ě ιT ě 0 since the

original mechanism satisfies (Payment) and UT phT q “ 0 for hT P HT .

We finish the proof by showing @t P rT s, ht´1 P Ht´1, θt P Θt,

p1t “ pt ´ U tphtq ` U t´1pht´1q ´ ct P Pt.
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Notice that for each k P K, we have

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ p1τ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk

“

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´
`

pτ ´ U tphτ q ` U τ´1phτ´1q ´ cτ
˘

´
ζkphtq

1` αk

“

«

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ pτ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk

ff

´
`

U0pHq ´ U tphtq ´ ι0 ` ιt
˘

“

«

t
ÿ

τ“1

θτxτ
1` αk

´ pτ ´
ζkphtq

1` αk
` U tphtq

ff

´ ιt ě 0,

where the second equality is due to U0pHq “ ι0 and the last equality follows the

definition of ιt.

A.3.4 Proof of Lemma 3.19

Proof. We will proceed by induction on stage τ from 0 to T to show that the mech-

anism can be turned to a mechanism that (i) satisfies (DIC), (Allocation), and

(Payment) constraints, and (ii) is Symmetric with respect to the given compres-

sion s for the first τ stages, i.e., for any t ď τ and t1 ą t, when stpht, pp1,tqq “

stph
1
t, p

1
p1,tqq and U tphtq “ U tph

1
tq, we have for all θpt`1,t1q, xt1pht1´1, θt1q “ xt1ph

˚
t1´1, θt1q

and pt1pht1´1, θt1q “ pt1ph
˚
t1´1, θt1q.

It is obvious that the base τ “ 0 is true. For the inductive step, let M “ xx, py

be the mechanism that is symmetric for the first τ ´ 1 stages. We partition the set

of all possible histories Hτ from the first τ stages into classes with the same pair of

compressed history s and continuation utility u, i.e., for xs, uy, define

Sτ ps, uq “ thτ | sτ phτ , pp1,τqq “ s, U τ phτ q “ uu.
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Next, we choose ĥτ ps, uq that maximizes the expected designer Objective:3

ĥτ ps, uq P arg max
hτPSτ ps,uq

ErObjphT , pq | hτ s,

where hT is the history resulted from reporting truthfully for stages between τ ` 1

and T after hτ , and the expectation is taken over the agent’s types for stages between

τ ` 1 and T . We then define the mechanism xx1, p1y such that x1t “ xt and p1t “ pt

for t ď τ . For t ą τ , we have

x1tpht´1, θ̂tq “ xtph
˚
t´1, θ̂tq and p1tpht´1, θ̂tq “ ptph

˚
t´1, θ̂tq, .

where h1τ “ ĥτ
`

sτ phτ , pp1,τqq, U τ phτ q
˘

and h˚t´1 is the history resulted from reporting

the same types between stages τ ` 1 and t´ 1 as ht´1 after h1τ .

We argue that M1 “ xx1, p1y satisfies the desired properties.

The mechanism satisfies (Allocation) and (Payment) constraints This is guaranteed

by Definition 3.7 of lossless history compression s. For t ď τ , the allocations and

payments are not changed; for t “ τ ` 1, the constraints ĂXτ`1 and ĂPτ`1 do not

change according to Definition 3.7 as sτ remains the same, and both the original

and new allocations and payments satisfy the same constraints; for t ą τ ` 1, the

allocations and payments constraints are satisfied by the summary update rule,

The mechanism is DIC For t ě τ ` 1,M1 is DIC sinceM is DIC. As for t “ τ , we

use the fact that

θτ P arg max
θ̂τ

uτ phτ´1, θ̂τ ; θτ q ` U τ phτ q “ arg max
θ̂τ

u1τ phτ´1, θ̂τ ; θτ q ` U
1

τ phτ q,

where U
1

τ phτ q “ U τ ph
1
τ q “ U τ phτ q. The expression holds because (i) we didn’t change

the stage mechanism at stage τ so that uτ “ u1τ , and (ii) we carefully changed the

3 When the arg max does not exist (e.g., Sτ ps, uq is a open set), we can select any hτ such that
the objective is no less than the average objective over the set Sτ ps, uq.
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mechanism while preserving the expected continuation utilities U τ phτ q. For t ă τ ,

we can apply a similar argument to show that the mechanism is DIC since the stage

utility and the expected continuation utilities are preserved.

The mechanism is Symmetric for t ď τ The mechanism is Symmetric for t “ τ

by the construction. As for t ă τ , consider two histories ht and h1t falling into the

same class St. Then they must induce the same succinct summary and continuation

utility in the original mechanism. Hence they also induce the same succinct summary

and continuation utility in the new mechanism. By the induction hypothesis, the

allocation and payment must be the same for ht1 and h˚t1 for any θpt`1,t1q with t1 ą t

in the original mechanism. Therefore, ht1 and h˚t1 must share the same succinct

summary and continuation utility, and thus, they are in the same class. Therefore,

the mechanism is Symmetric for any t ă τ by our construction.

The expected Objective does not decrease Since we always replace a suffix of the

mechanism with the one with at least the same expected Objective, it never de-

creases.

A.3.5 Proof of Corollary 3.20

Proof. The proof directly follows from the proof of Lemma 3.19, because the sym-

metrization construction breaks neither (Stage-IC) nor (State-UI).
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A.4 Missing Proofs in Section 3.4

A.4.1 Proofs of Lemma 3.23

Proof. Notice that

Evtrvt ¨ xtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ ptpαt´1, βt´1, vtqs

“ Evtrvt ¨ xtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1qs

“ Evtrsir`t pαt´1, βt´1, vtqs ´ s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q

Therefore, since the xx, py is BI, Evtrsir`t pαt´1, βt´1, vtqs ´ sir´t pαt´1, βt´1q must be

non-negative and be a constant independent of αt´1 and βt´1. Relating the deposit

and spend rule to αt and βt, we have

αt “ αt´1 ` s
ir`
t pαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ s

ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q (A.1)

βt “ βt´1 ´ qtpαt´1, βt´1, vtq ´ s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q (A.2)

To ensure the mechanism is feasible, since both sir`t pαt´1, βt´1, vtq and ptpαt´1, βt´1, vtq

are non-decreasing in vt by Myerson’s lemma, we must have sir´t pαt´1, βt´1q ď αt´1

and qtpαt´1, βt´1, v̄q ` s
ir´
t pαt´1, βt´1q ď βt´1.

A.5 Omitted Materials for NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism

A.5.1 Full Descriptions of NonClairvoyantMulti

Our stage mechanisms are parameterized by the cumulative utility ~αt´1, the remain-

ing budget ~βt´1, and the fractions of almost budget-exhausted history ~γt´1. For

buyer i R Nt, we will not allocate nor charge anything; and for buyer i P Nt, if her

budget is almost exhausted, we will compensate the buyer via a negative payment,

which equals to her expected utility in the corresponding auction when her budget

is not almost exhausted.

1. Second price auction:
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• If βit´1 ě v̄, implement buyer i’s outcome in the second-price auction

among Nt,

xS,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ xS,Nt,it p~btq

pS,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ pS,Nt,it p~btq

• If βit´1 ă v̄, notice that E~vtrx
S,Nt,i
t p~vtq¨v

i
t´p

S,Nt,i
t p~vtqs would be her expected

utility in the second price auction if her budget was not almost exhausted.

In this case, the item is not allocated to her and she will be paid as much

as the expected utility:

xS,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ 0

pS,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ ´E~vtrx
S,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ p

S,Nt,i
t p~vtqs

2. Money burning mechanism:

• Let N`
t “ ti P Nt|β

i
t´1 ě 2v̄u, the subset of active buyers whose bud-

gets are not almost exhausted. We will compute a stage-BIC and

stage-expost-IR mechanism x~xBURNt , qBURNt y that maximizes the sum

of expected utilities for buyers in N`
t , subject to the constraints that for

i P N`
t , her expected utility is at most 5

2
αit´1:

max
ř

iPN`t
E~vt

”

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtq

ı

s.t. E~vt
”

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtq

ı

ď 5
2
αit´1 @i P N`

t

(stage-BIC), (stage-expost-IR)

(Money Burning)

For each i P N`
t , we then allocate according to xBURN,it and charge her

qBURN,it plus her expected utility as the extra payment:

xB,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ xBURN,it p~btq

pB,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ qBURN,it p~btq ` E~vt
”

xBURN,it p~vtq ¨ v
i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtq

ı

.
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• If βit´1 ă 2v̄, do not allocate and charge nothing.

3. Myerson’s auction:

• If βit´1 ě v̄, implement the buyer i’s outcome in the Myerson’s auction

among Nt:

xM,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ x˚,Nt,it p~btq

pM,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ p˚,Nt,it p~btq;

• If βit´1 ă v̄, notice that E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq¨v

i
t´p

˚,Nt,i
t p~vtqs was her expected util-

ity in the Myerson’s auction when her budget was not almost exhausted.

Allocate nothing to the buyer and pay her expected utility, no matter

what her bid is:

xM,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ 0

pM,it p~αt´1, ~βt´1, ~γt´1,~btq “ ´E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ p

˚,Nt,i
t p~vtqs.

Our mechanism for active buyers is a combination of the above three mechanisms:

xit “
2

5
xS,it `

2

5
xB,it `

1

5
xM,it

pit “
2

5
pS,it `

2

5
pB,it `

1

5
pM,it

The parameters ~αt, ~βt, ~γt are updated accordingly. We emphasize that there is a

subtle difference between the budget criterion used in the money burning mechanism

and the other two mechanisms, such that we exclude a buyer from the money burning

mechanism when βit´1 ă 2v̄, but for the other two mechanisms, we pay a buyer

back when βit´1 ă v̄. Notice that we will only compensate the buyer by a negative

payment in the second-price auction and the Myerson’s auction when βit´1 ă v̄ and

the compensation can be at most v̄ per stage. Therefore, once βit´1 ă 2v̄ for some

t, then for all t1 ą t, βit1´1 ă 2v̄. As a result, we exclude a buyer from the money
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burning mechanism from the first time when her budget becomes almost exhausted.

However, a buyer can participant in the second-price auction and Myerson’s auction

again once her budget becomes larger than v̄.

It is straightforward to verify that NonClairvoyantMulti is stage-BIC and

BU. As for BI, first of all, note that the definition of Nt is independent of the history.

Moreover, if i R Nt, then her expected utility at stage t is definitely 0; otherwise, for

an active buyer i P Nt, her expected utility is always E~vtrx
S,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ pS,Nt,it p~vtqs

from the second price auction, 0 from money-burning mechanism, and E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq¨

vit ´ p
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtqs from the Myerson’s auction.

A.5.2 Valid Non-clairvoyant Mechanism

We first verify that the NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism is a non-clairvoyant

generalized bank account mechanism. The non-clairvoyance and Stage-IC are clear

from the construction of the mechanism. As for BI, our construction ensures that for

stage t, an inactive buyer always earns 0 utility. For an active buyer i, her expected

utility is always E~vtrx
S,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ pS,Nt,it p~vtqs ě 0 from the second price auction, 0

from the money-burning mechanism, and E~vtrx
˚,Nt,i
t p~vtq ¨v

i
t´p

˚,Nt,i
t p~vtqs ě 0 from the

Myerson’s auction. Moreover, since whether a buyer is active or not is defined by

γit´1, which only depends on the past distributional information, we conclude that

the expected utility of any buyer is independent of the historical bids ~bp1,t´1q. Hence

BI is guaranteed.

The mechanism is ex-post-IR since buyer i’s utilities are non-negative for second

price auction and the Myerson’s auction, while the utility decreases by at most αit´1

in the money burning mechanism. Lastly, for the Budget constraint, notice that if

the remaining budget βit´1 is less than v̄, the payment is non-positive, and otherwise,

the payment collected from all mechanisms is at most v̄ except the money burning

mechanism and the payment in the money burning mechanism is at most 2v̄.
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A.5.3 Revenue Performance

Proof of Lemma 3.27. First, the revenue that can be extracted from the inactive

buyers at stage T is at most the sum of their budget
ř

iRNT
Bi. As for the active

buyers at stage T , since ~pt “ ~qt ` ~s
ir´, we have that the revenue contributed from

buyers in NT is at most

E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,it p~vp1,tqq

ff

` E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

qitp~vp1,tqq

ff

.

Finally, notice that

E

«

ÿ

iPNT

qitp~vp1,tqq

ff

ďMyep~Ft, NT q

since Myep~Ft, NT q is the revenue of the optimal stage-BIC and stage-expost-IR

mechanism for the active buyers in the final stage T .

Proof of Theorem 3.28. First, by the definition of ~γT and the set of inactive buyers

NT , we have that the revenue contributed by the inactive buyers NT is at least

Rev ě
ÿ

iRNT

κpBi
´ 2v̄q (A.3)

Hence, it suffices to show for the optimal dynamic mechanism x~x˚, ~q˚, ~sir´,˚, ~α˚, ~β˚y,

Rev “ E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPN

1

5
pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pB,it p~vp1,tqq

ff

ě
1

5
E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,˚it p~vp1,tqq

ff

`
1

5

T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, NT q.

For any sequence of valuations ~vp1,tq, let eip~vp1,tqq be the last stage before stage

t (including stage t) in which the remaining budget of buyer i before the begin-

ning of the stage is at least 2v̄ and buyer i is active, i.e., eip~vp1,tqq “ maxtt1 ď
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t | βit1´1p~vp1,t1´1qq ě 2v̄ and i P Nt1u. Notice that for a fixed ~vp1,T q, then eip~vp1,tqq “ t

if and only if eip~vp1,T qq ě t.

Moreover, notice that we will only compensate the active buyers in the second-

price auction and the Myerson’s auction when βit ă v̄ and such a compensation is

bounded by v̄. Therefore, for all t ě eip~vp1,T qq, we have βitp~vp1,tqq ď 2v̄. As a result,

for any fixed ~vp1,T q, we have

T
ÿ

t“eip~vp1,T qq`1

pitp~vp1,tqq ě ´2v̄. (A.4)

Therefore,

Rev “ E

«

ÿ

iPN

T
ÿ

t“1

1

5
pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pB,it p~vp1,tqq

ff

“ E

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

1

5
pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pB,it p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl (A.5)

` E

»

–

ÿ

iPN

T
ÿ

t“eip~vp1,T qq`1

pitp~vp1,tqq

fi

fl (A.6)

We now proceed to bound E
”

ř

iPN

řeip~vp1,T qq

t“1
1
5
pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq `

2
5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq `

2
5
pB,it p~vp1,tqq

ı

.

Myerson’s Revenue Recall that once γit ě κ for some t, then for all t1 ą t, γit1 “ γit

since buyer i is excluded from any future auctions. Hence, we have N1 Ě N2 Ě

¨ ¨ ¨ Ě NT . Moreover, it is clear that Myep~Ft, Ntq ěMyep~Ft, NT q since a Myerson’s

auction with more buyers can extract more revenue. Moreover, for ~vp1,T q and each

round t, if buyer i P Nt and t ď eip~vp1,T qq, then it will pay p˚,Nt,it p~vtq. Therefore, we
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have

E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl

“ E~vp1,T q

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNt

p˚,Nt,it p~vtq ¨ 1tβ
i
t´1p~vp1,t´1qq ě 2v̄u

ff

“

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNt

E~vt
”

p˚,Nt,it p~vtq
ı

¨ E~vp1,t´1q

“

1tβit´ip~vp1,t´1qq ě 2v̄u
‰

“

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNt

E~vt
”

p˚,Nt,it p~vtq
ı

¨ p1´ γitq

ě p1´ κq
T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNt

E~vt
”

p˚,Nt,it p~vtq
ı

,

where the second equality is because that ~vt is drawn independently of ~vp1,t´1q, and

the third equality follows the definition of γit. Moreover, as we mentioned before that

Nt Ě NT , we have

E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

pM,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl ě p1´ κq
T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, Ntq

ě p1´ κq
T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, NT q. (A.7)

Revenue from Spend By the update rule of α, we can express the spend sir´,it of our

NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism as

sir´,it p~vp1,tqq “ αit´1p~vp1,t´1qq ´ α
i
tp~vp1,tqq ` z

i
tp~vp1,tqq

where zitp~vp1,tqq “ xitp~vp1,tqq ¨ v
i
t ´ qitp~vp1,tqq denotes the buyer i’s utility from the local

stage mechanism x~xt, ~qty. Moreover, notice that when the buyer i has the lowest

valuation 0, both pMt and pSt are 0. As a result, by construction, the spend of our
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NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism only comes from the money burning mecha-

nism. Therefore, we have

E

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq `

2

5
pB,it p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl

ě E

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq ` s

ir´,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl .

We will proceed to show that

E

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

2

5
pS,it p~vp1,tqq ` s

ir´,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl ě
1´ κ

5
E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,˚it p~vp1,tqq

ff

(A.8)

Lower bound the sum of cumulative utility and spend Fix ~vp1,T q. By induction, we

would like to show that for any buyer i and any historical valuation profiles ~vp1,tq

with t ď eip~vp1,T qq, we have

αit `
t
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ ě
2

5

˜

α˚it `
t
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ ´

t
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ

¸

(A.9)

where bmax,2,Nτ
τ is the second highest bid in the valuation profile ~vτ among buyers in

Nτ at stage τ . Moreover, we omit the dependence on ~vp1,τq for simplicity.

The base is clearly true since αi0 “ α˚i0 “ 0. Assume the induction hypothesis is

true for stage t ă eip~vp1,T qq, and we substitute αit by αit`1 ´ z
i
t`1 ` s

ir´,i
t`1 for both our

NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism and the optimal dynamic mechanism:

αit`1 `

t`1
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ ´ zit`1 ě
2

5

˜

α˚it`1 `

t`1
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ ´

t
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ ´ z˚it`1

¸

(A.10)

Notice that z˚it`1 ď x˚it`1 ¨ v
i
t`1 ď vit`1, since z˚it`1 is buyer i’s utility from the local-

stage mechanism x~x˚t`1, ~q
˚
t`1y. If bmax,2,Nt

t`1 ě vit`1, then we can finish the induction
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step using the fact that zit`1 ě 0 and z˚it`1 ď x˚it`1 ¨v
i
t`1 ď x˚it`1 ¨ b

max,2,Nt
t`1 . If not, notice

that zit`1 can be decomposed into

zit`1 “
1

5
¨ zM,i

t`1 `
2

5
¨ zS,it`1 `

2

5
¨ zB,it`1 ě

2

5
¨ zS,it`1

where zM,i
t`1, zS,it`1, and zB,it`1 are buyer i’s utilities from the local-stage mechanisms

induced by the Myerson’s auction, the second price auction, and the money burning

mechanism, respectively. Therefore,

zit`1 ě
2

5
¨ zS,it`1 “

2

5

´

vit`1 ´ b
max,2,Nt`1

t`1

¯

ě
2

5

´

vit`1 ´ b
max,2,Nt`1

t`1

¯

x˚it`1 ě
2

5

´

z˚it`1 ´ x
˚i
t`1 ¨ b

max,2,Nt`1

t`1

¯

(A.11)

We can now finish the induction step to show that (A.9) holds for pt`1q by plugging

(A.11) into (A.10).

A charging scheme for the spend By Lemma 3.26, the optimal dynamic mechanism

satisfies that sir´,˚it ď E~vtrx˚it p~vtq ¨ vit ´ q˚it p~vtqs, and thus, there exists a solution to

the money burning mechanism with constraints4

E~vtrx
BURN,i
t p~vtq ¨ v

i
t ´ q

BURN,i
t p~vtqs “ min

ˆ

maxpsir´,˚it , 0q,
5

2
αit´1

˙

.

Let µit “ min
´

maxp2
5
sir´,˚it , 0q, αit´1

¯

be a charging scheme that we would like the

spend of our NonClairvoyantMulti mechanism to compete against. If αit´1 ď

2
5

maxpsir´,˚it , 0q, by (A.9), we have for t ď eip~vp1,T qq

µit “ αit´1 ě
2

5

˜

α˚it´1 `

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q ´
t´1
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ

¸

´

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ .

4 Note that the optimal dynamic mechanism itself is a feasible solution to the money burning
problem (Money Burning), except that when sir´,˚it ă 0. In case of sir´,˚it ă 0, we can still
construct another feasible solution by simply letting the allocation and payment of buyer i to be
zero. Similarly, to achieve an expected local stage utility no more than 5

2α
i
t´1, we can scaling the

allocation and payment of buyer i by a factor if needed.
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Rearranging the above expression, we have

µit `
t´1
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ `
2

5

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ ě

2

5

˜

α˚it´1 `

t´1
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q

¸

ě
2

5

t
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ ,

(A.12)

where the last inequality is due to α˚it´1 ě maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q by Lemma 3.26.

On the other hand, if αit´1 ą
2
5

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q, let t1 be the last stage before t

in which αit1´1 ď
2
5

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q holds. As a result, (A.12) holds for t1 and for

stages between pt1 ` 1q and t, we can simply use the inequality that
řt
τ“t1`1 µ

i
τ ě

řt
τ“t1`1

2
5

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q:

t
ÿ

τ“t1

µiτ `
t1´1
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ `
2

5

t1´1
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ ě

2

5

t
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q. (A.13)

Since all of µiτ , s
ir´,i
τ , x˚iτ , and bmax,2,Nτ

τ are non-negative, from either (A.12) or (A.13),

we can have

t
ÿ

τ“1

µiτ `
t
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ `
2

5

t
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ ě

2

5

t
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q (A.14)

Approximation guarantee on the spend Let N 1p~vp1,T qq “ ti P NT | eip~vp1,T qq ă T u and

N2p~vp1,T qq “ ti P NT | eip~vp1,T qq “ T u, and therefore, N 1p~vp1,T qq Y N2p~vp1,T qq “ NT .

For i P N 1, the buyer’s budget is almost exhausted at the end of T and it is clear

that the total spend from buyer i cannot exceed his budget, and thus, we have

ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

T
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ p~vp1,T qq ď
ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

Bi
ď

ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

»

–

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

pitp~vp1,tqq ` 2v̄

fi

fl .
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Taking the expectation over ~vp1,T q, we have

E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

T
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ p~vp1,T qq

fi

fl ď E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

pitp~vp1,tqq ` 2v̄

fi

fl

ď Rev ` E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN 1p~vp1,T qq

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

2v̄

fi

fl . (A.15)

Summing (A.14) across all the buyers, we have

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

µiτ `
ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,iτ `
2

5

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

x˚iτ ¨ b
max,2,Nτ
τ

ě
2

5

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q.

Notice that we have
ř

iPN

řeip~vp1,T qq

τ“1 µiτ ď
ř

iPN

řeip~vp1,T qq

τ“1 sir´,iτ , since for every stage

τ ,
ř

eip~vp1,T qqěτ
sir´,iτ is the optimal solution of the program (Money Burning) in-

cluding the buyers whose budget have not been exhausted, and there exists a money

burning mechanism achieving total utility
ř

i:τďeip~vp1,T qq
µiτ due to the construction of

µiτ . Therefore, we have

2
ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

ˆ

sir´,iτ `
1

5
x˚iτ ¨ b

max,2,Nτ
τ

˙

ě
2

5

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

τ“1

maxpsir´,˚iτ , 0q

ě
2

5

ÿ

iPN2p~vp1,T qq

T
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ , (A.16)

where the last inequality follows from that eip~vp1,T qq “ T for i P N2p~vp1,T qq. By an

argument similar to the revenue contribution of the Myerson’s auction, we can show

that

E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

pS,it p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl ě p1´ κq
T
ÿ

t“1

E
”

bmax,2,Nt
t

ı

. (A.17)
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Plugging (A.17) into (A.16) and taking the expectation over ~vp1,T q, we have

E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

1

5
¨ pS,it p~vp1,tqq ` s

ir´,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl

ě E~vp1,T q

»

–

1´ κ

5

ÿ

iPN2p~vp1,T qq

T
ÿ

τ“1

sir´,˚iτ

fi

fl . (A.18)

Putting Everything Together Let wi “ E~vp1,T qreip~vp1,T qq ă T s be the probability the

buyer i’s budget is almost exhausted before the end of the horizon. Let Rev˚ be the

revenue of the clairvoyant dynamic mechanism. Notice that we have

Rev˚ ě Rev ě
ÿ

i

wipB
i
´ 2v̄q ě

ÿ

i

wi ¨ v̄

ˆ

1

ε
´ 2

˙

ñ
ÿ

i

wi ¨ 2v̄ ď
2ε

1´ 2ε
¨ Rev˚

Summing (A.7)` (A.18), we have

Rev ě E~vp1,T q

»

–

ÿ

iPN

eip~vp1,T qq
ÿ

t“1

1

5
¨ pM,i

t p~vp1,tqq `
1

5
¨ pS,it p~vp1,tqq ` s

ir´,i
t p~vp1,tqq

fi

fl

ě
1´ κ

5

T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, NT q ` E

»

–

ÿ

iPN2p~vp1,T qq

sir´,˚it

fi

fl . (A.19)

Summing [ 5
1´κ

(A.19) + (A.15) + 1
κ

(A.3)], we have

ˆ

5

1´ κ
` 1`

1

κ

˙

˜

Rev `
ÿ

iPN

wi ¨ 2v̄

¸

ě E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ÿ

iPNT

sir´,˚it p~vp1,tqq

ff

`

T
ÿ

t“1

Myep~Ft, NT q `
ÿ

iRNT

Bi
ě Rev˚.

Let κ “ 1
1`
?

5
and we have

Rev ě
1

7` 2
?

5
¨ Rev˚ ´

ÿ

i

wi ¨ 2v̄ ě

ˆ

1

7` 2
?

5
´

2ε

1´ 2ε

˙

Rev˚.
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Appendix B

Omitted Materials from Chapter 4

B.1 Helper Lemmas

Lemma B.1. In a single buyer setting, every stage IC and IR mechanism xx, py can

be represented by a mixture of posted-price auctions such that the probability density

to offer a posted price r is fprq “ dxprq
dr

.

Proof. We show that such a mixture of posted price auctions preserve the allocation

rule and payment rule. By the celebrated Myerson’s lemma [121], a mechanism is

IC if and only if the allocation rule is monotonically non-decreasing, i.e., dxprq
dr

ě 0

for all valid r. Therefore, the density function of posted prices fprq is well-defined.

Moreover, for a buyer with bid b, his allocation probability is
şb

0
fprqdr “

şb

0
dxprq
dr

dr “

xprq, which implies that the allocation probability is preserved. Moreover, Myerson’s

lemma [121] demonstrated that the payment rule is uniquely determined by the

allocation rule: ppbq “
şb

0
r ¨ dxprq

dr
dr, which is exactly the payment collected from our

mixture of posted price auctions for valuation v.

Lemma B.2. For v P rv̂´∆, v̂`∆s and any stage IC and IR mechanism xx, py, we
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have

upvq ´∆ ď upv̂q ď upvq `∆

where upvq “ xpvq ¨ v ´ ppvq.

Proof. Since xx, py is a stage IC and IR mechanism, by Lemma B.1, we can equiv-

alently offer a mixture of posted price auctions such that the probability density to

post a price r is fprq “ dxprq
dr

. Therefore, we can express the utility of the buyer for

valuation vt as
ş dxprq

dr
pv ´ rq`dr. We first show the first inequality:

xpvq ¨ v ´ ppvq “

ż

dxprq

dr
pv ´ rq`dr

ď

ż

dxprq

dr
pv̂ `∆´ rq`dr

ď

ż

dxprq

dr
pv̂ ´ rq`dr `∆

“ xpv̂q ¨ v̂ ´ ppv̂q `∆

where the first equality follows that xx, py is stage-IC and Lemma B.1. By a similar

argument, we can prove the second inequality.

The following is a corollary of Lemma B.2, which demonstrates that the difference

of expected utility due to the mismatch of distributional information can be related

to the estimation error.

Corollary B.3. For Fp1,T q and F̂p1,T q satisfying Assumption 4.1, and for any stage

IC and IR mechanism xx, py, we have

Evt„Ftrupvtqs ´∆at ď Evt„F̂trupvtqs ď Evt„Ftrupvtqs `∆at.

The following lemma demonstrates that the difference of expected welfare due to

the mismatch of distributional information can be related to the estimation error.
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Lemma B.4. For Fp1,T q and F̂p1,T q satisfying Assumption 4.1, and for any stage IC

and IR mechanism xx, py, we have

Evt„Ftrxtpvtq ¨ vts ´ pcf ` 1q∆at ď Evt„F̂trxtpvtq ¨ vts ď Evt„Ftrxtpvtq ¨ vts ` pcf ` 1q∆at

Proof. Since xx, py is an stage IC and IR mechanism, by Lemma B.1, we can equiv-

alently offer a mixture of posted price auctions such that the probability density to

post a price r is fprq “ dxprq
dr

. Denote the distribution that εt follows as Gt.

We first show the first inequality:

Evt„Ftrxtpvtq ¨ vts

“ Evt„F̂t,εt„Gtrxtpvt ` εtatq ¨ pvt ` εtatqs

“

ż

dxtprq

dr
¨ Evt„F̂t,εt„Gtr1tvt ` εtat ě ru ¨ pvt ` εtatqsdr

ď

ż

dxtprq

dr
¨ Evt„F̂t,εt„Gtr1tvt `∆at ě ru ¨ pvt `∆atqsdr

ď

ż

dxtprq

dr
¨ Evt„F̂tr1tvt `∆at ě ru ¨ pvt `∆atqsdr

ď

ż

dxtprq

dr
¨ Evt„F̂tr1tvt `∆at ě ru ¨ vtsdr `∆at

“

ż

dxtprq

dr
¨ Evt„F̂tr1tvt ě ru ¨ vt ` 1tr ´∆at ď vt ď ru ¨ vtsdr `∆at

“ Evt„F̂trxtpvtq ¨ vts `
ż

dxtprq

dr
¨

„
ż r

r´∆at

vt ¨ ftpvtqdvt



dr `∆at

ď Evt„F̂trxtpvtq ¨ vts ` pcf ` 1q∆at (B.1)

where the last inequality follows that vt ď at and ftpvtq ď
cf
at

. By a similar argument,

we can prove the second inequality.
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B.2 Omitted Proofs in Section 4.3

B.2.1 Proof of Lemma 4.4

Proof. Consider the expression in (4.7) and notice that from Definition 4.2, ytpv
1
p1,tqq

corresponds to the stage allocation rule, and thus, ytpv
1
p1,tqq ¨ v

1
t adds the reported

stage welfare, i.e., the stage welfare computed from the reported bid, to the result.

Therefore, all that remains to show is that gT pv
1
p1,T qq equals to the buyer’s reported

utility plus µT pgq. Notice that that

gT pbp1,T qq “ g0 `

T
ÿ

t“1

`

gtpbp1,tqq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq
˘

(B.2)

where by (4.6), we have

gtpbp1,tqq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq “ ûtpbaltpbp1,t´1qq, btq ´ Evt„F̂trûtpbaltpbp1,t´1qq, vtqs ´ χtpgq

(B.3)

Moreover, by (4.4), the additional payment st under g is

st
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq
˘

“ Evt„F̂trûtpbaltpbp1,t´1qq, vtqs ` χtpgq ´ µt´1pgq ` µtpgq (B.4)

Let utpbal, ¨q “ ûtpbal, ¨q ´ stpbalq. Plugging (B.4) into (B.3), we have

gtpbp1,tqq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq “ utpbaltpbp1,t´1qq, btq ´ µt´1pgq ` µtpgq (B.5)

Plugging (B.5) into (B.2), we have

gT pbp1,T qq “ g0 `

T
ÿ

t“1

`

ut
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

´ µt´1pgq ` µtpgq
˘

“

T
ÿ

t“1

ut
`

baltpbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

` µT pgq

where the second equality follows the telescoping sum of µ and the fact that µ0 “

g0.
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B.2.2 Proof of Lemma 4.6

Proof. First, it is straightforward to verify that y1t is a sub-gradient of g1t with re-

spect to bt and g1t is symmetric, convex in bt, and weakly increasing in bt. For the

consistency of g1, we will show that χtpg
1q “ 0 for all t P A:

Evt„F̂trg
1
tpbp1,t´1q, vtqs “ Evt„F̂trg

1
t´1pbp1,t´1qq ` gtpbp1,t´1q, vtq ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq ` χtpgqs

“ g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq ` Evt„F̂trgtpbp1,t´1q, vtqs ´ gt´1pbp1,t´1qq ` χtpgq

“ g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq ´ χtpgq ` χtpgq

“ g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq.

where the third equality follows the fact that g is consistent. Finally, we show that

for all t and bp1,tq, g
1
tpbp1,tqq ě 0.

Claim B.5. For a core bank account mechanism xg, yy with χtpgq “ 0 for all t, we

have µ0 ě µ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě µT pgq where µtpgq “ infbp1,tq gtpbp1,tqq.

Proof. Let pbp1,tqqmin “ arg minbp1,tq gtpbp1,tqq. Notice that we have

µt

ď gt
`

pbp1,t´1qqmin, 0
˘

“ gt
`

pbp1,t´1qqmin

˘

` ût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qqmin, 0
˘

´ Evt„F̂trût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qqmin, vt
˘

s ´ χtpgq

“ gt
`

pbp1,t´1qqmin

˘

´ Evt„F̂trût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qqmin, vt
˘

s

“ µt´1 ´ Evt„F̂trût
`

baltpbp1,t´1qqmin, vt
˘

s

ď µt´1

where ûtpbp1,tqq “ xtpbp1,tqq ¨ bt ´ p̂tpbp1,tqq and xt, p̂t, and balt are derived from

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq according to Definition 4.2. Moreover, the first equality follows the

definition of µt.
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By Claim B.5, it suffices to show that µT pg
1q “ infbp1,T q g

1
T pbp1,T qq ě 0. However,

from our construction, we have for all bp1,tq, g
1
tpbp1,tqq is

g10 `
t
ÿ

t1“1

`

gt1pbp1,t1qq ´ gt1´1pbp1,t1´1qq ` χt1pgq
˘

“ gtpbp1,tqq ´
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq.

(B.6)

Therefore, for bp1,T q, we have g1T pbp1,T qq “ gT pbp1,T qq ´ µT pgq, which implies that

µT pg
1q “ µT pgq ´ µT pgq “ 0. Thus, we have finished showing that xg1, y1y is a valid

core bank account mechanism for F̂p1,T q.

As for the revenue performance, notice that, (B.6) implies that

g1t
`

g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ gt
`

gt´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq

“ gt

˜

g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq `

T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ` µT pgq, bt

¸

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq.

Thus, for all ξ ě 0, we have

g1tpξ, btq “ gt

˜

ξ `
T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ` µT pgq, bt

¸

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq (B.7)

For convenience, let θtpξq “ ψtpξ;Bpg
1, y1; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T qq and moreover, let ρtpξq “

ψtpξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T qq. By Lemma 4.4 and the fact that µT pg
1q “ 0, all that

remains to show is that θ0pg0 ´
ř

t χtpgq ´ µT pgqq “ ρ0pg0q ` µT pgq. We prove by a

backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to show that for all t and ξ ě 0.

θt

˜

ξ ´
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq

¸

“ ρtpξq ` µT pgq.

It is obvious that the base case t “ T is true since θT pξ ´ µT pgqq “ ´ξ ` µT pgq “

ρT pξq ` µT pgq by the boundary condition. Assume it is true for all t1 ě t and for
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t´ 1, notice that by the construction of y1t and (B.6), we have

y1t
`

g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ yt
`

gt´1pbp1,t´1qq, bt
˘

“ yt

˜

g1t´1pbp1,t´1qq `

T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ` µT pgq, bt

¸

. (B.8)

Therefore, we have

θt´1

˜

ξ ´
T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq

¸

“ Evt„F̂t

«

y1t

˜

ξ ´
T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq, vt

¸

¨ vt ` θt

˜

g1tpξ ´
T
ÿ

t1“t

χt1pgq ´ µT pgq, vtq

¸ff

“ Evt„F̂t
“

ytpξ, vtq ¨ vt ` ρt
`

gtpξ, vtq
˘‰

` µT pgq

“ ρt´1pξq ` µT pgq

where the second equality follows (B.8), the induction hypothesis, and (B.7).

B.2.3 Proof of Lemma 4.7

Proof. We prove by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0. It is true for the

base case when t “ T since φT pξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq “ ´ξ ´ δ “ φT`1pξ; F̂p1,T qq ´ δ by the

boundary condition.

Suppose it is true for all t1 ě t. For t´1 and ξ ě 0, let the local-stage mechanism

xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy be the optimal solution of the program OPT-BAM for φt´1pξ; F̂p1,T qq.

Notice that since ξ ` δ ą ξ, xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy is also a feasible solution of the pro-

gram OPT-BAM for φt´1pξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq. By using xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy as a solution, the

corresponding transition function h1t satisfies

h1tpξ ` δ, vtq “ ξ ` δ ` ûtpξ, vt; vtq ´ Ev1t„F̂trûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
tqs “ htpξ, vtq ` δ.
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Therefore, we have

φt´1pξ ` δ; F̂p1,T qq ě Evt„F̂trztpξ, vtq ¨ vt ` φtph
1
tpξ ` δ, vtq; F̂p1,T qqs

“ Evt„F̂trztpξ, vtq ¨ vt ` φtphtpξ, vtq ` δ; F̂p1,T qqs

ě Evt„F̂trztpξ, vtq ¨ vt ` φtphtpξ, vtq; F̂p1,T qq ´ δs

“ φt´1pξ; F̂p1,T qq ´ δ

where the last inequality follows the induction hypothesis.

B.2.4 Proof of Lemma 4.8

Proof. The first inequality directly follows the choice of ξ̂˚0 . For the second inequality,

we prove by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to show that for all t and

ξ ě 0

φt

˜

ξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 ; F̂p1,T q

¸

ě φtpξ;Fp1,T qq ´ pcf ` 5q∆
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 . (B.9)

It is obvious that the base case is true for t “ T . Suppose it is true for all t1 ě t.

For t ´ 1 and ξ ě 0, let the local-stage mechanism xztpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq, q̂tpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qqy be

the optimal solution of the program OPT-BAM for φt´1pξ;Fp1,T qq.

Since xztpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq, q̂tpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qqy is a stage IC and IR mechanism, such a mech-

anism can be a feasible solution for φt´1pξ ` 2∆
řT
t1“t at1 ; F̂p1,T qq if it satisfies the

consistency constraints of program OPT-BAM. By Corollary B.3, we have

Evt„Ftrûtpξ, vt; vtqs ´∆at ď Evt„F̂trûtpξ, vt; vtqs ď Evt„Ftrûtpξ, vt; vtqs `∆at (B.10)

Let htpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq be the transition function for φt´1pξ;Fp1,T qq and let h1tpξ `

∆
řT
t1“t at1 , ¨; F̂p1,T qq be the transition function when using the stage mechanism given
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by xztpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq, p̂tpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qqy for φt´1pξ `∆
řT
t1“t at1 ; F̂p1,T qq. Therefore, we have

h1tpξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 , vt; F̂p1,T qq

“ ξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„F̂trûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs (B.11)

where ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq “ vt ¨ ztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ´ q̂tpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq. Moreover,

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq “ ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs (B.12)

Comparing (B.11) and (B.12) and combining with (B.10), we have

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq `∆at ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 ď h1tpξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 , vt; F̂p1,T qq

ď htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ` 3∆at ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 (B.13)

Therefore, xztpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq, q̂tpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qqy is a feasible solution for the program φt´1pξ`

2∆
řT
t1“t at; F̂p1,T qq.

By Lemma 4.7 and (B.13), we have

φt
`

h1tpξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 , vt; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T q
˘

ě φt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq `∆at ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 ; F̂p1,T q
˘

´ 2∆at

ě φt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq `∆at;Fp1,T q
˘

´ 2∆at ´ pcf ` 5q ¨∆ ¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 (B.14)

where the last inequality is by the induction hypothesis. Since φt´1p¨|F̂ q optimizes

over all possible choice of local-stage mechanisms and xztpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qq, q̂tpξ, ¨;Fp1,T qqy
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is a feasible solution for φt´1pξ `∆
řT
t1“t at; F̂p1,T qq, we have

φt´1pξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 ; F̂p1,T qq

ě Evt„F̂t

«

ztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ¨ vt ` φt
`

h1tpξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 , vt; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T q
˘

ff

ě Evt„F̂t
“

ztpξ, vt|F q ¨ vt ` φt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq `∆at;Fp1,T q
˘

´2∆at ´ pcf ` 5q ¨∆ ¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1

ff

where the second inequality follows (B.14). As a result, we have

φt´1pξ ` 2∆
T
ÿ

t1“t

at1 ; F̂p1,T qq

“ φtpξ;Fp1,T qq ´
`

Evt„Ftrztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ¨ vts ´ Evt„F̂trztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ¨ vts
˘

´
`

Evt„Ftrφt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq;Fp1,T q
˘

s ´ Evt„F̂trφt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq `∆at;Fp1,T q
˘

s
˘

´ pcf ` 5q ¨∆ ¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 ´ 2∆at (B.15)

All that remains to show is the two terms in the big brackets of (B.15) can be

bounded. Using Lemma B.4 for the first term, we have

Evt„Ftrztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ¨ vts ď Evt„F̂trztpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq ¨ vts ` pcf ` 1q∆at (B.16)

Moreover, for the second term, we have

Evt„Ftrφt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq;Fp1,T q
˘

s

“ Evt„Ft
“

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs;Fp1,T q

˘‰

“ Evt„F̂t
“

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt ` εtat; vt ` εtat;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs;Fp1,T q

˘‰

(B.17)
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By Lemma B.2, we have

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs ´∆at

ď ξ ` ûtpξ, vt ` εtat; vt ` εtat;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs

ď ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs `∆at

By Lemma 4.7, we have

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt ` εtat; vt ` εtat;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs;Fp1,T q

˘

ď φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs `∆at;Fp1,T q

˘

` 2∆at
(B.18)

Combining (B.17) and (B.18), we have

Evt„Ftrφt
`

htpξ, vt;Fp1,T qq;Fp1,T q
˘

s

“ Evt„Ft
“

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs;Fp1,T q

˘‰

“ Evt„F̂t
“

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt ` εtat; vt ` εtat;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs;Fp1,T q

˘‰

ď Evt„F̂t
“

φt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vt; vt;Fp1,T qq ´ Ev1t„Ftrûtpξ, v
1
t; v

1
t;Fp1,T qqs `∆at;Fp1,T q

˘‰

` 2∆at
(B.19)

We finish the induction by plugging (B.16) and (B.19) into (B.15).

B.2.5 Proof of Lemma 4.10

Proof. Since Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq “ xx, p, balUy is stage-IC and BU for F̂p1,T q, the mecha-

nism is also stage-IC and BU for Fp1,T q by the observation that these two properties

do not depend on the underlying distributions. Recall that BU implies ex-post IR.

Therefore, Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is also ex-post IR for Fp1,T q.

As for the balance independence property, since the local-stage mechanism xxt, p̂ty

constructed by Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq according to Definition 4.2 is a stage-IC and IR mech-
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anism, by Corollary B.3, for any bal ě 0, we have

Evt„Ftrvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ p̂tpbal, vtqs ´∆at

ď Evt„F̂trvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ p̂tpbal, vtqs

ď Evt„Ftrvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ p̂tpbal, vtqs `∆at.

Using the fact that ptpbal, vtq “ p̂tpbal, vtq ` stpbalq and xxt, pty is BI for F̂p1,T q, we

have

Evt„Ftrvt ¨ xtpbal, vtq ´ ptpbal, vtqs P rc´∆at, c`∆ats

where c “ Evt„F̂trvt ¨xtpbal, vtq´ ptpbal, vtqs is a constant independent of bal. There-

fore, we prove that Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq is δp1,T q-BI with δt “ 2∆at for Fp1,T q.

B.2.6 Proof of Lemma 4.11

Proof. We consider a fixed combination of bp1,tq and vt. Let pXt1 , Pt1q be a random

variable representing the stage mechanism at stage t1. Let
`

XOPT
t1 , POPT

t1

˘T

t1“t`1
be the

sequence of stage mechanisms corresponding to the optimal play for stages between t

and pT ´1q and let
´

XTruthful
t1 , P Truthful

t1

¯T

t1“t`1
be the sequence of stage mechanisms

corresponding to playing truthfully for stages between t and pT ´ 1q.

By playing truthfully for stages between t and T , the buyer’s utility uTruthfult is

E
pX

Truthful

t1
,PTruthful
t1 q

T

t1“t`1

«

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ Evt1„Ft1

”

vt1 ¨X
Truthful
t1 pvt1q ´ P

Truthful
t1 pvt1q

ı

ff

.

As for the optimal play, the buyer’s utility is at most

uOPTt “ E
pXOPT

t1
,POPT
t1 q

T

t1“t`1

«

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ Evt1„Ft1

”

max
b

 

vt1 ¨X
OPT
t1 pbq ´ POPT

t1 pbq
(

ı

ff

“ E
pXOPT

t1
,POPT
t1 q

T

t1“t`1

«

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ Evt1„Ft1

”

vt1 ¨X
OPT
t1 pvt1q ´ P

OPT
t1 pvt1q

ı

ff

.
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where the second equality is due to the fact that the mechanism is stage-IC for

Fp1,T q. Since the mechanism is δp1,T q-BI, we have

Utpbp1,tq;Fp1,T q; F̂p1,T qq ď uOPTt

ď uTruthfult `

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ βt1

ď Utpbp1,t´1q, vt;Fp1,T q; F̂p1,T qq `
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ βt1 .

B.2.7 Proof of Lemma 4.13

Proof. Since for each stage, both the stage mechanism xx, py and the random posted

price mechanism are stage-IC, the mixing of them are also stage-IC. For δp1,T q-BI,

notice that we apply the same random posted price mechanism for all bal ě 0, which

is indeed a mechanism does not depend on bal. Therefore, the random posted price

mechanism is BI for any distribution. Mixture of a δp1,T q-BI mechanism and a BI

mechanism result in a δp1,T q-BI mechanism. Moreover, it is easy to check that the

mechanism is BU since the balance update rule is scaled to keep track on xx, py only

and the random posted price mechanism generates non-negative utility for the buyer.

Recall that BU implies ex-post IR. Therefore, the mechanism is also ex-post IR.

For ηp1,T q-DIC, notice that the buyer’s expected utility gain in the t-th round is at

most δt because the mechanism is δp1,T q-BI. Therefore, for a buyer who discounts the

future with discounting factor γ, the expected gain in the future by misreporting at

round t is at most
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´tδt1 . However, in the random posted price mechanism

at round t, the utility loss of a buyer with true valuation vt from overbidding in a

magnitude of mt is
ż vt`mt

vt

b´ vt
at

db “
m2
t

2at
.
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By a similar calculation, the utility loss of a buyer with true valuation vt from

underbidding in a magnitude of mt is also
m2
t

2at
. Thus, we have

λ ¨
m2
t

2at
ď

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´t
¨ δt1 ñ mt ď

g

f

f

e

2at
λ
¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´t ¨ δt1 .

B.2.8 Proof of Claim B.6

Claim B.6.
ř

t ηt “ Op
b

∆
λ
T q.

Proof. Notice that we have

ÿ

t

ηt “
ÿ

t

g

f

f

e

4at∆

λ
¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1 “

c

4∆

λ

ÿ

t

?
at

g

f

f

e

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1

ď

c

4∆

λ

c

ÿ

t

at

g

f

f

e

ÿ

t

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1 ď

c

4∆

λ

c

ÿ

t

at

d

γ

1´ γ

ÿ

t

at

ď

d

4γ∆

p1´ γqλ
¨ caT.

where the first inequality follows the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.

B.2.9 Revenue Robust Mechanism

Definition B.7 (Revenue Robust Mechanism). For a core bank account mechanism

xg, yy for F̂p1,T q, assuming the misreport of the buyer at stage t is at most ηt, we

construct a revenue robust core bank account mechanism xg̃, ỹy such that g̃0 “ g0 and

• g̃tpbp1,tqq “ gtpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq ` βt ` ηt;

• ỹtpbp1,tqq “ ytpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq.
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where βt ě ∆at for all t.

Lemma B.8. xg̃, ỹy constructed according to Definition B.7 is a core bank account

mechanism for F̂p1,T q.

Proof. We verify that xg̃, ỹy is a core bank account mechanism for F̂p1,T q by checking

the requirements in Definition 4.2.

First, ỹtpbp1,tqq is the sub-gradient of g̃tpbp1,tqq with respect to bt since

Bg̃tpbp1,tqq

Bbt
“
Bgtpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq

Bbt
“ ytpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq “ ỹtpbp1,tqq

where the second equality uses the fact that yt is a sub-gradient of gt with respect

to bt.

Next, g̃tpbp1,tqq is convex in bt and weakly increasing in bt since gtpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq

is convex in bt and weakly increasing in bt. Moreover, by the definition of g̃, g̃ is

symmetric. Finally, to check the consistency of g̃, we have

g̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq ´ Evt„F̂trgtpbp1,tqqs “ g̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq ´ Evt„F̂trgtpg̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq, btq ` βt ` ηts

“ g̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq ´
`

g̃t´1pbp1,t´1qq ` βt ` ηt
˘

“ ´βt ´ ηt

where the second inequality uses the fact that g is consistent. Therefore, we have

g̃t´1

`

bp1,t´1q

˘

´ Evt„F̂t
“

g̃t
`

bp1,t´1q, vt
˘‰

“ χtpg̃q

where χtpg̃q “ ´βt ´ ηt. Moreover, since we shift the state up, g̃tpbp1,tqq ě 0 for all

bp1,tq.

For convenience, we consider a program θtpξq “ ψtpξ;Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq; F̂p1,T qq.
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Lemma B.9. When βt “ ∆at and θ satisfies θtpξ ` δq ě θtpξq ´ δ for all t, ξ ě 0,

and δ ě 0, we have

Rev
`

Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

ě Rev
`

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq, F̂p1,T q
˘

´ pcf ` 3q
ÿ

t

p∆at ` ηtq.

Proof. Let xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy be the local-stage mechanism in Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq. Moreover,

let ûtpξ, ¨q be the utility function of xztpξ, ¨q, q̂tpξ, ¨qy. Notice that by our construction,

the local-stage mechanism used by Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq is the same as Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq when

they share the same state.

For convenience, let ρtpξq “ ψtpξ;Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq;Fp1,T qq. By Lemma 4.4 and the

fact that µT pg̃q ě 0 from our construction, we have

ρ0pg̃0q ď Rev
`

Bpg̃, ỹ; F̂p1,T qq, Fp1,T q
˘

(B.20)

θ0pg0q “ Rev
`

Bpg, y; F̂p1,T qq, F̂p1,T q
˘

(B.21)

Next, we prove by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to show that for all t,

ρtpξq ě θtpξq ´
T
ÿ

t1“t`1

`

pcf ` 2q∆at1 ` βt1 ` pcf ` 3qηt
˘

(B.22)

For the base case where t “ T , it is true since we have θtpξq “ ρtpξq “ ´ξ by the

boundary condition. Assume it is true for all t1 ě t, for t´ 1, we have

ρt´1pξq “ Evt„Ft
“

ztpξ, v
1
tq ¨ v

1
t ` ρt

`

g̃tpξ, v
1
tq
˘‰

“ Evt„Ft
”

ztpξ, v
1
tq ¨ v

1
t ` ρt

`

ξ ` ûtpξ, v
1
tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v

2
t qs ` βt ` ηt

˘

ı

“ Ev̂t„F̂t
”

ztpξ, v
1
tq ¨ v

1
t ` ρt

`

ξ ` ûtpξ, v
1
tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v

2
t qs ` βt ` ηt

˘

ı

(B.23)

In the last equality, we assume ε follows Gt and we let v̂t be the valuation drawn from

F̂t and v1t be the reported bid given the buyer’s true valuation is vt`atεt. Therefore,
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we have v1t P rvt ´∆at ´ ηt, vt `∆at ` ηts. By Lemma B.4, we have

Ev̂t„F̂trztpξ, v
1
tq ¨ v

1
ts ě Ev̂t„F̂trztpξ, v̂tq ¨ v̂ts ´ pcf ` 1qp∆at ` ηtq (B.24)

Moreover, by Lemma B.2, we have

ξ ` ûtpξ, v̂tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v
2
t qs ´∆at ` βt

ď ξ ` ûtpξ, v
1
tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v

2
t qs ` βt ` ηt

ď ξ ` ûtpξ, v̂tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v
2
t qs `∆at ` βt ` 2ηt (B.25)

Hence, from (B.25), we have

ρt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, v
1
tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v

2
t qs ` βt ` ηt

˘

ě θt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, v
1
tq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v

2
t qs ` βt ` ηt

˘

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

`

pcf ` 2q∆at1 ` βt1 ` pcf ` 3qηt1
˘

ě θt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vtq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v
2
t qs ´∆at ` βt

˘

´ 2∆at ´ 2ηt

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

`

pcf ` 2q∆at1 ` βt1 ` pcf ` 3qηt1
˘

ě θt
`

ξ ` ûtpξ, vtq ´ Ev2t„F̂trûtpξ, v
2
t qs

˘

´∆at ´ βt ´ 2ηt

´

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

`

pcf ` 2q∆at1 ` βt1 ` pcf ` 3qηt1
˘

(B.26)

where the first inequality follows the induction hypothesis and the last two inequal-

ities follows the assumption in the lemma statement that θtpξ ` δq ě θtpξq ´ δ for

δ ą 0. We finish the induction by plugging (B.24) and (B.26) into (B.23). Finally,

we finish the proof by combining (B.22) with t “ 0, (B.20), (B.21), and the fact that

g̃0 “ g0.
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B.3 Omitted Proofs in Section 4.4

B.3.1 Proof of Lemma 4.23

Proof. For ease of presentation, let ψtpbalq “ ψtpbal, Fp1,T q, Fp1,T qq and feetpbalq “

feetpbal, Ftq. We use a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to show that for all

t and bal ě 0, the inequalities in the statement hold.

For the base case, it is true since for all bal ě 0, ψT pbalq “ 0. Assume the

induction hypothesis is true for all t1 ě t. Then for t ´ 1, first notice that by the

computation of feetpbalq, we have feetpbal ` δq “ feetpbalq ` δ1 with 0 ď δ1 ď 3δ.

Therefore, let κtpvtq “ r˚t pFtq ¨ 1tvt ě r˚t pFtqu and we first have

ψt´1pbal` δq

“ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal` δq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` ψt

`

bal` δ `
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal` δq

˘



ě Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbalq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` ψt

`

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbalq

˘



“ ψt´1pbalq

where the inequality follows δ ´ 1
3
feetpbal ` δq ě ´1

3
feetpbalq and the induction

hypothesis. We also have

ψt´1pbal` δq

“ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal` δq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` ψt

`

bal` δ `
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal` δq

˘



“ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbalq `

1

3
κtpvtq `

1

3
δ1 ` ψt

`

bal` δ `
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbalq ´

1

3
δ1
˘



ď Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbalq `

1

3
κtpvtq `

1

3
δ1 ` ψt

`

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbalq

˘

` δ ´
1

3
δ1


“ ψt´1pbalq `
1

3
δ1 ` pδ ´

1

3
δ1q

“ ψt´1pbalq ` δ.
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where the inequality uses the fact that δ´ 1
3
δ1 ě 0 and follows the induction hypoth-

esis.

B.3.2 Proof of Lemma 4.24

Proof. For ease of presentation, let φtpbalq “ ψtpbal, F̂p1,T q; F̂p1,T qq and θtpbalq “

ψtpbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq. We proceed by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to

show that for all t,

φtpbalq ě θtpbalq ´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q∆

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1 .

The base case for t “ T is clearly true since φT pbalq “ θT pbalq “ 0. Assume it is

true for all t1 ě t and we consider for stage t´ 1.

First, if we use r˚t pFtq as the reserve price for F̂t, then by Lemma B.4 and Corol-

lary B.3, and let κ̂tpvtq “ r˚t pF̂tq ¨ 1tvt ě r˚t pF̂tq, we have

Evt„F̂trκ̂tpvtqs ě Evt„F̂trκtpvtqs ě Evt„Ftrκtpvtqus ´ pcf ` 2q∆at. (B.27)

where the first inequality follows that r˚t pF̂tq is the Myerson’s reserve for F̂t. As for

the spend, recall that feetpbal;Ftq “ minp3bal,Evt„Ftrvtsq, and thus, we have

feetpbal;Ftq ´∆at ď feetpbal; F̂tq ď feetpbal;Ftq `∆at (B.28)

Therefore, combining (B.28) and Lemma 4.23, we have

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
pvt ` εtatq ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

ě θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq

˙

´
2

3
∆at

(B.29)
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for |εt| ď ∆. Hence, we have

φt´1pbalq “ Evt„F̂t

„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
κ̂tpvtq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

ě Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq `

1

3
κtpvtq



´ p
1

3
cf ` 1q∆at

` Evt„F̂t

„

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q∆

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

at1

ě Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq `

1

3
κtpvtqu



` Evt„Ft
„

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq

˙

´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q∆

T
ÿ

t1“t

at1

“ θt´1pbalq ´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q∆

T
ÿ

t1“t

at1

where the first inequality follows (B.27), (B.28), and the induction hypothesis, and

the second inequality follows (B.29).

B.3.3 Proof of Lemma 4.26

Proof. By Lemma 4.11, for a buyer who discounts the future with discounting

factor γ, the expected gain in the future by misreporting at round t is at most
řT
t1“t`1 γ

t1´tβt1 . However, in the random posted-price mechanism at round t, the

utility loss of a buyer with true valuation vt from overbidding in a magnitude of mt

is
ż vt`mt

vt

b´ vt
at

db “
m2
t

2at
.
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By a similar calculation, the utility loss of a buyer with true valuation vt from

underbidding in a magnitude of mt is also
m2
t

2at
. Thus, we have

m2
t

2at
ď

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt
1´tβt1 ñ mt ď

g

f

f

e

2at
λ
¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tβt1 .

B.3.4 Proof of Lemma 4.27

Proof. For ease of presentation, let φtpbalq “ ψtpbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq and θtpbalq “

ψtpbal, F̂p1,T q; F̂p1,T qq. We proceed by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to

show that for all t,

φtpbalq ě θtpbalq ´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

p∆at1 ` ηt1q

The base case for t “ T is clearly true since φT pbalq “ θT pbalq “ 0. Assume it is

true for all t1 ě t and we consider for stage t´ 1. First, recall that

φt´1pbalq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
κ̂tpv

1
tq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

“ Evt„F̂t,εt

„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
κ̂tpv

1
tq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

where in the last equality, vt is the valuation drawn from F̂t and v1t is the reported

bid given the buyer’s true valuation is vt ` εtat with |εt| ď ∆t. Therefore, we have

v1t P rvt ´∆at ´ ηt, vt `∆at ` ηts. By Lemma B.4 and Corollary B.3,

Evt„F̂t,εtrr
˚
t pF̂tq ¨ 1tv

1
t ě r˚t pF̂tqus

ě Evt„F̂trr
˚
t pF̂tq ¨ 1tvt ě r˚t pF̂tqus ´ pcf ` 2qp∆at ` ηtq. (B.30)
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As for the spend, by Lemma 4.23 and the fact that feetpbal; F̂tq ď feetpbal;Ftq`∆at

we first have

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

ě θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq

˙

´
2

3
∆at ´

1

3
ηt

(B.31)

Hence, we have

φt´1pbalq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
κ̂tpv

1
tq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

ě Evt„F̂t

„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
κ̂tpv

1
tqu



´ p
1

3
cf ` 1qp∆at ` ηtq

` Evt„F̂t

„

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq

˙

´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

p∆at1 ` ηt1q

ě Evt„F̂t

„

1

3
feetpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
r˚t pF̂tq ¨ 1tvt ě r˚t pF̂tqu



` Evt„F̂t

„

θt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq

˙

´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q

T
ÿ

t1“t

p∆at1 ` ηt1q

“ θt´1pbalq ´ p
1

3
cf `

5

3
q

T
ÿ

t1“t

p∆at1 ` ηt1q

where the first inequality follows (B.30) and the induction hypothesis, and the second

inequality follows (B.31).

Moreover, notice that we have

ÿ

t

ηt “
ÿ

t

g

f

f

e

4at∆

λ
¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1 “

c

4∆

λ

ÿ

t

?
at

g

f

f

e

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1

ď

c

4∆

λ

c

ÿ

t

at

g

f

f

e

ÿ

t

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1 ď

c

4∆

λ

c

ÿ

t

at

d

1

1´ γ

ÿ

t

at

ď

d

4∆

p1´ γqλ
¨ caT.
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where the first inequality follows the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the last inequal-

ity is due to Assumption 4.28.

B.4 Omitted Proofs in Section 4.5

B.4.1 Proof of Lemma 4.29

Sketch: Recall that in a contextual auction, the buyer’s true valuation is vt “

atpxσ, ζty` εtq where at is the intrinsic value of the item, ζt is the contextual vector,

and εt is a random variable following the market noise distribution Mt. Notice that

Mtpwt ´ xσ, ζtyq is the probability of the event that xσ, ζty ` εt “
vt
at
ď wt, which is

equivalent to vt ď at ¨wt. As a result, assuming the buyer reports truthfully, Lk´1pσq

is exactly the negative of log-likelihood corresponding to σ.

Under truthful reporting, we have 1tbt ě at ¨ wtu “ 1tvt ě at ¨ wtu. For a

ηp1,T q-DIC robust dynamic mechanism, we have vt ´ ηt ď bt ď vt ` ηt. As a result,

if |at ¨ wt ´ vt| ą ηt, then any misreport from the buyer does not result in a lie.

Therefore, a lie occurs only if the true valuation vt P rat ¨ wt ´ ηt, at ¨ wt ` ηts. By a

martingale argument on the sequence of lies, we can obtain that the total number of

lies caused by the dynamic mechanism within phase k is O
´

ř

tPÊk´1

ηt
at

¯

. Moreover,

the buyer has an additional motivation to misreport to change the seller’s estimation

for the future phases. However, for t P Êk´1, the gain from changing the mechanism

for the future phases via changing the seller’s estimation is relatively small, since the

buyer discounts the future.

Proof. First, since the mechanism is ηp1,T q-DIC, the misreport within phase k at

stage t is bounded by ηt. We next bound the additional misreport for changing the

estimation for the next phase. Note that the utility gain starting from phase k is at

most
ř

t1ě`k
γt
1´t ¨ at1 . Under Assumption 4.28, at1 ď ca ¨ t

1. Therefore, we have for
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t P Êk´1,

ÿ

t1ě`k

γt
1´t
¨ at1 ď ca ¨

γ`k´t

p1´ γq2
ď

ca
p1´ γq2 ¨ `5

k

Recall that at round t, our robust dynamic mechanism is mixed with a random posted

price auction with price uniformly drawn from r0, ats with probability λ. Therefore,

the additional misreport m̄t for t P Êk´1 is at most

λk ¨
m̄2
t

2at
ď

ca
p1´ γq2 ¨ `5

k

ñ m̄t ď

d

2ca ¨ at
λk ¨ p1´ γq2 ¨ `5

k

ď

c

2

λ
¨

ca
p1´ γq ¨ `2

k

where the last inequality is due to at ď ca ¨ t ď ca ¨ `k.

To bound the number of lies, for t P Êk´1, Let Lpjq be the number of lies for the

first j stages in Êk´1 and ELpjq be the expected number of lies from stage p`k´1` jq.

Recall that since we sample wt uniformly from r0, 1s and notice that a lie occurs only

if

vt ´ ηt ´ m̄t ď at ¨ wt ď vt ` ηt ` m̄t,

which happens with probability at most 2cf ¨
ηt`m̄t
at

. Therefore,

ELpjq ď 2cf ¨

ˆ

ηt
at
`

c1
?
λk ¨ `

2
k

˙

.

with t “ `k´1 ` j and c1 “
?

2ca
1´γ

. Notice that ErLpjq ´ Lpj ´ 1q ´ ELpjqs “ 0,

which implies that Lpjq ´
řj
j1“0 ELpj

1q forms a martingale. Hence, by multiplicative

Azuma’s inequality (see Lemma 10 [102]) and denoting ` “ |Êk´1|, we have

PrrLp`q ě 2p1` δq
`´1
ÿ

j1“0

ELpj1qs ď exp

˜

´
δ

2
¨

`´1
ÿ

j1“0

ELpj1q

¸

By setting δ “ 2 log `k{
`
ř`´1
j1“0 ELpj

1q
˘

, with probability at least 1´ 1
`k

, we have

Lp`q “ O

¨

˝log `k `
ÿ

tPÊk

ˆ

ηt
at
`

1
?
λk ¨ `

2
k

˙

˛

‚“ O

¨

˝log `k `
ÿ

tPÊk

ηt
at

˛

‚.
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B.4.2 Hybrid Non-clairvoyant Mechanism

We adapt BpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kqq to obtain a hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism, denoted

by BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq, which is parameterized by a real number ω P p0, 1q and

a function τ : Z` Ñ R` that maps the phase number to a real number. The stage

mechanism at stage t is parameterized by two non-negative balances balt and sbalt,

and an additional parameter swt. In particular, swt is reset to 0 at the beginning of

each phase, i.e., for t “ `k.

For the give-for-free mechanism, the Myerson’s auction, and the random posted-

price auction, their allocation rules, payment rules, and the update rule for bal remain

the same, while they keep sw and sbal the same, i.e., swt`1 “ swt and sbalt`1 “ sbalt.

We replace the posted-price auction with extra fee by a hybrid posted-price auction

with extra fee.

Definition B.10 (Hybrid Posted-price Auction with Extra Fee). For t P Ek, let

Eω
k “ tt | at ă `ωk u.

• If t R Eω
k : let feebtpbalt; F̂tq “ min

`

3balt,Evt„F̂trvts
˘

and rtpbaltq be the posted-

price such that

Evt„F̂t
”

`

vt ´ rtpbaltq
˘`
ı

“ feebtpbalt; F̂tq.

The mechanism charges the buyer feebtpbalt; F̂tq before the buyer learns her val-

uation and then run a posted-price auction with price rtpbaltq

xHt “ 1tbt ě rtpbaltqu,

pHt “ feebtpbalt; F̂tq ` rtpbaltq ¨ 1tbt ě rtpbaltqu

and update the balances: balHt`1 “ balt ´ feebtpbalt; F̂tq, sbalHt`1 “ sbalt, and

swH
t`1 “ swt.
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• otherwise, if t P Eω
k : we first update swH

t`1 “ swt ` Evt„F̂trvts;

– if swt ě τpkq, let feestpsbalt; F̂tq “ min
`

3sbalt,Evt„F̂trvts
˘

and rtpsbaltq be

the posted-price such that

Evt„F̂t
”

`

vt ´ rtpsbaltq
˘`
ı

“ feestpsbalt; F̂tq

The mechanism charges the buyer feestpsbalt; F̂tq before the buyer learns

her valuation and then run a posted-price auction with price rtpsbaltq

xHt “ 1tbt ě rtpsbaltqu,

pHt “ feestpsbalt; F̂tq ` rtpsbaltq ¨ 1tbt ě rtpsbaltqu

and update the balances: balHt`1 “ balt and

sbalHt`1 “ sbalt ´ feestpsbalt; F̂tq ` 1tbt ě rtpsbaltqu ¨ pbt ´ rtpsbaltqq ;

– otherwise: allocate the item no matter what the buyer’s bid is. Moreover,

increase the balance sbalt by the buyer’s bid:

xHt “ 1, pHt “ 0,

balHt`1 “ balt, sbalHt`1 “ sbalt ` bt.

We prove Lemma 4.31 in this section. Lemma 4.31 states that by choosing τpkq

properly: (1) the revenue loss from running a hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism

against the non-clairvoyant mechanism is small; (2) the number of lies is small. The

proof of the first property based on a new revenue tracking program that separates the

revenue contribution related to bal (from stages t R Eω
k ) and the revenue contribution

related to sbal (from stages t P Eω
k ). The argument for the revenue from stages t R Eω

k

simply follows the argument of 1
3
-approximation of the non-clairvoyant mechanism,

while the argument for the revenue from stages t P Eω
k exploits the martingale
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property of sbal and the fact that Evt„F̂trvts is exactly the maximum extra fee we can

charge in the posted-price auction with extra fee (Section B.4.2). We then combine

the martingale natural of sbal and techniques in robust non-clairvoyant mechanism

to show the number of lies is small (Section B.4.2).

Bank Account Property

We generalize the definition of BI to accommodate the introduction of sbalt:

• The mechanism ensures that the expected utility is balance independent if the

buyer reports truthfully:

Evt„F̂trvt ¨ xtpbalt, sbalt, swt, vtq ´ ptpbalt, sbalt, swt, vtqs (sBI)

is a non-negative constant independent of balt and sbalt.

• A balance update rule never uses more than the total balance from balt and

sbalt, and never deposits more than the buyer’s utility into balt and sbalt in

total:

balt`1 ě 0, sbalt`1 ě 0

balt`1 ` sbalt`1 (B.32)

ď balt ` sbalt ` bt ¨ xtpbalt, sbalt, swt, btq ´ p
B
t pbalt, sbalt, swt, btq (sBU)

Notice that we allow dependence on swt in sBI. This is because swt is a global

parameter such that it is the same at stage t for all possible historical bids in the

past.

Lemma B.11. The hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq is

stage-IC, sBI and sBU for F̂p1,T q. Therefore, BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq is ηp1,T q-

DIC with ηt “ 0 and ex-post IR for F̂p1,T q.
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Proof. Since all mechanisms are variants of leave-it-or-take-it mechanisms, the mix-

ture of them is clearly stage-IC. For sBU, notice that we only decrease bal and sbal

in the posted price auction, and moreover, by the construction of rtpbalt, sbalt; F̂tq,

it is at most balt (sbalt) when balt (sbalt) is deducted. Furthermore, it is straight-

forward to verify that the sum of the deposit to bal and sbal is at most the buyer’s

utility at stage t. Therefore, the mechanism is sBU. To demonstrate the mechanism

is sBI, notice that when at ě `ωk or swt ě τpkq, the buyer’s expected utility is ex-

actly Evt„F̂trvts`0`Evt„F̂trpvt´ r
˚
t pF̂tqs for all balt and sbalt; otherwise, the buyer’s

expected utility is 2Evt„F̂trvts ` Evt„F̂trpvt ´ r
˚
t pF̂tqs for all balt and sbalt. Thus, the

mechanism is sBI.

Since the mechanism is sBI, the buyer’s historical reports have no impact on her

future expected utilities, assuming she reports truthfully in the future. Combining

with the fact that the mechanism is stage-IC for every stage, the mechanism is

ηp1,T q-DIC with ηp1,T q “ p0, . . . , 0q. Moreover, by the balance update property sBU,

the nonnegative balt`sbalt always lower bounds the buyer’s utility provided truthful

reporting. Thus, the mechanism is ex-post IR.

Revenue Tracking Program

We develop a program to compute the revenue obtained from the hybrid non-

clairvoyant mechanism. For convenience, let feebtpbal; F̂tq “ 0 for t P Eω
k (in which

feebtpbal; F̂tq is not defined). Moreover, for stage t such that t P Eω
k and swt ă τpkq

(in which feestpsbal; F̂tq and rtpsbalq are not defined), let feestpsbal; F̂tq “ rtpsbalq “ 0.

Definition B.12. For a hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq,

we consider revenue tracking programs ψbt pbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq and ψst psbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq

to keep track on the revenue of implementing BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq when the
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buyer’s true distribution is Fp1,T q. We define ψbT pbalq “ ψsT psbalq “ 0 and for t ă T ,

ψbt´1pbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feebtpbal; F̂tq `

1

3
r˚t pF̂tq ¨ 1tv

1
t ě r˚t pF̂tqu

` ψbt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
v1t ´

1

3
feebtpbal; F̂tq, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T q

˙

(B.33)

where v1t is the buyer’s reported bid that maximizes her continuation utility when the

buyer’s true valuation is vt.

Moreover, for t R Eω
k , ψst´1psbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq “ ψst psbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq; otherwise,

ψst´1psbal, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq is set by

Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feestpsbal; F̂tq ` ψ

s
t

ˆ

sbal`
1

3

`

v1t ´ feestpsbal; F̂tq ´ rtpsbalq
˘

, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T q

˙

(B.34)

where v1t is the reported bid when the buyer’s true valuation is vt.

Notice that we separate the revenue tracking for bal and sbal. Moreover, the

revenue obtained from the Myerson’s auction are counted in ψbt . Similar to the

revenue tracking program for the non-clairvoyant mechanism (4.9), we record the

revenue from each stage t while omitting the possible revenue rtpbalq or rtpsbalq

from the posted-price auction with extra fee.

Proposition B.13.

Rev
´

Bhybrid
pF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq;Fp1,T q

¯

ě ψb0p0, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq ` ψ
s
0p0, F̂p1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´OpλT q.

Revenue Performance with Perfect Distributional Information We first compare the

revenue obtained by the hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism and the non-clairvoyant

mechanism, when the seller’s distributional information is perfect, i.e., F̂p1,T q “ Fp1,T q.
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Notice that the definition of ψbt (B.33) is exactly the same as ψt for the non-clairvoyant

mechanism (4.9). However, the difference is that for stage t in which at ă `ωk ,

feebtpbal; F̂tq “ 0 in the hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism. Following an argument

similar to the proof of Lemma 4.23, we have the following lemma:

Lemma B.14. For any Fp1,T q, we have for all 0 ď t ď T ,

ψbt pbal` δ, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´ δ ď ψbt pbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ď ψbt pbal` δ, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq.

Therefore, all our results for the robust non-clairvoyant mechanism (Section 4.4)

works for the revenue obtained from ψbt . We then compute the revenue obtain from

ψbt when the seller has perfect distributional information.

Lemma B.15. ψb0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ě ψ0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´
1
3

ř

k

ř

tPEωk
Evt„Ftrvts.

Proof. For simplicity, let φtpbalq “ ψbt pbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq and moreover, let θtpbalq “

ψtpbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq. We prove by a backward induction from t “ T to t “ 0 to show

that for all t and bal ě 0,

φtpbalq ě θtpbalq ´
1

3

ÿ

k

ÿ

t1PEωk ,t
1ąt

Evt1„Ft1 rvt1s.

The base case is true for t “ T since φT pbalq “ θT pbalq “ 0 for all bal ě 0. Assume

the induction hypothesis is true for t1 ě t and we consider stage t´ 1. For t P Ek, if

t R Eω
k , we have feebtpbal;Ftq “ feetpbal;Ftq. Therefore, we have

φt´1pbalq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feebtpbal;Ftq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feebtpbal;Ftq

˙

“ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feetpbal;Ftq

˙

ě θt´1pbalq ´
1

3

ÿ

k

ÿ

t1PEωk ,t
1ět

Evt1„Ft1 rvt1s
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where the inequality follows the induction hypothesis. On the other hand, if t P Eω
k ,

we have feebtpbal;Ftq “ 0. As a result, we have

φt´1pbalq “ Evt„Ft
„

1

3
feebtpbal;Ftq `

1

3
κtpvtq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´

1

3
feebtpbal;Ftq

˙

ě Evt„Ft
„

1

3
κtpvtq ` φt

ˆ

bal`
1

3
vt ´ feetpbal;Ftq

˙

ě θt´1pbalq ´
1

3

ÿ

k

ÿ

t1PEωk ,t
1ět

Evt1„Ft1 rvt1s

where the first inequality follows Lemma B.14 and the second inequality uses the

induction hypothesis and the fact that feetpbal;Ftq ď Evt„Ftrvts.

Let Ẽω
k “ tt P E

ω
k | swt ă τpkqu. Let t˚pkq “ max Ẽω

k and consider a sequence yt

for t P Eω
k such that

yt “

"

1
3

ř

t1PEk,t1ďt
Evt1„Ft1 rvt1s t1 P Ẽω

k

yt˚pkq t1 R Ẽω
k

Hence, the key observation is that the sequence tsbalt ´ ytutPEωk forms a martingale

with bounded difference at at stage t: for t P Ẽω
k , we have

Evt„Ftrsbalt`1 ´ sbalts “ Evt„Ftrsbalt `
1

3
vt ´ sbalts “

1

3
Evt„Ftrvts

and for t P Eω
k zẼ

ω
k , we have

Evt„Ftrsbalt`1 ´ sbalts

“ Evt„Ft
„

sbalt `
1

3

´

vt ´ feestpsbalt;Ftq ´ rtpsbaltq
¯

´ sbalt



“ 0

where the last equality follows the fact that Evt„F̂t
”

`

vt ´ rtpsbaltq
˘`
ı

“ feestpsbalt; F̂tq

from the construction of the hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism.
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Lemma B.16. If τpkq ě 4
?
ca ¨ `

1
2
p1`ωq

k

?
log `k, for any t P Eω

k zẼ
ω
k , we have that

Pr
“

sbalt ă yt˚pkq ´ δ
‰

ď exp
´

´ δ2

4ca`
1`ω
k

¯

.

Proof. Notice that yt˚pkq ě τpkq and by Azuma’s inequality, we have for any t P

Eω
k zẼ

ω
k ,

Pr
“

sbalt ă yt˚pkq ´ δ
‰

ď exp

˜

´
δ2

2
ř

tPEωk
a2
t

¸

ď exp

ˆ

´
δ2

4ca`
1`ω
k

˙

where the second inequality follows that

ÿ

tPEωk

a2
t ď p`

ω
k q

2
¨

ř

tPEωk
at

`ωk
ď p`ωk q

2
¨

2ca`k
`ωk

“ 2ca ¨ `
1`ω
k

where the second inequality follows Assumption 4.28.

Lemma B.17. If τpkq ě 4
?
ca ¨ `

1
2
p1`ωq

k

?
log `k, we have

ψs0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ě
1

3

ÿ

k

¨

˝

ÿ

tPEωk

Evt„Ftrvts ´ τpkq

˛

‚´ ÕpT ωq.

Proof. For convenience, let φtpsbalq “ ψst psbal, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq. Recall that φt´1psbalq “

φtpsbalq if t P Ek and t R Eω
k . Moreover, recall that swt is set to 0 at stage `k for all

k and when t P Ek and swt ă τpkq, we in fact offer a give-for-free mechanism in the

hybrid posted-price auction. Therefore, the mechanism does not accrue any revenue

from stages with t P Ẽω
k .

Plugging in δ “ τpkq ´ 1
3
`ωk in Lemma B.16, we have

Pr

„

sbalt ă
1

3
`ωk



ď Pr

„

sbalt ă yt˚pkq ´ τpkq `
1

3
`ωk



ď exp

˜

´

`

τpkq ´ 1
3
`ωk
˘2

4ca`
1`ω
k

¸

ď
1

`2
k
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where the first inequality is due to yt˚pkq ě τpkq. Applying the union bound, we have

Pr

„

Dt P Eω
k zẼ

ω
k , sbalt ă

1

3
`ωk



ď
1

`k
.

Therefore, with probability at least p1 ´ 1
`k
q, for all t P Eω

k zẼ
ω
k , 3sbalt ě `ωk ě at ě

Evt„Ftrvts, which implies that feestpsbalt;Ftq “ Evt„Ftrvts. Thus, combining with

the fact that yt˚pkq ď τpkq ` `ωk for all k, we have for the revenue obtained from

1
3
feestpsbalt;Ftq is at least

p1´
1

`k
q ¨

1

3

¨

˝

ÿ

tPEωk

Evt„Ftrvts ´ yt˚pkq

˛

‚“
1

3

¨

˝

ÿ

tPEωk

Evt„Ftrvts ´ τpkq

˛

‚´Op`ωk q

We conclude the proof of the lemma by taking the summation over all the phases.

Combining Lemma B.15 and B.17, we can conclude that

Corollary B.18. By setting τpkq “ 4
?
ca ¨ `

1
2
p1`ωq

k

?
log `k, we have

ψb0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ` ψ
s
0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ě ψ0p0, Fp1,T q;Fp1,T qq ´ Õ

´

T
1
2
p1`ωq

¯

.

Therefore, the revenue loss of the hybrid non-clairvoyant mechanism against the

optimal clairvoyant mechanism is sublinear in T when ω P p0, 1q.

Analysis on the Misreport

We analyze the buyer’s misreport in this section. By the discussion in Section 4.5.2,

we focus on Êk instead of Ek. We first provide a naive bound for the property of

ηp1,T q-DIC in Êk for BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq.

Proposition B.19. In BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq, for t P Êk, we have

ηt ď 4

d

at∆k

λk
¨

ÿ

t1PEk,t1ąt

γt1´tat1
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and moreover,

ÿ

tPÊk

ηt “ 4ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k.

Proof. By Lemma 4.26, we have

ηt ď

g

f

f

e

4at∆k

λk
¨

T
ÿ

t1“t`1

γt1´tat1

“ ηt ď

g

f

f

f

e

4at∆k

λk
¨

¨

˝

ÿ

t1PEk,t1ąt

γt1´tat1 `
ÿ

t1ě`k`1

γt1´tat1

˛

‚

ď ηt ď

g

f

f

e

4at∆k

λk
¨

˜

ÿ

t1PEk,t1ąt

γt1´tat1 `
ca

p1´ γq2 ¨ `5
k`1

¸

ď ηt ď 4

g

f

f

e

at∆k

λk
¨

˜

ÿ

t1PEk,t1ąt

γt1´tat1

¸

Combining with the argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4.27, we can conclude

that

ÿ

tPÊk

ηt “ 4ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k.

For convenience, let Êω
k “ Eω

k X Êk and let

Aωk “ tt P Ê
ω
k | nextptq ą 6 log1{γ `ku

where nextptq “ min ptt1 ą t | t1 P EkzE
ω
k u Y t`k`1uq ´ t1. Intuitively, nextptq is the

distance between stage t and the first future stage not in Eω
k . Hence, Aωk is a set of

stages in which the first future stage not in Eω
k is at least 6 log1{γ `k far away. By

Lemma B.16, with probability at least p1 ´ 1
`k
q, the mechanism we offer in Eω

k is
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static, which implies that the buyer has little incentive to misreport for stages in

Aωk since she discounts the future. We formalize this intuition in Lemma B.20. For

convenience, let

τ∆k,λkpkq “ 4
?
ca ¨ `

1
2
p1`ωq

k

a

log `k ` 5ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k ` 6`ωk log1{γ `k.

Lemma B.20. In BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq, if τpkq ě τ∆k,λkpkq then with probability

at least p1´ 1
`k
q, for all t P Aωk , ηt ď O

´

1?
λk¨`

2
k

¯

and moreover,

ψs`kp0, F̂p`k,`k`1´1q;Fp`k,`k`1´1qq ě
1

3

¨

˝

ÿ

tPEωk

Evt„F̂trvts ´ τpkq

˛

‚´Op`ωk q.

Proof. First, plugging δ “ τpkq´5ca
b

∆k

p1´γqλk
¨`k´6`ωk log1{γ `k´

1
3
`ωk into Lemma B.16,

then conditioned on the assumption that the buyer reports truthfully according to

F̂p1,T q, we have

Pr

«

sbalt ă 5ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k ` 6`ωk log1{γ `k `

1

3
`ωk

ff

ď Pr

«

sbalt ă yt˚pkq ´

˜

τpkq ´ 5ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k ´ 6`ωk log1{γ `k ´

1

3
`ωk

¸ff

ď exp

¨

˚

˝

´

´

5
?
ca ¨ `

1
2
p1`ωq

k

?
log `k ´

1
3
`ωk

¯2

4ca`
1`ω
k

˛

‹

‚

ď
1

`2
k

.

Applying a union bound, we have

Pr

«

Dt P Aωk , sbalt ă 5ca

d

∆k

p1´ γqλk
¨ `k ` 6`ωk log1{γ `k `

1

3
`ωk

ff

ď
1

`k

conditioned on the assumption that the buyer reports truthfully according to F̂p1,T q.

If the buyer misreports under Fp1,T q, then by Proposition B.19 and Assumption 4.28,
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we have

Pr

„

Dt P Aωk , sbalt ă 6`ωk log1{γ `k `
1

3
`ωk



ď
1

`k
.

By the definition of Aωk , for t1 P
“

t` 1, t` 6 log1{γ `k
‰

, the mechanism at stage t1 is

the same if sbalt1 ě
1
3
`ωk , which implies that 3sbalt1 ě at1 ě Evt„F̂trvts. Moreover,

notice that at stage t1, since at1 ď `ωk , the decrement of sbal is at most `ωk . Therefore,

we have

Pr

„

Dt P Aωk , Dt ă t1 ď t` 6 log1{γ `k, sbalt ă
1

3
`ωk



ď
1

`k
.

As a result, for a buyer who misreports at stage t P Aωk , she can only earn benefit

from stages at least 6 log1{γ `k away in the future. Thus, the amount of misreport mt

must satisfy

λk ¨
m2
t

2at
ď

ÿ

t1ět`6 log1{γ `k

γt
1´tat1 ď

ca
p1´ γq2 ¨ `5

k

ñ mt “ O

ˆ

1
?
λk ¨ `

2
k

˙

.

For the revenue guarantee in phase k, notice that our analysis demonstrates that

once swt ě τpkq ě τ∆k,λkpkq for some t, even the buyer misreports, with probability

at least p1 ´ 1
`k
q, sbalt1 ě

1
3
`ωk for all t1 ě t and t1 P Eω

k . Therefore, the mechanism

can obtain revenue 1
3
Evt1„F̂t1 rvt1s for these stages.

We are now ready to bound the estimation error of our learning policy (Sec-

tion 4.5.2) in our robust hybrid non-clairvoyant bank account mechanism, denoted

by BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq.

Lemma B.21. If τpkq ě τ∆k,λkpkq and λk ě `´2
k , then with probability at least

p1´ 1
`k
q, BhybridpF̂p1,T q, λp1,Kq, ω, τq is ηp1,T q-DIC for Fp1,T q such that

ÿ

tPÊk

ηt
at
ď Õ

`

`1´ω
k

˘

.
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Proof. First of all, for t P Aωk , by Lemma B.20, we have

ÿ

tPAωk

ηt
at
ď

ÿ

tPAωk

ηt “ O

ˆ

1
?
λk ¨ `k

˙

where the inequality is due to at ě 1. As for t P Êω
k zA

ω
k , we simply apply the bound

ηt
at
ď 1 since ηt ď at. Moreover, by the definition of Aωk , for t P Êω

k , there are at

most |EkzE
ω
k | ¨6 log1{γ `k stages not in Aωk . In addition, by Assumption 4.28, we have

|EkzE
ω
k | “ Op`1´ω

k q. Therefore, we have

ÿ

tPÊωk zA
ω
k

ηt
at
ď |Êω

k zA
ω
k | “ Õ

`

`1´ω
k

˘

.

Finally, for stages in ÊkzÊ
ω
k , we have |ÊkzÊ

ω
k | “ Op`1´ω

k q, and therefore,

ÿ

tP̂̂EkzÊ
ω
k

ηt
at
ď |ÊkzÊ

ω
k | “ Õ

`

`1´ω
k

˘

.

We conclude the proof of the lemma by summing over all three cases.
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Appendix C

Omitted Materials from Chapter 5

C.1 Omitted Proofs in Section 5.2

C.1.1 Proof of Theorem 5.2

Proof. Sufficiency: For a history independent mechanism xx, py, since the mechanism

is stage-IC, the buyer is incentivized to report truthfully in the last stage. By a

backward induction, for stage t, DIC requires that

vt P arg max
bt

ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘

` Ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt
˘

for all vt and bp1,t´1q, where Utpbp1,tqq is the continuation utility. Since the mechanism

is (history-UI) for every stage, we have for any bp1,tq,

Utpbp1,tqq “
T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨ Evτ„Fτ
“

uτ
`

bp1,tq, vpt`1,τq; vτ
˘‰

“

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨ cτ .

Notice that
řT
τ“t`1 γ

τ´t ¨ cτ depends on γ but is independent of bp1,tq. Therefore,

for a buyer with discounting factor γ, dynamic-IC requirement is equivalent to vt P

arg maxbt ut
`

bp1,t´1q, bt; vt
˘

, which is exactly the requirement of stage-IC. Since the
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mechanism is (stage-IC) for stage t, the buyer is incentivized to report truthfully

at stage t. Thus, a history independent mechanism is dynamic-IC for all γ P r0, 1s.

Necessity: First, notice that for a dynamic mechanism xx, py to be dynamic-IC for

γ “ 0, the dynamic mechanism must be stage-IC. We prove by a backward induction

on t from t “ T to t “ 1 to show that for all τ ě t and bp1,τ´1q,

Evτ ruτ pbp1,τ´1q, vτ ; vτ qs “ ζtτ pbp1,t´1qq

where ζtτ is a function depending on bp1,t´1q only. In other words, the induction

hypothesis at stage t assumes that for all stage τ ě t, the expected utility of the

buyer at stage τ is dependent on bp1,t´1q but independent of bpt,τ´1q. The mechanism

is (history-UI) when the induction hypothesis is true for t “ 1.

The base case when t “ T is clearly true by defining

ζTT pbp1,T´1qq “ EvT ruT pbp1,T´1q, vT ; vT qs.

Assume the induction hypothesis is true for all t1 ą t and we consider the case t.

Notice that, for stage t, the dynamic-IC requirement is equivalent to a first order

condition such that for all vt,

0 “
B
 

ut
`

bp1,tq; vt
˘

` Ut
`

bp1,tq
˘(

Bbt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

bt“vt

For a (stage-IC) mechanism, by Myerson’s lemma, the payment function and the

allocation rule must satisfy
Bptpbp1,tqq

Bbt
“ bt ¨

Bxtpbp1,tqq

Bbt
. Therefore, we have

But
`

bp1,tq; vt
˘

Bbt
“ vt ¨

Bxt
`

bp1,tq
˘

Bbt
´
Bpt

`

bp1,tq
˘

Bbt

“ pvt ´ btq ¨
Bxt

`

bp1,tq
˘

Bbt

Plugging the above formula to the first order condition, we have

0 “
B
 

ut
`

bp1,tq; vt
˘

` Utpbp1,tqq
(

Bbt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

bt“vt

“
BUtpbp1,tqq

Bbt

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

bt“vt
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for all vt. Thus, to satisfy the first order condition, we have,

@bp1,tq,
BUtpbp1,tqq

Bbt
“ 0

The continuation utility Utpbp1,tqq can be written as

Utpbp1,tqq “
T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨ Evpt`1,τq

“

uτ
`

bp1,tq, vpt`1,τq; vτ
˘‰

“

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨ ζt`1
τ pbp1,tqq

where the second equality follows the fact that the induction hypothesis is true for

t`1. Combining with the fact that
BUtpbp1,tqq

Bbt
“ 0 for all bp1,tq, we have for all γ P r0, 1s,

T
ÿ

τ“t`1

γτ´t ¨
Bζt`1

τ pbp1,tqq

Bbt
“ 0

which implies that for all τ ą t and bp1,tq,
Bζt`1
τ pbp1,tqq

Bbt
“ 0. Therefore, we can define

ζtτ pbp1,t´1qq such that for τ ą t,

ζtτ pbp1,t´1qq
.
“ ζt`1

τ pbp1,t´1q, 0q “ ζt`1
τ pbp1,tqq

and moreover, for τ “ t, ζtt pbp1,t´1qq “ Evtrutpbp1,t´1q, vt; vtqs, which concludes the

proof of the induction.

C.2 Omitted Proofs in Section 5.3

C.2.1 Proof of Theorem 5.11

Proof. Recall that G is the distribution of the competing bids. The allocation rule

of the considered buyer is

xpvq “

"

0 v ă rl
Gpvq v ě rl

.
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Moreover, the payment rule is given as

ppvq “

$

&

%

0 v ă rl
v ¨Gpvq rl ď v ă rh
rh ¨Gprhq `

şv

rh
z ¨ gpzqdz v ě rh

.

Therefore, the utility function is

ûpvq “

$

&

%

0 v ă rl
0 rl ď v ă rh
v ¨Gpvq ´ rh ¨Gprhq ´

şv

rh
z ¨ gpzqdz v ě rh

.

Observe that the utility function ûpvq is continuous for 0 ă v ă 1 and moreover, for

any v, both the left derivative and the right derivative exist for û. In particular, for

v ą rh, we have

û1`pvq “ û1´pvq “ Gpvq “ xpvq,

and for v ă rh, û
1`pvq “ û1´pvq “ 0. Therefore, we have

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α

“ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨

“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv

“ lim
αÑ0

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨

«

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

v
˘

2αv
`
û
`

v
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘

2αv

ff

dv

“

ż 1

0

fpvqv ¨
û1`pvq ` û1´pvq

2
dv “

ż 1

rh

fpvqv ¨ xpvqdv,

where the last inequality is due to that F is a continuous function. As a result, we

have

i-SIC “

ş1

rh
fpvq ¨ v ¨ xpvqdv

Erv ¨ xpvqs
“

ş1

rh
fpvq ¨ v ¨ xpvqdv

ş1

rl
fpvq ¨ v ¨ xpvqdv

“ 1´
E rv ¨ xpvq ¨ 1trl ď v ď rhus

Erv ¨ xpvqs
,

which concludes the proof.
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C.2.2 Proof of Lemma 5.12

Proof. Notice that the allocation rule of the considered buyer is

xpvq “

"

0 v ă rl
Gpvq v ě rl

.

Moreover, the payment rule is given as

ppvq “

$

&

%

0 v ă rl
rl ¨Gprlq `

şv

rl
z ¨ gpzqdz rl ď v ă rh

rh ¨Gprhq `
şv

rh
z ¨ gpzqdz v ě rh

.

Therefore, the utility function is

ûpvq “

$

&

%

0 v ă rl
v ¨Gpvq ´ rl ¨Gprlq ´

şv

rl
z ¨ gpzqdz rl ď v ă rh

v ¨Gpvq ´ rh ¨Gprhq ´
şv

rh
z ¨ gpzqdz v ě rh

.

Observe that the utility function ûpvq is continuous for 0 ă v ă 1 except for v “ rh

and moreover, for any v ‰ rh, both the left derivative and the right derivative exist

for û. In particular, for v ą rl with v ‰ rh, we have

û1`pvq “ û1´pvq “ Gpvq “ xpvq,

and for v ă rl, we have û1`pvq “ û1´pvq “ 0 “ xpvq. Therefore,

lim
αÑ0

E
“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘‰

´ E
“

û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2α

“ fprhq ¨ rh ¨
`

û`prhq ´ û
´
prhq

˘

` lim
αÑ0

ż rh

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨

“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv

` lim
αÑ0

ż 1

rh

fpvq ¨ v ¨

“

û
`

p1` αqv
˘

´ û
`

p1´ αqv
˘‰

2αv
dv

“ fprhq ¨ rh ¨
`

û`prhq ´ û
`
prhq

˘

`

ż rh

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨
û1`pvq ` û1´pvq

2
dv

`

ż 1

rh

fpvq ¨ v ¨
û1`pvq ` û1´pvq

2
dv

“ fprhq ¨ rh ¨
`

û`prhq ´ û
´
prhq

˘

`

ż 1

0

fpvq ¨ v ¨ xpvqdv.
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Notice that

û`prhq ´ û
´
prhq “ rl ¨Gprlq `

ż rh

rl

v ¨ gpvqdv ´ rh ¨Gprhq

“ rh ¨Gprhq ´

ż rh

rl

Gpvqdv ´ rh ¨Gprhq “ p˚prhq ´ rh ¨ xprhq.

where the second equality is due to integration by parts and the last equality follows

the Myerson’s lemma and the fact that xprhq “ Gprhq. Therefore, we have

i-SIC “
fprhq ¨ rh ¨

`

p˚prhq ´ rh ¨ xprhq
˘

` Erv ¨ xpvqs
Erv ¨ xpvqs

“ 1´
fprhq ¨ rh ¨

`

rh ¨ xprhq ´ p
˚prhq

˘

Erv ¨ xpvqs
,

which concludes the proof.
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Appendix D

Omitted Materials from Chapter 6

D.1 Omitted Proofs in Section 6.4

D.1.1 Proof of Lemma 6.18

Proof of Lemma 6.18 is broken down into two lemmas based on the greedy algorithm

for matroid optimization (see Algorithm 2).

Algorithm 2: Greedy Algorithm for Matroid Optimization

Input: A matroid M “ prns, Iq and a valuation profile ~v;
Output: A welfare-optimal subset A P I;
AÐH

while |A| ă rankM do
i˚ Ð arg maxiPrnszA,AYtiuPI vi (ties are broken lexicographically)

A “ AY ti˚u

end
return A

Given a valuation profile ~v, let ~v|S be a profile such that vj|S “ vj for j R S and

vj|S ă vj for j P S.

Lemma D.1. For any matroid M , valuation profile ~v and i P rns, AMp~vqztiu Ď

AM
´

~v|tiu

¯

.
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Proof. First, if i R AMp~vq, according to Algorithm 2, it is clear that AMp~vq “

AM
´

~v|tiu

¯

. From now on, we focus on the case in which i P AMp~vq. Without loss

of generality, assume that v1 ě v2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě vn. For convenience, let AMp~vqztiu “

ts1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , squ and without loss of generality, assume s1 ă s2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sq. Moreover,

let Bk “ ts1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sku. We show by induction that for the solution A after the first

k runs of the while-loop in Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v|tiu, denoted by Ak,

either Ak “ Bk or Ak “ Bk´1 Y txu for some i ă x ă sk. The base case is clearly

true for k “ 0 since A0 “ H. Assume the induction hypothesis is true for k ´ 1. If

Ak´1 “ Bk´1, we argue that Ak “ Bk´1 Y tyu with sk´1 ă y ď sk. Note that, it

is impossible that y ą sk since and Bk´1 Y tsku “ Bk Ď AMp~vq is an independent

subset. Moreover, if y ă sk, then we must have i ă sk and moreover i ă y ă sk,

or otherwise, that Bk´1 Y tyu P I is lexicographically smaller than Bk or Bk´1 Y tiu

contradicts the execution of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v.

On the other hand, when Ak´1 “ Bk´2 Y txu for some i ă x ă sk´1, we argue

that Ak “ Ak´1 Y tyu with y “ sk´1. First, we must have y ď sk´1, since both

Bk´2Yti, sk´1u and Bk´2Ytxu are independent sets, while
`

Bk´2Yti, sk´1u
˘

z
`

Bk´2Y

txu
˘

“ tsk´1, iu. Note that Bk´2Ytx, iu is not an independent set, or otherwise that

Bk´2 Y tx, iu is lexicographically smaller than Bk´1 Y tiu contradicts the execution

of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v. Therefore, Bk´1 Y txu P I, and therefore,

y ď sk´1. Next, if y ă sk´1, then we know that both Bk´2 Y tx, yu P I and

Bk´2 Y tiu P I, while
`

Bk´2 Y tx, yu
˘

z
`

Bk´2 Y tiu
˘

“ tx, yu. Therefore, we have

either Bk´2 Y ti, xu P I or Bk´2 Y ti, yu P I is an independent set. However, since

x, y ă sk´1, we have both Bk´2Yti, xu and Bk´2Yti, yu are lexicographically smaller

than Bk´1Ytiu, which contradicts the execution of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile

~v.

Similarly, given ~v, let ~v|S be a profile such that vj|S “ vj for j R S and vj|S ą vj
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for j P S.

Lemma D.2. For any matroid M , valuation profile ~v and i P rns, AMp~vq Y tiu Ě

AM
´

~v
|tiu

¯

.

Proof. First, if i P AMp~vq or i R AM
´

~v
|tiu

¯

, it is clear that AMp~vq “ AM
´

~v
|tiu

¯

.

From now on, we focus on the case in which i R AMp~vq and i P AM
´

~v
|tiu

¯

. Without

loss of generality, assume that v1 ě v2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě vn. For convenience, let AMp~vq “

ts1, s2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , squ and without loss of generality, assume s1 ă s2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sq. Moreover,

let Bk “ ts1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , sku. We show by induction that for the solution A after the first

k runs of the while-loop in Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v
|tiu, denoted by Ak,

either Ak “ Bk or Ak “ Bk Y tiuztsju for some j ď k. In particular, when j ă k,

Bk Y tiu R I. The base case is clearly true for k “ 0 since A0 “ H.

Assume the induction hypothesis is true for k´ 1. If Ak´1 “ Bk´1, we argue that

Ak “ Bk´1 Y tyu with y P tsk, iu. Note that, if y ‰ i, it is impossible that y ą sk

since and Bk´1 Y tsku “ Bk Ď AMp~vq is an independent subset. Moreover, if y ‰ i

but y ă sk, then that Bk´1Ytyu P I is lexicographically smaller than Bk contradicts

the execution of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v.

On the other hand, when Ak´1 “ Bk´1 Y tiuztsju for some j ď k ´ 1. We argue

that Ak “ Ak´1 Y tyu with y “ sk´1 if j “ k ´ 1 and Bk´1 Y tiu P I; otherwise,

y “ sk. First, if Bk´1 Y tiu P I, clearly we must have y ď sk´1. Moreover, if

y ă sk´1, then we have Bk´2 Y ti, yu P I, which implies that Bk´2 Y tyu P I, which

is lexicographically smaller than Bk´1 and produces a contradiction to the execution

of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v. For the remaining case, we must have y ď sk,

since both Bk P I and Bk´1 Y tiuztsju P I, while Bkz
`

Bk´1 Y tiuztsju
˘

“ tsj, sku.

However, since Bk´1 Y tiu R I, only sk can be added and therefore, Bk Y tiuztsju P

I. Finally, if y ă sk, then we have Bk´1 Y ti, yuztsju P I and Bk´1 P I while
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`

Bk´1Yti, yuztsju
˘

zBk´1 “ ti, yu. Therefore, either Bk´1Ytiu P I or Bk´1Ytyu P I.

However, we cannot have Bk´1 Y tiu P I but that Bk´1 Y tyu is lexicographically

smaller than Bk contradicts the execution of Algorithm 2 for valuation profile ~v.

Lemma 6.18 would be a direct corollary of Lemma D.1 and Lemma D.2.
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Appendix E

Omitted Materials from Chapter 7

E.1 Omitted Proofs in Section 7.4

E.1.1 Proof of Lemma 7.11

Proof. Notice that for a valuation vt “ i with t P pκi,j, κi,j`1s, its cumulative utility

for playing option pi, jq is

σpi,jq,tpiq “ ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i` pGi ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ i` pt´ κi,jq ¨ pi´ iq “ Gi ¨

εT

H
¨ i. (E.1)

vt’s cumulative utility for playing option pi1, j1q with i1 ă i is at most

σpi1,j1q,tpiq ď ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 ` pGi1 ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ i` pt´ κi1,j1q ¨ pi´ i

1
q

which is at most Gi1 ¨
εT
H
¨ i ` εT

H
¨ pi ´ i1q. Taking the difference between σpi1,j1q,tpiq

and σpi,jq,tpiq, we have that σpi,jq,tpiq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpiq is at least

pGi ´Gi1q ¨
εT

H
¨ i´

εT

H
¨ pi´ i1q “

˜

i
ÿ

τ“i1`1

i

τ

¸

¨
εT

H
´
εT

H
¨ pi´ i1q

“

˜

i
ÿ

τ“i1`1

p
i

τ
´ 1q

¸

¨
εT

H
ą γT.
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Session σpi,jq,tpvq
init ´t ¨ i

0 ´α ¨ εT
H
¨ i

ready ´α ¨ εT
H
¨ i`

`

t´ κi,j ` pGi ` αq ¨
εT
H

˘

¨ v
1 ´α ¨ εT

H
¨ i` pGi ` αq ¨

εT
H
¨ v ` pt´ κi,jq ¨ pv ´ iq

H ´α ¨ εT
H
¨ i` pGi ` αq ¨

εT
H
¨ v ` εT

3H2 ¨ pv ´ iq ´ pt´ κi,j`1qH
Table E.1: Extracting full welfare for V “ rHs: utility of pi, jq-th option

In addition, vt’s cumulative utility for playing option pi1, j1q with i1 ą i is at most

σpi1,j1q,tpiq ď max

"

´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 ` pGi1 ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ i` pt´ κi1,j1q ¨ pi´ i

1
q, 0

*

If the maximum is taken by 0, then it is clear that σpi,jq,tpiq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpiq ą γT . On

the other hand, we have

σpi1,j1q,tpiq ď ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 ` pGi1 ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ i` pt´ κi1,j1q ¨ pi´ i

1
q

ď Gi1 ¨
εT

H
¨ i` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi´ i1q

Taking the difference between σpi1,j1q,tpiq and σpi,jq,tpiq, we have

σpi,jq,tpiq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpiq ě pGi ´Gi1q ¨
εT

H
¨ i` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

“

˜

´pi1 ´ iq `
i1
ÿ

τ“i`1

τ ´ i

τ

¸

¨
εT

H
` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

ě

ˆ

´pi1 ´ iq `
i1 ´ i

H

˙

¨
εT

H
` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

ě
2

3H
¨
εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq ą γT

Moreover, notice that pκi,j, κi,j`1s are disjoint intervals for a fix i. In addition, for

κi,j ` γT ă t ă κi,j`1 ´ γT , we have for any j1 ă j,

σpi,j1q,tpiq “ σpi,j1q,κi,j1`1
piq ´ pt´ κi,j1`1qH ď Gi ¨

εT

H
¨ i´H ¨ γT
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where we use the fact that σpi,j1q,κi,j1`1
piq “ Gi ¨

εT
H
¨ i for all j1 due to (E.1). Similarly,

for j1 ą j,

σpi,j1q,tpiq “ σpi,j1q,κi,j1 piq ´ pκi,j1 ´ tqi ď Gi ¨
εT

H
¨ i´ i ¨ γT

where we use the fact that σpi,j1q,κi,j1 piq “ Gi ¨
εT
H
¨ i for all j1 due to (E.1).

E.1.2 Proof of Theorem 7.14

Let ε1 be parameter for the target additive revenue loss Opε1T q. For ease of presen-

tation, we will rescale V to r0, Hs such that H “ 1{ε1, and thus, it suffices to show

that we can obtain OpT q loss in the scaled version. First notice that it suffices to

consider V “ r1, Hs since for all valuations less than 1, we will suffer revenue loss at

most 1 from each of them.

To extend our result to V “ r1, Hs, consider i ă vt ă i` 1. Its cumulative utility

of playing the option pi, jq with κi,j ă t ď κi,j`1 is

σpi,jq,tpvtq “ ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i` pGi ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ vt ` pt´ κi,jq ¨ pvt ´ iq

ě Gi ¨
εT

H
¨ vt ` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pvt ´ iq

“ σpi,jq,tpiq ` pGi ` αq ¨
εT

H
¨ pvt ´ iq

We are now ready to proceed to prove Lemma 7.13

Proof of Lemma 7.13. Notice that its cumulative utility of playing the option pi1, j1q

with i1 ă i is at most

σpi1,j1q,tpvtq “ ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 ` pGi1 ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ vt ` pt´ κi1,j1q ¨ pvt ´ i

1
q

ď Gi1 ¨
εT

H
¨ vt ` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pvt ´ i

1
q `

εT

3H2
¨ pvt ´ i

1
q
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which equals to

Gi1 ¨
εT

H
¨ vt `

εT

H
¨ pvt ´ i

1
q “ max

t
tσpi1,j1q,tpiqu ` pGi1 ` 1q ¨

εT

H
¨ pvt ´ iq.

Taking the difference between σpi,jq,tpvtq and σpi1,j1q,tpvtq when i1 ă i, we have

σpi,jq,tpvtq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpvtq

ě

˜

i
ÿ

τ“i1`1

p
i

τ
´ 1q

¸

¨
εT

H
`

˜

´
1

3H
`

i
ÿ

τ“i1`1

1

τ

¸

¨
εT

H
¨ pvt ´ iq

ě 0`

ˆ

´
1

3H
`

1

i

˙

¨
εT

H
¨ pvt ´ iq ą γT

where the first inequality follows the difference between σpi,jq,tpiq and maxttσpi1,j1q,tpiqu.

Next, notice that its cumulative utility of playing the option pi1, j1q with i1 ą i is at

most σpi1,j1q,tpvtq ď Gi1 ¨
εT
H
¨vt`α ¨

εT
H
¨pvt´i

1q. Taking the difference between σpi,jq,tpvtq

and σpi1,j1q,tpvtq when i1 ą i` 1, we have

σpi,jq,tpvtq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpvtq ě pGi ´Gi1q ¨
εT

H
¨ vt ` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

ě

˜

´

i1
ÿ

τ“i`1

i` 1

τ

¸

¨
εT

H
` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

ě

ˆ

´pi1 ´ iq `
i1 ´ i´ 1

i1

˙

¨
εT

H
` α ¨

εT

H
¨ pi1 ´ iq

“

ˆ

´
i1 ´ i

3H
´
i` 1

i1
` 1

˙

¨
εT

H

The minimum is obtained when i1 “ i` 2 or i1 “ H. When i1 “ i` 2, we have

´
i1 ´ i

3H
´
i` 1

i1
` 1 “ ´

2

3H
´
i` 1

i` 2
` 1 “

1

i` 2
´

2

3H
ě

1

H
´

2

3H
ą 0

while when i1 “ H, we have i ď H ´ 2 and

´
H ´ i

3H
´
i` 1

H
` 1 “ ´

H ` 2i` 3

3H
` 1 ě ´

H ` 2pH ´ 2q ` 3

3H
` 1 “

1

3H
ą 0.
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Therefore, for i ă vt ă i`1 and t P pκi,j, κi,j`1s, the buyer will play option pi1, j1q

with i1 R ti, i` 1u with probability at most γ.

Moreover, recall that it is indeed that κi,j “ κi`1,j for all i. Therefore, if the

buyer plays option pi ` 1, jq, it will generate revenue i ` 1. Moreover, if the buyer

plays option pi1, j1q with j1 ă j and i1 P ti, i` 1u, then the option is already in its H

session and the buyer is going to pay H. Finally, for any option pi1, j1q with j1 ą j

and i1 P ti, i` 1u, the utility of playing such an option is at most

σpi1,j1q,tpvtq “ ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 `

ˆ

t´ κi1,j1 ` pGi1 ` αq ¨
εT

H

˙

¨ vt

while the utility of playing the option pi1, jq is

σpi1,jq,tpvtq “ ´α ¨
εT

H
¨ i1 ` pGi ` αq ¨

εT

H
¨ vt ` pt´ κi1,jq ¨ pvt ´ i

1
q

Taking the difference, we have

σpi1,jq,tpvtq ´ σpi1,j1q,tpvtq “ pκi1,j1 ´ κi1,jq ¨ vt ` pt´ κi1,jq ¨ pvt ´ i
1
q

Therefore, when i1 “ i, then σpi1,jq,tpvtq´σpi1,j1q,tpvtq is clear positive. Moreover, when

i1 “ i` 1, we have

σpi`1,jq,tpvtq ´ σpi`1,j1q,tpvtq

“ pκi`1,j1 ´ κi`1,jq ¨ vt ` pt´ κi`1,jq ¨ pvt ´ i´ 1q

ě pκi`1,j`1 ´ κi`1,jq ¨ vt ` pκi`1,j`1 ´ κi`1,jq ¨ pvt ´ i´ 1q

“ pκi`1,j`1 ´ κi`1,jq ¨ p2vt ´ i´ 1q

ą pκi`1,j`1 ´ κi`1,jq ¨ p2i´ i´ 1q ą γT.

Therefore, we finish showing that for i ă vt ă i ` 1 and t P pκi,j, κi,j`1s, the

buyer will play option pi1, j1q with i1 P ti, i ` 1u and j1 ď j with probability at least
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1 ´Kγ. Thus, the revenue loss from vt is at most 1. Applying a similar argument

as in Section 7.4.2, we can conclude that the expected revenue loss is OpT q.

E.1.3 Proof of Theorem 7.19

We will show that the mean-based guarantee ensures that a mean-based buyer will

(most of the time) choose a bid close to v, and thus contribute a similar amount of

revenue as a strategic buyer.

Lemma E.1. Let Upv, bq “ v ¨ atpbq ´ ptpbq “
v¨p1`log bq´b

1`logH
. If Upv, vq ´ Upv, bq ď δ,

then |v ´ b| ď H
a

2p1` logHqδ.

Proof. Let fpv, bq “ vp1 ` log bq ´ b. Note that
B

Bb
fpv, bq “ v

b
´ 1 and

B2

Bb2
fpv, bq “

´ v
b2
ď ´ 1

H2 . This implies f is p1{2H2q-strongly concave and maximized when b “ v,

so fpv, vq ´ fpv, bq ě 1
2H2 pv ´ bq2. Since Upv, bq “ fpv, bq{p1 ` logHq, this implies

that if Upv, vq ´ Upv, bq ď δ, then |v ´ b| ď H
a

2p1` logHqδ.

We are now ready to prove the theorem.

Proof of Theorem 7.19. Consider the critical mechanism defined by atpbq “ p1 `

log bq{p1` logHq and ptpbq “ b{p1` logHq. We claim that this mechanism obtains

expected revenue at least 1
1`logpHq

Val ´ opT q against any mean-based bidder with

values adversarially chosen from r1, Hs.

Note that by the mean-based guarantee, with probability at least 1´ γ a mean-

based algorithm will pick a bid bt satisfying

σvt,tpb
˚
q ´ σvt,tpbtq ď γT, (E.2)

where b˚ “ arg maxb σvt,tpbq. Now, note that σv,tpbq “ t ¨ Upv, bq; since Upv, bq is

maximized when b “ v, b˚ “ vt. It then follows from Lemma E.1, that if (E.2)
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holds, then with probability at least p1 ´ γq, |vt ´ bt| ď H
b

2p1` logHqγT
t

. Since

vt ´ bt ď H is always true (since vt ď H), it follows that in expectation,

Erbts ě vt ´ γH ´H

c

2p1` logHq
γT

t

and therefore we have that

ErRevs “ E

«

T
ÿ

t“1

ptpbtq

ff

“
1

1` logH

T
ÿ

t“1

Erbts

ě
1

1` logH

T
ÿ

t“1

˜

vt ´ γH ´H

c

2p1` logHq
γT

t

¸

ě
Val

1` logH
´ opT q,

where the last inequality holds since γ and
?
γ are both op1q.
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